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Abstract

This Aging Management Guideline (AMG) describes recommended methods for effective
detection and mitigation of age-related degradation mechanisms in commercial nuclear power
plant heat exchangers important to license renewal. The intent of this AMG is to assist plant
maintenance and operations personnel in maximizing the safe, useful life of these components.
It also supports the documentation of effective aging management programs required under the
License Renewal Rule 10 CFR 54. This AMG is presented in a manner that allows personnel
responsible for performance analysis and maintenance to compare their plant-specific aging
mechanisms (expected or already experienced) and aging management program activities to the
more generic results and recommendations presented herein.
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Continued operation of nuclear power plants for periods that extend beyond their original
40-year license period is a desirable option for many U.S. utilities. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) approval of operating license renewals is necessary before continued
operation becomes a reality. Effective aging management for plant components is important to
reliability and safety, regardless of current plant age or extended life expectations. However, the
NRC requires that aging evaluations be performed and the existence of appropriate aging
management programs be demonstrated for components considered important to license renewal
before granting approval for operation beyond 40 years. Both the NRC and the utility want
assurance that high reliability for plant components will be maintained during both the current
license term and throughout the extended operating period.

1.1 Purpose and Objectives

The purpose of this aging management guideline (AMG) is to provide guidance for
effective aging management of a selected group of heat exchangers which are important to safe
and reliable nuclear power plant operation. The heat exchanger applications studied are those
found in both Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) and Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) facilities.
The primary target audience for this AMG are plant engineering, operations, and maintenance
personnel, although it will also be of interest to those involved with nuclear plant life extension
programs. The AMG is presented in a manner which allows personnel responsible for heat
exchanger performance analysis and maintenance to compare their plant-specific heat exchanger
aging mechanisms (expected or already experienced) and aging management program activities
to the more generic results and recommendations presented in this AMG.

1.2 Scope

The nuclear plant heat exchanger applications included in this AMG are listed in Tables
1-1 and 1-2. This listing includes all major heat exchangers which have been identified as
important to license renewal based on the NRC criteria provided in 10 CFR 54 [1.1], with the
exception of the PWR steam generators, which have been studied extensively in previously
published reports [1.2, 1.3]. Note that the Maintenance Rule 10 CFR 50.65 scope is almost
the same as the License Renewal Rule 10 CFR 54.21 scope.

Tables 1-3 and 1-4 list the heat exchanger manufacturers for PWR and BWR plants
respectively. This information was obtained from the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System
(NPRDS) database and questionnaire responses from several utilities. The aging evaluation
(Section 4) and effective program evaluation (Section 5) encompass all of these heat exchanger
manufacturers. Utility personnel should verify that their heat exchanger type and corresponding
manufacturer are within the scope of this AMG prior to applying the results and
recommendations.

1-1
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Table 1-1. Process and Cooling Fluid Media BWR Heat Exchangers

BWR Heat Exchanger Tube Side Fluid Shell Side Fluid

Component Cooling Water (Note 1) Raw Water Closed Cooling Water

Dryweil Coolers Closed Cooling Water Drywell Atmosphere

Emergency Core Cooling System Room Coolers Raw Water Reactor Building
Atmosphere

Emergency Diesel Generator Jacket Water Raw Water Ch)sed Cooling Water

Emergency Diesel Generator Lubrication Oil Raw Water l_.ubrication Oil

High Pressure Coolant Injection Gland Seal Condenser Treated Water Primary Water

High Pressure Coolant Injection Lubrication Oil Treated Water l,ubrication Oil

Miscelhmeous Oil Coolers Closed Cooling Water Imbrication Oil

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Imbrication Oil Treated Water Imbrication Oil

Reactor Water Cleanup Non-Regenerative Primary Water Closed Cooling Water

Reactor Water Cleanup Regenerative Primary Water Primary Water

Residual Heat Remowd (Note 2) Raw Water Treated Water

Spent Fuel Pool Treated Water Closed Cooling Water

Notes:

!. Includes various system names, such as component cooling water, emergency equipment cooling water,

essential equipment cooling water, reactor building closed cooling water, auxiliary building closed
cooling water and emergency service water.

2. Includes various system names, such as decay heat removal, low pressure coolant injection, shutdown
cooling, and containment cooling.

The evaluations in this AMG include the heat exchanger tubes/coils, tube sheets,

partitions/baffles, shell/nozzles, internals, waterboxes/channel heads/end bells/flanges, divider
plates, floating heads, fasteners, and support assemblies.

The strategy for preparing this AMG includes (11 identifying the heat exchanger types,
major heat exchanger subcomponents, and typical operating conditions, and (2) collecting and
ewtluating heat exchanger operating/maintenance history information, identifying the stressors
acting on these heat exchangers, and determining the significance of heat exchanger aging
mechanisms. After completing these tasks and reviewing currently utilized aging management
practices, guidelines are presented for effective management of these heat exchangers.

1-2
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Table 1-2. Process and Cooling Fluid Media PWR Heat Exchangers

PWR Heat Exchanger Tube Side Fluid Shell Side Fluid

Chemical and Volume Control System Excess Primary Water Closed Cooling Water
Letdown

Chemical and Volume Control Letdown Primary Water Closed Cooling Water

Chemical and Volume Control Regenerative Primary Water Primary Water

Chemical and Volume Control System Seal Water Primary Water Closed Cooling Water

Component Cooling Water (Note 1) Raw Water Closed Cooling Water

Containment Air Coolers Raw Water Containment Atmosphere

Emergency Core Cooling System Room Coolers Raw Water Atmosphere

Emergency Diesel Generator Jacket Water Raw Water Closed Cooling Water

Emergency Diesel Generator Lubrication Oil Raw Water Lubrication Oil

Miscellaneous Oil Coolers Closed Cooling Water Lubrication Oil

Residual Heat Removal (Note 2) Primary Water Closed Cooling Water

Spent Fuel Pool Treated Water Closed Cooling Water

Notes:

I. Includes various system names, such as component cooling water, emergency equipment cooling water,
essential equipment cooling water, reactor building closed cooling water, auxiliary building closed
cooling water and emergency service water.

2. Includes various system names such as low pressure safety injection, shutdown cooling, and decay heat
removal.

The input for development of this AMG includes design data, operating/maintenance
history (including degradation findings and failure incidents), and current inspection, testing, and
maintenance program activities. The information is obtained from a variety of sources including
NRC publications, computerized industry databases, heat exchanger manufacturer literature,
individual nuclear plant records, and aging management reports and papers prepared by the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), and engineering
consultants.

1-3
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Table 1-3. Heat Exchanger Manufacturers - BWR Plants

Emergency High
Diesel Pressure High Pressure Reactor Water

Generator Coolant Coolant Reactor Core Cleanup

Emergency Jacket Water Injection Injection Isolation Regenerative Residual

Component Drywell Core Cooling and Lube Oil Gland Seal Lube Oil Cooling Lube and Non- Heat Spent Fuel
Cooling Water Cooling Room Coolers Cooling Condenser Cooler Oil Cooling Regenerative Removal Pool Cooling

Oat. Joseph CTI Nuclear Carrier Young Graham American American American Southwestern Industrial
Radiator Standard. Inc. Standard, Inc. Standard, Inc. Engineering Process

American American American Engineering
Industrial Standard. Inc. Standard. Inc. American Heat Transfer Perfex

Technologies Standard, Inc. Products
Carrier Perfex MLW Ind.

Yuba Heat Electro-Motive/
Transfer Aerofin Ellis and Watts General Motors Borg-Warner

American Allo Power. Berlin
7" Standard. Inc. Inc. Chapman

Struthers Wells Handy Harman Struthers
Corp. Wells

McQuav Worthington/" Stewart &

Engineers and Stevenson McGraw-
Fabricators Services Edison

Whitelock Fairbanks Oat. Joseph
Morse Engine

Perfex
Westinghouse

Foster Wheeler

Trane

Industrial Process

Engineering
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Table 1-4. Heat Exchanger Manufacturers - PWR Plants
Emergency

Diesel Generator
Chemical and

Volume Control Chemical and Chemical and Emergency Jacket Water
Letdown and Volume Control Volume Control Component Containment Core Cooling and Lube Oil Residual Spent

Excess Letdown Regenerative Seal Water Cooling Water Air Cooling Room Coolers Cooling Heat Removal Fuel Pool

Graham Sentry Equipment Atlas Industrial Struthers Wells American Air Cartier American Dresser Oat, Joseph
Filter Standard, Inc. Industrial

Atlas Industrial Westinghouse/ Westinghouse/ Delta Southern American Atlas

Hagan Hagan Westinghouse/ Standard, Inc. Basco Atlas Industrial
MLW Yuba Heat Hagan Industrial

Southwestern Basco Transfer Perfex Perfex

Oat, Joseph Engineering Carrier Yuba Heat
American Ellis and Watts Young Radiator Transfer

Westinghouse/ Standard, Inc. Joy Thermxchanger Engineers and
Hagan

Graham Marlo Coil Fabricators
Nuclear Cooling Graham

Sentry Equipment
Engineers and
Fabricators EC Cooley

Foster Wheeler Fairbanks Morse
Engine

Worthington/
McGraw-Edison ITT Standard

Marlow Industries Electro-Motive/
General Motors

Atlas Industrial
Westinghouse

Vogt, Henry
Machine

Westinghouse/
Hagan

Oat, Joseph
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1.3 Conclusions

This AMG evaluates all aging mechanisms for the heat exchanger applications listed in
Tables 1-1 and 1-2. Section 4 examines aging mechanisms to determine which are non-
significant, and which are significant. Section 5 examines aging management programs/
techniques to determine which are effective for detecting and/or mitigating the significant aging
mechanisms. The heat exchanger applications shown in Tables 1-1 and 1-2 involve several
different fluid types, heat exchanger types, and operating modes. Unique differences exist
between plants with respect to heat exchanger type, materials, and operating parameters for
similar service applications. Therefore, in order to contend with this diversity, some
consolidation and simplification was necessary to prepare an AMG that can be utilized by each
individual plant.

Common characteristics of heat exchanger designs and service applications are examined
to establish groupings for aging mechanism and aging management program/technique
evaluations.

The primary characteristic tbr grouping selected heat exchangers is the process and
cooling fluid. The heat exchanger fluid categories are listed with the heat exchanger applications
in Tables 1-I and 1-2. Operating mode (standby versus continuous operation) is used as the
second method for grouping selected heat exchanger. In addition, all heat exchangers were
divided into logical subassembly groupings (tubes, tube sheets, shells, etc.). These subassembly
groupings are maintained throughout the AMG.

It is not possible for this AMG to cover all plant-unique situations. Therefore, it is
necessary to identify a generic standard that is representative of a majority of the existing plant
applications with regard to heat exchanger design, materials, operating parameters, and safety
function classification. The determination of (1) significance/non-significance for specific aging
mechanisms, (2) aging mechanism/subcomponent combinations, and (3) applicability of aging
management programs/techniques is, therefore, based on this generic standard. These
qualifications or conditions are presented in an if/then format (for example; if stainless steel
materials are used, then general corrosion is non-significant). With these qualifications, plant
personnel can uniquely determine how the AMG results are applicable to their specific
application.

1.3.1 Aging Mechanism Conclusions

The heat exchanger aging mechanisms evaluated in this report are listed in Table 2-1.
Table 1-5 summarizes the significance of the aging mechanisms with respect to heat exchanger
components. Table 1-5 identifies aging mechanisms which are effectively managed by current
plant programs.

1-6
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Table 1-5. Heat Exchanger Components and Aging Mechanism Significance SummaryI

Corrosion StressCorrosion Cracking [ Embrittlement StressFatigue I Relax-i | |

MIC1 IGSCC2 IASCC3 TGSCC4 Erosion Thermal Neutron Wea_I _ion [ CreepI FoulingThermal Mechanical Gen Galv PittingSubcomponents

Tubes/Coils -- X X X X X X .... X .... X .... X

Tube Sheets -- X X X X X X -- X X .... X .... X
.... X

-- X ......
Shell/Nozzles -- X X X -- X ....
Internals

Water Box/ -- X X X X X X .... X .......... X
Channel Head/
Divider Plate

........ X ....-- X -- X ........Pressure --
Boundar3'
Fasteners/
Support
Assembly

!
--....I

1 MIC Microbiological influenced corrosion

2 IGSCC Intergranular stress corrosion cracking
3 IASCC Irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking

z TGSCC Transgranular stress corrosion cracking

-- Aging mechanism is not significant for all heat exchanger subcomponent applications.

X Aging mechanism is significant for some of the heat exchanger subcomponent applications (see Section 4 and Tables 4-4 through 4-9) and current plant

programs exist to effe,.:ively manage component aging (see Section 5 and Tables 5-4 through 5-9).
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The mechanisms determined to be non-significant for all applications are listed below:

• Thermal Embrittlement (Section 4.3.1.1)

• Creep (Section 4.3.1.1)
• Thermal Fatigue (Section 4.3.1.3)
• Irradiation Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking (Section 4.3.1.2)
• Neutron Embrittlement (Section 4.3.1.2)

Since the heat exchanger applications covered by this AMG involve relatively low
temperature fluids and low radiation level environments, very few conditions or qualifications
were necessary to establish these aging mechanisms as not significant.

The mechanisms determined to be significant for some applications are listed below:

• Stress Relaxation (Section 4.3.1.1)
• Mechanical Fatigue (Section'4.3.1.4)
• Corrosion (Section 4.3.1.5)
• Stress Corrosion Cracking (Section 4.3.1.6)
• Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion (Section 4.3.1.7)
• Wear (Section 4.3.1.8)
• Fouling (Section 4.3.1.9)

These mechanisms are examined in Section 4.3.2 for each of the five subcomponent groupings
listed below:

• Tubes/Coils
• Tube Sheets
• Shell/Nozzles/Internals
• Waterbox/Channel Head/Divider Plate

• Pressure Boundary Fasteners/Support Assembly

The examinations in Section 4.3.2 determined that several combinations of these aging

mechanisms and heat exchanger subassembly components are significant and, therefore, require
effective aging management programs/techniques. The conclusions for these aging mechanisms
are summarized in Tables 4-4 through 4-9. If/then criteria, located in the text, provide the
conditions and qualifications for these significance determinations.

The aging mechanisms are evaluated taking into consideration the effects of each of the
following five fluid applications plus atmosoheric applications.

• Primary Water
• Treated Water

• Closed Cooling Water
• Lubricating Oil
• Raw Water

1-8
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The generic examinations in Section 4.3.1 determined that selected combinations of heat
exchanger component materials and fluid applications were susceptible to corrosion (general,
galvanic, or microbiologically influenced), stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC and TGSCC),
erosion and erosion/corrosion, and fouling.

The fluid service examinations in Section 4.3.2 were able to establish non-significance
for various types of corrosion and stress corrosion cracking, erosion and erosion/corrosion, and
fouling associated with various heat exchanger subcomponents based on metallurgy and design
characteristics. Examples include the use of corrosion resistant stainless steel materials, relatively
large surface areas for the more "_nodicwetted parts, and the washing away of microbial growth
with high fluid velocities. The evaluation conclusions for these aging mechanisms are
summarized in Tables 4-4 through 4-9. If/then criteria located in the text provide the conditions
and qualifications for significance determinations.

The aging management programs/techniques that effectively manage the significant aging
mechanism/heat exchanger subcomponent combinations for each fluid application are discussed
in Section 5.

1.3.2 Aging Management Program Guidelines

The aging management programs/techniques presented in this AMG are listed in
Table 1-6. The conventional programs commonly used are currently implemented at nuclear
facilities. For some of the heat exchangers in the scope of this AMG, surveillance tests may be

Table 1-6. Heat Exchanger Aging Management Programs/Techniques

Cenventional Programs

ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and Testing

ASME OM Code-1990 "Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants,"
Parts I I and 21 (Part 21 is in preparation)

Preventive Maintenance
Periodic Maintenance
Predictive Maintenance
Planned Maintenance

Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion Control

Nonconventional Programs

Heat Exchanger Lay-Up Program

Operator Activities

Coating Survey

Operating/Industry Experience Review

Spare Parts Shelf Life

Receipt Inspection

1-9
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performed in accordance with plant specific Technical Specifications. Also, NRC required
efficiency tests (for example, Reference 1.4) are performed on some of the heat exchangers.
For purposes of this AMG all heat exchanger testing regardless of origin is described in the
Preventive Maintenance Program. The nonconventional programs commonly used are also
currently implemented at most nuclear plants, but in some cases may not be formalized with
written procedures. The requirements for effective aging management programs are listed below:

a. The program must identify and mitigate age-related degradation unique to license
renewal.

b. The program must contain acceptance criteria against which the need for corrective
action can be evaluated and assure timely corrective action when the acceptance
criteria are not met.

c. The program must be implemented by the facility operating procedures and reviewed
by the onsite review committee.

The aging management programs/techniques are described generically in Section 5.2
(Conventional Programs) and Section 5.3 (Nonconventional Programs). The relationship between
these aging management programs/techniques and the significant aging mechanisms determined
in Section 4 is examined for heat exchanger subcomponents in each fluid application category.
The results of this examination are shown in Tables 5-4 through 5-9. These tables relate the
aging management programs/techniques to the significant aging mechanism for the individual
heat exchanger subcomponents. Tables 5-4 through 5-9 can be used to compare plant-specific
program coverage against programs/techniques determined to be effective at detecting and
mitigating the significant aging mechanisms.

1.4 References

1.1 Title 10, U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR Part 54, "Requirements for
Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants," December 13, 1991.

1.2 EPRI Report NP-2331, "Steam Generator Corrosion Studies."

1.3 EPRI Report NP-5565, "Vibration and Wear Prediction for Steam Generator
Tubes," June 1988.

1.4 Generic Letter 89-13, "Service Water System Problems Affecting Safety-Related
Equipment," July 18, 1989.
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2. INTRODUCTION

2.1 Background

The DOE-sponsored Plant Lifetime Improvement (PLIM) Program, in cooperation with
EPRI Life Cycle Management (LCM) Program, is establishing and demonstratin!g a predictable
license renewal plocess for existing light water reactors (LWRs) in the United States An
important element of this program is the development of Nuclear Management and Resource
Council (NUMARC, now the Nuclear Energy Institute, NEI) License Rcnewal Industry Reports
(IRs), which cover critical classes of equipment such as reactor pressure vessels, reactor coolant
pressure boundary piping, ,:ontainment structures, and cables. To support continued demonstra-
tion of PLIM and LCM concepts, there is a need for further industry development of guidelines
that describe and evaluate acceptable aging management approaches for several groupings of
equipment not evaluated in the IRs. This AMG evaluates heat exchangers determined to be
important to license renewal. [2.1]

Corttinued operation of nuclear power plants for periods that extend beyond the original
40-year license period may be desirable for many U.S. nuclear plant operators. To allow
operation of the plant during a license renewal period, utilities must show that the aging of
components important to license renewal has been managed such that these components will not
degrade to the extent that they are incapable of supporting required functions. Therefore, to
control the aging of components important to license renewal during the license renewal period,
operators of nuclear power plants must identify and perform activities necessary to manage the
aging of components so that proper function is assured.

For components to retain their capability to perform required function(s) during the license
renewal period, activities such as preventive maintenance and refurbishment may be necessary
during the current license period even though some of these activities may not be necessary to
guarantee function during the current license period. These activities would be necessary to
assure that there is no loss of required function(s), no unacceptable reduction in safety margins,
and that higher rates of challenge to plant safety systems do not occur during the license renewal
period.

I

2.2 Purpose and Objectives

The purpose of this AMG is to provide cost-effective, practical methods to plant technical
staff for the effective management of aging of heat exchangers used in commercial nuclear power
plants. An effective aging management program will ensure that each heat exchanger will
continue to perform its function or will not prevent performance of a required function during
the current license period and during the license renewal term.

The objective of this AMG is to provide an analysis of the potential degradation modes
for heat exchangers and to provide acceptable guidelines for developing effective aging
management programs that will detect and mitigate the significant aging mechanisms.

This AMG is intended for use by nuclear plant personnel performing heat exchanger aging
management evaluations and provides information and guidance that will be valuable in the
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formulation of the plant's aging management programs. This AMG also provides additional
value to nuclear plant operators as follows:

1. The AMG is a well-researched technical document that can be used by maintenance
and system engineering personnel for the identification, characterization, and
management of age-related degradation in heat exchangers. It can also be used as a
base document for plants developing a license renewal application.

2. The results in this AMG are based on an extensive literature search. Therefore,

nuclear plant personnel can use this AMG as an exhaustive reference f(_r relevant
information about heat exchangers. Some of the references used include:

• EPRI Reports

• NRC Bulletins, Information Notices, Circulars, Generic Letters and Reporls

• Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)

• Vendor Manuals

• American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Codes and Standards

• Miscellaneous References and Technical Papers

3. This AMG consolidates historical maintenance and industry operating information
into one source. The plant maintenance/system engineer will find this useful for both
the identification of age-related degradation (including root causes) and the
verification of appropriate corrective action. Issues discussed in the AMG include:

• Equipment design differences relevant to aging considerations

• Equipment obsolescence as it affects aging management

• Service environments

• Operating and maintenance history from the Institute for Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO) NPRDS and NRC Licensee Event Report (LER) databases

• Historical overhaul data from refurbishment facilities

• Additional operating and maintenance history from responses to plant surveys

4. Heat exchanger aging phenomena are described in detail. This will be useful for heat
exchanger maintenance interval and reliability evaluations. The following topics are
discussed:

• Stressors acting on heat exchanger subcomponents

• Aging mechanism identification
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• Significance of aging mechanisms using "if/'.hen" criteria

• Age-related degradation of heat exchanger _,,ubcomponents

• Potential failure modes

5. The AMG can be an effective tool for heat exchanger aging management and
personnel training. The AMG:

• Identifies the need for aging management and compliance with Maintenance Rule
requirements

• Contains a correlation between the scope and frequency of maintenance practices
and heat exchanger performance and rate of degradation

• Presents information that can be used in the construction of meaningful life-cycle
management charts and to improve the accuracy of cost/benefit determinations

• Discusses both conventional and non-conventional maintenance techniques, and
considers how these practices can be utilized to effectively manage equipment
aging

° Characterizes initiation and progression of equipment aging for use in training
_.:_,onh_l responsible for maintenance and inspection activities

• Iden!ifies concepts, principles, and methods for evaluating heat exchangers not in
the scope of this AMG.

2.3 Contents of Aging Management Guideline

The nuclear plant heat exchangers selected for evaluation in this AMG were chosen from
previous BWR and PWR Lead Plant License Renewal studies, draft NUREG-1299 [2.2], and
Appendix B of Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1009 [2.3]. Heat exchangers that are unique with
respect to manufacturer/models, or are used in only one or very few plants (for example, isolation
condensers in BWR plants and ice condensers in PWR plants) were not selected for evaluation
in this AMG. The BWR and PWR Lead Plant License Renewal studies relied on a screening
process to identify and select specific system heat exchangers that are important to license
renewal. The screening process uses a systematic approach to identify heat exchangers with
important-to-safety operating functions or that contribute to initiating or challenging safety
systems. Table 2-1 identifies those PWR and BWR plant heat exchangers evaluated in this
AMG.

Section 3 lists and describes the components evaluated, component boundaries and
discusses manufacturers' design differences. It also includes a discussion of the design
requirements that apply to heat exchangers, including applicable Codes, Standards, and
Regulations. Lastly, Section 3 includes a detailed study of the operating history of the
components evaluated from LER data, NPRDS data, and from other sources.
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Table 2-1. Heat Exchangers in Scope of AMG

Heat Exchangers Located in BWR Plants Heat Exchangers Located in PWR Plants

Component Cooling Water System Heat Exchangers Chemical and Volume Control Excess
(Note I) Letdown Heat Exchanger

Dryweli Coolers Chemical and Volume Control Letdown Heat
Exchanger

Emergency Core Cooling System Roon_.Coolers Chemical and Volume Control Regenerative
Heat Exchanger

Emergency Diesel Generator Jacket Water Coolers Chemical and Volume Control Seal Water
Heat Exchanger

Emergency Diesel Generator Lubricating Oil Coolers Component Cooling Water System Heat
Exchangers (Note I)

High Pressure Coolant Injection Gland Seal Containment Systern Air Coolers
Condenser

High Pressure Coolant Injection Lubricating Emergency Core Cooling System Room
Oil Cooler Coolers

Miscellaneous Oil Coolers Emergency Diesel Generator Jacket Water
Coolers

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Lubricating Emergency Diesel Generator Lubricating Oil
Oil Cooler Coolers

Reactor Water Cleanup N,,n-Regenerative Heat Miscellaneous Oil Coolers
Exchangers

Reactor Water Cleanup Regenerative Heat Exchanger Residual Heat Removal System Heat
Exchangers (Note 3)

Residual Heat Removal System Heat Exchangers Spent Fuel Pool System Heat Exchangers
(Note 2)

Spent Fuel Pool Heat L:xchangers
i

i

Notes:

I. Includes various system names, such as component cooling water, emergency equipment cooling water,
essential equipment cooling water, reactor building closed cooling water, auxiliary building closed
cooling water and essential service water.

2. Includes various system names, such as decay heat remowd, low pressure coolant injection, shutdown
cooling.

3. Includes various system names, such as safety injection, shutdown cooling, and decay heat removal.
I
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Section 4 discusses stressors acting on the subcomponents. Stressors produce aging
mechanisms that can cause component degradation. The results of aging studies are used to
describe the aging mechanisms (see Table 2-2) known to cause degradation. An aging
mechanism is significant when, if allowed to continue without detection or mitigation measures,
it will cause the component to lose its ability to perform its required function. Aging
mechanisms for the subcomponents are identified and ,..valuated. Operational demands,
environmental conditions, failure data, and industry operations and maintenance history are
considered, and the significance of the aging mechanisms determined.

, ,,,,, ,. . ,,, H __

Table 2-2. Aging Mechanisms

I. Fatigue

A. High Cycle

B. Low Cycle

C. Thermal

II. Corrosion

A. General

B. Pitting

C. Galvanic

D. Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion

1II. Stress Corrosion Cracking

A, Intergranular

B. Irradiation Assisted

C. Transgranular

IV. Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

V. Embrittlement

A. Thermal

B. Neutron

VI. Wear

A, Adhesive

B. Abrasive

C. Erosive

VII. Stress Relaxation

VIII. Creep

IX. Fouling

...... _,., _,
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Section 5 discusses effective aging management techniques for aging mechanisms
determined to be significant in Section 4. Conventional maintenance, inspection, testing, and
surveillance techniqu_:s or programs are described. A brief discussion of nonconventional
activities and techniques is also included. The effectiveness of these techniques or programs to
manage the significant aging mechanisms is described. Variations in plant aging management
programs or techniques are considefed. Requirements for an effective technique or program are
presented in the form of "if/then" criteria whenever possible.

Section 6 discusses management options, if applicable, to deal with action items identified
in Section 5.

2.4 Generic License Renewal Requirements

10 CFR 54.21 [2.1] describes the requirements for the content of technical int0rmatloi_
in the license renewal application.* Section 54.21 states that a supplement to the FSAR must
be prepared that contains an Integrated Plant Assessment (IPA) that must:

1. identify and list all systems, structures, and components (SSCs) important to license
renewal.

2. identify those structures and components (SCs) that contribute to the performance of
a required function or could, if they fail, prevent an SSC important to license renewal
from performing its required function.

3. for the identified SCs, determine those that could have age-related degradation that
is unique to license renewal.

To identify the age-related degradation** that is unique to license renewal (in item (a)(3)
of Section 54.21), the definition of age-related degr;_d:_ion unique to license renewal must be
applied. Age-related degradation unique to the license renewal period is degradation:

1. that occurs during the term of the current operating license, but whose effects are
different in character or magnitude after the term of the current operating license (the
period of extended operation); or

2. whose effects were not explicitly identified and evaluated by the licensee for the
period of extended operation/rod the evaluation found acceptable by the NRC; or

3. that occurs only during the period of extended operation.

The NRC is in the process of a rule change regarding 10 CFR 54 at the time of this writing.

See list of definitions in Appendix A tor aging terminology used in this report.
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This AMG does not make the distinction of whether or not an aging mechanism is or is
not unique to license renewal. This AMG evaluates all potentially significant aging mechanisms.

The criteria for determining SSCs important to license renewal, the criteria for evaluating
whether an SC is necessary for the performance of a required function, and the technical criteria
used to determine whether an SC is subject to age-related degradation unique to license renewal
must be defined.

For each of the SCs having age-related degradation that is unique to license renewal, the
age-related degradation must be addressed by an effective program or shown not to need to be
addressed by an effective program. An effective program is a documented program to manage
age-related degradation unique to the license renewal period that ensures that a SSC important
to license renewal will continue to perform its required function or will not prevent the
performance of a required function during the period of extended operation.

The effective program must:

1. identify and mitigate age-related degradation unique to license renewal

2. contain acceptance criteria against which the need lbr corrective action can be
evaluated and assure timely corrective action when the acceptance criteria are not met

3. be implemented by the facility operating procedures and reviewed by the onsite
review committee.

10 CFR 54.21 continues with a discussion of changes to the current licensing basis and
plant modifications, which are outside the scope of this report.

Additionally, this AMG supports the determination that existing aging management
practices are satisfactory for fulfilling license renewal requirements and meeting review
conditions stated in the draft version of NUREG-1299, "Standard Review Plan for the Review

of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants." [2.21 Components included in the
classification of important to license renewal are identified, and stressors, aging mechanisms, and
failure modes for these components are defined. Furthermore, this AMG states the type of
existing practices that are acceptable for the management of aging as well as areas requiring
further plant-specific evaluation. Exemptions and requests for relief (pursuant to 10 CFR 50.12
and 10 CFR 50.55a, respectively) were not considered under this AMG in that these issues are
plant-specific in nature and therefore must be considered on a plant-by-plant basis.

This report evaluates heat exchangers with respect to the requirements of 10 CFR 54.21
and provides a discussion of the types of heat exchangers important to license renewal and the
age-related degradation affecting components and subcomponents of heat exchangers. The
following sections detail the analysis leading to the determination of age-related degradation and
the means necessary to address it.
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2.5 Method Used to Define the Scope of Components Important to License
Renewal

To determine the heat exchangers covered by license renewal requirements, the definition
of SSCs important to license renewal [2.1] must be evaluated. The current definition of SSCs
important to license renewal includes:

1. Safety-related SSCs, which are those relied upon to remain functional during and
[

following design basis events to ensure:

(i) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary;

(ii) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
condition; or

(iii) The capability to prevent the consequences of accidents that could result in
potential offsite exposure comparable to the 10 CFR 100 guidelines.

2. All non-safety-related SSCs whose failure could directly prevent satisfactory
accomplishment of any of the required functions identified in paragraphs (1) (i), (ii),
or (iii) of this definition.

3. All SSCs relied on in safety analyses or plant evaluations to demonstrate compliance
with the Commission's regulations for fire protection (10 CFR 50.48), environmental
qualification (10 CFR 50.49), pressurized thermal shock (10 CFR 50.61), anticipated
transients without scram (10 CFR 50.62), and station blackout (10 CFR 50.63).

4. All SSCs subject to operability requirements contained in the facility's Technical
Specifications' Limiting Conditions tbr Operation.

The evaluation of this definition, with respect to heat exchangers and the components
determined to be important to license renewal, is given in Section 3.1. Note that the scope of
heat exchangers covered under the Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR 50.65, is almost the same as that
covered by the License Renewal Rule, 10 CFR 54.21.

2.6 Method Used to Define Aging Mechanisms Assessed in This Study

To define the aging mechanisms assessed in this study, a two-part evaluation was
performed. First, the effects of stressors, such as mechanical, hydraulic, chemical, electrical and
environmental, on equipment operation were determined. The aging mechanisms associated with
those stressors that cause degradation were then determined. This evaluation is contained in
Section 4.1.

Second, industry-wide operating experience (particularly that reported in NRC LERs;
Information Notices, Bulletins, and Circulars; and INPO NPRDS data) was examined. A review
of the NRC Information Notices, Bulletins, and Circulars was conducted to identify age-related
failures. The aging mechanisms associated with reported age-related failures were then
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determined. Events described in the NPRDS data and LERs were then analyzed for age-related
degradation and failures to identify the numbers of particular types of failures. The aging
mechanisms associated with these failures were then determined. This review of industry-wide
operating experience is contained in Section 3.6.

This multi-source analysis (i.e., using data from NPRDS and NRC documentation)
provides a comprehensive characterization of equipment aging by using actual plant and vendor
data to substantiate and refine those aging mechanisms postulated to occur due to stressors.

After a list of all possible aging mechanisms was developed (see Table 2-2 and Section
4.2), the significance of each aging mechanism was determined. Those aging mechanisms that
were confirmed by operating or overhaul experience, had a high probability of occurrence, or
would result in a failure having a large impact on equipment operation were designated as
significant aging mechanisms. Those aging mechanisms designated as significant are discussed
in Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. Those aging mechanisms designated nonsignificant are also discussed
in 4.3.1.

Conventional maintenance, inspection, testing, and surveillance techniques or programs
determined to effectively manage aging of heat exchangers are discussed in Section 5.2. A brief
discussion of nonconventional activities and techniques is provided in Section 5.3. The aging
management techniques and programs that effectively manage the significant aging mechanisms
are discussed in Section 5.4. The evaluation conclusions derived in Sectiun 5.4 show that all

significant aging mechanisms are effectively managed by current techniques and programs.
Therefore, no other aging management enhancements for the significant aging mechanisms
are required.

It should be noted that aging mechanisms and their associated degradations were not
categorized either as occurring in the current license period or as being unique to license
renewal. Aging as a whole is covered in this document. There is no generically applicable
methodology that has been agreed upon for identifying those age-related degradation mechanisms
that are unique to license renewal. It is understood that by not using the definition of age-related
degradation unique to license renewal the scope of components evaluated is larger. This is
intended because this AMG is intended for use by utilities that may submit a license renewal
application and those who simply wish to understand aging of heat exchangers during the first
40 years of operation. Therefore, the approach herein identifies those techniques that manage
aging mechanisms to preclude adverse effects during the current and license renewal periods.

To provide a basis for the discussions of stressors, aging mechanisms, and failure modes,
Section 3 describes heat exchangers that are in common use in the nuclear industry. Appendix
A provides definitions of aging terminology used in this report.

2.7 References

2.1 Title 10, U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR Part 54, "Requirements for
Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants," December 13, 1991.
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2.2 Draft NUREG-1299, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of License Renewal

Applications for Nuclear Power Plants," November 1990.

2.3 Draft Regulatory Guide, DG-1009, "Standard Format and Content of Technical
Information for Applications to Renew Nuclear Power Plant Operating Licenses,"
December 1990.
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3. EQUIPMENT/COMPONENTS EVALUATED: SCOPE

This section of the AMG identifies the LWR heat exchangers to be evaluated. Sections
3.1 through 3.4 describe the selection methodology, the heat exchangers in the evaluation scope,
and the groupings of heat exchangers, components, and service applications established for
evaluation. The key design codes and standards, operating history, and the associated aging
implications are discussed in Sections 3.5 and 3.6, respectively.

3.1 Heat Exchanger Selection Methodology

Identifying the heat exchangers to be evaluated involved the review of industry
documents, plant documents for a typical BWR and PWR, and a survey of utility engineers. The
review of industry documents included the following:

1. Review of 10 CFR 54, Definitions of Systems, Structures, and Components Important
to License Renewal [3.1] (License Renewal Rule).

2. Review of BWR Lead Plant Project Technical Reports.

3. Review of PWR Technical Demonstration Project (EPRI) Technical Findings.

4. Review of 10 CFR 50.65, Maintenance Rule and Draft NUMARC Industry Guideline
[3.2, 3.3].

5. Draft NUREG/CR-5779, "Aging of Non-Power-Cycle Heat Exchangers Used in
Nuclear Power Plants" [3.4].

These documents provide current industry thinking with respect to selecting the heat
exchangers evaluated and identifying the aging and performance issues. The License Renewal
Rule and Maintenance Rule use similar criteria for selecting systems, structures, and components
that need to be addressed. The License Renewal Rule focuses on the detection and mitigation
of age-related degradation, while the Maintenance Rule focuses on maintaining performance. The
methodology used to select the heat exchangers evaluated in this AMG is provided in Section
2.5. The list of heat exchangers selected (Table 3-1) compares favorably with the scope of heat
exchangers provided in Draft Regulatory Guide for License Renewal (DG-1009, Appendix B) and
the Standard Review Plan for License Renewal (NUREG-1299, Section C.1.4).

The review of industry documents resulted in an initial listing of heat exchangers
(Table 3-1). Safety analysis reports from several plants were consulted to verify that the listing
is representative for all plants, and of the types of heat exchangers used in the above functions.
This activity determined that plants may use different heat exchanger name designations, but their
configuration, functions, and aging characteristics are bounded by the Table 3-1 listing.

A survey/questionnaire was sent to all operating commercial nuclear power plants in the
United States. Plant-specific heat exchanger data was provided by fourteen units; of the fourteen,
four provided maintenance and operating histories. This data was used for comparison of heat
exchanger selection and for comparison to industry document summaries of maintenance and
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operation histories. Utility data compared favorably with heat exchanger selection and historical
data.

Table 3-1. Heat Exchangers Evaluated

BWR Plant Heat Exchangers PWR Plant Heat Exchangers

Component Cooling Water Heat Exchangers Chemical and Volume Control Excess Letdown
(Note I) Heat Exchangers

Drywell Coolers Chemical and Volume Control Letdown Heat
Exchangers

Emergency Core Cooling System Room Coolers Chemical and Volume Control Regenerative Heat
Exchangers

Emergency Diesel Generator Jacket Water Coolers Chemical and Volume Control Seal Water Heat
Exchangers

Emergency Diesel Generator Lubrication Oil Component Cooling Water Heat Exchangers
Coolers (Note !)

High Pressure Coolant Injection Gland Seal Emergency Core Cooling System Room Coolers
Condensers

High Pressure Coolant Injection Lubrication Oil Emergency Diesel Generator Jacket Water Coolers
Coolers

Miscellaneous Oil Coolers Emergency Diesel Generator Lubrication Oil
Coolers

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Lubrication Oil Miscellaneous Oil Coolers
Coolers

Reactor Water Cleanup Non-Regenerative Heat Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchangers (Note 3)
Exchangers

Reactor Water Cleanup Regenerative Heat Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Heat Exchangers
Exchangers

Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchangers (Note 2)

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Heat Exchangers

Notes:

1. Includes various system names, such as component cooling water, emergency equipment cooling water,

essential equipment cooling water, reactor building closed cooling water and essential service water

2. Includes various system names, such as decay heat removal, low pressure coolant injection, shutdown
cooling, and containment cooling.

3. Includes various system names, safety injection, shutdown cooling, and decay heat removal.
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3.2 Evaluation Scope

The heat exchanger selection methodology described in Section 3.1 was used to establish
the listing of BWR and PWR heat exchangers in Table 3-1. These heat exchangers are evaluated
in this AMG. Steam generators (PWR) have been extensively evaluated in other industry studies
(for example, References 3.5 and 3.6) and therefore are not in the scope of this AMG.

Heat exchanger designs are described in Section 3.4. With the exception of containment
or room coolers, which are finned coil type with air on the outside of the tubes, the predominant
heat exchanger type is shell-and-tube which can be shell-and-U-tube, or shell-and-straight-tube.
Carbon steel is generally used for the shell. Austenitic stainless steel, admiralty, ferritic and
carbon steel, and other alloys are used for the tubes. Copper, copper-nickel (Cu-Ni), and
austenitic stainless steels are some of the materials used in fin-coil tubes. Some of the heat

exchangers operate continuously while others are in standby (only operated during periodic
testing or maintenance).

3.3 Component Boundaries

For shell and tube heat exchangers, the boundaries of the evaluation are defined by the
shell and its nozzles for piping attachments, and the channel head and its nozzles for piping
attachments. The attached valves, draiil connections, and piping are outside the component
boundary. For air-to-water heat exchangers, the boundaries of the evaluation are defined by the
tube headers and their nozzles for piping attachments. Associated blowers, air-flow-directing
ducting, and most housings are not evaluated in this AMG. Figure 3-1 illustrates typical heat
exchanger component boundaries.

jV

20.

/ ' '/I
,ll I I I _ ' / '

Key."
I, Shell cover 9. Shell nozzle 17. Shell channel---end flange

2. Floating head 10. Impingement baffle 18. Support saddles
3. Vent connection 1. Stationary tube sheet 19. tteat-transfer tube

4. Floating-head backing device 2, Channel nozzle 20. Test connection
5. Shell cover----end flange 3. Channel 21. Floating-head flange
6. Transverse baffles or support plates 4. Lifting ring 22. Drain connection
7. Shell 5. Pass partition 23. Floating tube sheet

8. Tie rods and spacers 6. Channel cover

Figure 3-1. Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger with Floating Head 13.7].
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3.4 Description of Components Evaluated

This section describes the heat exchangers and the associated subassemblies and
cor;lponents evaluated in this AMG.

3.4.1 Major Heat Exchanger Types

Heat exchangers are devices that transfer heat to establish or maintain desired process or
equipment temperatures. Several heat exchanger types are used in nuclear power plants, many
serving as interfaces between plant systems. The major heat exchanger types (i.e., Figures 3-1,
3-2, 3-3, and 3-4) utilized in nuclear power phmts are the shell-and-tube heat exchanger and the
fin-coil cooling units. Figures 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4 are reproduced from reference [3.7]. These
types of heat exchangers are described below.

Shell-and-Tube Heat Exchangers

In the shell-and-tube heat exchanger, one fluid flows inside the tubes while the other fluid
is forced through the shell and over the outside of the tubes. Normally, to permit effective
cleaning in a shell-and-tube heat exchanger, the fluid with the highest fouling potential is on the
tube side. The reason for forcing the fluid to flow over the tubes rather than along them is that
a higher heat-transfer coefficient can be achieved in cross flow. To achieve cross flow on the
shell side, baffles are placed inside the shell as shown in Figure 3-2. These baffles ensure that
flow passes across the tubes, section-by-section for the entire length of the heat exchanger.
Depending upon the header arrangements at the two ends of the heat exchanger, one or more tube
passes can be achieved. For a two-tube pass arrangement, the inlet header is split so that the
fluid flowing into the tubes passes through one-half of the tubes in one direction, reverses
direction and returns through the other half of the tubes to the opposite side of the channel head,
as shown in Figure 3-2. A one tube pass arrangement is called shell-and-straight-tube while a
two tube pass arrangement is often referred to as shell-and-U-tube. Three and four tube passes
can also be achieved by rearrangement of the header space. The most common kind of baffle
used is the disk-and-doughnut baffle, shown at Figure 3-3.

The heat exchanger shown in Figure 3-2 has fixed tube plates (i.e., tube sheet) at each end
and the tubes are welded or expanded into the plates. This construction has a low cost but it
cannot be used for high temperature differences because no provision is made for differential

t,_:-_ _ J'.... _' " _-'- '" '" " - '" : " L ": --

Figure 3-2. Shell and Tube Heat Exchanger with Segmental Baffles [3.7].
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Shell Doughnut

_!

Free area at disk Free area at doughnut

Figure 3-3. Common Heat Exchanger Baffle Arrangement [3.7].

thermal expansion between tubes and shell. Also, the tube bundle cannot be removed for
cleaning. A different arrangement can overcome these drawbacks. In this arrangement, one tube
plate is fixed but the other is bolted to a floating-head cover which permits the tube bundle to
move relative to the shell. The floating tube sheet is clamped between the floating head and a
flange so that it is possible to remove the tube bundle for cleaning. Figure 3-1 illustrates this
arrangement. Shell-and-tube heat exchangers are used tor all water-to-water heat trannfcr
applications. The fluids can be primary water, treated water, raw (service) water, borated water,
closed cooling water, or lubricating oil.

Fin-Coil Units

This type of heat exchanger is used for containment or room cooling. In these heat
exchangers, the water flows through the tubes, whereas the air in forced across the tube bundle.
The flow of air is by lbrced convection, using t'ann. The type of exchanger tined in nuclear
power plants in the finned coil type. In this arrangement, thc air flown across a finned tube
bundle and is unmixed (meaning it cannot move freely) because it is confined in separatc flow
passages during the process. A cronn-t'low heat exchanger in shown on Figure 3-4.

r,

_Z x • L ..t_L-

i'--_ i L -

%%

Figure 3-4. Cross Air Flow Heat Exchanger [3.71.
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3.4.2 Common Components

Each heat exchanger can be broken down into subassemblies and components. Table 3-2
lists the heat exchanger component groups and subcomponents. The subassembly names
corresponds with their general function. Commonly used materials of construction for each
component are listed in Table 3-3. Manufacturer design differences are identified and discussed
in Section 3.4.4.

...... ,, , ' ,, , ..... , ,,,,,,, : ......... ,, , ,, j , ,,, , ,,, , ,,,, ,

Table 3-2. Heat Exchanger Component Groups and Subcomponents

Shell-and-Tube Heat Exchangers

Tubes

Tube Sheets

Shell/Nozzles

Shell Side Internals

Floating Head

Impingement Plates
Tie Rods
Baffle Plates/Partitions

Pressure Boundary Fasteners/Flange

Waterbox/Channel Head/End Bell

Divider Plate

Sacrificial Anodes

Support Assembly

Fin-Coil Heat Exchangers

Coil Headers

Nozzles

Coils Tubes Fins
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Table 3-3. Typical Heat Exchanger Materials

Tubes/Coils Austenitic Stainless Steel, Admiralty Brass, Copper-Nickel, Titanium, Copper

Tube Sheets Carbon Steel, Austenitic Stainless Steel, Muntz (copper alloy)

Shell/Nozzles/Internals Carbon Steel, Austenitic Stainless Steel

Baffle Plates CarOm Steel, Austenitic Stainless Steel

Divider Plate Carbon Steel, Austenitic Stainless Steel

Fasteners Forged Stainless Steel, Forged Carbon Steel

Waterbox Carbon Steel, Austenitic Stainless Steel

Typical Materials for ASME Class 1, 2, and 3
Pressure-Retaining Boundary Part_

CarbonSteel
Castings SA-261, Gr WCA, WCB, WCC
Forgings SA-105, Gr I, II
Plate SA-515, Gr 55, 6{),65, 70
Bolting SA-193, Gr B6, B7, BS, BI6

Stainless Steel

Castings SA-351, Gr AZ (304), CFgM (316)
Forgings SA-182, (Jr 304, 316, 321.._47
Plate SA-240, Gr 304, 316, 321, 347

Nonferrous

A limited number of nonferrous mt 'erials are permitted.

It is regarded as standard maintenance practice to replace or refurbish various components

or component parts during normal maintenance activities. These components and parts are

designated as "renewable" for the purpose of evaluation. Plant programs are stipulated to be

inherently effective to manage "renewables." The following items are therefore designated as

renewable components for heat exchangers. Evaluations and additional actions to detect and

mitigate age-related degradation for the following components are not required.

Bolts* Keys, Pins Studs*

Coatings Nuts Thermal Insulation
Gaskets Screws* Washers

" Except pressure retaining fasteners for components in the ASME Section XI ISI Program.
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3.4.3 Service Applications and Environments

Aging mechanism evaluations require a clear understanding of environments to which heat
exchanger subcomponents are exposed. The potential heat exchanger component environments
are the process and cooling fluid streams and the external environment. The heat exchanger
subcomponent environments are summarized in Table 3-4. Tables 3-5 and 3-6 show the process
and cooling fluid media for BWR and PWR heat exchangers, respectively.

:_j ,,,,,,,,,,f ,, f,i, "" ', , li/ ,, i ,','," _ - , ,, , ,, " _ ' ' i , ,' "I'I,_Y ...... '"' .... "

Table 3-4. Heat Exchanger Suhcomponent Environments

Subcomponent Tube Side Fluid Shell Side Fluid External Ambient

Tubes (Note i) X X --

Fin-Coils
• Coils X Atmosphere X
• Coil Headers X Atmosphere X

Tube Sheet (Note 2) X X --

Shel..._i
• Shell -- X X
• Nozzles -- i X X

• Impingement Plates -- X --
• Shell Cover X (Note 3) -- X

• Floating Head X -- X
• End Flange .... X
• Partitions/Baffle Plates -- X --

i

Waterbox
• Divider Plate ,X ....

• Channel / X -- X
• Channel Head : X -- X

• Nozzles _ X -- X
• Sacriticial Anodes : X ....

.j

Pressure Boundary Flanges/Fasteners and Support '_ -- -- X
Assembly

.7

/

Legend: /..

X The heat exchanger subcomponent is_exposed to the indicated fluid conditions. Table 3-5 and 3-6
shows the type of fluids for the various he_t exchangers.

-- The heat exchanger subcomponent is no....3.texposed to the indicated fluid conditions.

Notes:

I. The tubes are in contact with the tube-side fluid at the tube internal surface, and with the shell-side
fluid at the external surface

2. The tube sheets are the interface between the shell interior and the waterbox/channel head.

3. If there is a tloating head, the shell cover will not be in contact with the fluid.
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Table 3-5. Process and Cooling Fluid Media BWR Heat Exchangers

BWR Heat Exchanger Tube Side Fluid Shell Side Fluid

Component Cooling Water (Note I) Raw Water Closed C.ooling Water

Drywell Coolers Closed Cooling Water Drywell Atmosphere

Emergency Core Cooling System Room Coolers Raw Water Reactt_r Building Atmosphere

Emergency Diesel Generator Jacket Water Raw Water Closed Cooling Water

Emergency Diesel Generator Lubrication Oil Raw Water Lubrication Oil

High Pressure Coolant Injection Gland Seal Treated Water Primary Water
Condenser

High Pressure Coolant Injection l_ubrication Oil Treated Water l.ubrication Oil

Miscellaneous Oil Coolers Closed Cooling Water Lubrication Oil

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Lubricatit_n Oil Treated Water l.ubrication Oil

Reactor Water Cleanup Non-Regenerative Primary Water Closed Cot_ling Water

Reactor Water Cleanup Regenerative Primary Water Primary Water

Residual Heat Removal (Note 2) Raw Water Treated Water

Spent Fuel P(_._I Treated Water Closed Cooling Water

Notes"

I. Includes various system names, such as component cooling water, emergency equipment cooling water,
essential equipment cooling water, reactor building closed cooling water, auxiliary building closed

cooling water and essential service water.

2. Includes various system names, such as decay heat removal, low pressure coolant injection, shutdown
cooling, and containment cooling.

' '--, ,,,, r , , " , , , , : ' ,,, ' i', t i :,
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Table 3-6. Process and Cooling Fluid Media PWR Heat Exchangers

PWR Heat Exchanger Tube Side Fluid Shell Side Fluid

Chemical and Volume Control System Excess Primary Water Closed Cooling Water
Letdown

Chemical and Volume Control Letdown Primary Water Closed Cooling Water

Chemical and Volume Control Regenerative Primary Water Primary Water

Chemical and Volume Control System Seal Water Primary Water Closed Cooling Water

Component Cooling Water (N_,te I} Raw Water Closed Cooling Water

Containment Air C¢-_lers Raw Water Containment Atmosphere

Emergency Core Cooling System Room Coolers Raw Water Atmosphere

Emergency Diesel Generator Jacket Water Raw Water Closed Cooling Water

Emergency Diesel Generator l.ubrication Oil Raw Water Lubrication Oil

Miscellaneous Oil Coolers Closed Cooling Water l.ubrication Oil

Residual Heat Removal {Note 2) Primary Water Closed Cooling Water

Spent Fuel Pt_}l Treated Water Closed Cooling Water

Notes:

i. Includes various system names, such as component cooling water, emergency equipment cooling water,

essential equipment cooling water, reactor building closed cooling water, auxiliary building closed
cooling water and essential service water.

2. Includes various system names such as low pressure safety injection, shutdown cooling, and decay heat
rem_wal.

3.4.3.1 Service Applications (Circulating Fluids)

The characteristics and/or properties of the circulating fluids define the service application.
The heat exchangers included in the scope of this AMG transfer heat from one system to another.
The different types of circulating fluids are:

(I) Raw Water

Fresh Water. Fresh Water entering the plant from a river, lake, pond, or bay which
has not been chemically treated or demineralized. In general, the water has been
rough-filtered to remove large particles and contains biocidal additives for
microorganism control. The sodium chloride content is typically below 1000 mg/l
18.3 x 10-3 Ibm/gall.
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Salt (Brackish) Water'. Water entering the plant from a river or ocean with a sodium
chloride content greater than 1000 mg/l [8.3 x 10-3 Ibm/gall. This water, like fresh
water, in general has been rough-filtered and contains biocidal additives.

(2) Treated Water
I

Water which has been filtered and demineralized but generally not deaerated. The
water may contain up to 5 ppm dissolved oxygen and small amounts of chemicals
(i.e. potassium chromate, sodium nitrite, etc.) for process use. The spent fuel pool
water in PWR plants contains 2000 to 2500 ppm boron.

(3) Primary Water

Treated water which has been deaerated/deoxygenated. This water may contain up
to 200 ppb dissolved oxygen. Primary water in PWR plants also contains a borated
solution.

(4) Closed Cooling Water

Treated water containing corrosion inhibitors and biocides.

(5) Lubricating Oil

Low to medium viscosity hydrocarbons used for bearing gear and engine lubricating.

(6) Air

The air is the surrounding ambient of various rooms, containment or the drywell.
Air-side filters are typically provided to remove particulates from the air stream.

The fluid that circulates through the tubes is usually the most likely to promote fouling
(i.e., raw water). It is in contact with the channel nozzles, divider plate, channel and waterbox
interior surfaces, and the interior of the tubes. The shell-side fluid is in contact with the tube
exterior, the shell internal surfaces, shell nozzles, baffle plates, and tube sheet shell-side surfaces.

The circulating fluid properties described here generally apply to periods when the plant
is operating and producing electric power. The internal environmental conditions for heat
exchangers when the plant is not in the operating condition (typically 15% to 30% of the
calendar time) is a function of the plant lay-up program. The environment may be the circulating
fluid with changed properties/contaminants, a different fluid, or drained and filled with air. This
plant outage environment may affect the degradation rate for aging mechanisms, particularly
those which are primarily related to fluid characteristic,_ such as corrosion and stress corrosion
cracking, and fouling if outage conditions increase the amount of foreign materials within the
fluid system. Since plant lay-up is not within the scope of this AMG, qualification
statements made for all determinations of aging mechanism significance assumes that plant
outage environments will not increase the rate of degradation from these aging mechanisms
during plant operating conditions. The development and implementation of a plant lay-up
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program which ensures that heat exchanger environments are controlled during outage periods
is necessary to satisfy these qualifications (see Section 5.3).

3.4.3.2 External Environment

The external surfaces of the shell, waterbox/channel head, piping connections or nozzles, and
saddle supports are in contact with the external ambient environment. The heat exchangers are
located within buildings. The external environment (excluding primary containment) is filtered
ambient building air with temperatures ranging from 4.4 ° to 37.8°C [40° to 100°F] and relative
humidities up to 100%. Typical radiation levels in BWR safety-related heat exchanger
installations are (cumulative over life of plant) 3 x 103 gray [3 × 105 rad] (normal) and 1 x 105
gray [1 × 107 rad] (accident). For a PWR, these values are 1 × 104 gray [1 × 106 rad] and
1 x 105 gray [1 x 107 rad], respectively [3.8]. All exterior component surfaces are covered
with a corrosion resistant coating or made from materials which are resistant to corrosion from
the external environment. Each plant's housekeeping maintenance program ensures that exterior
coatings are properly maintained.

3.4.4 Differences in Design

Shell-and-Tube Heat Exchangers

Shell-and-U-tube heat exchangers are typically used as letdown, excess letdown, seal
water, spent fuel pool, and RHR heat exchangers. The units are usually of the floating tube sheet
type construction with the stationary tube sheet welded to the channel and the tubes welded to
the tube sheet. The channel cover and the tube bundle can be removed to inspect or clean the
tubes. Heat exchanger installation can be horizontal or verucal, with the tube bundle being
supported on the baffles, tube support plates or tube sheet.

Multiple shell heat exchangers are usually used as regenerative heat exchangers in the
PWR Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) and in BWR Reactor Water Cleanup
(RWCU) System. In these units, several shell and tube passes are obtained using several
horizontal shells (typically three) stacked vertically. Each heat exchanger shell usually has a non-
removable U-tube, tube bundle. These units are of completely welded construction and designed
to be self-vented and drained through their piping connections. Permanent leak tightness under
conditions of extreme thermal cycling is very important. Shell side inlet and outlet nozzles are
typically welded to the shell. The shell is welded to the tube sheet end as well as the shell head
end. The tubes are contact rolled prior to welding at each end. After welding, the tubes are
rolled the full thickness of the tube sheet. One end of the channel is welded to the tube sheet

and the other end is flanged to accept a bolted cover. Removal of the channel cover and seal
diaphragm provides access for cleaning tubes and plugging leaky tubes. A welded diaphragm
provides sealing of the channel. The support system is designed with one end of the shell welded
to a supporting saddle and the other end bolted to provide for shell expansion.

Shell-and-straight-tube heat exchangers are typically used as component cooling heat
exchangers, and used in some low flow applications (i.e., lube oil coolers, chillers, etc.). These
heat exchangers are of a simple design, construction, and maintenance. They are designed for
easy cleaning of the raw water (tube) side. The most common orientation is horizontal.
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Fin-Coil Type Heat Exchangers

Fin-coil units include a steel housing containing an inlet opening, finned cooling coils,
a fan-motor unit, and an air outlet opening. Sometimes air inlets and outlets have louvers to
distribute and control air flow, and filters are placed in the inlet side.

The cooling coil water is raw water or closed (treated or chilled) water. Vents and drains are
placed in the coil headers to provide a drainable, self-venting coil. Drain pans are located below
the coils to drain away the condensate water that results from the air cooling process. The
cooling ceils are finned to improve cooling efficiency. The coil headers are brazed to the tubes,
or the tubes are hydraulically expanded into die-formed collars in the fins. Lap joint steel stubs
and flanges are used for the coil water supply and return connections. The coil tubes can be
straight or two tube pass, U-type.

,

3.4.5 Description of Predominant Types of Heat Exchangers

Most of the heat exchangers in nuclear service are either shell and tube in heat transfer
between plant systems, or fin-coil type for air cooling.

Tables 3-7 and 3-8 provide typical heat exchanger design and operating parameters for
each of the heat exchangers evaluated in this AMG. Tables 3-9 and 3-10 list the manufacturers
for these heat exchangers. This information was obtained from the NPRDS database and
responses from several utilities.

3.4.5.1 Shell-and-Tube Heat Exchangers

Chemical and Volume Control Regenerative Heat Exchanger- PWR Plants

The regenerative heat exchanger reduces the temperature of reactor coolant entering the
chemical and volume control system. It recovers the heat from the letdown stream by reheating
the charging stream during normal operation. The letdown stream can flow through the shell of
the regenerative heat exchanger and the charging stream through the tubes or vice versa, as both
streams are reactor coolant (borated water). Shell and tubes are made of austenitic stainless steel,
and it is an all-welded construction. The unit is typically a multiple tube pass heat exchanger.

Chemical and Volume Control Letdown Heat Exchanger m PWR Plants

The letdown heat exchanger cools the letdown stream to the operating temperature of the
mixed bed demineralizers. Reactor coolant (borated water) flows through the tube side of the
exchanger while component cooling water flows through the shell side. All surfaces in contact
with reactor coolant are austenitic stainless steel, and the shell is carbon steel.
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Table 3-7. Heat Exchanger Application Summary PWR Heat Exchangers

f__lg[ i Tube Side Shell Side Number Transfer ature

Heat Load of Area Rise

System and Service Type Orientation Pressure Flow Pressure Flow W [Btu/hr] m2 [ft2] °C [°F]
Temp kg/sec MPa Temp kg/sec

- MPa [ °C [°F] [Ibm/hr] [psigl °C [°F] [Ibm/hr]

Chemical and Volume Shell and Horizontal !7. I 32-315 0.6-1.6 1.0 121-177 6.3- !5.1 2.9E5- 22 2.3-6.5 19.4-

Control Excess Letdown U-Tube [2.485] [90-600] [5E3- [150] [250-350] [5E4-12E4] 14.6E5 [25-70] 22.2

Heat Exchangers 12.5E3] [IE6-5E6] [35-40]

Chemical and Volume Shell and Horizontal or 1.72-4.1 27-315 3.8-7.6 1.0-1.4 121-177 21.4-63 2.9E5- 108 18.6- 13.9

Control Letdown Heat Straight Vertical [250-6001 [80-6001 [3E4-6E4] [150-2001 [250-350] [17E4-50E4] 29.3E5 51.1 [25][ !E6-1E71 [200-
Exchangers Tube or 550]

Shell and

U-Tube

Chemical and Volume Multiple Horizontal !7.2-19.3 54-3 !6 2.5-10. I 17.2 54-316 3.8-5.0 2.9E5- 40 27.9- 203

Control Regenerative Shell and [2.500- [130- [2Ea-8E4] [2500] [130-600] [3E4-4E4] 29.3E5 34.4 [365]
-- Heal Exchangers U-Tube 2.800] 600] [IE6-1E7] [300-' 370]
4_

Chemical and Volume Shell and Horizontal or !.0 35-121 10.1-20.2 !.0 49-121 6.3-13.9 2.9E5- 80 11.1- ll.I-

Control Seal Water Heat Straight Vertical [150] [95-250] [8E4-16E41 [150] [120-250] [5E4-11E4] 5.9E5 34.4 22.2
[1E6-2E61 [120- [20-40]

Exchangers Tube or 370]
Shell and

U-Tube

Closed Cooling Water Shell and Horizontal 0.7-1.0 27-93 157-630 0.7-1.4 27-93 126-630 5.9E6- 775- 622-799 3.3-12.2

Heat Exchangers Straight [100-150] [80-200] [12E5- [100-200] [80-200] [ 10E5-50E5] 29.3E6 2.500 [6,700- [6-22]

(Note 1) Tube 50E5] [2E7- IE8] 8,600]

Containment System Air Fin Coil or Horizontal 0.7-1.0 21-66 50.4-126 0. 1-0.3 21-66 29.3 5.9E5 50 5.1 2.8-4.4
Coolers Two Tube [100-150] [70-150] [4E5-10E5] [14.7-47] [70-150] [62000 cfm] [2E6] [55] [5-8]

Passes

Emergency Diesel Shell and Horizontal 1.0 27-93 25.2-44.1 ! .0 27-93 12.6-40.3 1.2E6- 300-500 25.5 4.40-
Generator Jacket Water Straight [ 150] [80-200] [20E4- [150] [80-200] [10E4-32E4] 2.6E6 [275] 12.2

Coolers Tube 35E,4] [4E6-9E6] [8-22]
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Table 3-7. Heat Exchanger Application Summary PWR Heat Exchangers (Continued)

Design Parameter Ranges: Design Parameter Ranges: Heat Temper-
Tube Side Shell Side Heat Load Number Transfer atme

W of Area Ri_

System and Ser_lce Type Orientation Pressure Flo_ Pressure Flow [Btu/hr] Tubes m2 [f-t2] °C [°F]
" MPa Temp kg/_c MPa Temp kg/sec

[psig] _C [_F] [lbm/hrl [psig] °C [oF].. [lbm/hr] k.._

Emergency Diesel Shell and Horizontal 1.0 10-121 94.5-138.6 !.0 .10-93 94.5-176.4 2.9E5- 180 26 2.2-3.3
Generator Lubrication Straight [150] [50-250] [75E4- [150] [50-200] [75EA- 14E5] 8.8E5 [280] [4-6]

Oil Cc_lers Tube 110E4] [ 1E6-3E6]

Miscellaneous Oil Shell and Horizontal or 0,34-1.0 10-93 0.9-126 0.07-1.0 38-93 1.3-190 2E4- 20-250 1.4-27.9 2.8-13.9

Coolers Strmght Vertical [50-150] [50-200] [7E3-1E6] [10-150] [100-200] [IE4-1.5E6] 8.8E5 [15-300] [5-25]
[7E4-3E6]

fube or

Coils

Residual Heat Removal Shell and Verucal 0.7-3.1 21-288 I26-252 0.7-3.4 4-38 164-542 8.8E6- 300- 210-399 3.3-9.4

Heat Exchangers U-Tube [ 100--150] [70-350] [ 1E6-2E6] [ 100-500] [40-100] [13E5-43E5] 8.8E7 1200 [2260- [6-17][3E7-3E8] 4300]
,,_o _Note 2

I

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Shell and Horizontal or 1.0-1 4 27-38 88-139 1.0-1.4 27-66 88-176 2.9E5- 150-375 74-186 3.3-13.9
Heat Exchangers Strmght Vertical [150-200] [80-100] [7E5-11E5] [150-200] [80-150] [7E5-14E5] 2.9E6 [800- [6-25]

Tube or [1E6-1E7] 2,000l

Shell and

L'-Tube

Notes:

1. Includes various system names, such as component cooling water, emergency equipment cooling water, essential equipment cooling water, and reactor

building closed cooling water.

2. Includes various system names, safety injection, shutdown cooling, heat removal and decay.
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Table 3-8. Heat Exchanger Application Summary BWR Heat Exchangers

Design Parmneter Ranges: Design Parameter Ranges: i Heat Temper-

Tube Side Shell Side Heat load Transfer attire
Area Rise

L W Number m2 °C
System and Service Type Orientation Pressure Temp °C Flow kg/sec Pressure Temp Flow kg/sec [Btu/hr] of Tubes [ft2] [°F]

" MPa [psig] [°F] [lbm/hr] MPa [psigl °C [°F] [lbm/hrl

Closed Cooling Water Shell and Horizontal 0.7-1.0 27-93 157-630 0.7-1.4 27-93 126-630 5.9E6- 775- 622-799 3.3-12.2

Heat Exchangers Straight [100-1501 [80-200] 1125E4- [100-200] [80-2001 [100E4- 29.3E6 2.500 [6,700- [6-22]

(Note ! ) Tube 500E4] 500E4] [2E7- 8,600]IE8I

Dr3.well Coolers Fin Coil, Horizontal 0.5-1.0 21-66 21.4 0.01-0.43 21-66 5.7-11.8 1.2E5- 2 coils 5.6-8.4 4.4-19.4
Two Tube [70-1501 [70-150] [ 17E4] [14.7-621 [70-1501 m3/sec 2.9E5 or [60-90] [8-35]

[1.2E4- [4E5- 75-115
Passes 2.5E4 cfm] 1E6] tubes

Emergency Core Cooling Fin Coil Horizontal 0.5-1.0 21-49 0.95-6.3 0.01 21-49 0.8-14.2 1.5E4- 2 coils 5.8-8.2 2.8-13.9

System Room Coolers [70-150] [70-120] [7.5E2-SE41 [ 14.71 [70-120] m3/sec 2.3E5 or 80- [62-881 [5-25][ 1.6E3- 15E4- 112
',._ 30E3 cfm] 8E5] tubes
!

O'_ 300-500 25.5 44-19 ")

Emergency Diesel Shell and Horizontal IO 27-93 25.2-4-4. ! 10 27-93 12.6-40.3 1.2E6 .....
Generator Jacket Water Strmght [150] [80-200] [20E4- [150] [80-200] [10E4- 2.6E6 [275] [8-22]

Coolers Tube 35E4] 32E41 [4E6-9E6]

Emergency Diesel Shell and Horizontal 1.0 10-121 94.5-138.6 1.0 10-93 94.5-176.4 2.9E5- 180 26 2.2-3.3
Generator Lubrication Straight [1501 [50-2501 [75E4- [150] [50-200] [75E4- 8.8E5 [280] [4-61
Oil Coolers Tube 1i0E4] 140E4] [I E6-3E6]

High Pressure Coolant Shell and Vertical !.0 93-121 2.8 0.7 4-38 0.11 1.1E5 93 8.8 5.6-1 !.1

Injection Gland Seal Straight [150] [200- [22.5E3] [ 100] [40-100] [900] [3.7E5] [95] [ 10-20]
Condensers Tube 250]

High Pressure Coolant Shell and Horizontal 0.34 4-93 1.5 0.07-0.08 38-93 3.2 3.5E4 70 6.3 11.1

Injection Lubrication Oil Straight [50] [40-200] [12E3] [10-121 [100- [25E3] [1.2E5] [68] [20]
Coolers Tube 200] _
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Table 3-8. Heat Exchanger Application Summary BWR Heat Exchangers (Continued)

Design Parameter Ranges: Design Parameter Ranges: Heat Temper-
Tube Side Shell Side Heat load Transfer ature

W Number Area Ri_

System and Sep,ice Type Orientation Pressure Temp °C Flow kg/sec Pressure Temp Flow kg/sec [Btu/hr] of Tubes m2 [ft2] °C [°F]
" MPa [psig] [_F] [lbm/hr] MPa [psig] °C [°F] [lbm/hr]

Miscellaneous Oil Shell and Horizontal 0.34-1.0 4-93 0.9-126 0.07-1.0 38-93 1.3- !90 2E4- 20-250 1.4-27.9 2.8-13.9

Coolers Straight or Vertical [50-1501 [40-200] [7E3-1E6] [10-150] [ 100- [1E4-1.5E6] 8.8E5 [15-300] [5-25]
200] [7E4-

Tube or
3E6]

Coils _ =

Reactor Core Isolation Shell and Horizontal 0 34 4-93 0.9 0.07-0.08 38-93 !.7 20.5E3 20-25 1.8 11.1

Cooling Lubncatlon Oil Straight [50] [40-200] [7.2E3] [ 10-12] [100- [ 13.5E3] [7E4] [18] [20]
Coolers Tube 200] m

Reactor Water Cleanup Multiple Horizontal 6.8 60- I I0 19-42 0.7 27-93 12.6-25.2 2.9E6- 55 137 32.2

Non-Regenerative Heat Shell and [9801 [ 140- [!.5E5- [100] [80-2001 [IE5-2E5] 5.9E6 [ 1.4701 [58]
Exchangers LI-Tube 230] 3.3E5] [1E7-2E71

I

Reactor Water Cleanup Multiple Horizont',d 6.9 244-203 19-42 8.3 224-293 19-42 8.8E6- 90 164 I11.7

Regenerative Heat Shell and [ 1.000] [435- [1.5E5- [1.200] [435- [1.5E5- 14.6E6 [1.760] [201 ]
Exchangers U-Tube 560] 3 3E5] 5601 3.3E5] [3E7-5E7]

-, _5-_ 164-542 8.8E6- 300- 210-399 3.3-9.4
Residual Heat Removal Shell and Vertical 2.8-4.1 38-177 !,6-_., 0.7-3.4 4-38

Heat Exchangers U-Tube [400-600] [100- [IE6-2E6] [100-5001 [40-100] [13E5- 8.8E7 1200 [2,260- [6-17]
(Note 2) 350] 43E5] [3E7- 4.300]3E8]

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Shell and Horizontal 1.0-1.4 27-38 88-139 1.0-1.4 27-66 88-i76 2.9E5- 150-375 74-186 3.3-13.9
Heat Exchangers Str:u_ht or Vertical [150-200] [80-100] [7E5- I 1E5] [ 150-200] [80-150] [7E5-14E5] 2.9E6 [800- [6-25]_ [ 1E6- 2,000]

Tube or IE7]
Shell and

U-Tube _

Noles:

l. Includes various system names, such as component cooling water, emergency equipment cooling water, essential equipment cooling water, and reactor

building closed cooling water.

2. Includes various system names, such as decay' heat removal, low pressure coolant injection, shutdown cooling, and containment cooling.
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Table 3-9. Heat Exchanger Manufacturers m PWR Plants

Chemical and Emergency Diesel
Volume Control Chemical and Chemical and Emergency Generator Jacket Diesel

Letdown and Volume Control Volume Control Closed Containment Core Cooling Water and Lube Generator Residual Spent

Excess Letdown Regenerative Seal Water Cooling Water Air Cooling Room Coolers Oil Cooling Lube Oil Heat Removal Fuel Pool

Graham Sentry Equipment Atlas Industrial Struthers Wells American Air Carrier American Fairbanks Dresser Oat. Joseph
Filter Standard. Inc. Morse Engine Industrial

Atlas Industrial Westinghouse/ Westinghouse/ Delta Southern American Atlas Industrial

Hagan Hagan Westinghouse/ Standard. Inc. Ba__co American Atlas
MLW Yuba Heat Hagan Standard. Inc. Industrial

Southwestern Basco Transfer Perfex Perfex

Oat. Joseph Engineering Carrier Basco Yuba Heat
American Ellis and Watts Young Radiator Transfer

Westinghouse/ Standard. inc. Joy ITT Standard

Hagan Thermxchanger Engineers and
Graham Marlo Coil Electro- Motive/ Fabricators

Sentry Equipment Nuclear Cooling Graham General Motors
Engineers and

t._ Fabricators EC Cooley
!

OC Foster Wheeler Westinghouse

Worthington/
McGraw-Edison

Marlow

Industries

Atlas Industrial

Vogt. Henry
Machine

Westinghouse/

Hagan

Oat. Joseph
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Table 3-10. Heat Exchanger Manufacturers -- BWR Plants

Emergency High Reactor Reactor

Emergency Diesel Generator Pressure Coolant High Pressure Core Isolation Water Cleanup Residual Spent Fuel

Closed Drywell Core Cooling Jacket Water and Injection Gland Coolant Injection Cooling Lube Regenerative and Heat Pool

Cooling Water Cooling Room Coolers Lube Oil Cooling Seal Condenser Lube Oil Cooler Oil Cooling Non-Regenerative Removal Cooling

Oat. Joseph CT1 Nuclear Carrier Young Radiator Graham American American American Standard. Southwestern Industrial
Standard. Inc. Standard. Inc. Inc. Engineering Process

American American American American Standard. Engineering

Indusmal Standard. Inc. Standard. Inc. Inc. Heat Transfer Perfex

Technologies Products
Carrier Perfex Electro-Motive/ MLW Ind.

Yuba Heat General Motors

Transfer Aerofin Ellis and Watts Borg-Warner
Allo Power, Inc.

Berlin

American Chapman
Standard. Inc. Handy Harman

Corp. Struthers

Struthers Wells Wells
,,.,a Stewart &
!

McQuay Stevenson Services Worthington/
McGraw-

Engineers and Westinghouse Edison
Fabricators

Oat, Joseph
Whitelock

Perfex

Foster Wheeler

Trane

Industrial Process

Engineering
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Chemical and Volume Control Excess Letdown Heat Exchanger - PWR Plants

The excess letdown heat exchanger cools reactor coolant during reactor start-up, when
there is insufficient charging flow to absorb the heat in the regenerative heat exchanger. The
letdown stream (borated water) flows through the tube side and component cooling water is
circulated through the shell side. All surfaces in contact with reactor coolant are austenitic
stainless steel and the shell is carbon steel. All tube joints are welded.

Chemical and Volume Control Seal Water Heat Exchanger - PWR Plants

The seal water heat exchanger removes heat from the reactor coolant pump seal water
returning to the volume control tank and reactor coolant discharge from the excess letdown heat
exchanger. Reactor coolant (borated water) flows through the tubes and component cooling water
is circulated through the shell side. The tubes are welded to the tube sheet to prevent leakage
in either direction. All surfaces in contact with reactor coolant are austenitic stainless steel and
the shell is carbon steel.

Reactor Water Cleanup Regenerative and Non-Regenerative - BWR Plants

The cleanup heat exchangers cool reactor water prior to entering the cleanup
demineralizers and then reheat the water by passage through the shell side of the regenerative
heat exchanger. Reactor water (primary water) is circulated through the tubes of the regenerative
heat exchanger and the tubes of the non-regenerative heat exchanger prior to entering the cleanup
demineralizers. Treated water is circulated through the shell of the non-regenerative heat
exchanger for cooling. After leaving the demineralizers, the reactor water is circulated through
the shell of the regenerative heat exchanger. The regenerative heat exchanger tubes and shell are
austenitic stainless steel. The non-regenerative heat exchanger has austenitic stainless steel tubes
and carbon steel shell.

HPCI Gland Seal Condenser - BWR Plants

Steam from the high-pressure coolant injection (HPCi) turbine gland seals and valve leak-
offs is directed to the gland seal condenser, which prevents radioactive steam from leaking to the
atmosphere. Condenser cooling water is supplied from the HPCI booster pump, which takes
suction from either the condensate storage tank or the suppression pool. Condensed water is
collected in the hotwell. It is usually a shell-and-straight-tube heat exchanger, and the cooling
water flows through the tubes while primary steam/water mixture flows through the shell side.
The tubes are usually stainless steel and the shell is carbon steel.

HPCI Lubrication Oil Heat Exchanger - BWR Plants

The oil cooler is a heat exchanger that receives cooling water from the HPCI booster
pump. The cooling water flows through the tube side and the lube oil flows through the shell
side. It is typically a shell-and-straight-tube, horizontal heat exchanger. The tubes can bc made
of admiralty or stainless steel, and the shell is usually carbon steel.
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RCIC Lubrication 0il Cooler - BWR Plants

The reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) turbine lubricating oil is circulated through an
oil cooler before being routed to the bearings and governor. Cooling treated water flows through
the tube side while the lube oil flows through the shell side. The tubes can be made of admiralty
or stainless steel and the shell is usually carbon steel.

Spent Fuel Pool Heat Exchanger - PWR and BWR Plants

The Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System is designed to remove heat generated by stored spent
fuel elements from the spent fuel pool. Pool water circulates through the tubes of the heat
exchanger. Closed cooling water cools the heat exchanger. The purity of the spent fuel pool
water is maintained by passing part of the system flow through a filter and demineralizer. The
heat exchangers are usually of the shell-and-U-tube type, with the tubes welded to the tube sheet.
The tubes are austenitic stainless steel and the shell is carbon steel.

Component Cooling Water Heat Exchangers - PWR and BWR Plant,,;

Two or three component cooling water heat exchangers are provided to cool the discharge
of the component cooling water pumps before circulating the water through the system. Closed
cooling water (demineralized water) flows through the shell side and service water (raw water)
flows through the tube side of the heat exchanger. The tube-to-tube sheet joint is usually rolled
and welded and the tubes can be stainless steel, admiralty, 90-10 Cu-Ni, or aluminum-brass. The
shell is usually made of carbon steel.

RHR Heat Exchangers - PWR and BWR Plants

The residual heat removal (RHR) heat exchangers are designed to remove decay heat and
residual heat from the reactor coolant pressure boundary so that refueling and primary system
servicing can be performed. They also provide cooling for the suppression pool water (BWRs
only), and provide for containment/spray cooling. In addition, the RHR heat exchangers
supplement spent fuel pool cooling capacity when necessary to provide additional cooling. There
are two, vertical, shell-and-U-tube type heat exchangers. Raw water flows through the tube side
while treated or primary water flows through the shell side. The tubes are made of austenitic
stainless steel, with welded tube-to-tube sheet .joints, and the shell can be carbon steel with
stainless overlay.

Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) Jacket Water Coolers - PWR and BWR Plants

The diesel engine is cooled by demineralized or treated water. The water circulates
through the jackets and air aftercoolers. This heated water flows through the shell side of the
heat exchangers. Water from the plant service water system flows through the tubes. The tubes
can be admiralty or other copper alloy, while the shell is usually carbon steel.
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EDG Lubrication O11Coolers - PWR and BWR Plants

The EDG lube oil cooler is cooled by the EDG .jacket water that flows from the heat
exchangers. The cooler absorbs heat from the iube oil to maintain proper operating oil
temperature. A common type of heat exchanger is shell-and-straight-tube, with the lube oil
flowing through the shell.

3.4.5.2 Fin-Coil Type Heat Exchangers

Containment Air Coolers - PWR Plants

There are usually four fan-coil units, any three of which will provide heat removal
capacity from the reactor containment during full-power operation, to maintain air temperature
below the maximum temperature allowable at any component, and to obtain temperatures below
a set limit ,n accessible areas during hot standby operation. The heat sink for the fan-coils is
provided by the closed cooling water system, service water system, or the containment chilled
water system. Each fan-coil unit consists of a four-sided arrangement of horizontal tube, vertical
plate-fin cooling coils, motors, and fans.

Drywell Coolers - BWR Plants

From four to eight fan-coil units, depending on the plant design, maintain the drywell
atmosphere at the required average temperature, and reduce the air temperature after shutdown.
The coolers circulate cooled air or nitrogen around critical drywell equipment. Each cooling coil
is supplied by the closed cooling water system. Often the coils have two tube passes. The tubes
are typically made of copper, while the fins are made of aluminum.

Emergency Core Cooling Room Coolers - PWR and BWR PlanLs

Air cooling units provide cooling for the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) pump
motors. ECCS pump room coolers are used to maintain room ambient air temperatures within
acceptable limits for the pump motors [3.91. The ECCS room coolers are fan-coil units. The
air flows across the cooling coils, where it is cooled, and continues then into a fan that returns
it to the room. The air is usually filtered. The cooling coil water is either raw water or closed
cooling water. The cooling coils are finned. The coil are usually copper or copper-nickel
(Cu-Ni), while the fins are usually aluminum, copper, or 90-10 Cu-Ni.

3.5 Design Requirements

The design requirements for heat exchangers in nuclear service have evolved since the
early 1960s. For nuclear applications prior to 1965, the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
(B&PV) Code, Section VIII, "Unfired Pressure Vessels Built by Welding" was cited for the
pressure boundary. Following issuance of the 1965 ASME B&PV Code, Section II1 "Nuclear
Vessels," heat exchanger pressure boundaries were designed to either Quality Group A, B, or C
requirements.
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Until 1977, the focus of the ASME B&PV Code was on the design, fabrication,
construction, and testing of the pressure retaining boundary (shell and tubes). The 1977 code
further defined the design boundary to include structural internals, integral support elements, and
other components. Design requirements specified in later editions of ASME Section III have not
been substantially modified.

Nuclear plant owners are responsible for applying system safety criteria to classify
components in nuclear power plants to be constructed according to ASME codes. Classification
is included in design specifications. Construction rules are specified for items which are
designated Code Classes 1, 2, 3, CS, MC, CB, and CC. These Code classes are intended to be
applied to the classification of items of nuclear power systems. Within these systems, the Code
recognizes the different levels of importance associated with the function of each item as related
to the safe operation of the nuclear power plant. The Code classes allow a choice of rules that
provide assurance of structural integrity and quality commensun._te with the relative importance i

assigned to the individual items. All of the heat exchangers evaluated in this AMG are designed
in accordance with the ASME B&PV Code. The safety-related heat exchangers' primary (reactor
coolant) sides are designed using the ASME Section III Code. The secondary side (cooling water
side) is designed using ASME Section VIII Code criteria.

Code Class 2 and 3 heat exchangers are constructed in accordance with the rules of
ASME Section III Subsections NC and ND, respectively.

A quality classification system for safety-related components containing water, steam, or
radioactive material in water-cooled nuclear power plants was established by the NRC. The
system consists of four quality groups, A through D, methods for assigning components to these
quality groups, and the specific quality standards applicable to each group. Quality Group A is
assigned to reactor coolant pressure boundary components and is described in 50.2 and 50.55a
of 10 CFR 50. Regulatory Guide 1.26 describes methods for determining acceptable quality
standards for the remaining safety-related components containing radioactive material, water, or
steam (i.e., Quality Group B, C, and D components). The heat exchangers evaluated in this
AMG are primarily Quality Group B and C. The diesel generator heat exchangers, depending
on plant vintage, may be designed to Quality Group D criteria. In some cases, the diesel heat
exchangers were supplied by the diesel manufacturer, and no specific code requirements were
applicable. In these cases, the heat exchangers were evaluated by the utility to ensure the design
adequately met the intent of existing design criteria.

The Quality Group B and C heat exchangers are designed to ASME B&PV Code,
Section III, Class 2 and Class 3 requirements, respectively. Room coolers are generally built to
meet the quality assurance requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix B or ANSI N45.2 or NQA-I/
NQA-2 for the time period 1986 to present. The design standard for room cooler cooling coils
is the ARI 410 Standard for Forced Circulation Air-Cooling and Air-Heating Coils, issued by the
Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute. Most heat exchangers are designed in accordance
with the ASME Code, Section III, Class 2 or 3 requirements and are "N" stamped.

The ASME B&PV Code has strict rules regarding lhe wall thicknesses of all pressure
containing parts, material quality assurance provisions, weld joint design, radiographic and liquid
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penetrant examination of materials and joints, and hydrostatic testing of the unit as well as
requiring final inspection and stamping of the vessel by an ASME Code inspector.

The heat exchanger designs must also conform to the requirements of the Tubular
Exchanger Manufacturers Association (TEMA) for Class R and Class C heat exchangers.
Class R is the most rugged class of TEMA heat exchangers and is intended for units where safety
and durability are required under severe service conditions. For example, tube spacing, flange
design, nozzle location, baffle thickness and spacing, and impingement plate requirements are set
forth by TEMA Standards.

In addition to the above, additional design and inspection requirements are often imposed
to ensure rugged, high quality heat exchangers. The design and inspection requirements include:

• Confined-type gaskets.

• Main flange studs with two nuts on each end to ensure permanent leak tightness.

• General construction and mounting brackets suitable lor the plant seismic design
requirements.

• Tubes and tube sheet capable of withstanding full shell side pressure and temperature
with atmospheric pressure on the tube side.

• Ultrasonic inspection of all tubes before bending in accordance with Paragraph
N-324.3 of the ASME Code Section 11I.

• Penetrant inspection of all welds and hot or cold fi,rmed parts, in accordance with
Paragraph N-627 of the ASME Code Section III.

• A hydrostatic test duration of not less than 30 minutes.

• The witnessing of hydro and penetrant tests by a qualified inspector.

• A thorough final inspection of the unit tor good workmanship and the absence of any
gouge marks or other scars that could act as stress concentration points.

• A review of the radiographs in accordance with ASME Section Ill, Subsection NC,
Article NC-5000 and Section V Article 2 (Non-Destructive Examination) and of the
certified chemical and physical test reports tbr all materials used in the unit.

The heat exchanger designs are based on analytical and laboratory test results and
historical perlbrmance. Formal stress and fatigue calculations in accordance with the ASME
B&PV Code are pertbrmed for all pressure boundary components. Selection of materials fl)r all
elements is based on the service application, environmental data, and expected duty.

The resistance of heat exchanger components to various aging mechanisms is determined
to some extent by the properties of the metals selected. Metallurgical processes that occur over
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long periods of time will often change the molecular structure and chemistry of the material in
localized areas which may reduce the resistance to further aging. Metallurgical deailoying
processes are usually those pertinent to the materials selected for heat exchangers in these
applications, An ,-_:ample is dezincification for brass materials (see Section 4). These processes
are known to occur in aqueous environments, but they are as dependent on the original material
chemistry/forming processes and calendar time as they are the environment. These metallurgical
changes to materials usually originate at the exterior surface where they affect resistance to
corrosion, erosion, fatigue, and wear.

3.5.1 Compliance with Standard Review Plan

NUREG-0800 [3.10] establishes the format and content requirements of the safety
analysis reports prepared for nuclear plants during design and construction. NUREG-0800 does
not require the licensee to specifically address the provisions for detection and mitigation of
aging. Overall, the review of NUREG-0800 did not identify any criteria related to heat
exchanger aging beyond the requirements for testability. Accessibility for testing ensures a
method of detecting degradation.

NUREG-1299 [3.11] focuses on the license renewal requirements in 10 CFR 54. The
format and content of the integrated plant assessment, to be prepared in support of license
renewal application, is described. The primary purpose of the assessment is to determine the
effectiveness of plant programs to detect and mitigate age-related degradation of SSCs. This
document identifies each system which may be important to license renewal and is intended to
be used by the NRC staff during performance of safety reviews of applications for renewal of
nuclear power licenses. It provides the framework to ensure that (among other things) the
application identifies SSCs that are important to license renewal, significant age-related
degradation has been identified and evaluated, and programs to manage aging are or will be
implemented.

NUREG-1299 discusses aging of heat exchangers that are important to license renewal.
Typical aging age-related degradation mechanisms that could affect the operation and safety of
the heat exchangers in the systems are identified. This document was reviewed to ensure that
the AMG considers the identified aging mechanisms and programs for management of heat
exchanger aging. Sections 4 and 5 of this AMG include the evaluations and conclusions of heat
exchanger aging and aging management. Where applicable, additional aging mechanisms and
aging management programs identified in industry documents and lead plant license renewal
studies are discussed.

3.5.2 Application and Qualification of Non-Metallic Materials and Sacrificial
Anodes

The non-metallic parts of a heat exchanger are basically the gaskets. They are required
to maintain a passive function preventing leakage. Gaskets are used in flanged joints, such as
between shell cover-end flange, or shell channel-end flange. Gaskets are typically fully retained
on all sides by metallic surfaces, protecting them from direct radiation exposure. A gasket failure
results in leakage.
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Qualification of other non-metallic materials is best handled by design review of materials
in contact with the heat exchanger fluids and the environment. Elevated temperatures affect
degradation of non-metallics such as oil and elastomers. These materials require controlled
operating temperatures to function properly. As a rule, non-metallic materials can be qualified
by surveillance tests when operating temperatures and transient/accident temperatures are nearly
the same. If higher transient or accident temperatures are anticipated, then a material evaluation
needs to be performed.

The general threshold for radiation damage of non-metallic materials is lO3 gray [ l0 5 rad].
However, for asbestos and carbon-based materials, the threshold is 107 gray [109 rad[ or greater
[3.8].

Tables 3-11 and 3-12 list published information on allowable temperatures and radiation
exposure for some common non-metallic materials u:ed in heat exchangers. The radiation doses
are based on studies of elastomer-based electrical insulation and jacket combinations [3.8]. The
materials listed in Tables 3-11 and 3-12 all have serviceable radiation levels of 5 x i04 gray
[5 x 106 rad] or greater. This suggests that a specific review for non-metallic material
qualification is appropriate only for mechanical components located in the high potential radidtion

zones. A threshold for all organic materials (except Teflon which is reported as 1.5 x 102 gray
[1.5 x 104 tad]) has been reported as 103 gray l lO rad] [3.81. These facts suggest the following
guidelines [3.8].

,, ,,,

Table 3-11. Non-Metallic Material Allowable Temperature and Radiation Exposures

Serviceable Radiation Level Max Continuous Temperature

Popular Name Chemical Designation gray radl °C I°F!

Butyl GRI Isobutylene-lsoprene 5 x !()4 [5 × 1061 85 11851

Neoprene GRM Chloroprene 5 × 105 15 x I071 93 12001

Buna Butadiene 5 x 10415 x 1061 104 12201

EPR Ethylene Propylene I x I0q' I x I()_1 149 13001

Fluoroelastomer Vinylidene fluoride + 5 x 105 5 x 1071 204 14(X)]

(Viton) hexafluoro-propylene

Teflon (TFE) Fluoroethylene 1.7 x I()2 [!.7 x 1041 260 [5(X)I

Nylon Polyamide 4.7 x 104 14.7 x 1061 149 [3(X)]

Tefzel Fluoropolymer 5 x 105 15 x 1071 150 13021

Note: Serviceable radiation level is intended to be an order of magnitude screening value to indicate the

relative importance of radiation, as compared with other aging factors such as temperature and wear, in
the overall evaluation of environmental qualification,

Per Reference 3.8
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Table 3-12. Non-Metallic Material Radiation Data

Material Radiation gray [rad] Trade Name

Gaskets

Asbestos & Steel Elastomer 107 [109] Flexitallic

1. Organic Materials. Conduct an analysis or test only if the radiation dose is > 102 gray
[>104 rad] or if the equipment contains no teflon and radiation doses are greater than
103 gray [105 rad].

2. Graphite and Asbestos Materials. Waive further design review if the only non-
metallic materials used in the equipment are graphite or asbestos based.

3. Sacrificial Anodes. Sacrificial anodes are used to protect heat exchanger components
in contact with fresh or sea water against corrosion. The structure to be protected
(tubes and/or shell) is made the cathode in a galvanic corrosion cell, and current is
supplied by the corrosion of anodes that are commonly made of zinc or magnesium.

The sacrificial anode in a cathodic protection system should be checked periodically and
replaced as required. The greater the corrosion potential, the more frequent the inspections
should be scheduled.

3.6 Operating and Service History

A review of industry data and documents was conducted to determine the industry-wide
operating experience of the heat exchangers evaluated in this AMG. The types of documents
reviewed were:

a. NRC LER database
b. INPO NPRDS
c. NRC Bulletins, Information Notices, Generic Letters, and Circulars
d. Plant Operating and Service Data

A summary of the re,Jews of ,.'ach of the above documents is discussed in this section.
Section 3.6.1 contains the LER database review and conclusions and Section 3.6.2 summarizes
the NPRDS review.

A list of the NRC Bulletins, Notices, Generic Letters, and Circulars applicable to the heat
exchangers evaluated in this AMG is included in Table 3-13. These documents identify heat
exchanger/system degradation that is also contained in the LER and NPRDS information.

Plant operating and service data was received from several utilities in response to a
questionnaire on heat exchanger types, design parameters, and maintenance history. The heat
exchanger failure/degradation identified in these responses is also either included or in basic
agreement with the aging mechanisms identified in the LER and NPRDS information. For this
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Table 3-13. List of NRC Information Notices, Bulletins, Circulars, and Generic Letters
Related to Heat Exchanger Degradation

INFORMATION NOTICES

IN 81-21 Potential Loss of Direct Access to Ultimate Heat Sink

IN 83-56 Operability of Required Auxiliary Equipment

IN 84-71 Graphitic Corrosion of Cast Iron in Salt Water

IN 85-24 Failures of Protective Coatings in Pipes and Heat Exchangers

IN 85-30 Microbiologically Induced Corrosion of Containment Service Water System

IN 85-33 Undersized Nozzle-to-Shell Welded Joints in Tanks and Heat Exchangers Constructed Under
the Rules of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

IN 85-56 Inadequate Environment Control for Components and Systems in Extended Storage or Lay-Up

IN 86-96 Heat Exchanger Fouling Can Cause Inadequate Operability of Service Water Systems

IN 88-37 Flow Blockage of Cooling Water to Safety System Components

IN 90-26 Inadequate Flow of Essential Service Water to Room Coolers and Heat Exchangers tor
Engineered Safety-Feature Systems

IN 90-80 Sand Intrusion Resulting in Two Diesel Generators Becoming Inoperable

IE BULLETINS

BL 80-24 Prevention of Damage Due to Water Leakage Inside Containment

BL 81-03 Flow Blockage of Cooling Water to Safety System Components by Corbicula SP. ('Asiatic
Clam) and _ SP. (Mussel)

IE CIRCULARS

C 80-07 Problems With HPCI Turbine Oil System

GENERIC LETTERS

GL 89-13 Service Water System Problems Affecting Safety-Related Equipment

reason, the LER and NPRDS discussions adequately cover plant operating experiences and
separate discussion is not necessary.

3.6.1 Licensee Event Report Evaluation

LERs are submitted to the NRC by nuclear power plant operators for a number of reasons.
Some of the reasons which are applicable to heat exchangers evaluated in this AMG include:

n '• Any operation or condition prohibited by the pla ts technical specifications.

• Any event or condition that results in the condition of the nuclear power plant,
including its principal safety barrier, being seriously degraded.
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• Any event where a single cause or condition caused at least one independent train to,
become inoperable in multiple systems or two independent trains to become
inoperable in a single system.

A key word search of heat exchanger failures/degradations was performed on the LER
database for the period from 1980 through June 1992. The sort of LERs was further categorized
to those incidents where heat exchanger failures/degradations were potentially caused by aging
mechanisms. The categories are:

• Heat exchanger failures which were due to age/wear/end-of-life, fatigue or vibration

• Heat exchanger failures due to corrosion, erosion, condensation, or high humidity/
steam

• Heat exchanger failures due to foreign material, aquatic organisms, inadequate
lubrication, or radiation exposure

• Heat exchanger failures due to high or low temperatures

• Heat exchanger failures for the years 1980-1992 (1980 was used as a start date
because of possible inconsistent reporting before that time.)

The results of this data search yielded 302 total LER abstracts dealing with heat
exchanger failures/degradation. A review of these abstracts was performed to segregate those
heat exchangers included in the scope of this AMG and where aging was identified as the
primary cause of the heat exchanger failure/degradation. The results of this review show that
42. I% (127) of the LERs are associated with heat exchangers included in the scope of this AMG
and where failure/degradation was most likely caused by some form of aging.

Of the 302 LER abstracts, 57.9% (i.e., 175) were omitted from consideration in this AMG.
Those LERs omitted fell into one of the tbllowing five categories:

• Situations where the primary cause of heat exchanger failure/degradation was clearly
due to something other than aging. For example, design error, procedure deficiency,
inadequate or improperly performed maintenance, personnel error, etc.

• The heat exchanger is not in the scope of this AMG. For example, main unit
condenser, feedwater heaters, sampling coolers, ice condensers, etc.

• Situations where heat exchanger failure was caused by an aging failure/degradation
of a supporting piece of equipment such as a control valve, instrumentation, etc.

• Situations where the heat exchangers covered in the database is a PWR steam
generator. Degradation/failure of PWR steam generators is evaluated extensively in
other industry related documentation.
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• Situations where heat exchanger failure was due to gasket failure. Gaskets are
renewable items and should be replaced at regularly scheduled intervals (see Section
3.4.2).

Several conclusions can be drawn from analysis of this LER data. Figure 3-5 shows the
relative percentage of the various aging mechanisms causing heat exchanger failure/degradation.
Fouling is the predominant aging mechanism (44.1%) that causes heat exchanger failure/
degradation. Erosion/corrosion and corrosion (general, galvanic, and pitting) rank number two
(25.2%) and three (12.6%) respectively. Other aging mechanisms are fatigue (5.5%) and one
case of wear. Unknown causes accounted for 11.8% of the heat exchanger failures.

FOULING 44.1%

_/ UNKNOWN 11.8%
: f,,y"

EROSION/CORROSION 25.2% WEAR 0.8%
FATIGUE 5.5%

CORROSION 12.6%

Figure 3-5. Heat Exchanger Failures and Aging Causes.

Fouling, erosion/corrosion, and corrosion, account for an overwhelming majority of the
total heat exchanger failures/degradations, particularly when considering the types of heat
exchangers experiencing the most failures. In BWRs, the RHR heat exchangers account for
38.8% of the failures, followed by the component cooling water heat exchangers (30.6%), the
EDG jacket water heat exchangers (13.9%), and the various building room coolers (11.1%).
Figure 3-6 shows the relative percentages of all the BWR heat exchanger failures due to aging.
In PWRs, the containment air coolers account for 38.4% of the failures, followed by the
Component Cooling Water (CCW) heat exchangers (29.7%), and various building room coolers
(14.3%). Figure 3-7 shows the relative percentages of all PWR heat exchanger failures due to
aging.

Further examination was conducted to distinguish the various sources/causes of heat

exchanger fouling. The sources/causes were segregated into one of four categories:

• Marine biofouling (mussels, clams, shells, etc.)

• Particulate fouling (sediment, silt, dust, corrosion products, etc.)
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RWCU REGEN 2.8%

............ HPCI GLAND SEAL 2.8%

CCW 30.8% ROOM COOLERS 11.1%

EDG JACKET WATER 13.9%

Figure 3-6. BWR Heat Exchanger Aging Failures LER Database 1980-1992.

CONT. AIR COOLERS 38.4%

Figure 3-7. PWR Heat Exchanger Aging Failures LER Database 1980-1992.

• Macro fouling (peeled coatings, debris, etc.)

• Unknown causes of fouling

Marine biofouling accounted for 41.1% of the heat exchanger failures, followed by
particulate fouling (25.0%) and macro fouling (8.9%). The type of heat exchanger fouling could
not be distinguished in 25.0% of the cases.

The analysis of failures was further expanded to include a review of the heat exchanger
subcomponents which experienced aging. Table 3-14 lists the subcomponents which were
identified as the primary reason for heat exchanger aging. The tubes, as expected exhibited the
greatest number of failures, being susceptible to fouling, erosion, corrosion, and fatigue.
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Table 3-14. Heat Exchanger Subcomponent Failures Due to Aging- LER Database

Subcornponent Number of Failures Due to Aging Percent of Total

Tubes 106 83.4

Waterbox (Note I) I0 7.9
Tube Sheet 6 4.7

Baffles/Supports 3 2.4
Shell (Note 2) 2 1.6

Notes:

I. The subcomponent waterbox includes waterbox, channel head, end bell, and flanges.
2. The subcomponent shell includes shell, inlernals, and nozzles.

3.6.2 Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System Evaluation

The NPRDS was developed in 1973 to collect data on safety-related equipment. Since
then, NPRDS scope has been expanded to include other systems and components that provide
critical safety functions and whose loss of function can initiate a significant transient. Utilities
submit component failure records whenever an NPRDS-reportable component fails to perform
one or more of its intended functions [3.12]. Reporting of failures is a voluntary industry
effort and, therefore, there are many variations in interpretation of reportability requirements and
contents and consistency of reports. Per INPO-89-014, United States nuclear utilities have
demonstrated their support of NPRDS by dedicating resources to report all reportable failures that
have occurred since January 1, 1984, or when the plant begins commercial operation. Previous
to that date, the LER was widely used for reporting failures.

A key word search of heat exchanger failures/degradations was performed on NPRDS for
the period of 1974 through May 1992. A total of 2,768 records involving heat exchangers was
identified. A review of these records was performed to identify those records where heat
exchanger failure/degradation was potentially caused by aging mechanisms for the heat
exchangers included in the scope of this AMG. This review reduced the number of incidents to
664 or 24% of all heat exchanger failures reported. Thus, 2,104 NPRDS reported incidences
(76%) were omitted from consideration in this AMG. NPRDS reports were omitted for the same
reasons as those stated in Section 3.6.1 for the LER data.

• Situations where the primary cause of heat exchanger failure/degradation was clearly
due to something other than aging. For example, design error, procedure deficiency,
inadequate or improperly performed maintenance, personnel error, etc.

• The particular heat exchanger is not in the scope of this AMG. For example, main
unit condenser, feedwater heaters, sampling coolers, ice condensers, etc.

• Situations where heat exchanger failure was caused by an aging failure/degradation
of a supporting piece of equipment such as a control valve, instrumentation, etc.
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• Situations where the heat exchanger in the NPRDS is a PWR steam generator.
Degradation/failure of PWR steam generators is evaluated extensively in other
industry related documentation.

• Situations where the heat exchanger failure was caused by gasket leaks. These
subcomponents are considered renewable (see Section 3.4.2).

Figure 3-8 shows the number of NPRDS-reported heat exchanger failures due to aging
degradation and the number of plants in commercial operation. The trend shows a significant
increase starting in 1984 and continuing to present. Although it may be coincidental, this
increase in aging failures occurred at the same time that NPRDS reporting was given a higher
priority by utilities and the NPRDS data system was given more emphasis in the industry. The
increase was especially evident in PWR component cooling water heat exchangers, and BWR
RHR heat exchangers and reactor building closed cooling water (RBCCW) heat exchangers.

Figures 3-9 and 3-10 illustrate the number of NPRDS-reported heat exchanger failures by
plant type. A comparison of these graphs indicate that the observed increase failure reporting
was similar for both PWRs and BWRs. These graphs also illustrate that the reporting increase
was independent of the number of heat exchangers in service. In other words, the failure
reporting increase did not appear to be due to a significant increase in the number of heat
exchangers.

100
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....... /
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Figure 3-8. Heat Exchanger Aging Failures NPRDS Database.
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Figure 3-9. BWR Heat Exchanger Aging Failures.
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Figure 3-10. PWR Heat Exchanger Aging Failures.
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The failures reported were separated by plant and heat exchanger type. Figure 3-11
depicts the number of failures of BWR heat exchangers. The RHR heat exchangers account for
44% of the age-related failures, followed by the CCW heat exchangers which account for 32.2%
and the EDG cooling water heat exchangers which account for 17.7% of the age-related failures.

Figure 3-12 shows the distribution of PWR heat exchanger failures. The component
cooling water heat exchangers account for 55% of the age-related failures, followed by the
containment air coolers (13.6%), and the EDG cooling water heat exchangers which account for
10% of the age-related failures.

Several conclusions can be drawn from analysis of NPRDS data. Figure 3-13 shows the
relative percentage of the various aging mechanisms causing heat exchanger failure/degradation.
Fouling is the predominant aging mechanism. Fouling accounted for over 31% of the failures
reported, and it includes marine growth, silt, debris, foreign material, and sand. Corrosion
(16.8%) was the second most common aging mechanism, followed by wear (10.9%),
erosion/corrosion (5.9%), erosion (5.1%), and MIC (3.5%). The failures for which the cause
reported was "wear" should probably fall under the category erosion or E/C. If these three
mechanisms are considered as one, the percentage of failures caused by erosion, erosion/corrosion
or "wear" would be almost 22%. Other degradation mechanisms causing failures were fatigue
(3%), vibration (2.9%), pitting (1.8%), galvanic corrosion (1.0%), and SCC (0.9%). The rest
were either unknown or defined with terms such as "stress" or "age."

RHR 44.1%

OTHER 2.2%

CCW 32.3% ........ EDGCOOLINGWATER 17.7%

Figure 3-11. Heat Exchanger Type Failures BWR Plants.
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COMP. COOLINO WATER 55.0%

OTHER 3,4%

EDO LUBE OIL 2.9%
" LETDOWN 3,6%

CONTAINMENT COOLING 13.6% EDO INTAKE AIR 4.4%

CONTAINMENT SPRAY 7.1%
EDG COOLING WATER 10.0%

Figure 3-12. Heat Exchanger Type Failures PWR Plants.

UNKNOWN 12.6% FOULING 31.3%

CORROSION 16.8%

' OTHER 8.0%

FATIGUE 3.0%
VIBRATION 2.9%

WEAR 11.0% MIC 3.5%
EROSION/CORROSION 5.9% EROSION 5.1%

Figure 3-13. Heat Exchanger Failures and Aging Causes NPRDS Data.
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There were no failure reports identifying the following aging mechanisms:

• IASCC
• TGSCC
• Neutron Embrittlement
• Thermal Embrittlement

° Creep
• Stress Relaxation

The analysis of failures was further expanded to include a review of the heat exchanger
subcomponents which experienced aging. Table 3-15 lists the subcomponents that were identified
as the primary reason for heat exchanger aging. The tubes exhibit the highest number of failures,
being susceptible to fouling, erosion, corrosion and fatigue. The shell internals, coils, and tube
sheet also have high percentages of failures, mostly due to fouling.

Although NPRDS reporting is a voluntary industry effort, U.S. nuclear utilities have
demonstrated their support by dedicating resources to report all reportable failures that have
occurred since January 1, 1984, or after the date of commercial operation, whichever date is

f , , , ,,,,,, , ,,, ,,,,,,, t ,i,, 'i" ,,, '"'",1 t , ,, ," ,'"' I' ,' ' i ,,, _ _ iii r

Table 3-15. Heat Exchanger Subcomponent Failures Due to Aging- NPRDS
Database 1974-1992

Subcomponent Number of Failures Due to Aging Percent of Total

Tubes 4(}2 60.3

Shell (Note I) 62 9.3

Tube Sheet 56 8.4

Coil 56 8.4

Waterbox (Note 2) 5() 7.5

Baffle Plate 12 !.8

Fasteners 6 0.9

Coating 5 0.8

Floating Head 5 0.8

Divider Plate 5 1).8

Sacrificial Anodes 3 0.5

Heat Exchanger (Note 3) 3 0.5

TOTAL 665 l(X)%

Notes:

I. The subcomponent shell includes shell, internals, and nozzles.
2. The subcomponent waterbox includes waterbox, channel head, end bell, and flanges.
3. The NPRDS report only listed the heat exchanger as the subcomponent. These failures may actually

include any one or more of the other subcomponents.
,.....
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latest. However, the reporting of component failure data involves the reporter's interpretation
of reporting guidelines, component reportability, and available information regarding failures.
This interpretation may affect the completeness and quality of NPRDS data [3.12].

Despite these drawbacks, the NPRDS is still the most comprehensive failure database
available to the nuclear industry. If it is recognized that any failure rate data extracted from the
NPRDS database will be a bounding value, then it can prove quite useful to determine the mean
time between failures, and hence a failure rate for various system heat exchangers.

It is impractical to determine mean time between failure and failure rate data for all heat
exchangers grouped into a single database. Some are located in harsh environments and are
exposed to aggressive fluids while others are located in relatively benign environments and are
exposed to non-aggressive fluids. Therefore, mean time between failure and failure rate data was
determined for each application taking into consideration only those failures attributed to aging.
The mean time between age-related failures ranged from a high of 4.4 years to a low of
significantly greater than 60 years. The failure rate corresponding to the mean time between age-
related failures ranges from a high of 6.2 x 10.4 failures per day to a low of 0.5 x 10-5 failures
per day. Because of the wide variation of failure rates, these data should be used with due
caution.

In summary the NPRDS data indicates the following:

1. At least 24% of the total number of heat exchanger failures are age-related.

2. The failed components that contribute the most to age-related heat exchanger failures
are tubes and coils (68.7%), shell, internals and nozzles (11.9%), tube sheet (8.4%)

and waterbox and divider plate (8.3%).

3. The most significant identifiable aging mechanisms are fouling (31.3%), corrosioni

(16.8%), erosion/corrosion (11.0%), and wear (11.0%).

4. Increasing failure rate trends from the 1988-1989 time frame (see Figures 3-8, 3-9,
and 3-10) to the present suggest that current maintenance practices should be
enhanced to detect and mitigate aging of heat exchangers.

5. Heat exchangers in continuous operation with raw service water on the tube side tend
to fail more frequently and, therefore, require shorter intervals between
implementation of aging management activities, than do those heat exchangers with
primary water, treated water, or closed cooling water on the tube side.

6. There was insufficient data available regarding failures/degradations for the following
BWR plant heat exchangers.

• Spent Fuel Pool Coolers

• Reactor Water Cleanup Non-Regenerative Heat Exchanger
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• Miscellaneous Oil Coolers

• Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Lubrication Oil Cooler

• High Pressure Coolant Injection Lubrication Oil Cooler

• Emergency Diesel Generator Lubrication Oil Coolers

7. There was insufficient data available regarding failures/degradations for the following
PWR plant heat exchangers:

• Spent Fuel Pool Coolers

• Miscellaneous Oil Coolers

A review of the NPRDS-reported heat exchanger aging failures versus time in service is
shown in Figure 3-14. This graph indicates an increasing trend in number of failures as heat
exchangers age between 1 and 17 years in service. After peaking at 17 years in service, the
number of failures drops significantly. The number of heat exchanger f_ilure events drops off
significantly at year 18 because very few plants have been in commercial ,._perationfor that long.
The average age of nuclear plants is 12.8 years for PWRs and 13.9 years for BWRs. The
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average age of all plants combined is 13.2 years for the period covered by this AMG. The graph
does not indicate any trend in number of failures as heat exchangers age. Seasonal trends might
be expected though due to the variations in fouling.

i
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4. STRESSORS AND AGING MECHANISMS

A stressor is a physical state or stimulus which is caused by fabrication, installation,
operational conditions, and/or environmental conditions that may result in degradation of the heat
exchanger. Materials used during heat exchanger manufacture, assembly, and installation are
subject to some level of degradation due to residual and/or applied stressors. Also, stressors
caused by normal operation and environmental conditions have a direct affect on the
manifestation of aging mechanisms. It is therefore important to understand the behavior of
materials, when subject to these various stressors, in order to satisfactorily operate a heat
exchanger and to develop methods for detecting and mitigating heat exchanger degradation.

4.1 Determination of Stressors Acting on Heat Exchangers

Steady state, cyclic and peak stressors act on heat exchanger components during normal
operation, transient events, and testing. These stressors can be in the form of either one or a
combination of the following.

a. Mechanical

b. Hydraulic
c. Chemical
d. Electrical
e. Environmental

• Thermal
• Moisture
° Radiation

These initiators of stress are, in some applications, continuously present and active on
various heat exchanger components. Stressors will cause aging mechanisms to manifest
themselves over a period of time. If left undetected and/or unmitigated, these aging mechanisms
result in material distortion, degradation of heat exchanger components, and unacceptable
performance or failure.

For the purpose of discussion, each heat exchanger is subdivided into five major
subassemblies.

° Tubes/Coils
° Tube Sheets
° Shell/Nozzles/Internals
° Waterbox/Channel Head/Divider Plate

° Pressure Boundary Fasteners/Support Assembly

The following discussion of stressors is summarized in Table 4-1. To indicate a relative
measure of importance, each stressor category is quantified as either low, medium, or high. The
measure of importance is subjective and is based on other aging studies, field experience, and
reviews of industry data. The measures of importance shown in Table 4-1 should be applied with
caution. The table does not accurately reflect all possible combinations of service and material
applications for the range of heat exchangers evaluated in this AMG. This will be accomplished
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Table 4-1. Stressor Influence

Environmental

Heat Exchanger
Subassembly Mechanical Hydraulic Chemical Electrical Thermal Moisture Radiation

Tubes/Coils High High Medium Medium Medium Low Low

Tube Sheet Medium High High High High Low Low

Partitions/ Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Low Low
Baffles

Shell/Nozzle/ Medium Medium Medium Low High Medium Low
Internals

Waterbox/ Medium Medium Medium Low Medium Medium Low
Channel Head/

End Bell/Flange

Divider Plate Low High Medium Low Medium Low Low

Floating Head Low Medium Medium Low Low Low Low

Fasteners Medium Low Low Low Medium Medium Low

Sacrificial Low Low High High Low Low Low
Anodes

Support Low Low Low Low Low Medium Low
Assembly

in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Generally, the measures of importance reflect worst case service
applications. For example, the chemical stressor is rated high for service water applications,
whereas, in demineralized water applications, a medium or low rating is appropriate.

4.1.1 Mechanical Stressors

Heat exchanger components are subject to a variety of mechanical stressors. During heat
exchanger assembly, stressors are induced in the various components due to fit-up, erection
tolerances, and fastener tightening. These induced stressors are classified as assembly loads and
are applied to all heat exchanger components. Piping systems attached to the heat exchanger
nozzles exert thrust and moments on the heat exchanger nozzles. The magnitude of stress caused
by these piping loads is dependent upon the degree of pipe to nozzle misalignment during fit-up,
the amount and direction of movement due to thermal expansion and contraction, and the material
condition and functionality of the attached piping hanger/support network. Piping loads are
applied at the inlet and outlet nozzles and distributed into the shell, waterbox, and tube sheet.

Vibration of the tubes in a heat exchanger can lead to failure due to either fatigue of the
tubes or to fretting corrosion where the vibrating tubes contact baffles. Tube vibration can result
from excessive shell-side flow velocities across the tubes, often in the area where shell-side flow

enters the tube bundle and can be attributed to improper design or to operation at flow rates
outside the design specifications.
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The tubes in a shell-and-tube heat exchanger are often fabricated from a metal having a
different coefficient of thermal expansion than the shell material. In addition, the fluid
temperatures in the shell and the tubes may be quite different in steady state operation or may
undergo large variations in temperature, with time, during cyclic operation. As a result, in fixed
tube sheet designs, tensile or compressive stresses are imposed on the shell and tubes during
operation. Floating head or U-tube designs are often adopted for applications having large
temperature differences to minimize differential expansion stresses. Some exchangers have a
specified maximum number of lifetime thermal cycles. Cycle counting is not ?:merally required
because other methods can be used to detect the effects of fatigue (e.g., visual inspection).

Differential expansion stresses may lead to relaxation and le_age at rolled tube-to-tube
sheet joints. In recognition of this, recommended maximum metal temperatures for various tube
materials used with carbon steel tube sheets are given in the Heat Exchanger Institute's "Standard
for Power Plant Heat Exchangers" [4.1].

4.1.2 Hydraulic Stressors

Hydraulic stressors are loads imparted on heat exchanger components as a result of the
pressure and flow of fluid through the heat exchanger. The magnitude of hydraulic stress is
dependent upon the characteristics of the process fluid, design parameters of the heat exchanger,
and severity of operation or duty the heat exchanger is expected to encounter over its service
lifetime.

Fluid pressures exert mechanical stress on the heat exchanger shell, nozzles, tubes, tube
sheet, channel heads, and partitions. The exchangers are designed with sufficient strength
margins to withstand those pressures expected to be encountered under both normal and accident
conditions. However, exchanger damage may result from excessive pressure due to improper
isolation of the exchanger from a system undergoing hydrostatic testing, from a transient pressure
excursion caused by water hammer, or in the case of channel partitions, from tube flow blockage.
Fluid pressures are caused by fluid weight, differential pressures, mass transfer, and cyclic
operation in some applications. All of these loadings, to some degree, result in physical
movement/displacement of the heat exchanger components.

Tube erosion may result from excessive tube-side velocity, excessive shell-side velocity
(especially in areas near the inlet nozzles), or from suspended abrasive material in the cooling
water. Recommended maximum tube-side velocities for different tube materials with clean water

are included in References 4.1 and 4.2 and range from 3 to 4.6 m/s [10 to 15 ft/s] for stainless
steel, nickel alloys, and titanium, to less than 1.8 m/s [6 ft/s] for copper, admiralty alloy, and
aluminum-brass. Lower velocities should be used with water containing erosive solids. Heat
exchangers containing erosive solids in the shell side water require an impingement plate to
protect the tube bundle from erosion near the shell inlet nozzle. The only heat exchanger
components which would not be subject to static and dynamic hydraulic loads are the shell
support assemblies.
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4.1.3 Chemical Stressors

Process fluids react with heat exchanger internal components, and depending on the
chemical composition, can cause the heat exchanger parts to be stressed. The stress can be
localized and/or uniformly distributed throughout the heat exchanger internal surfaces and
involves a molecular chemical reaction between the metal and the liquid. The heat exchangers
covered by this AMG handle many different types of process liquid or air and operate over a
wide range of temperature and pressure. Various types of liquid are reactor water, demineralized
water, well water, river water, city or fresh water, brackish water, sea water, condensate,
chromated water, and lubricating oils. Some heat exchangers are exposed to the primary
containment atmosphere (containment air coolers) and the reactor building atmosphere (various
room coolers).

Table 4-2. Galvanic Series

Anodic End of Galvanic Series

Magnesium
Magnesium Alloys
Zinc
Aluminum 5052
Aluminum 6061
Cadmium
Aluminum AA 2017
Iron and Carbon Steel

Copper Steel
4% to 6% Chromium Steel
Ferritic Stainless (active) 400 Series
Austenitic Stainless (active) 18-8 Series
Lead-Tin Solder
Lead
Tin

Nickel (active)
Inconel (active)
Hastelioy C (active)
Brasses

Copper
Bronzes

Cupro-Nickei Alloys
Monel
Silver Solder

Nickel (pasSive)
lnconel (passive)
Ferritic Stainless (passive)
Austenitic Stainless (passive)
Titanium

Hastelloy C (passive)
Silver

! Graphite
Gold
Platinum

Cathodic End of Galwmic Series
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All of these liquids act as electrolytic solutions. An electrolyte is an electrical conducting
medium which allows the flow of electrons between an anode and cathode. The metallic

components internal to the heat exchanger act as anodes and cathodes depending on the material
type. The galvanic series is shown in Table 4-2. Corrosion occurs when electrons leave an
anodic material and enter the electrolytic solution. High levels of electrolyte ionization (i.e.,
conductivity) results in a greater rate of corrosion, because electrical current flows better in high
conductivity solutions.

Another form of chemical stressor acting on the metallic surfaces of heat exchangers is
the influence of living organisms on the corrosion process. In some circumstances, microbial
activity does nothing more than provide a localized environment such as crevices where
concentration cells are established to promote accelerated corrosion. In other cases, microbes
produce metabolites such as organics or mineral acids, ammonia, or hydrogen sulfide which are
corrosive to metals. Microbes can concentrate halides which result in severe, localized corrosion
of ferrous materials. Microbial activity interferes with the cathodic half-reaction in oxygen free
environments resulting in increased anodic dissolution. In other ways, microbes can influence
(1) corrosion and oxidation of metal anions to le_;ssoluble forms, (2) destruction of protective
coatings, and (3) metabolism of inhibitors [4.3].

4.1.4 Electrical Stressors

The only electrical stressor for heat exchangers is galvanic corrosion resulting from
coupling of materials remote from one another on the galvanic series chart (Table 4-2). The
potential for galvanic corrosion can be reduced by the use of sacrificial anodes, usually zinc or
magnesium, inserted in the fluid path of the exchanger. See the discussion in Section 4.1.3
"Chemical Strcssors" for details regarding electrochemical corrosion.

4.1.5 Environmental Stressors

The following discussion includes three general parameters as environmental stressors:

• Thermal -- internal process fluid temperature and external ambient temperature
effects on heat exchanger components

• Moisture -- external ambient hun,ldity effects on the applicable heat exchanger
components

• Radiation -- cumulative internal and external radiation exposure effects on the
various heat exchanger components

4.1.5.1 Thermal Stressors

Thermal stresses are active on all heat exchanger components subject to temperatures
greater than 93°C [200°F]. At high temperatures, application of a constant load to a metal
component produces continuous deformation or creep, which will eventually lead to fracture if
the load is maintained for a sufficient length of time. The stress-rupture strength is defined as
the stress that a metal can withstand for a given time, at a given temperature, without breaking.
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With increases in temperature, stress-rupture strength decreases rapidly to values that may be
considerably lower than fatigue strength. Therefore, the primary requirement of a metal that will
be subjected to high temperatures is that it has adequate stress-rupture strength [4.2].

Thermal expansion or contraction of a metal, caused by a temperature change, acting
against a constraint causes thermal stress. Constraints may be external (e.g., rigid mountings)
or internal, in which case the constraint is set up by a temperature gradient within the part. In
thick parts, temperature gradients are likely to occur both along and through the material, causing
high triaxial stresses and reducing material ductility, even though the uniaxial ductility often
increases with increasing temperature. Thermal fatigue is the basic failure mechanism that occurs
because of numerous heating and cooling cycles. Stress rupture is an important consideration
as the cycle times increase and is, therefore, a long-term rate process. Most thermal fatigue
fractures are of the low-cycle, high-strain type [4.2].

Exposure of metal parts to high and low temperatures, which is often accompanied by
non-uniform heating rates and sharp thermal gradients, is a source of stress during operation
[4.2]. In some applications, these stressors can place the material in a state of tension. When
the metal, stressed in tension, is exposed to a corrosive environment, the ensuing localized
electrochemical dissolution of metal, combined with localized plastic deformation, creates a crack.
With sustained tensile stress, protective films that form at the tip of the crack rupture, causing
fresh anodic material to be exposed to the corrosive medium, and stress corrosion cracking is
propagated [4.2]. The corrosive environment in nuclear power plants is high temperature water
> 93°C [200°F] where the electrochemical potential of sensitized Type 304 stainless steel in the
coolant is > -230 mV standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) [4.4, 4.5], At reactor coolant
temperatures between 54 ° to 93°C [130° to 200°F], IGSCC is not observed unless dissolved
oxygen is 1 to 2 x 103 ppb. At temperatures < 54°C [130°F], IGSCC is not observed [4.4,
4.6, 4.7]. Figure 4-1 is reproduced from Reference 4.4 and shows the corrosion potential
vs. percent that IGSCC will occur in sensitized Type 304 stainless steel. Figure 4-2 is also
reproduced from Reference 4.4 and shows an interrelation between oxygen and temperature
combinations that can trigger IGSCC.

4.1.5.2 Moisture Stressors

External ambient humidity effects on the heat exchanger shell, inlet and outlet nozzles,
waterbox/channel head, support assembly, and various fasteners result in general corrosion. In
cases where dissimilar metals are in contact with one another, galvanic corrosion will occur in
the presence of humid environments. Crevice corrosion may also manifest due to mechanical
fit-up of heat exchanger components. As this type of corrosion is initiated, it proceeds in an
autocatalytic manner with all the damage and metal dissolution occurring within the crevice and
little or no metal loss outside. A breakdown in the passive oxide film or protective coating of
a metal can provide a path for ionic migration and the development of an electrochemical cell
which produces pitting. In all of these forms of corrosion, the stresses imparted on the exterior
metal surfaces from moisture are electrochemical, which is described in Section 4.1.3 "Chemical
Stressors."
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4.1.5.3 Radiation Stressors

The following discussion of radiation stressors is applicable to all metal components of
a heat exchanger and is described in generic terms. Neutrons produce energetic primary recoil
atoms which displace large numbers of atoms in a metal from their crystal lattice positions by
a chain of atomic collisions. This effect is characterized by exposure units such as fast fluence
(> 1 MeV), neutrons per centimeter squared (n/cm2), or displacements per atom (dpa).
Displacements per atom accounts for both the fluence and neutron energy levels. Properties of
certain metals begin to change at about 0.2 dpa [1020 n/cm2]). Experimental data shows that
after prolonged exposure to neutrons, the yield strength increases by about a factor of three over
its unirradiated value, ultimate tensile strength reniains essentially unchanged, uniform and total
elongation drops substantially, fracture toughness drops by about a factor of three, and the tearing
modulus drops from several hundred to a range from five to ten [4.8].

The extent of embrittlement depends on neutron fluence, irradiation temperature, and trace
material chemistry (i.e., particularly the presence of copper, phosphorus, and nickel) [4.9].
The degree of embrittlement is usually expressed as an upward shift of the brittle-to-ductile
transition temperature and decrease in the upper shelf energy as measured in Charpy impact
energy tests [4.10].

Stress corrosion cracking can occur in austenitic stainless steel components of a boiling
water reactor under highly irradiated conditions. This IASCC appears to involve the
simultaneous interaction of highly irradiated non-sensitized material with diffusion of metal
impurities such as sulfur, silicon, and phosphorus to the grain boundaries, low stress levels, high-
temperature water with short-lived oxidizing species, gamma, and neutron flux [4.11]. It is
important to note that IASCC does not require the chromium depletion sensitization or high
tensile stresses that are implicit in the failure of nonirradiated stainless steel components due to
IGSCC discussed in Section 4.1.5.1. A threshold for IASCC exists at about 5 x 102o n/cm 2

[> 1 MeV], for austenitic stainless steel and lnconel 800 [4.12].

4.2 Description of Aging Mechanisms Acting on Heat Exchangers

4.2.1 Fatigue

Fatigue is the term that describes subcritical crack growth or structural deterioration under
the influence of fluctuating or cyclic stress caused by applied loads and/or temperature. Fatigue
is characterized as a macroscopically brittle mode of failure since there is no gross plastic
deformation of the material before ultimate failure. When sufficient localized microstructural

damage is accumulated in a defect or crack tip region (i.e., locally plastic deformation), crack
initiation and growth can occur during subsequent cyclic loading and/or thermal stress.

Fatigue behavior of a component is related to a varicty of parameters, such as stress
range, mean stress, frequency or cyclic wave form, environmental conditions, metallurgy of the
material, and surface toughness of the material. Cracks typically initiate at local geometric stress
concentration points such as notches, surface defects, and structural discontinuities. The time
between localized fatigue crack initiation and eventual detection of the growing crack may
represent a large portion of a component's life. Fatigue initiation curves are developed to
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indicate how many stress cycles it takes to initiate fatigue cracks in components. These curves
are materials related and indicate the allowable number of stress cycles for applied cyclic stress
amplitudes.

Environmental condition can significantly affects fatigue initiation in a material. The
presence of an active environment can accelerate fatigue crack initiation and propagation. For
example, oxidation can produce pits in the surface of some alloys. The pits can then act as stress
concentrators and potential fatigue crack initiation sites. Environmentally assisted fatigue is
commonly referred to as corrosion fatigue.

When applied or induced loads are of such magnitude that more than about 10,000 cycles
are required to produce failure, the phenomenon is usually termed high-cycle fatigue. When
applied or induced loads are of such magnitude that less than about 10,000 cycles are required
to produce failure, the phenomenon is usually termed low-cycle fatigue. When load or strain is
produced by a fluctuating temperature field, the process is termed thermal fatigue.

4.2.2 Corrosion

Corrosion is defined as the destruction or deterioration of a material due to

electrochemical reaction with its environment. It is characterized by material loss or deterioration
of its properties. Corrosion reduces the component wall thickness, either locally (e.g., crevice
corrosion, pitting, galvanic corrosion, microbiologically influenced corrosion, etc.) or more
uniformly (e.g., rusting, oxide layering, etc.). The resultant decrease in the volume of sound
material causes a decrease in the strength of the corroded material. Furthermore, the associated
surface roughening causes additional weakening of the material when placed under load.

4.2.2.1 General/Uniform Corrosion

General/uniform corrosion results in the formation of solid corrosion products (oxides)
that protect the underlying metal surface. Localized disruptions in the oxide will re-oxidize,
rendering the metal protected from further corrosion. Changes in environmental conditions,
however, can have an adverse affect on the stability of the protective oxide layer rendering the
material susceptible to increased general/uniform corrosion.

General/uniform corrosion of metal surfaces exposed to the atmosphere is caused by the
combined effects of film formation and film breakdown. Film formation is the iron oxide

layering of a metal surface that develops from exposure to oxygen in the surrounding
environment. This film develops cracks, disruptions, and discontinuities which are caused by
(1) external forces and/or (2) stresses internal to the oxide layer (i.e., caused by different types
and volumes of metal and iron oxide located throughout the layer). Moisture in the surrounding
atmosphere, from water leakage or humidity, is an electrolyte and provides a path for
electrochemical reactions to occur. The most damaging reaction (i.e., film breakdown) is caused
by electrical current continuously flowing between the small anodic areas of freshly exposed
metal and the much larger cathodic areas of the oxide layer. The anodic areas corrode further
and the process of film breakdown continues. The general/uniform corrosion rate is highly
dependent upon the availability and purity of the electrolyte.
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General/uniform corrosion rates of heat exchanger internal surfaces are dependent upon
process'fluid oxygen content, operating temperature, and flow rate. Heat exchanger internals are
exposed to a variety of fluids, consisting of reactor water, low temperature deionized water, high
temperature deionized water, city or fresh water, salt or brackish water, chromated water, and
various types of lubricating oils. Some system heat exchangers are maintained stagnant for long
periods of time while others are maintained in a condition of continuous flow. Tile highest
general/uniform corrosion rates for metal occurs in system applications where the fluid is low
temperature air saturated stagnant water [4.11]. Very little general/uniform corrosion occurs in
(1) high temperature water systems because a thin black oxide film (i.e., magnetite) forms
rapidly, protecting the internal surfaces from further general/uniform corrosion, and (2) systems
containing lubricating oil because oxygen content is very low, oils are not good electrolytes, and
purification systems are generally installed and/or corrosion inhibitors are added to maintain the
oil free of corrosion products.

Copper-zinc alloys containing more than 15% zinc are susceptible to a dealloying process
called dezincification. Dezincification of copper-zinc alloys is most prevalent in waters
containing a high content of oxygen, carbon dioxide, or chloride and is accelerated by elevated
temperatures and low water velocity. Excessive chlorination of cooling water may promote
dezincification of copper-zinc alloys. Dealloying is a general/uniform corrosion process in which
the more active metal is selectively removed from an alloy (i.e., zinc), leaving behind a weak,
porous layer of the more noble metal (i.e., copper and copper oxide). Tin tends to inhibit
dealloying and where dezincification is a problem, red brass, commercial bronze, inhibited
admiralty metal, and inhibited aluminum brass can be successfully used.

In systems containing slightly acidic water, low in salt content and at room temperature,
the dezincification is likely to be uniformly distributed throughout the material. In systems
containing neutral or alkaline water, high in salt content and above room temperature, the
dezincification is likely to be localized with the surrounding material unaffected or slightly
corroded [4.13].

4.2.2.2 Pitting

Localized pitting produces small craters or holes in the metal which reduces load-bearing
capacity and creates stress risers. Pitting occurs when one area of a metal surface becomes
anodic with respect to the rest of the surface, or when highly localized changes in the
environment in contact wilh the surface cause accelerated corrosion. Most pits develop and grow
downward from the metal surface in the direction of gravity; rarely do they grow upward
opposite gravity.

Causes of pitting include local inhomogeneities on or beneath the metal surface, local loss
of passivity, mechanical or chemical rupture of the protective oxide surface film, galvanic
corrosion from a relatively distant cathode, and the formation of a metal ion or oxygen
concentration cell under a solid deposit (crevice corrosion). The rate of penetration into the metal
by pitting may be 10 to 100 times greater than for general corrosion, l,ow fluid velocity and/or
stagnation is usually associated with the development of pitting.
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Cavitation and erosion pitting can be found in high velocity turbulent flow areas of a heat
exchanger which is predominantly in the tube bundles. This type of pitting is caused by the
mechanical action of cavitation vapor bubbles or entrained gas bubbles,

4.2.2.3 Galvanic Corrosion

Galvanic corrosion is an accelerated electrochemical corrosion that occurs when two

dissimilar metals in contact are made part of an electrical circuit which is completed by a
connecting pool or film of electrolyte or corrosive medium. Under these circumstances, the
potential difference between the dissimilar metals produces a current flow through the conducting
electrolyte. In this case, the less noble of the two metals will become .the anode and will corrode.
Galvanic corrosion does not require oxygen but does require water or some other conductive
medium, Galvanic corrosion will exist at dissimilar metal contact points where (1) surfaces are
not adequately protected and (2) surfaces are exposed to moisture for prolonged periods of time.
Galvanic corrosion will be localized in its attack and the resultant corrosion products may cause
stress to an adjacent component due to oxide wedging or formation of crevices. Stress induced
on an adjacent component, caused by the volume increase in corrosion products, could cause
other degradation mechanisms to occur.

All metals or alloys will react as either an anode or a cathode when in contact with
dissimilar metals or alloys. Whether a particular material will react as a cathode or an anode is
determined from the relative positions of the materials with respect to one another as shown on
Table 4-2, the galvanic series chart. The further apart two materials are from each other (on the
chart), the greater the rate of corrosion. The material closest to the anodic end of the chart will
be the one to corrode.

The rate of galvanic corrosion is al,s0 affected by the relative size of the materials and
composition of the electrolyte. A small anode area in contact with a large cathode area will
result in a rapid severe corrosion. Conversely, a large anode area in contact with a small cathode
area will lessen the rate of galvanic corrosion since the same total current flow will be spread
out over a large area. Higher levels of electrolyte ionization (i.e., conductivity) result in a greater
rate of galvanic corrosion because electrical current flows better in high conductivity electrolytes.

The effects of galvanic corrosion are minimized by:

1. Insulating the dissimilar metals from each other using nonconductive coatings, such
as paint.

2. Eliminate the electrolyte.

3. Where different metals are used, choose those that are close together in the galvanic
series.

4. Use the anode metal for large surface area components and the cathode metal for
small surface area components.

5. Protect the metals with a sacrificial anodic metal.
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4.2.2.4 Mlcroblologlcally Influenced Corrosion (MiC) and Tuberculstlon

MIC is characterized by the formation of discrete deposits (e.g., microbial colonies and
associated scale and debris) on the surface of the metal or alloy, such as carbon steels, stainless
steels, copper, and nickel alloys. Pitted surfaces are usually covered by the micro-organism
deposits with the pit entrance being smaller than the overlaying deposit. In stainless steels, the
deposits and pitting are usually found in the associated weld and heat-affected zones. The
deposits usually contain:

I. Large amounts of iron and manganese regardless of the type of alloy.

2. Silicon, sulfur, and chloride are often found.

3. Phosphorus is occasionally found.

4. Copper is usually found in high amounts if a copper alloy is involved.

A large number of different organisms are involved in M1C, depending on the alloy and
the environmental conditions. However, there is considerable evidence that the deposit forming
iron and manganese bacteria, the slime-forming Pseudomonas type of bacteria, the deposit
forming and iron reducing bacillus type organisms, and the sulfate reducing bacteria are of
principal importance.

Temperature, pressure, pH, water content, salinity, redox potential (i.e., oxygen), and types
and quantities of nutrients available are among the important factors influencing the microbes in
their attempts to live in a given location. The following discussion is a generally accepted range
over which organisms as a group are known to exist.

Temperature. Microbes can survive over at least the range-20 ° to 99°C [-4 ° to 210°F].
The range of temperatures over which microbes are most often found growing are from about
0 ° to 80°C [32° to 176°F].

Pressure. Most organisms tolerate pressures up to 31 MPa [4,500 psi].

p_H_H.Microbes as a group can thrive in environments with pH levels ranging from l to
at least 10.0. Also, bulk water values for pH can be misleading. The pH in bulk water may be
8.0 while at the surface of the metal under the microbial deposit (i.e., where fermentation is
producing organic acids), the pH level can be much lower (i.e., 4.0 or less).

Water Content. All microorganisms require metabolically available water for survival.
That is, it must not be in the form of ice or chemically complexed in such a way as to be
inaccessible to the microbes.

Salinity. Many fresh water or terrestrial microbes thrive in deionized or demineralized
water. These microbes can survive in very low levels of salts, or they can find elevated salt
concentrations at surfaces of the metal.
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Red0_ Potential. Microbes may (1) require oxygen at levels of about 0.01 atm or greater
for growth, (2) require minute levels of oxygen for growth, (3) require no oxygen for growth, or
(4) grow under any of these conditions.

Nutrients. Microbes require inorganic molecules (e.g., ammonia, nitrate, methane, etc.)
as a source of energy and organic molecules and/or carbon dioxide as a source of carbon for
growth. Most nuclear facilities use demineralized water because the deionization removes many
of the nutrients from the water. However, the remaining nutrients do accumulate and concentrate
at the surfaces of pipes, tanks and heat exchangers, and the microbes follow the nutrients to these
locations.

Tuberculatlon is the formation of tubercules by biological organisms acting in conjunction
with electrochemical corrosion and occurs in many environments and on many alloys.
Tubercules can form without the presence of any microorganisms; however, tuberculation usually
takes place in biologically active aqueous systems.

The process of tubercule formation is complex. Any biofilm that does not provide for
complete uniform coverage of the entire immersed surface of a metal or alloy has the potential
to form concentration cells. Corrosion products are formed at these concentration cells. The
corrosion products generally result in formation of pits at anodic areas under the biofilm. The
corrosion products also join with the biofilm to form a corrosion tubercule. A gradual buildup
of these corrosion tubercules can ultimately result in macrofouling.

4.2.3 Stress Corrosion Cracking

SCC is the term given to subcritical crack growth in certain alloys when subjected to
stress and a corrosive environment. Many alloys are susceptible to SCC in at least one
environment; however, SCC does not occur in all environments, nor does an environment that
induces SCC in one alloy necessarily induce SCC in another alloy [4.14].

Three factors or conditions must be present simultaneously for the possibility of SCC to
occur. Elimination or a reduction in any one or a combination of these three factors will
significantly reduce the likelihood or eliminate the possibility for SCC to occur. The three
factors are:

• Susceptible Material (Metal Alloy)

• Tensile Stress (Applied and/or Residual)

• Corrosive Environment (an environment that can provide the chemical driving force
for corrosion reaction)

Tensile stresses causing stress corrosion cracking are typically at material yield strength
levels. However, stress levels causing stress corrosion cracking may sometimes be below the
yield strength. Material susceptibility is related to the environment and may be influenced by
the metallurgical condition of the material.
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4.2.3.1 intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC)

IGSCC can be divided into two basic categories: (1) grain boundary precipitation and
(2) grain boundary segregation. The effect of grain boundary precipitation in austenitic stainless
steel is carbide precipitation which causes depletion of chromium adjacent to the grain boundary.
The grain boundary then becomes anodically active and susceptible to corrosion. Impurities in
a metal can segregate and produce a grain boundary that approaches 50% impure. The effect of
these impurities alters the corrosion and mechanical properties of the grain boundary and causes
cracking by anode dissolution.

The heat exchanger tubing alloys most commonly affected by this cracking are brass and
Type 304 stainless steel. The common corrodant for brass is ammonia, while chloride is the
primary contributor for 304 stainless steel. Section 4.2.3.3 below provides further information
about the parameters and characteristics that must be present for chloride SCC to occur. The
stress corrosion cracks originating either on the ID or OD side follow in the direction
perpendicular to the existing tensile stress.

i

Without the presence of tensile stress, it is possible to have just the intergranular corrosion
without cracking. This is an infrequently encountered form of attack observed in applications
involving mainly high-pressure steam. The intergranular corrosion penetrates the tube wall along
grain boundaries without the apparent loss of tube wall thickness. The remaining wall, however,
is brittle and provides no load-bearing strength. The susceptible alloys for this form of attack
are Muntz metal, admiralty brass, aluminum brasses, and silicon bronzes.

4.2.3.2 Irradiation Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking (IASCC)

Manifestation of IASCC involves simultaneous interaction of highly irradiated
nonsensitized material with diffusion of impurities to the grain boundary, low stress, and high
temperature water containing short-lived oxidizing species associated with gamma and neutron
flux. Based on available field and laboratory data, a threshold fast neutron fluence

(energy > 1 MeV) of approximately 5 x 1020 n/cm 2 appears to exist for IASCC to occur in
stainless steel or Alloy 600. Formation of IASCC does not require chromium depletion
sensilization at the grain boundary or presence of high tensile stress.

4.2.3.3 Transgranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (TGSCC)

TGSCC differs from IGSCC in that the cracking (i.e., failure mode) occurs through or

across the grain boundary as opposed to along the grain boundary. Sometimes the failure mode
of an alloy can be a combination of TGSCC and IGSCC and at other times the failure mode can
switch either from IGSCC to TGSCC or from TGSCC to IGSCC. IGSCC and TGSCC often

occur in the same alloy depending on the service environment, microstructure of the metal, or
the applied or residual stress/strain state.

The combination of aqueous chlorides and austenitic stainless steel may cause chloride
stress corrosion cracking to occur. Chloride SCC of austenitic stainless steel:

• Seldom occurs at metal temperatures below 60°C [140°F] and above 199°C [390°F].
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• Requires an aqueous environment containing dissolved air or oxygen or other
oxidizing agents.

• Occurs at very low tensile stress levels such that stress relieving heat treatments are
seldom effective as a preventive measure.

• Affects all the austenitic stainless steels about equally with regard to susceptibility,
time-to-failure, etc.

• Is characterized by transgranular branchlike cracking.

Chloride SCC is a concern for austenitic stainless steel heat exchanger components exposed to
a chlorinated reservoir or pond where chlorides tend to concentrate.

4.2.4 Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

Erosion is attributed to the removal of protective oxide films on a metal and/or the base
metal by mechanical action of a flowing fluid or particulate. Solid particles, present in a flowing
fluid, impinge on internal surfaces particularly at flow discontinuities and cause low stress
scratching (i.e., abrasive wear) of the surface. Due to the principles of momentum and mass
transfer, the magnitude of stress and therefore severity of abrasive wear is directly related to the
fluid velocity.

When the local pressure in a flowing liquid is reduced without a change in temperature,
vapor-filled bubbles can form and expand within the flowing liquid. When these bubbles, which
are formed in the low pressure region, pass into a region of higher pressure, expansion is
reversed and the bubbles implode/collapse very rapidly. This process is called cavitation.
Cavitation causes localized force/stress to be imparted on the oxide laye r and underlying base
metal surface which results in damage to the material in the form of erosfon.

Erosion/corrosion occurs when the fluid or particulate matter is also corrosive to the
metal. The mechanism of erosion and erosion/corrosion involves electrochemical aspects of
general corrosion, mass transfer, and momentum transfer. In an erosion/corrosion process: (1) a
corrosive fluid forms an oxide layer on the surface of the metal, (2) erosive action removes this
oxide layer, and (3) the newly exposed bare metal surface continues the corrosion process. This
action of simultaneous oxide formation and removal leads to a reduction of metal thickness and

is usually characterized by a pattern of grooves or peaks and valleys generated by the flow
pattern of the corrosive fluids.

The principal factors affecting erosion and erosion/corrosion are:

Temperature. Maximum erosion/corrosion rates in single-phase flow occurs between 130°
to 140°C [265 ° to 285°F].

Materials. Low alloy and plain carbon steel and copper or a copper alloy such as brass
are most susceptible to erosion and erosion/corro:don. Alloying elements, such as chromium and
molybdenum (for carbon steels) and nickel or bronze (for copper based materials), improve
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resistance to erosion and erosion/corrosion. Austenitic stainless steels are highly resistant to
erosion and erosion/corrosion.

Water Chemistry. The rate of erosion/corrosion in single phase fluid flow applications
varies depending on the dissolved oxygen content and pH level. When the pH value is
maintained neutral, the rate of erosion/corrosion decreases as dissolved oxygen content increases.
Operation near 50 ppb dissolved oxygen in a neutral pH fluid (e.g., 7) reduces the rate of
erosion/corrosion in carbon steel materials to negligible levels.

Flow Velocity/Configuration. Erosion and erosion/corrosion is most prevalent in regions
where (1) high flow velocity exists, (2) turbulent flow is present, and (3) where the geometry
causes flow directional changes.

Neither material hardness characteristics nor corrosion resistance properties, when existing
alone, are sufficient for a particular metal to resist the effects of erosion and erosion/corrosion.
Therefore, metals, such as stainless steel and high alloy steels, which possess both high corrosion
resistance and high hardness properties are less susceptible to the effects from erosion and
erosion/corrosion than metals, such as plain carbon steel and copper alloys, which possess lower
corrosion resistance and hardness properties.

4.2.5 Embrittlement

Structural or chemical changes induced by elevated temperatures, contaminants, or
radiation causes embrittlement of metals which can lead to fragility and failures under dynamic
loading. There are two predominant initiators of embrittlement that could possibly affect nuclear
plant components: (1) thermal embrittlement and (2) neutron embrittlement.

4.2.5.1 Thermal Embrittlement

The mechanism of thermal embrittlement is complex and varies with material composition
and service conditions. Fine grained, high chromium stainless steels normally possess good
ductility. However, exposure to high temperature increases strength while at the same time
reduces ductility and fracture toughness properties of the material. Susceptibility to
embrittlement increases with increasing chromium content, with the highest degree of
embrittlement occurring when chromium content is greater than 19%. At least 15% chromium
is necessary for embrittlement to occur [4.15]. The effect of carbon content on embrittlement
is minimal [4.15]. The effects of thermal embrittlement on cast austenitic stainless steel are most
prevalent at temperatures between 400 ° to 500°C [750° to 930°F] when maintained for long
periods of time (e.g., greater than 100,000 hours).

4.2.5.2 Neutron Embrittlement

Neutrons produce energetic primary recoil atoms which displace large numbers of atoms
from their crystal lattice positions by a chain of atomic collisions. The neutron damage exposure
can be characterized by displacements per atom (dpa), which accounts for the neutron energy
spectrum as well as the fluence. However, the dpa exposure parameter is not a direct measure
of the number of residual defects; the primary defects undergo temperature dependent
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rearrangements both within the chain and as a consequence of long range migration. Only a
fraction of the primary defects survive in the form of small clusters or cluster solute complexes.
Excess point defects created by radiation also accelerate diffusion, including the formation of
small copper rich phases.

Embrittlement is a function of radiation exposure and environmental and metallurgical
variables. Fluence or dpa, and copper and nickel content have been identified as the primary
contributors. Important second order variables include flux, temperature, and phosphorous
content. There is evidence that a number of other variables such as heat treatment may also
influence embrittlement. Available experimental data suggest that the following metallurgical
properties result after prolonged exposure to neutrons:

• The yield strength increases by about a factor of 3 over its unirradiated value while
the ultimate tensile strength remains essentially unchanged.

• The uniform elongation and the total elongation drop substantially from their
unirradiated values.

• Fracture toughness drops by about a factor of 3 to 4, tearing modulus drops from
several hundred to a range from 5 to 10.

Experimental data also suggests that an accumulated fast (> 1 Mev) neutron fluence of
approximately 1 x 1020 n/cm2 is the threshold value where these metallurgical properties begin
to change [4.8, 4.9, 4.12].

4.2.6 Wear

Wear is defined as damage to a solid surface by the removal or plastic displacement of
material by the mechanical action of a contacting solid, liquid, or gas. There are three primary
types of wear: adhesive wear, abrasive wear, and erosive wear.

4.2.6.1 Adhesive Wear

Adhesive wear is identified by commonly known terms such as scoring, galling, seizing,
and scuffing and is further characterized as transference of material from one surface to another
during relative motion or sliding due to a process called solid phase welding (i.e., particles from
one surface are removed and either permanently or temporarily a_tached to the other surface).

4.2.6.2 Abrasive Wear

Abrasive wear or abrasion is identified by commonly known terms such as scouring and
gouging and is characterized as displacement of material from a solid surface due to hard
particles sliding along the surface. Scouring and gouging may be due to loose particles entrapped
between surfaces that are in relative motion or from hard particle impingement that fractures the
surface of the material such as in grinding applications.
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4.2.6.3 Erosive Wear

Erosive wear is identified by commonly known terms such as erosion, cavitation, and
droplet impingement and has been fully discussed in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.7 Stress Relaxation

Stress relaxation is an elevated temperature age-related degradation mechanism important
in the design of devices intended to hold components in contact under pressure. Stress relaxation
occurs under high temperature conditions of constant strain where elastic deformation is replaced
by plastic deformation. Materials loaded to some initial stress may experience a reduction in
stress over time at high temperatures, The reduction in prestress generally occurs at a decreasing
rate with the majority of loss occurring early in life of the prestressed part.

Factors affecting stress relaxation are (I)material type, (2)neutron fluence, (3)time,
(4) temperature, and (5) amount of initial prestress. A significant magnitude of fast neutron
fluence will not accumulate due to location of these components relative to the reactor core,
therefore, the contribution of neutron fluence is negligible. Stress relaxation is a concern only
for materials that are subject to high initial prestress conditions and exposed to high temperatures
for prolonged periods of time.

4.2.8 Creep

Creep is defined as time-dependent strain, or gradual elastic and plastic deformation of
metal that is under a constant stress at a value lower than its normal yield strength, The type of
fracture (ductile or brittle) caused by creep depends on temperature and strain rate. The effect
is particularly important if the temperature tinder which the component is stressed is near the
recrystallization temperature of the metal.

When tensile stress is applied to a metal, the metal undergoes initial elastic strain.
Following this initial elastic strain with the tensile stress continually applied, the metal will
undergo increasing plastic strain at a decreasing strain rate. This is called first stage or primary
creep. Following first stage creep, there is an equilibrium condition consisting of a nominally
constant rate of plastic strain. This is called second stage or secondary creep. The duration of"
secondary creep depends upon the temperature and applied tensile stress on the metal. Following
second stage creep is a condition of drastically increased strain rate with rapid extension to
fracture. This is called third stage or tertiary creep.

4.2.9 Fouling

Fouling interferes with normal flow characteristics and will reduce heat exchanger
efficiency. There are three general types of fouling found in heat exchangers [4.16,
4.17]:

• Particulate Fouling
• Biological Fouling
• Precipitation Fouling
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4.2.9.1 Particulate Fouling

Water-borne deposits, commonly known as foulants, are loose, insoluble materials
suspended in the fluid. Particulate fouling is the accumulation of foulants (e.g., silt, sediment,
clay, sand, and/or corrosion products) onto the heat transfer surfaces of the heat exchanger.
There are three primary factors that contribute to the severity of paniculate fouling:
(1) suspended solids concentration, (2) heat exchanger tube velocities, and (3) system operating
practices.

4.2.9.2 Biological Fouling

Biological fouling, commonly referred to as biofouling, occurs by attachment of large or
small organisms to heat exchanger surfaces. This macrofouling is responsible for degraded heat
exchanger performance characterized as flow retardation, accumulation of concentration cells and
microbiologically influenced corrosion, and/or inhibited heat transfer capability.

When the attached biological material layer becomes thick, water flow and heat transfer
capability is impeded. During high flow conditions, dislodgement of shells and other debris may
occur resulting in further pluggage and flow retardation. Presence of concentration cells beneath
biological masses is common especially if the water is stagnant. Stagnant water systems are ideal
incubators for promoting the growth and proliferation of microorganisms. If large organisms are
actively growing, microbes will more than likely be present, and their activity will result in direct
corrosion of heat exchanger surfaces.

The Asiatic clam and zebra mussel are the principal organisms causing macrofouling in
fresh water systems. In brackish water and seawater, macrofouling is caused by the blue mussel
and the American oyster.

4.2.9.3 Precipitation Fouling

Precipitation fouling occurs by the crystallization of dissolved ions from solution onto the
heat-transfer surface. Calcium carbonate, calcium sulfate, calcium phosphate, magnesium silicate,
iron, manganese, and silica are the precipitants most commonly found in cooling waters.
Calcium carbonate is the most prevalent precipitant found in nuclear plant cooling water systems
[4.13]. Primary water applications in PWR plants contain boron to control reactivity. Cases have
been identified in industry data that show precipitate fouling from borated compounds.
Precipitation fouling is commonly known as scaling because of its appearance. Precipitation
fouling depends mainly upon fluid temperature, alkalinity or acidity, and concentration of scale-
forming ions.

Calcium Carbonate

The amount of calcium carbonate scaling within a cooling water system directly depends
on the concentrations of calcium hardness and bicarbonate alkalinity. The formation of this scale
increases with pH and temperature.
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Calcium Phosphate

Calcium phosphate scaling is generally found in two types of waters: (1) cooling waters
treated with phosphate-based corrosion inhibitors and (2)cooling water supplied by partially
treated sewage waters or rivers/lakes surrounded by farm runoff. Calcium phosphate precipitates
out at higher pH and temperature.

Calcium Sulfate

Calcium sulfate scaling is caused by high concentrations of calcium and sulfate. It
becomes less soluble at low pHs and higher temperatures. Calcium sulfate precipitation is an
indication of severe fouling, because it does not occur until after all of the carbonate has
precipitated out of the water.

Magnesium Silicate

Magnesium silicate scaling forms first as magnesium hydroxide as a result of precipitation
of magnesium carbonate. The magnesium hydroxide then reacts with silica to form magnesium
silicate. This scale is the hardest to remove from heat transfer surfaces and is common to cold

water applications, because the solubility of silica increases with temperature.

Silica

Silica precipitate scaling occurs predominantly in cold water applications, because the
solubility increases with temperature. Maintaining the silica concentration less than 150 ppm as
SiO 2 in cooling water applications should minimize its deposition on heat transfer surfaces
regardless of temperature.

Iron and Manganese

Iron fouling is common in cooling water applications that are supplied by iron-laden well
Water or rivers high in iron concentration. Manganese deposits are usually found in the form of
manganese dioxide. Relatively low concentrations of manganese will cause scaling/deposition
of heat transfer surfaces. Manganese concentrations of concern are usually found in cooling
water applications where the source is from (1) bodies of water where acid mine drainage exists
and (2)bodies of water covering areas that once were pine forests. Manganese dioxide
scaling/deposits will precipitate as a result of oxidation of manganese by over-chlorination or by
microorganism growth on heat-transfer surfaces.

Boron Solutions

Borated compounds will precipitate under certain concentration and temperature
conditions. Boron precipitate fouling occurs predoliiinanfly in cold water applications because
the solubility increases with temperature. In a typical PWR plant, the solubility limit is
20,000 ppm boron at 54°C [130°F].
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4.3 Evaluation of the Aging Mechanisms

This section addresses the significance of each aging mechanism described in Section 4.2.
An aging mechanism is significant when, if allowed to continue without detection or mitigation
measures, it will cause the heat exchanger to lose its ability to perform its required function. The
aging mechanisms are evaluated for each of the major heat exchanger subassemblies. The results
of the evaluations are summarized in Tables 4-3 through 4-8.

Many of the relationships between the aging mechanisms described in Section 4.2 and the
heat exchanger applications listed in Tables 3-7 and 3-8 apply to all the heat exchangers
evaluated in this AMG. These relationships are described and evaluated in Section 4.3.1. The
significance of some of the aging mechanisms is determined by this evaluation. In Section 4.3.2,
the mechanisms are further examined, as necessary, by considering the affected heat exchanger
subassemblies, service application, fluid characteristics, and construction materials. Figure 4-3
depicts common heat exchanger tube degradation which is typically caused by any one or a
combination of the aging mechanisms evaluated in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.

Where aging mechanisms are classified as significant or non-significant, qualification
,tatements are included as necessary. Since many different plant-specific situations exist, aging
mechanism significance may only apply to certain environments, heat exchanger materials, and
services, etc. The aging mechanism significance evaluations carefully consider whether or not
the operational and environmental stressors may cause significant degradation for a specifi,"
component over long periods C40 years or more), even if industry history has not documented
such degradation.

Finally, two special issues are addressed; aging mechanism synergies and dependencies
in Section 4.3.3 and a comparison with Nuclear Plant Aging Research (NPAR) results in Section
4.3.4.

4.3.1 Aging Mechanism Considerations that Apr_ly to all Heat Exchangers

The relationships between the aging mechanisms described in Section 4.2 and the
applications described in Section 3 are evaluated in this subsection. The intent of this subsection
is to consolidate the determinations of significance or non-significance, wherever possible, or to
present the considerations that need to be examined in Sections 4.3.2; evaluations of the
subassemblies and heat exchanger service applications.

4.3.1.1 Thermal Embrittlement, Stress Relaxation, and Creep

Normal fluid operating temperatures for several heat exchanger applications are below the
93°C [200°F] threshold levels established for thermal embrittlement, stress relaxation, and creep
[4.5, 4.15, 4.18] in Sections 4.2.5, 4,2.7, and 4.2.8. The RHR heat exchangers, associated
with both BWR and PWR plants, and the RWCU non-regenerative heat exchangers for BWR
plants operate at fluid temperatures above 93°C [200°F] during other (than normal) modes of
plant operation. The RHR heat exchangers operate at fluid temperatures above 93°C [200°F] for
short periods immediately following reactor shutdown to remove decay heat. Fluid temperatures
may initially be in the 177°C [350°F] range and remain above 93°C [200°F] for several days.
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Table 4-3. Significance of Aging Mechanisms for Primary/_Vater System Heat Exchangers
| m

Stress Corrosion

Corrosion Cracking Erosion and

,- Thermal Stress Mechanical } ! [ Erosion/f Heat Exchanger Component Emb6.ttlement Relaxation Creep Fatigue General Pitting Galvanic MIC IGSCC TGSCC Corrosion Wear Fouling

-- X ........ X .... X XTubes/Coils ....

-- X ........ X -- - X XTube Sheets ....

-- X ........ X -- X -- XShell/Nozzles/Internals ....

.... X ...... X ..... XWaterbox/Channel Head/Divider --

Plate
I

Pressure Boundary Fastener_ -- X .... X .... ] .............
Support Assembly [

X -- Denotes aging mechanism as significant.

I

to
to

Table 4-4. Significance of Aging Mechanisms for Treated/Water System Heat Exchangers
Stress Corrosion ' ]

Corrosion Cracking Erosion and

Thermal Stress Mechanical [ [ [ l Erosion/Heat Exchanger Component Embrittlement Relaxation Creep Fatigue General Pitting Galvanic M1C IGSCC TGSCC Corrosion Wear Fouling

-- X ...... X .... X X XTubes/Coils ....

Tube Sheets ...... X X .... X X X X X X

.... X X -- X X .... X -- X
Shell/Nozzle_intemals --

.... X X -- X X .... X -- XWaterbox/Channel Head/Divider --

Plate

Pressure Boundary. Fasteners/ ..........................

Support Assembly

I

X -- Denotes aging mechanism as significant.
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Table 4-5. Significance of Aging Mechanisms for Closed Cooling Water System Heat Exchangers
Stress Corrosion

Corrosion Cracking Erosion and

Thernml Stress Mechanical I I Erosion/Heat Exchanger Component Embrittlement Relaxation Creep Fatigue General Pitting Galvanic MIC IGSCC TGSCC Corrosion Wear Fouling

Tubes/Coils ...... X ...... X ...... X --

.... X X .... X X X -- X --Tube Sheets --

.... X X .... X .... X ....Shell/Nozzles/Internals --
,,,

Waterbox/Channel Head/Divider ...... X X .... X .........

Plate

Pressure Boundar3' Fasteners/ ..........................

Support Assembly

X -- Denotes aging mechanism as significant.

!

to

Table 4-6. Significance of Aging Mechanisms for Lubricating Oil System Heat Exchangers
I

Stress Corrosion

Corrosion Cracking Erosion and

Thernml Stress Mechanical Erosion/

Embrittlement Relaxation Creep Fatigue General Pitting Galvanic MIC IGSCC TGSCC Corrosion Wear Fouling
Heat Exchanger Component

...... X X
.... X ........Tubes/Coils --

L

........ X X
.... X ......Tube Sheets --

........ X
.... X ........Shell/Nozzles/Internals --

I ....

Waterbox/Channei Head/Divider ...... X ..............

Plate

Pressure Boundary Fasteners/ ................

Support Assembly

X -- Denotes aging mechanism as significant.
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Table 4-7. Significance of Aging Mechanisms for Raw Water_System Heat Exchangers
I----'--7,

[ Stress Corrosion !

Thermal Stress __ Mechanical , ! Erosion/ i

Heat Exchanger Component Embnttlement Relaxation _ Fatigue Pitting Galvanic MIC IGSCC I TGSCC Corrosion Wear l Fouling

X ] __ - X XX
Tubes/Coils 1

.... X X _- -- X I i X

Tube Sheets -- _ ,-
_° -+ ,

-- _ __
Shell/Nozzles/Internals ...... _ X -- _.

X X
X X X ] X --

WaterbordChannel Head/Di_ ider

Plate _ -- _ _

l ...._ZPressure Boundary Fasteners/ ......
Support Assembly _ ..a.. _

X -- Denotes aging mechanism as significant.
4_
!

to

Table 4-8. Significance of Aging Mechanisms for Drywell/Reactor Building/Containment Atmospheric Heat Exchangers

Corrosion I Cracking Erosion and

Thermal Stress Mechanical MIC I IGSCC I Erosion/

Heat Exchange[ Component Embrittlement Relaxation Fatigue General Pitting I Galvanic TGSCC Corrosion Fouling

-- X ............ X

Tubes/Coils .... _ _

X ............ X
Tube Sheets ...... _ !_

_+ -~ !

Shell/Nozzles/Internals ...... X .......... I
-o X __ i --

-- X -o -- - .....

Waterbox/Channel Head/Divider ....

Plate
_+ ....

-- _
______

Pressure Boundary Fasteners/ .... i --

Support Assembly _ _

X -- Denotesaging mechanismas significant.
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I. Inlet erosion and uniform 6. Tube-to-tube wear 13. l)eposil-type pitting and

wastage 7. Midspan fatigue cracks electromechanical corrosion
2, Cavitation and erosion 8. Dealloying filling

pitting 9. Overmlling or freeze bulges 14, Overmlling at tubcsheet
3. Debris or "clamshell" pits 1(), Stress corrosion cracking 15. Manufacturing defects

4. Support wear II. Steam erosion
5, Fatigue cracks 12, Corrosion at supports

Figure 4-3. Common Heat Exchanger Tube Degradation.

The RWCU non-regenerative heat exchangers operate at reactor temperatures 288°C [550°F] for
short time periods when the regenerative heat exchangers upstreana are bypassed. The duration
of bypass mode operation is limited to a few days while regenerative heat exchanger degradation/
failure is corrected.

!

If the RHR heat exchangers (for both BWR and PWR plants) and the RWCU non-
regenerative heat exchangers operate at temperatures above 93°C [200°F] for short time durations
as described above, then thermal embrittlement, stress relaxation, and creep are not significant
aging mechanisms.

Stress relaxation and creep are similar phenomena. At elevated temperatures, a material
subject to constant stress below its yield strength will flow plastically and permanently change
dimension in the direction of the stress. This is defined as creep. In a joint at elevated
temperature, a fastener (i.e., bolt or stud) with a fixed distance between the bearing surfaces of
the male and female members will produce less and less clamping force over a period of time.
This is called stress relaxation and differs from creep in that the stress level changes while
elongation or strain remains constant. Therefore, if the heat exchanger component is a fastener
continuously exposed to temperatures greater than 93°C [200°F] (i.e., BWR RWCU regenerative
heat exchangers and PWR Chemical and Volume Control (CVC) regenerative, letdown, excess
letdown, and seal water heat exchangers), then stress relaxation is a significant aging mechanism
because the fastener will provide less and less clamping force over a period of time. These
conditions are further examined in Section 4.3.2.5. Stress relaxation is not a significant aging
mechanism for all other heat exchanger components.
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The regenerative heat exchangers located in the BWR RWCU system are supplied directly
from the Reactor Recirculation System at reactor coolant temperatures of approximately 288°C
[550°F]. In PWR plants, the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) heat exchangers
(i.e., regenerative, letdown, and excess letdown seal water) all continuously operate at
temperatures greater than 93°C [200°F]. Therefore, thermal embrittlement and creep are further
examined in Section 4.3.2 for these heat exchangers.

All other heat exchanger applications operate at temperature below 93°C [200°F] unless
there is a transient event or an event involving operator error. These occurrences are relatively
short-term situations and not attributable to aging. Thermal embrittlement, and creep are hot
significant aging mechanisms for these remaining heat exchangers.

4.3.1.2 Irradiation Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking (IASCC) and Neutron
Embrittlement

Except for BWR drywell coolers and PWR containment coolers, the remaining heat
exchangeJ's evaluated in this AMG are located outside Primary Containment. Heat exchangers
outside Primary Containment are exposed to very low levels of neutron fluence from external
sources.

The PWR CVC regenerative, letdown, and excess letdown heat exchangers, BWR RWCU
regenerative and non-regenerative heat exchangers, RHR heat exchangers, and fuel pool cooling
heat exchangers may be exposed to neutron fluence from the fluid following a fuel assembly
failure. There were no heat exchanger failures from IASCC or neutron embrittlement reported
in the review of plant operating hisl,_ry in Section 3. From other aging studies, a 40-year
maximum fast neutron fluence (energy > 1 MeV) for the reactor vessel beltline region is
estimated to be 3.6 x 1018 n/cm 2 [4.19]. Projected tbrward to 60 years, the maximum fast
neutron fluence at the reactor vessel beltline region is calculated as 5.4 × 1018n/cm 2. Assuming
an 80% capacity factor for 60 years of plant operation, the maximum fast neutron fluence at the
outside surface of the containment wall is estimated to be between 4 × 1014 to 3 × 1015 n/cm 2

[4.20]. These fast neutron fluence levels are more than 100 times lower than levels
necessary to initiate these aging mechanisms (see Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.5).

The other heat exchangers in the scope of this AMG can not be subjected to fast neutron
fluence from internal sources. Therefore, IASCC and neutron embrittlement are not significant
aging mechanisms for all heat exchangers without additional conditions.

4.3.1.3 Thermal Fatigue

Thermal stress is a self balancing stress produced by a non-uniform distribution of
temperature. A temperature change of the fluid results in a non-uniform temperature distribution
in the heat exchanger wetted components/parts. The range of fluid temperature levels are shown
in Tables 4-9 and 4-10 for each of the heat exchangers. The minimum, normal, and maximum
operating temperatures are steady-state operating conditions for the planned operating modes of
the respective systems.
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Table 4-9. Fluid Temperature Conditions - BWR Heat Exchangers

Minimum Maximum Subject to Start-up/Shutdown Subject to Thermal Cycles
Normal Nominal Nominal Nominal Thermal Cycles from Plant Transients

Operating Operating Operating Operating [ ]

BWR Heat Exchangers Status Temperature Temperature Temperature Yes/No Max. AT" Yes/No Max. AT"
,,,

Closed Cooling Water Continuous 27°C 180°F] < 35°C 195°F] 35°C [95°F1 Yes 8.3°C [15°F] No N/A
,,

D_well Coolers Continuous 21°C [70°F] < 57°C [135°F] < 66°C [150°F] Yes 36.1 °C [65°Fl Yes 11 I°C [200°F] I

ECCS Room Coolers Standby 21°C 170°F] < . _ C [950F] < 49°C I!20°F] No NtA Yes 61°C [ll0°F]
...... ,,,..

Emergency Diesel Generator Standby 27_C 180°F] < 35°C 195°FI < 35°C 195°F1 Yes 8.3°C [15°FI No N/A
Jacket Water

,,

Emergency Diesel Generator Continuous It)°C 150°FI = 38°C I ItX)°F] 66°C [150°F] Yes 27.8°C [50°F] No N/A
Lubrication Oil

._ High Pressure Ctn_lant Standby 4"C 14t)°F] < "_5:_C[95°F1 < "_5°C 195°F] Yes 16.7:C 1.0 F] Yes 78°C I140°F]
!

to Injection Gland Seal
--...I

Condenser
....

High Pressure Cc_lant Standby 4°C {40°Fi < 35_C 195°F1 < 35°C [95°F1 Yes 16.7°C 130°F] Yes 78°C [140°F]
Injection Lube Oil Cooler

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling Standby 4°C 140_F] < 35°C Iq5_F] < 35°C [95°F1 Yes 16.7°C [30°FI Yes 78°C [140°FI
Lube Oil Cooler

Reactor Water Cleanup Non- Continuous 21°C I70°FI <_60°C [140='F] < 60°C [140°Fl Yes 38.9_C [70°F] Yes 233°C [420°F]
Regenerative

Reactor Water Cleanup Continuous 21°C [70°F] 293:C [560°F] 293°C [560°F] Yes 272°C [490°F] No N/A
Regenerative

Residual Heat Removal Standby 4°C [40°FI 35°C [95°F1 177°C [350°F] Yes 141°C [255°F] Yes 141°C [255°F]

Spent Fuel Pool Continuous 27°C [SI]°F] = 27°C 180°F} 66°C [150°F] No N/A No N/A

"Max AT" is not necessarily the difference bet_veen maximum and minimum nominal operating temperatures.
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Table 4-10. Fluid Temperature Conditions -PWR Heat Exchangers

Minimum Maximum Subject to Start-up/ Subject to The,-mal Cycles

Normal Nominal Nominal Nominal Shutdown Thermal Cycles from Plant Transients

Operating Operating Operating Operating
PWR Heat Exchangers Status Temperature Temperature Temperature Yes/No Max. AT Yes/No Max. AT

CVCS Excess Letdown Continuous 32oc [90OF] 290°C [555°F1 299°C [570°F1 Yes 278°C [500°F] No N/A

CVCS Letdown Continuous 27oc [80OFI 149°C [300°F] 193°C [380°F1 Yes 172°C [310°F] Yes 11I°C [200°F]

CVCS Regenerative Continuous 54°C [130°FI 288°C [550°F] _<316°C [600°F] Yes 256°C [460°F1 No N/A

CVCS Seal Water Continuous 35oc [95OF1 49°C [120°FI 71°C [160°F! Yes 50°C [90°F] No N/A....

5o 5°Closed Cooling Water Continuous 27°C 180°F] < 3_ C [9_ F] 35°C [95°F1 Yes 8.3°C [15°F] No N/A

Containment Coolers Continuous 21°C [70°F] 27°C [80°F] 43°C [! IO°F] No NIA Yes 67°C [120°F]

5°
,'_ Emergency Diesel Standby 27°C [80°FI < 3_ C/95°F1 < 35°C [95°F1 Yes 8.3°C I15°F] No N/At,_
oo Generator Jacket Water

Emergency Diesel Continuous 10oc [50OF] _- 38°C [IO0°F] 66°C [150°FI Yes 27.8°C [50°F] No N/A
Generator Lubricating Oil

Residual Heat Removal Standby 21oC [70OF] 35°C [95°F] 177°C [350°F1 Yes 141°C [255°F] Yes 141°C [255°F]

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Continuous 27oc [80OF] = 27°C [80°FI 66°C [150°F] No N/A No N/A ]
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The start-up and shutdown thermal cycles are associated with operating the system during
normal plant operating conditions. Many of the heat exchangers are maintained in a standby
condition. When the heat exchangers are placed into service, the temperature changes from the
local ambient temperature to the fluid operating temperature. The values of "Max. AT" shown
in Tables 4-9 and 4-10 were determined for a local ambient temperature of 21°C [70°F]. The
temperature changes are relatively small, except for the RHR heat exchangers, RWCU
regenerative heat exchangers, and CVC regenerative, letdown, and excess letdown heat
exchangers. The associated thermal stresses are, therefore, small and would not be a
consideration for heat exchanger design and operation. System design features and operating
requirements are used to control the rate of temperature change for the RHR heat exchangers,
RWCU regenerative heat exchangers, and CVC regenerative, letdown, and excess letdown heat
exchangers during normal plant operation. These features and requirements ensure that during
normal plant operation the rate of change is less than 55°C [100°F/hr]. With these controls, the
cumulative fatigue usage due to thermal cycles is negligible and not a consideration for heat
exchanger design and operation.

Some of the heat exchangers are subject to thermal cycles from plant transients (Tables
4-9 and 4-10). With the exception of the reactor water cleanup non-regenerative heat exchangers,
these transients are associated with postulated accident conditions. The design assumes a very
low number of accident occurrences and therefore the number of thermal cycles caused by
accident conditions is very small. Consequently, cumulative fatigue usage due to accident
conditions is low, and therefore not a consideration for heat exchanger design and operation. The
reactor water cleanup non-regenerative heat exchangers, however, would be subject to a
significant thermal cycle (i.e., > 1l l°C/hr [200°F/hr]) during some plant transients (e.g., failed
regenerative heat exchanger). These transients are low occurrence events that are mitigated by
good maintenance and plant operating practices. Consequently, cumulative fatigue usage due to
transients is low for the non-regenerative heat exchangers and therefore, not a consideration for
this heat exchanger design and operation.

Another source of stress results from thermal expansion of the piping connected to the
heat exchanger nozzles. The heat exchanger is typically designed to expand with temperature
increases. Furthermore, piping system design practices defined in ANSI B31.1 and ASME
Section III limit the loads applied to the heat exchanger from thermal expansion of the piping.
The flexibility of the piping is designed to ensure that the maximum allowable heat exchanger
nozzle loads are not exceeded. Conventional design practices also use conservative assumptions
of temperature conditions when determining the nozzle loads. In some cases, the piping design
includes expansion loops or expansion ,joints to achieve acceptable nozzle loading conditions.
In some cases, cold spring of the piping may be utilized to counteract stresses applied during
heatup to operating temperature. These are rare occurrences and generally are avoided if at all
possible. Therefore, stresses imposed on the heat exchanger nozzles from the connected piping
are low and not a consideration for the continued operation of the heat exchanger.

These discussions demonstrate that thermal fatigue is not a significant aging mechanism
if the following conditions are met.

a. The circulating fluid temperature conditions in Tables 4-9 and 4-10 apply, or are
bounding.
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b. System design features and/or operating requirements limit the rate of temperature

change to less than 55°C/hr [100°F/hr] during normal start-up/shutdown of the RHR

heat exchangers (i.e., decay heat removal), CVC system heat exchangers (i.e.,

regenerative, letdown, and excess letdown) and RWCU heat exchangers

(i.e., regenerative and non-regenerative).

c. RWCU regenerative heat exchanger degradation/failure is a limited occurrence event

(so the non-regenerative heat exchangers are not exposed to elewited temperature).

d. The loads imposed on the heat exchanger from the connected piping are less than the

manufacturer's allowable loads as determined by analysis or measurement.

4.3.1.4 Mechanical Fatigue

Cyclic loads tire applied to heat exchanger subassemblies when the unit is placed into
service and removed from service (isolated), when undergoing load changes, and when operating

under steady state conditions. These loads are caused by mechanical stressors (flow induced
vibration) and hydraulic stressors (fluid impingement and differential pressure).

The heat exchanger tubes and tube sheet assembly are subject to the most severe

mechanical and hydraulic stressors from both the process and cooling fluid streams. The tubes

are rolled or expanded against the tube sheet to create a tight seal. Consequently, this tube-to-

tube sheet ,joint will contain residual mechanical stress. Additional mechanical and hydraulic

stress, applied from the process and cooling fluid streams, may cause this tube-to-tube sheet joint

to fail from mechanical fatigue. Inside the shell portion o1"the heat exchanger, the tubes pass

through partitions/bafiles. This tube-to-partition joinl is also subject to mechanical and hydraulic

stress from the process and cooling fluid streams. Industry experience cont'irms that this .ioint

is susceptible to mechanical tkitigue [hilure.

All other heat exchanger subassemblies are subject to some level of cyclic loading l'rom

induced mechanical and hydraulic stress (see Table 4-1). Industry experience, however, indicates

that fatigue failure of these heat exchanger subassemblies is not likely to occur provided the heat

exchanger is constructed and operated within specified limits.

Peak stresses generally occur on the exterior surface of a component at a mechanical or

metallurgical stress riser. Mechanical stress risers are caused by geometry (small fillets, sharp

corners, and grooves), conl'iguration (expanded tube ends), or mechanical abuse (nicks or

scratches). Melallurgical stress risers are caused by weld cracks/inclusions, base metal surface
flaws, non-honlogeneous chemical composition, and residual lleal treatment/fabrication stresses.
Mechanical stress risers are unaw,)idable in the design of some heal exchanger compcments, anct

the poteritial for fatigue degradation is always a design corisideraliori.

There are no metals which ;.ire irnrriurie to fatigue, but some alloys are more resistant than

oil-mrs (more cycles allowed for a given level of alternating stress level/higher endtlrance limils).

Stainless and high alloy steels, for example, are generally less susceptible to low cycle fatigue

than carbon and low alloy steels. Since resistance to fatigue is similar to resistance in
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microscopic cracking while u_dergoing high localized strain rates, materials with greater ductility
tend to be less susceptible t-_fatigue cracking.

These considerations are further examined in Section 4.3.2 for the affected heat exchanger
subassemblies and components.

4.3.1.5 Corrosion

Significance of the corrosicm aging mechanism is generally associated with the
aggressiveness of the environment and characteristics of the materials of construction. For heat
exchanger applications included in this AMG, a variety of metals ranging fiom stainless steel and
titanium to copper and carbon steel are utilized (Table 3-3). These heat exchangers are exposed
to many different environments (Section 3.4). The generic considerations related to corrosion
significance are discussed in terms of four distinct forms of corrosion (general, pitting, galvanic,
and microbiologically influenced) in the following paragraphs. Due to the unique nature of the
process and cooling fluid environments, specific considerations related to corrosion significance
determinations are discussed in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1.5.1 General Corrosion

General corrosion is manifested in two ways; unifornl corrosion is where wastage or
removal of matcrial has occurred over a large portion of the component surt'ace area; local
corrosion is where wastage or removal of material has occurred over a very small portion of the
component surface area and may take the form of pits or cracks. Local corrosion is generally
caused by non-homogeneous metallurgical characteristics at the material's surface and/or a
concentration of fluid contaminants at certain locations.

General corrosion of ferrous materials in aqueous environments is prirnarily associated
with the type and amount of alloy constituents, the aggressiveness of the water (pH, oxygen
content, and chemical contaminants) and exposure time. Although high dissolved oxygen levels
generally increase unitorm corrosion rates, extremely low oxygen levels (less than 5 ppb) may
increase rates for materials whose corrosion resistance is dependent on the formation of a tightly
adhering oxide layer over the entire surface. The potential for local corrosion is increased for
geometries that contain small openings or spaces where fluid is relatively stagnant and may
contain higher levels of tluid contaminants than the average in the bulk fluid. In a similar
manner, unintentional crevices such as cracks, seams, or grooves could serve as ,_ites for local
corrosion initiation.

If the heat exchanger components are made fiom carbon or low alloy steel materials and
exposed to treated water, raw service water, or closed cooling water service applications, then
general corrosion is a significant aging mechanism. These considerations are further examined
in Section 4.3.2.

Stainless and other high alloy steel materials which contain 12%,or more chronlium have
excellent resistance to general corrosion [4.11] for all fluid applications except raw water.
Therefore, if the heat exchanger components are made from these materials and exposed to raw
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water, then general corrosion is a significant aging mechanism. These considerations are further
examined in Section 4.3.2.

Titanium and its alloys are fully corrosion resistant for all fluid applications [4.11 ]. The
immunity to corrosion of titanium is observed regardless of oxygen content in high purity water
applications and contarninants encountered in raw water applications. The excellent corrosion
resistance of titanium results from the formation of very stable, continuous, highly adherent, and
protective oxide film on rnetal surfaces. Because titanium is llighly reactive and has an extremely
high affinity for oxygen, these surface oxide films form spontaneously and instantly when fresh
metal is exposed to air and/or moisture [4.11]. Thereli)re, if the heat exchanger components are
made from titanium or its alloys, then general corrosion is not a significant aging Inechanisrn.

Copper-nickel materials have excellent resistance to general corrosion t'or all fluid
applications [4.11] except raw water. Nickel addition exceeding 3.5% generally prevents
dealloying. Only at temperatures above 100<'C[212<'F], in low-flow conditions, and in high local
heat flux applications has dealloying of copper nickel been observed. These conditions do not
exist for heat exchangers in the scope of this AMG. Therefore, if the heat exchanger cornponenls
are made from copper-nickel and are exposed to raw water, then general corrosion is a significant
aging mechanism. These conditions are further examined in Section 4.3.2.

Admiralty brass rnaterials have excellent resistance to general corrosion [4.11] for all tluid
applications. For raw water applications, admiralty brass materials have the best resistance to
corrosion of all typically used materials except titanium. A rnetallurgical dealloying process
(i.e., dezincification) is a cominon general corrosion mechanism for brass material. This process
involves zinc moving out of solution and leaving the weaker and more porous layer of copper
and copper oxide. Materials containing more than 15% zinc are susceptible to dezincification.
Cast materials usually contain much lower levels of zinc, but some wrought rnaterials,
particularly brasses, may have zinc levels exceeding 15%. Tin tends to inhibit dealloying. Small
amounts of phosphorus, arsenic, or antirnony added to admiralty metal inhibits dezincification.
In the fluid environments under consideration, dealloying and the restlltant general corrosion
occurs at a slow rate [4.11]. ThereR)re, if the heat exchanger components are made from
inhibited admiralty brass with greater than 15% zinc content, then general corrosion is ;t
significant aging nlechanism. These considerations are further examined in Section 4.3.2.

The external ambient environment of the heat exchanger is mildly corrosive. With the
exception of carbon steel, exterior surfaces exposed to the environment have excellent resistance
to general corrosion. The external carbon steel surfaces are usually coated or painted which
effectively mitigates general corrosion. Therefore, if the heat exchanger shell, waterbox, and
support assembly exposed to the external environment is made from carbon and low alloy steel
and protective coatings are applied to the external surfaces, then general corrosion is not a
significant aging mechanism. Adequate maintenance of the protective coatings is a qualiI'ying
condition Ik)r carbon and low alloy steels heat exchanger shells. Section 5.3.3 describes an
effective coatings program.

Leakage from heat exchanger flanges and adjacent piping can expose the external surfaces
to a corrosive environment. Fluid leakage from the flanges can restllt in corrosion of the exposed
surfaces. The PWR CVC heat exchangers (regenerative, letdown, excess letdown, and seal water)
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are particularly susceptible. General corrosion is a ,,ignit'icant aging mcclmnism for heat

exchanger external surfaces and pressure boundary fasteners that could be exposed to borated
fltlid leakage. These considerations are further examined in Section 4.3.2.

Lubricating oils in their pure lk)rm are non-aggressive and non-corrosive environments lk)r

metal components used in all heal exchangers. However, contaminants (water, oxygen,

chemicals, and particulate) can create a corrosive environment for carbon and low alloy steels.
The titanium, stainless and high alloy steels, copper nickel, and brass materials, are resistant to

general corrosion 14. ! 1]. Therefore, if the heat exchangers components arc nlade from carbon

or low alloy steel materials, and purity of the lubricating oil is not adequately maintained, then

general corrosion of tim exposed components is a significant aging mechanism. These
considerations are further examined in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1.5.2 Pitting

Deterioration by pitting is one of the most common types of localized corrosion

encountered in aqueous environments. Once pits are initiated, they may continue to grow by a

self sustaining process; that is, the corrosion process within a pit produces conditions that are

stimulating and necessary for continuing corrosion of the pit 14.111.

Chloride is the most common agent tbr initiation of pitting in stainless steel materials.

The resistance to pitting initiation in stainless steel is influenced by chromium and molybdenum

content. It is not possible, however, Io establish a single crilical chloride limit for each grade

of stainless steel below which pitting will not occur. Therefore, if the heat exchanger

components are made fl'om stainless or high alloy steel, and exposed to chlorinated raw water,

then pitting corrosion is a significant aging mectaanisna. These considerations are further
examined in Section 4.3.2.

Because of its protective oxide t'ilm, titaniunl exhibits anodic pitting potentials that are

very high (> i V); therefore, pitting corrosion is not a concern for titanium or its alloys. As a

result, if the heat exchanger components are made from titaniuna or its alloys, then pitting

Corrosion is not a significant aging mechanism. Copper alloys do not corrode primarily by pitting

but, because of metallurgical and environmental factors the corroded surface does show a

tendency toward nonuniformity [4.11]. In raw water applications, pitting lends to occur more

often under conditions of relatively low water velocity, typically less than two to three

feet/second. Of the copper alloys, the most pit resistant are the aluminum bronzes with less than

8% aluminum and the low-zinc brasse_ (i.e., admiralty). Copper-nickel alloy tends to have

intermediate pitting resistance. Therelbre, it: the heat exchanger components are made from these

copper alloys and are exposed to raw water service applications, then pitting corrosion is a
significant aging mechanism. These considerations are further examined in Section 4.3.2.

Pitting of carbon and low alloy steel materials in raw water applications has been noted
in the industry to be a significant aging mechanism. Therefore, if the heat exchanger components

are made from carbon and low alloy steel and are exposed to raw water service applications, then

pitting corrosion is a significant aging mechanism. These conditions are further examined in
Section 4.3.2.
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4.3.1.5.3 Galvanic Corrosion

Galvanic corrosion _)ccurs when dissimilar materials with signii'icanlly different eleclrical

potentials (Table 4-2) are _:onnected through a conducting fluid (or eleclrolyte). A review of

Table 4-2 and the metallic materials typically used li)r heat exchanger components (Table 3-3),

identified three metals groupings with significanlly different electrical potentials.

Anodic M id-Rangc. Cathodic

Aluminurn Nickel Ferritic Stainless (passive)

Iron and Carbon Steel Brasses Austenitic Stainless (passive)
4% to 6% Chromium Steel Bronzes Titanium

The "active" ferritic and uustenitic stainless materials near the anodic end of the galvanic

series ('Fable 4-2) have not been included in these gnmpings. Active stainless material occurs

in very low oxygen environments (1 to 2 ppb). The protective chromium oxide surface layer

cannot be sustained or metallurgical llaws (primarily heat treating or welding)result in localized
areas where insufficient chromium is available to react with _)xygen to form the protective layer.

The heat exchanger applications in the scope of this AMG arc exposed to fluids with t)xygen

levels of 20 ppb or greater. Heat exchanger manufacturing quality control programs for nuclear

service require inspections to detect and repair metallurgical flaws thal would result in active
stainless steel surfaces.

Wllen the dissimilar material surfaces in the melal grcmping listed above are connected

by an electrolyte, galvanic corrosion occurs. Solid parlicles move from the surface of the
material which ix closer Io the anodic end of the galvanic series chart through the electrolyte and
Io the surface of materials which are further from the anodic end. The more anodic material

corrodes and the more cathy)die material ix essentially unaffected.

Therefore, if the heat exchanger wetted parts are made from stainless and high alloy steel

or titanium, then galvanic corrosion is not a significant aging mechanism. Cornponents made
from materials in the mid range nlld allodic metal grour)ings are further examined below for

lubricating oil applications, closed cooling water applications, and the affects of external
environment. Further examination ix contained in Section 4.3.2.

Lubricating oils, ex,en in the contaminated condition, are not good conducling electrt)lytes.

Therefore, if the heat exchanger wetted parts are exposed to lubricating oils, then galvanic

corrosion is not it significant aging mechanism. This determination applies to materials in the

three metal gr_mpings.

Fluid in closed co_ling water ;.tl)[)licali_,)ns t)n)vides an aClUC_)Uscnvirtmmenl which can

lead to galvanic corn)sirra t)l" the materials in the anodic and mid range metal groupings.

However, the corrosion inhibilors used in lhes¢ applications reduce the conductive properties of
lhe fluid (electrolyte). "l'hereft)re, Jl lhc heal exchanger welted p;,u'ts arc exposed to closed

cooling water llcalcd with ;,In appr_)pri;ue inhibitor, then galvanic corn_sion ix m)t a significant

aging mechanism. M(mit_)ring the water chemistry and maintaining operational chemistry during

plant oulages while the heal exchanger remains filled are qualifying conditions.
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The ambient environment is not a good conducting electrolyte to support galvanic
corrosion. Theretore, if the external surfaces of the heat exchanger tire exposed to the ambient

environment, then galwmic corrosion is not a significant aging mechanism. This determination

applies to materials in the three metal groupings.

4.3.1.5.4 Mierobiologieally Influenced Corrosion

MIC occurs in fluid streams which can sustain microbiological growth and where the fluid
velocities are low or there is intermittent flow conditions [4.31. MIC can result in corrosion over

large surface areas but more likely occurs in local areas where microorganisms attach themselves
to metal surfaces. There are no known metals which are completely immune to MIC. MIC is

generally most prevalent in raw water systems. Microorganisms tire transported fiom raw water

systems to treated water systems, because they are the source of make-up supply to systems that

process water lk)r treated water systems. Microorganism growth can also be generated in treated

water systems that are open to the atmosphere (vented storage tanks and open pools). MIC is

effectively mitigated in fluid systems which operate at temperatures above IO0°C [212°F].
Microbes cannot survive at elevated temperatures.

Bulk fluid velocities within these heat exchangers are high during periods of operation;

however, all heat exchanger geometries contain areas such as crevices, flow diversion devices,

etc. where fluid velocity is very low or non-existent during operation. It is in these low flow

areas where microorganisms concentrate and aggressively attack the surface. In multi-heat

exchanger system applications, the heat exchangers may be isolated and filled with fluid for long

periods of time. This condition further promotes the occurrence of MIC.

Several special cases of elevated temperature, lubricating oil, and closed cooling water

applications are examined below. The affects of external environment are also examined. The
remaining heat exchanger applications are further examined in Section 4.3.2.

The fluid in the BWR RWCU regenerative and non-regenerative heat exchangers and

PWR CVC regenerative, letdown, excess letdown and seal water heat exchangers is reactor

coolant at temperatures above 100°C [212"F1 during plant operation. These elevated fluid

temperatures in the system eliminate the potential for MIC in the heat exchangers. Therefore,

MIC is not a significant aging mechanism for the RWCU and CVC system heat exchanger

components.

Fluid in the RHR heat exchangers is treated water during normal operation rind periodic

testing. The heat exchangers are isolated and filled during normal operation. Therefore, water

in the heat exchangers is stagnant for long periods of time. When the plant is shut down, the

RHR heat exchangers are used for reactor coolant decay heat removal. The heat exchangers do

not operate tit elevated temperatures lk)r very long. With treated water and periodic operation at

elevated temperature, the RHR heat exchangers are not very susceptible to MIC. Howevcr, the
RHR heat exchanger components tire further extra lined in Section 4.3.2.

Lubricating oils, even in the contaminated condition, do not support microorganism

growth. Theretk)re, if the heat exchanger components are exposed to lubricating oils, then MIC

is not a significant aging mechanism.
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M icmorganisn> can enter closed cooling systems t'ronl two sources; storage tanks vented

to tile atmosphere and the biological material in the lreated water make-up. However, the

controlled levels of biocides normally added to these systems create a hostile environment for

microorganisms. Therefore, if the heat exchanger components ;ire exposed to closed cooling

water treated with biocides, then MIC is not a significant ;lging inechanisnl. Periodically placing

the heat exchangers into service and maintainirlg operational chemistry during l_iant outages is

a qualifying condition.

The ambient environment does not support microbiological growth on the external

surfaces of heat exchangers. Therefore, if the external surfaces ;ire exposed to the ambient

environnleni, then MI(' is not a significant aging mectmnism.

4.3.1.8 Stress Corrosion Cracking

A variety of metals ranging from titanium and stainless steel to copper alloys and carbon
steel are utilized (Table 3-3) lk_rthe heat exchangers evaluated iri this AMG. They are exposed
tc_several different environlnents (Section 3.4). IASCC is evaluated in Sectiori 4.3.1.2. The two

remaining forms of SCC (intergranular and transgranular) are evaluated in tim following

subsection. Due to the unique nature of the various process fluid environments, specific
consideratioris related to IGSCC significance deterrniriations are discussed in Sectiorl 4.3.2.

SCC of stainless steel material in primary coolant water operating temperatures of 260'

to 315<'C [500 _' to 600<'F] has bccn studied extensively [4.211. However, many heat

exchanger applications evalualed in this AMG do not operate at these high temperatures.

Altltough SCC is primarily an aging mechanism associated with stainless and high alloy steels,
other materials such ;is wrought br;iss/bronze are nol illlllltlne It) this aging nlechanislll under
certain conditions.

The lubricating oil and closed cooling water applications, and external ambient
environnlerlts do not stipport the stress corrosion cracking aging lnechallisnls. The operating
lenlper;.itures are below 5<1<'CI130<'ft. There h;lve not been any incidents in the illdusiry of stress

corrosion cracking in these applications arid environments (see Section 33. Therelbre, if the heat

exchanger corriponents are in lubricating oil or closed cooling water applicatiorls, and the

components are exposed to ambient environments, then stress corrosion cracking is not a
significant agirlg mechanisnl. However, ;is discussed below, admiralty brass materials may be

used in some closed cooling water heat exchanger applications.

4.3.1.6.1 Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking

Stainless steel nlay be susceptible to IGSCC for the coriditions summarized on Figure 4-2
(see Section 4.1.5.1 above). At temperatures below 177<'C 1350<'F], stainless steels are

susceptible to IGSCC in water with dissolved oxygen levels above 1 pl'_m. At tcnlperatures
below 54"C I I30<'F], stairlless steels are riot susceptible to IGSCC 14.221. Fluid in the BWR

RWCU riop,-regerieralive heat exchangers is cooled below 177"C 1350<'I:1 by regerlerative heat

exchangers located upstream. The dissolved oxygen levels of water enterirlg the non-regerierative
heat exchangers tire below 0.2 ppm. Therefore, if regenerative heat exchangers are located
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upstreanl from the non-regenerative heat exchangers, then IGSCC is not a significant aging

mechanisna lor the stainless steel components of tile RWCU non-regenerative heat exchangers.

Fluid in the PWR CVC system heat exchangers (regenerative, letdmvn, excessive letdown,

and seal water) and BWR RWCI,1 system regenerative heat exchangers is reactor coolant which
is greater than 177"C 135()_F1. Stainless and high alloy steel nlay be susceptible to IGSCC at

temperatures above 177_'C 1350°F]. Therefore, if these heat exchanger components are made of

stainless and high alloy steel and exposed to reactor coolant, then IGSCC is a significant aging
mechanism. These considerations are further examined in Section 4.3.2.

The rnost important variable affecting the susceptibility of titanium to stress corrosion

cracking (IGSCC and TGSCC) in all fluid applications is the alloy composition of the material.

Unalloyed titanium is generally regarded its immune to stress corrosion cracking unless the

material has an oxygen content of 0.39}, or greater. Titanium alloys containing greater than 6r)_

altlminum are susceptible to stress corrosion cracking. Alloying elements of tin, manganese, and

cobalt will increase susceptibility (over unalloyed titanium)to stress corrosion cracking, whereas,

zirconium addition has no affect and molybdenum, vanadium, and niobium are generally

considered beneficial (i.e., decreuse susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking) [4. I 11. Therefore,

ii" heat exchanger components are made from unalloyed titanium or titanium alloyed with

ziltconium, molybdenum, vanaditlnl, and/or niobiunl, then stress corrosion cracking is not a

significant aging mechanism.

Experimental work has been performed on high toughness carbon steels with water at

elevated temperatures and dissolved oxygen content up to 8 ppm 14.5]. IGSCC did not occur

tinder these conditions. Dissolved oxygen levels of8 to 12 ppcn are colllnlon for raw water

applications. However, raw water applications are all low temperature. In treated water

applications, the water has a dissolved oxygen content of ! to 2 ppm. There have not been any

incidents in the industry of IGSCC occurring in heat exchanger components made from carbon

and low alloy steels. Theretk)re, if the heat exchanger components are made from these materials,

then IGSCC is not a significant aging mechanism, without additional conditions.

IGSCC has been reported tk-_rbrass materials when zinc levels exceed 15r/_, [4.111.

Admiralty brass materials used for heat exchanger tubes could have zinc levels as high as 15(/r.

These types of mate"ials would be susceptible to IGSCC. Therefore. il" the heat exchanger

components are admiralty brass materials with zinc c_mtent greater than 15<)}_,then IGS('(" is a

significant aging mechanism. Heat exchanger components made from this type of brass material
are further examined in Section 4.3.2.

Copper-nickel alloy is highly resistant to slress corrosion cracking (IGSCC and TGSCC)

in all nuclear plant fluid applications 14.231. Therefore, if the heat exchanger components

are made from a copper-nickel alloy, then stress corrosion cracking is not a significant aging
mechanism, without condition.

;GSCC has been reported for stainless and high alloy steel components exposed to borated

water service applications. Therefore, if the heat exchanger components are stainless or high

alloy steel and exposed to borated fluids, then 1GSCC is a significant aging mechanism. Heat
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exchanger components made from stainless or high alloy steel materials are further examined in
Section 4.3.2.

Raw water contains chlorides which cause stress corrosion cracking in stainless steel

regardless of temperature. Brackish water or seawater always contains large quantities of
chlorides, and fresh water contains chlorides. Several cases of IGSCC in stainless steels have

been documented [4.1 1]. Therefore, if the heat exchanger components are made of stainless and

high alloy steel and exposed to raw water, then IGSCC is a significant aging mechanism. These
considerations are further examined in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1.6.2 Transgranular Stress Corrosion Cracking

The temperature, tensile stress, and dissolved oxygen levels established in experimental

work for susceptibility materials to IGSCC also apply to TGSCC [4.5]. However, higher levels

of nitrogen concentration (0.14% to 0.19%) and stress are necessary to produce TGSCC [4.5].

The stainless steel material's specifications used in the industry _;pecify nitrogen concentration

ranges of 0.06% to 0.12% which are much lower than is required for susceptibility to TGSCC,

Therefore, if nitrogen levels of the stainless and high alloy steel heat exchanger components are
controlled to less than 0.12%, in the material's specifications, then TGSCC is not a significant

aging mechanism.

Experimental work performed on carbon steels [4.51] shows that TGSCC in aqueous

solutions at elevated temperatures and moderate dissolved oxygen content (10 ppm) can only

occur at unrealistically high stress and nitrogen concentrations. There has not been any incident

. in the industry of TGSCC for heat exchanger components made from carbon and low alloy steels.
Therefore, if the heat exchanger components are made from these materials, then TGSCC is not

a significant aging mechanism, without additional condition.

If heat exchanger components are made from unalloyed titanium or: titanium alloyed with
zirconium, molybdenum, wmadium, and/or niobium, or; copper-nickel alloy materials, then

TGSCC is not a significant aging mechanism, without condition (see discussion in
Section 4.3.1.6.1 above).

The determinations tk)r IGSCC of brass materials in Section 4.3.1.6.1 also apply to the

susceptibility of these materials to TGSCC. Therefore, if the heat exchanger components are
admiralty brass materials with zinc content greater than 15%, then TGSCC is a significant aging

mechanism. Heat exchanger components made from this type of brass material are examined in
Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1.7 Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

Erosion and erosion/corrosion requires fluid velocities in the moderate to high range.

Erosion occurs when the liquids contain particulate matter, gases contain liquid droplets or

particulate, or there is significant levels of fluid turbulence or cavitation. Erosion/corrosion
occurs when the base material is susceptible to general corrosion in fluid environments.
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Componenls made from stainless and high alloy steels are resistanl to corrosion and have
a high surface hardness. They are considered much less susceptible to erosion and
erosion/corrosion than other materials. However, severe fluid turbulence or cavitation have

resulted in erosion of high alloy materials. "l'herelk_re, if the heat exchanger components are

made from stainless or high alloy steel and subject to severe turbulence or cavitatiorl in primary

water applications, then erosion and erosion/corrosion are significant aging mechanisms. These
conditions are further examined in Section 4.3.2.

For titanium and titanium alloys, the critical fluid velocity in seawater where erosion and
erosion/corrosion has been observed to occur, is 27 m/s 190 ft/s] 14.241. Numerous tests have

shown that titanium has outstanding resistance to erosion and erosion/corrosion even in situations
where the seawater contained fine abrasive sand. Cavil;ilion resistance tests have also proved

titanium to be one of the metals most resistant to erosion degradation from cavi_,t!tion 14.241.
Theretbre, if the heat exchanger compormnts ale nlade from titaniuzn or titanium alloys, then

erosion and erosion/corrosion are not significant aging mechanisms, without condition.

Admiralty brass and copper-nickel alloys form tightly adhering ctnrosion product films

when exposed to raw water, treated water, and clo_;ed cooling water applications. These

corrosion product films tend to resist erosion and erosioq/corrosion caused by turbulently flowing

water carrying entrained air. The critical fluid velocily, assuming no abrasive sand or particles
in the fluid stream, where erosion and erosioq/c_;",',)skm has been observed to occur is as follows

14.231.

• 1.8 in/s 16 fl/s]

• 3 m/sll0 fl/sj

• 4.6 mlsll5 ft/sl

Therefore, if the heat exchanger components are made from admiralty brass, and located

in treated or closed cooling water applications, and are exposed to fluid velt_city greater than
1.8 m/s 16 li/s], then erosion and erosion/corrosion are significarfl aging mechanisms.

If the heat exchanger components are made from copper-nickel (l()_Y_), and located in

treated or closed cooling water applications, and are exposed to fluid vel_cily greater than 3 m/s
110 ft/s], then erosion and erosion/corrosion are significant ;.lgillg mechanisms.

If the heal exchanger components are made Imm copf)er-nickel (3()_,_,), and located in

treated or closed cooling water applications, and are exposed to fluid velocity greater than
4.6 m/s 115 fl/s], then erosion and erosion/corrosion are significant aging mechanisms.

If the heat exchanger ccmlponents are lllade lfc)lll either adn_irally brass, c_pper-nickci

(10%) or copper-nickel (30%), and h_cated in raw water applications where abrasive particles are

present, then erosion and efosioll/c_)rrosloll are significant aging tncchanislns. These conditions
are further examined in Section ,1..3.2. Erosion and erosion/corrosion of carbon steel heal

exchanger components has been widely recognized to be significant aging lllechauisuls it1 raw

water, treated water, closed co_ling water, and primary coolant applications. 'l'hese c_mditions
are further exanlined in Section 4.3.2.
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Heat exchanger fasteners and support assemblies are not exposed to fluid flow conditions.

Therefore, erosion and erosion/corrosion are not significant aging mechanisms for these

components in all heat exchanger applications without condition.

4.3.1.8 Wear

Degradation from wear requires two parts in relative motion that are in contact or the
clearance between the moving parts is very small. The heat exchanger tube-to-tube sheet ,joint

and tube-to-partition joint are in motion due to flow induced vibration (i.e., cooling and process
fluid) and thermal expansion. Clearances at these interface joints is very small. Therefore, wear

of these heat exchanger interface .joints is further examined in Section 4.3.2.

All other heat exchanger components do not experience relative motion with close

tolerances. Therefore, wear is not a significant aging mechanism for these components in all

applications, without conditions.

4.3.1.9 Fouling

Solid particles in the fluid stream and physical configurations that result in very low/lard

velocity are required for heat exchanger degradation to occur from fouling. Fouling occurs

predominantly in rough filtered raw water applications from particulate transfer and/or biological

activity. Fouling also occurs in treated water applications where the heat exchanger supply line

originates at the bottom of tanks or reservoirs (significant quantities of corrosion products may
accumulate). Treated water applications are also subject to biological activity. Reservoirs in

lubricating oil applications may accumulate solid particles from bearing wear which could cause
heat exchanger fouling.

Therefore, if the heat exchanger is located in raw water applications, or treated water

applications (where the supply originates at the bottom of a tank or reservoir), or in lubricating
oil applicsltions, then fouling of the heat exchanger is a significant aging mechanism. These
conditions are further examined in Section 4.3.2.

In closed cooling water applications, particulates and biological activities are controlled

to low levels by corrosion inhibitors and biocides. Therefore, if the heat exchanger components

are subject to closed cooling water applications, then fouling is not a significant aging
mechanism.

Primary coolant water is fine filtered to remove particulates, deionized, and is low in

oxygen content. Biological activity cannot be sustained in primary coolant water applications.
Therefore, all heat exchanger materials in contact with primary coolant water are not susceptible

to general corrosion. Particulate levels are very low; therefore, fouling is not a significant aging

mechanism. An exception to this conclusion is fouling of the PWR CVCS heat exchangers

(regenerative, letdown, seal water, and excess letdown). These heat exchangers are susceptible

to precipitation fouling from the primary coolant which is borated. Therefore, touling is a

significant aging mechanism for the CVCS heat exchanger components. These heat exchangers
are further examined in Section 4.3.2.
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Heat exchanger pressure boundary fasteners and support assembly are not exposed to the
cooling or process fluid. Therefore, fouling is not a significant aging mechanism for these
components, without conditions.

4.3.2 Aging Mechanism Evaluations of Heat Exchanger Components

This section further examines selected aging mechanisms (i.e., thermal embrittlement,
stress relaxation, creep, mechanical fatigue, corrosion, stress corrosion cracking, erosion and
erosion/corrosion, wear, and fouling) for heat exchanger components identified in Section 4.3.1.

For ease of evaluating the aging mechanisms, Sections 4.3.2.1 through 4.3.2.5 evaluate
the aging mechanisms by heat exchanger component.

Section 4.3.2.1: Tubes/Coils
Section 4.3.2.2: Tube Sheets
Section 4.3.2.3: Shell/Nozzles/Internals (Baffles, Floating Head, Impingement Plate, etc.)
Section 4.3.2.4: Waterbox/Channel Head/Divider Plate
Section 4.3.2.5: Pressure Boundary Fasteners/Support Assembly

For ease of use by plant personnel, the results of the aging management evaluations are
summarized in Tables 4-3 through 4-8.

Table 4-3: Primary Water Heat Exchangers
Table 4-4: Treated Water Heat Exchangers
Table 4-5: Closed Cooling Water Heat Exchangers
Table 4-6: Lubricating Oil Heat Exchangers
Table 4-7: Raw Water Heat Exchangers
Table 4-8: Atmospheric Heat Exchangers (Drywell/Reactor Building/Containment)

Tables 3-5 and 3-6 show the tube and shell side fluids and Table 3-3 shows the materials

for the various heat exchangers and associated components in the scope of this AMG. For those
heat exchangers where the shell side is subject to atmospheric conditions (i.e., Drywell/Reactor
Building/Containment) the evaluation is bounded by 49°C [120°F] and 100% relative humidity.
Inerting of the drywell in BWR plants is not considered in the evaluation. Primary water in
PWR plants is borated to control reactivity in the core. The characteristics of this borated fluid
are considered in the evaluation of aging mechanisms for the PWR plant primary water heat
exchangers.

Section 5 discusses programs/techniques to effectively manage those aging mechanisms
that are significant for heat exchanger components.

4.3.2.1 Tubes/Coils

The heat exchanger tubes are exposed to both the process and cooling fluid media. From
the Section 4.3.1 evaluations some aging mechanisms were determined to be not significant and
several aging mechanisms required further evaluation. Figure 4-3 depicts many of the heat
exchanger tube aging mechanisms. This section provides further evaluation ot" those aging
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mechanisms that may cause tube degradation. From Section 4.3.1 the heat exchanger tubes are

susceptible to:

• Thermal embrittlement and creep of all tube materials (Table 3-3) in those heat

exchangers applications operating continuously at temperatures greater than 93"C
[200°F] (Section 4.3.1.1).

• Mechanical fatigue of all tube materials in all heat exchanger applications (Section
4.3.1.4).

• General corrosion ot" carbon and low alloy steel material exposed to treated water,

raw water, and closed cooling water applications; and lubricating oil applications if

the purity is not maintained Section 4.3.1.5.1).

• General corrosion of stainless and high alloy steel, copper-nickel alloys, and admiralty

brass tube material in raw water applications (Section 4.3.1.5.1).

• General corrosion (dezincification) of admiralty brass tube material with zinc content

greater than 15% (Section 4.3.1.5.1).

• Pitting of carbon and low alloy steel, stainless and high alloy steel, admiralty brass,

and copper nickel tube materials in raw water applications (Section 4.3.1.5.2).

• Galvanic corrosion of carbon and low alloy steels, admiralty brass, and copper nickel

tube materials in primary water, treated water, and raw water applications (Section
4.3.1.5.3).

• MIC ot" titanium, stainless and high alloy steel, carbon and low alloy steel, admiralty

brass, and copper nickel alloy tube material in treated water, raw water, and closed

cooling water (without biocide treatment) application (Section 4.3.1.5.4).

• IGSCC of stainless and high alloy steel tubing in primary water applications where

the temperature is greater than 177°C [350_'F! (Section 4.3.1.6.1).

• IGSCC of admiralty brass tubing with zinc content greater than 15% in treated water,
raw water, and closed cooling water applications (Section 4.3.1.6.1).

• IGSCC of stainless and high alloy steel tube material in raw water and PWR primary

water (i.e., borated and at temperatures less than 177°C [350°F]) applications (Section
4.3.1.6.1).

• TGSCC of admiralty brass tubing with zinc content greater than 15% in treated water,

raw waler, and closed cooling water applications (Section 4.3.1.6.2).

• Erosion and erosion/corrosion of admiralty brass and copper nickel tube material in

treated water, closed cooling water, and raw water applications and stainless or high

alloy steel tube material subject to severe turbulence or cavitation (Section 4.3.1.7).
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• Wear of tubing in all heat exchanger applications (Section 4.3.1.8).

• Fouling of heat exchanger tubes in raw water, treated water (where the supply
originates at the bottom of a tank or reservoir), lubricating oil, and PWR plant
primary water applications (Section 4.3.1.9).

4.3.2.1.1 Thermal Embrittlement and Creep

The BWR plant RWCU system regenerative heat exchanger tubes and the PWR plant
CVC system regenerative, letdown, excess letdown, and seal water heat exchanger tubes are
ontinuously exposed to reactor coolant temperatures ranging from 288 ° to 316°C [550 ° to

600°F]. Tubes in these heat exchangers, because they are exposed to the reactor coolant, are
predominantly stainless steel. In some cases titanium may be used.

From Section 4.2.5.1 and Reference 4.5 thermal embrittlement is a concern for cast

(duplex) austenitic stainless steel materials. Stainless steel heat exchanger tubing may be either
austenitic or ferritic and is manufactured using a cupping and drawing method [4.15, 4.24].
Stainless steel heat exchanger tubing is not manufactured as a casting. Therefore, thermal
embrittlement is not a significant aging mechanism for stainless steel heat exchanger tubing
without conditions.

From Reference 4.2 titanium is not susceptible to thermal embrittlement when exposed
to temperatures less than 370°C [700°F] for extended periods of time. Reactor coolant
temperatures range between 288 ° to 316°C [550° to 600°F], therefore, thermal embrittlement is
not a significant aging mechanism for titanium heat exchanger tubing without conditions.

Creep of a metal is dependent on temperature, stress level, and length of lime exposed
to concurrent high temperature and stress. The effects of creep are particularly important if the
temperature is greater than the recrystallization temperature of the metal [4.2]. For stainless steel
the recrystallization temperature is approximately 49 percent of the material's melting temperature
or 538°C [1000°F]. Therefore, if the heat exchanger tubes are manufactured from stainless steel,
then creep is not a significant aging mechanism without condition.

For titanium, the recrystallization temperature is approximately 30 percent of the
material's melting temperature or 316°C [600°F]. The yield strength of unalloyed titanium at
316°C [600°F] is 83 to 103 MPa [12 to 15 ksi] for Grade 1, 90 to 124 MPa [13 to 18 ksi] for
Grade 2, 138 MPa [20 ksi] for Grade 3, and 165 MPa [24 ksi] for Grade 4 [4.24]. Heat
exchanger tubing designed for a high allowable stress level is not a requirement because loading
on the tube exterior (i.e., shell side fluid pressure) is opposed/counteracted by the tube internal
fluid pressure. Also, thermal expansion of the tubes is accounted for in the design of heat
exchangers. Therefore, the yield strength (and tensile strength) of the heat exchanger tubing is
not a significant factor and will remain well below the 316°C [600°F] yield strength values
identified above for unalloyed titanium (i.e., PWR reactor coolant pressure is 15.4 MPa [2235
psi]). Therefore, if the heat exchanger tubes are manufactured from titanium, then creep is not
a significant aging mechanism.
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4.3.2.1.2 Mechanical Fatigue

Over 60% of the NPRDS reported aging failures were associated with heat exchanger
tubes (Table 3-15), however, from Section 3.6, fatigue and vibration represent only about 5% of
the total number of heat exchanger failures caused by aging. Figure 4-3 shows that fatigue
cracking can occur at the tube-to-partition joint or at the midspan of"a tube.

From Section 4.3.1.4 heat exchanger tubes are subject to the most severe mechanical and
hydraulic stressors t¥om both the process and cooling fluid streams. These stressors (i.e., cyclic
loads) are applied to the heat exchanger tubes when the unit is placed into service and removed
from service, when undergoing load changes, and when operating under steady state conditions.
Therefore, mechanical fatigue is a significant aging mechanism for heat exchanger tubes in all
service applications regardless if the heat exchanger is continuously or intermittently operated.

4.3.2.1.3 Corrosion

From Table 3-3, heat exchanger tubes within the scope of this AMG are not manufactured
from carbon or low alloy steel.

General Corrosion

Dezincification is the usual form of co_rosion for uninhibited brasses in prolonged contact

with waters high in oxygen and carbon dioxide. It is frequently encountered with quiescent or
slowly moving solutions. Slightly acidic water, low in salt content and at room temperature, is
likely to produce uniform attack, but neutral or alkaline water, high in salt content and above
room temperature, often produces plug-type attack [4.11 ]. The admiralty brass heat exchanger
tubes evaluated in this AMG are classified as inhibited brass containing less than 15% zinc.
Therefore, if the heat exchanger tubes are manufactured from inhibited admiralty brass, then
general corrosion (dezincification) is not a significant aging mechanism regardless of service
en'_ironment.

Copper-nickel alloys and inhibited admiralty brasses have general corrosion rates of
25 tam/yr [1 mil/yrl or less in unpolluted fiesh water applications. Copper-nickel alloys and
inhibited admiralty brasses in relatively quiescent seawater applications have general corrosion
rates typically less than 50 lum/yr [2 mil/yr] and often show general corrosion rates less than
25 bmUyr [1 mil/yr]. The superior performance of copper nickel alloys and inhibited admiralty
brasses, against general corrosion, is partly the result of their inherent insolubility in raw water,
but more because of their ability to form tightly adhering corrosion product films that resist
erosion and further corrosion 14.11]. The general corrosion rate of copper-nickel alloys and
inhibited admiralty brasses tend to decrease as duration of exposure increases. Cycling service
or exposure to ammonia solutions, however, can lead to fracturing of the protective corrosion
product film and an increased general corrosion rate. Heat exchanger tube thickness ranges I'rom
890 to 2410 lain [from 35 to 95 mill. Therefore, if the heat exchanger tubes are copper-nickel
alloys or inhibited admiralty brasses, exposed to raw water applications, and operation is cyclic
then general corrosion is a significant aging mechanism particularly for those tubes thal are
relatively thin (i.e., less than 1270 lain [50 nail]).
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Corrosion of stainless and high alloy steels in raw water applications is affected by the
chloride, sulfur and ammonia content of the water. When the raw water application is brackish
or seawater and the heat transfer is into the chloride containing fluid, then corrosion of stainless
and high alloy steel is most severe. The corrosivity of a particular level of chloride can be
strongly affected by other chemical constituents in the raw water. Test specimens of Type 304
stainless steel were exposed to flowing seawater at 0.3 to 0.6 m/s [1 to 2 ft/s] for six months
[4.24]. General corrosion rates range from 5 to 13 blm/yr [0.2 to 0.5 mil/yr], however, local
attack (pitting) was observed to be a maximum of 1270 lure [150nail] in the six month time frame.
Therefore, a stainless steel heat exchanger tube exposed to brackish or seawater would tend to
fail from local perforation rather than from loss of all wall thickness. Therefore, general
corrosion of stainless and high alloy heat exchanger tubing in raw water applications is not a
significant aging mechanism. Pitting, however, is evaluated in the next subsection.

Pitting Corrosion

From Section 3.6 corrosion accounts to approximately 20% to 25% of the heat exchanger
failures. Localized pitting is a major contributor to the overall incidence of heat exchanger tube
failures and may be aggravated by creviced locations, galvanic couples, stagnation or low
velocity raw water flow, deposit accumulation, water line attack, etc. Stainless and high alloy
steel, inhibited admiralty brass, and copper-nickel alloy heat exchanger tubing are all susceptible
to pitting in raw water applications. Brackish and seawater tend to cause more severe pitting of
heat exchanger tubes than does freshwater. For inhibited admiralty brass and copper-nickel alloy
tubing a threshold flow velocity of 0.6 to 0.9 nUs [2 to 3 ft/s] or less with seawater tends to
promote the incidence of pitting [4.11, 4.23]. For stainless and high alloy tubing a threshold
value of less than or equal to 1.5 nUs [5 ft/s] tends to promote pitting in seawater applications.

From the discussion above for general corrosion, test specimens in flowing seawater of
type 304 stainless steel showed pitting to be a maxinmm of 1270 !urn [50 mill in a six month
time flame. For inhibited admiralty brass and copper alloys pitting rates on the order of 635 to
890 pnWyr [25 to 35 mil/yr] have been observed [4.111. If stainless or high alloy steel, inhibited
admiralty brass, or copper-nickel alloy heat exchanger tubing thickness ranges lrom 890 to
2410 lum [35 to 95 nail] and are exposed to raw water applications, then pitting corrosion is a
significant aging mechanism.

Galvanic Corrosion

Heat exchanger tubes are attached to the tube sheet by an expansion process (i.e., rolled)
and in some cases welded. The tubes are also supported ai wtrious points along the length of the
tube by baffles/partitions. Tube spacers may also be installed to minimize the potential of chatter
(from tube vibration) due to shell side flow. Heat exchanger design specifications require thai
materials of construction be compatible and that galvanic couples between adjacent materials be
minimized. Additionally, in intlny instances, sacrificial anodes are installed in the heal exchanger
or, some other ik)rm of cathodic protection is provided to minimize the effects of galvanic
corrosion. Therefore, irrespective of service application, if the heat exchanger tubes and sill other
components connected to the tubes are manufactured from materials that are close together on
the galvanic series chart (Table 4-2), then galvanic corrosion is not a significant aging mechanism
for the heat exchanger tubes. If the heat exchanger tubes, and the other components connected
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to the tubes are not manufactured from materials that are close together on the galvanic series
chart, but sacrificial anodes or cathodic protection is adequately provided, then galvanic corrosion
is not a significant aging mechanism for the heat exchanger tubes.

Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion

From References 4.3 and 4.11 and industry data presented in Section 3.6, MIC is a
significant aging mechanism for most heat exchanger tube materials, particularly in raw water
applications. In treated water and closed cooling water (not treated with biocides) applications,
however, significant quantities of microbiological activity may be present. Through-wall pitting
of tubes or attack at the tube-to-tube sheet joint is the most common manifestation of MIC
failures in heat exchangers.

MIC's effect on copper and its alloys (admiralty brass and copper-nickel) inw)lve attack
of the corrosion film by the metabolic products of the particular organisms. Ammonia, organic
acid,_, and sulfides are the most common MIC waste products whose elTects on copper based
alloys are well known [4.3]. MIC of stainless steel tubing is characterized by through wall
pitting with preferential attack of weldments (i.e., typically tube-to-tube sheet welds). Titanium
is the most MIC resistant metal because the extremely stable oxide film is highly protective in
a variety of environments that include all local environments established by the micro-organisms.
Service data on MIC of titanium, however, arc scarce which may be the reason for the apparent
resistance of the material. The use of titanium should not be considered the solution to MIC of

heat exchanger tubes. Therefore, irrespective o1"the material, if heat exchanger tubes are exposed
to raw water, treated water, or closed cooling water (not chemically treated with inhibitors and
biocides) applications, then MIC is a significant aging mechanism.

4.3.2.1.4 Stress Corrosion Cracking

Very few incidents of stress corrosion cracking were identified in Section 3.6 as the
primary cause of heat exchanger failures. One reason for this is because stress corrosion cracking
must propagate over relatively long periods of time for failure to occur and, for heat exchanger
components (i.e., tubes), other aging mechanisms (i.e., fouling, erosion/corrosion, corrosion, etc.)
and the corresponding failure mode occurs much rnore rapidly.

From Figure 4-2 if primary water (i.e., non-borated BWR plants) is greater than or equal
to approximately 177°C [350°F1 and dissolved oxygen is greater than or equal to 100 ppb, then
conditions are right for IGSCC of stainless.steel to occur.

The RWCU regenerative heat exchanger tube,: are stainless steel, and operate at reactor
coolant temperature of 288°C [550°F]. Dissolved oxygen content of BWR primary coolant lYom
the reactor recirculation system to the RWCU regenerative heat exchanger can range between 50
to 300 ppb during power operation. Therefore, IGSCC of the stainless steel BWR plant RWCU
regenerative heat exchanger tubes is a signit'icant aging mechanism. Section 5 discusses
programs/techniques to effectively manage IGSCC of these heat exchanger tubes.

All stainless steel materials exposed to PWR plant primary water (i.e., borated CVCS and
RHR system) applications are susceptible to IGSCC. Alternating wet and dry periods will allow
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concentration of boron on the heat exchanger tubes and further accelerate IGSCC. Therefore,
IGSCC is a significant aging mechanism for the PWR plant CVCS regenerative, letdown, excess
letdown, and seal water heat exchanger tubes and RHR heat exchanger tubes.

Chlorides and sulfates significantly increase the potential for IGSCC to occur in stainless
steel materials [4.14]. Chlorides and sulfates are present in fresh water, and chloride levels are
very high in brackish and seawater. Heat exchangers in raw water applications may be exposed
to alternate wet and dry periods which will allow concentration of the chloride containing salts
on the tubes. Therefore, if the heat exchanger tubes are stainless steel and exposed to raw water,
then IGSCC is a significant aging mechanism.

Admiralty brass heat exchanger tubing evaluated in this AMG is classified as inhibited
brass containing less than 15% zinc. A zinc content greater than 15% is required for IGSCC
and/or TGSCC to occur. Therefore, if the heat exchanger tubes are manufactured as inhibited
admiralty brass, then IGSCC and TGSCC are not significant aging mechanism irrespective of
fluid application.

4.3.2.1.5 Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

From Section 3.6 erosion and erosion/corrosion represent approximately 20% to 25% of
the total number of heat exchanger failures caused by aging and the tubes are the predominant
component that failed due to these aging mechanisrns. Figure 4-3 shows that erosion and
erosion/corrosion can occur to both the heat exchanger tube inside surfaces and outside surfaces.
Erosion and erosion/corrosion of the tube outside surface is usually caused by impingement in
steam applications and not in those applications where water or lubricating oil flow is on the
shell side of the heat exchanger.

Tube Outside Surface Erosion

Stric' controls are placed on the quality/purity of lubricating oil. The chemical properties
of these oils are regularly checked. Impurities and particulate matter, which contribute to erosion
and erosion/corrosion, are monitored and corrective actions implemented if oil quality/purity fails

to meet acceptance standards. From Tables 3-5 and 3-6 all heat exchangers in the scope of this
AMG that contain lubricating oil are operated with the lubricating oil on the shell side.
Therefore, if chemical properties of the lubricating oil arc regularly checked then erosion and
erosion/corrosion of the heat exchanger tube outside surface are not significant aging
mechanisms.

Applications where the atmosphere (i.e., drywell, reactor building, or containment.) flows
over the heat exchanger tube outside surface are susceptible to erosion and erosion/corrosion.
Air passed over the tube outside surface is cooled by raw or closed cooling water flowing
through the tubes (see Tables 3-5 and 3-6). Water vapor is condensed on the tube outside
surfaces during the cooling process. This water vapor may be on the acidic side (i.e., pH < 7).
Also, air flow velocities are generally high and frequently change direction due to baffling.
Industry experience shows that erosion and erosion/corrosion will occur to admiralty metal tubes
under these operating conditions [4.2]. The protective oxide film that is normally formed on the
tube outside surface is removed under these operating conditions. Therefore, if the heat
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exchanger tubes are made from admiralty metal, and water vapor that is condensed on the tubes
is acidic, and air flow across the tubes frequently changes direction, then erosion and
erosion/corrosion are significant aging mechanisms.

If the heat exchanger tubes are made from stainless or high alloy steel, titanium o1"copper-
nickel alloys and exposed to air flow conditions as described above, then erosion and erosion/
corrosion are not significant aging mechanisms without condition.

Closed cooling water and primary water applications (see Tables 3-5 and 3-6 are fine
filtered to remove particulate and deionized to achieve purity. Dissolved oxygen levels in
primary water applications are controlled to min;mize abrasive corrosion products. Clo,_ed
cooling water applications contain corrosion inhibitors to minimize abrasive corrosion products.
A review of several different heat exchanger manufacturer specification sheets show that shell
side fluid velocity ranges from 0.9 to 2.7 m/s [2.9 to 9.0 ft/s]. This data also shows that
(1) stainless steel tubing is used in applications where higher design shell side fluid velocities
exist (i.e., > 1.8 m/s [6 ft/s]) and (2) in those applications where admiralty and copper-nickel
tubing is used design shell side fluid velocities are less than or equal to 1.8 m/s [16ft/s].

From Section 4.3.1.7 threshold fluid velocities are provided to distinguish the significance
of erosion and erosion/corrosion for certain tube materials. These threshold values assume that

no abrasive particles are present in the fluid which is the case for closed cooling water and
primary water applications. Therefore, if the closed cooling water and primary water shell side
fluid velocities are operated within specified limits, then erosion and erosion/corrosion of the heat
exchanger tube outside surfaces are not significant aging mechanisms irrespective of tube material
type.

The ov!y heat exchanger application in the scope of this AMG utilizing treated water on
the shell side is the BWR plant RHR heat exchangers (see "Fable 3-5 and 3-6). Stainless steel
tubes are used in all BWR plant RHR heat exchanger applications. Shell side fluid is supplied
predominantly from the suppression pool which may contain abrasive corrosion products. This
system is primarily operated (i.e., monthly or quarterly) to support plant Technical Specification
surveillance testing. The total operating time to complete a surveillance test typically ranges
from two to eight hours. The total accumulated operating time that RHR heat exchangers are
exposed to treated water is, therefore, very low. Also, it is not uncommon to isolate the heat
exchangers during these tests. The RHR heat exchangers are also exposed to a mode of
operation called decay heat removal. In this mode, primary water flows on the shell side over
the heat exchanger tubes. From the discussion above, primary water does not contain abrasive
corrosion products, therefore, the contribution to erosion and erosion/corrosion of the tube outside
service in this mode of operation is negligible. Therefore, if the BWR plant RHR heat
exchangers are operated with treated water on the shell side intermittently (i,e., for testing
purposes) and flow rate is maintained within specified limits, then erosion and erosion/corrosion
are not significant aging mechanisms.
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Tube Inside Surface Erosion

Erosion and erosion/corrosion of heat exchanger tube inside surfaces is usually caused by
particle impingement or high fluid velocity due to tube pluggage (i.e., installed plugs or fouling)
or uncontrolled flow of cooling water.

Closed cooling water and primary water applications (see Table 3-5 and 3-6) are fine
filtered to remove particulate and deionized to achieve purity. Dissolved oxygen levels in
primary water applications are controlled to minimize accumulation of abrasive corrosion
products and maintain the protective oxide layering. In closed cooling water applications,
corrosion inhibitors are maintained in solution to minimize accumulation of corrosion products.
Therefore, tube fouling is not likely to occur in these applications. A review of several different
heat exchanger manufacturer specification sheets show that tube side fluid velocity ranges from
0.6 to 2.1 m/s [1.9 to 6.9 ft/s]. From Section 4.3.1.7 threshold fluid velocities are provided to
distinguish the significance of erosion and erosion/corrosion for certain tube materials. These
threshold values assume that no abrasive particles are present in the fluid which is the case for
closed cooling water and primary water applications. Therefore, if the closed cooling water and
primary water tube side velocities are maintained within specified limit and the change in tube
side velocity is calculated whenever tubes are plugged, then erosion and erosion/corrosion of thc
heat exchanger tube side surfaces are not significant aging mechanisms irrespective of the tube
material type.

Raw water applications contain fine particles such as sand and silt that passes through the
rough screens and into the heat exchanger tubes. These particles are highly abrasive and rav_
water is considered to be a corrosive fluid. Therefore, if the heat exchanger tube inside surface
is exposed to raw water and the tubes are made from admiralty brass or copper-nickel alloys,
then erosion and erc,':ion/corrosion are significant aging mechanisms. Section 5 discusses
programs/techniques to effectively manage erosion and erosion/corrosion of these heat exchanger

i

tubes.

Treated water applications contain fine corrosion products that will collect at the bottom
of tanks and reservoirs. These particles are highly abrasive and can be pumped into the heat
exchanger tubes if pump suction lines originate at the bottom of the tank/reservoir. Treated water
is considered to be a corrosive fluid due to high dissolved oxygen content and particulates.
Therefore, if the heat exchanger tube inside surface is exposed to treated water and the tubcs arc
made from admiralty brass or copper-nickel alloys, then erosion and erosion/corrosion arc
significant aging mechanisms.

4.3.2.1.6 Wear

Mechanical tube support wear occurs when tubes vibrate within support or baffle plate
holes. Typically, tube support structures made of either carbon steel or stainless steel are more
wear resistant than the tube alloys, thus resulting in tube wear. Wear rates increase with the
increasing tube-to-tube support plate clearance caused by higher-amplitude vibrations. With
increased vibrations, it is also possible to have fatigue cracks at tube-to-tube support plate
intersections (see Section 4.3.2.1.2).
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Another damage mechanism resulting from tube vibration is tube-to-tube wear. When the
vibrational amplitude is sufficiently high, adjacent tubes can collide with each other causing tube-
to-tube fretting wear. Such damage can progress rapidly to cause tube leaks unless the tube
vibration is reduced or minimized. Once the tubes have been worn thin, the likelihood of
sustaining midspan fatigue cracks is greatly increased. The resultant fatigue cracks arc
circumferential and OD-initiated.

4.3.2.1.7 Fouling

From Section 3.6, fouling is the most predominant aging mechanism to adversely affect
heat exchanger performance. NPRDS data shows that fouling accounts for 31% of the total
number of heat exchanger failures while the LER data shows fouling as the primary cause in
44% of the heat exchangers failures.

Cases of biological and particulate fouling have been noted in raw water heat exchanger
applications. Silt, sand, seaweed, clams, etc., can settlc and collect in the tubes and/or on the
tube sheet surface and block flow. If the heat exchangers are in raw water applications and are
alternately wetted and dried tbr any reason, then salts can precipitate onto the tube surfaces and
cause decreased heat exchanger thermal perlbrmance.

Particulate material can accumulate in tanks/reservoirs of treated water and lubricating oil
systems. This particulate material can be swept into the heat exchanger, settle out, and cause
fouling.

PWR plant primary water is borated to control reactivity. This borated fluid flows
through the tube side of the CVCS heat exchanges (regenerative, letdown, excess letdown, and
seal water) and RHR heat exchangers. This fluid also flows through the shell side of the
regenerative heat exchanger. If these heat exchangers are alternatively wetted and dried, then
precipitate tk-_ulingwill occur.

Therefore, if the heat exchanger tubes are ,,xposed to raw water, subject to PWR plant
primary water, or located in treated water or lubricating oil applications where the fluid supply
originates at the bottom of a tank or reservoir, then fouling is a significant aging mechanism.

4.3.2.2 Tube Sheets

Heat exchanger tube sheets arc exposed to both process and cooling fluid media. From
the Section 4.3. ! evaluations, some aging mechanisms were determined to be not significant and
several aging mechanisms required further evaluation. This section provides further evaluation
of those aging mechanisms that may cause tube sheet degradation. From Section 4.3.1 the heat
exchanger tube sheets are susceptible to:

• Thermal embrittlement and creep of all tube sheet materials (Table 3-3) in those heat
exchanger applications operating continuously at temperatures greater than 93"C
[200"F] (Section 4.3.1.1 I.
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• Mechanical fatigue of all tube sheet materials in all heat exchanger applications
(Section 4.3.1.4).

• Genervl corrosion of carbon and low alloy tube sheet material exposed to treated
water, raw water, and closed cooling water applications; and lubricating oil
applications if the purity is not maintained fSection 4.3.1.5.1).

• General corrosion (dezincification) of copper alloy tube sheet material where zinc
content of the material is greater than 15% (Section 4.3.1.5.1).

• Pitting of carbon and low alloy steel, stainless and high alloy steel, and copper alloy
tube sheet material in raw water applications (Section 4.3.1.5.2).

• Galvanic corrosion of carbon and low alloy and copper alloy tube sheet material in
primary water, treated water, and raw water applications (Section 4.3. !.5.3).

• MIC of stainless and high alloy steel, carbon and low alloy steel and copper alloy
tube sheet materials in treated water and raw water applications and in closed cooling
water applications not treated with biocides (Section 4.3.1.5.4).

• IGSCC of stainless and high alloy tube sheet material in primary water applications
where the temperature is greater than 177°C [350°F], in raw water applications, and
PWR plant primary water applications that operate at less than 177°C [350°F]
(i.e., borated fluid) (Section 4.3.1.6.1).

• IGSCC (Section 4.3.1.6.1) and TGSCC (Section 4.3.1.6.2) of copper alloy tube sheet
material containing greater than 15% zinc in treated water, raw water, and closed
cooling water applications.

• Erosion and erosion/corrosion of carbon and low alloy steel and copper alloy tube
sheet material in treated water, closed cooling water and raw water applications; and
stainless and high alloy tube sheet material subject to severe turbulence or cavitation
(Section 4.3. I.7 ).

• Wear of tube sheets in all heat exchanger applications (Section 4.3.1.8).

• Fouling of tube sheets in raw water applications, treated water and lubricating oil
applications only where the supply originates at the bottom of a tank or reservoir, and
in PWR plant primary water applications (Section 4.3.1.9).

4.3.2.2.1 Thermal Embrittlement and Creep

The BWR plant RWCU regenerative heat exchanger tube sheets and the PWR plant
CVCS regenerative, letdown, excess letdown and seal water heat exchanger tube sheets are
continuously exposed to reactor coolant temperatures ranging t'rom 288 " to 316"C [550" to
600°F]. Tube sheets in these heat exchangers are stainless steel because they are located in the
reactor coolant fluid stream.
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From Section 4.2.5.1 and Reference 4.5 thermal embrittlement is a concern tbr cast

(duplex) austenitic stainless steel materials. Stainless steel heat exchanger tube sheets are either

manufactured as a forging or are made fi'om rolled plate but they are not manufactured as a
casting. Therefore, thermal embrittlement is not a significant aging mechanism for stainless steel

heat exchanger tube sheets without conditions.

Creep of a metal is dependent on temperature, stress level, and length of time exposed

to concurrent high temperature and stress. The effects of creep are particularly important if the

temperature is greater than the recrystallization temperature of the metal [4.2]. For stainless steel

the recrystallization temperature is approximately 49 percent of the material's melting temperature

or 538°C [I000°F]. Therefore, if the heat exchanger tube sheet is manufactured from stainless

steel, then creep is not a significant aging mechanism without condition.

4.3.2.2.2 Mechanical Fatigue
i

Over 8% of the NPRDS reported aging failures were associated with heat exchanger tube
sheets (Table 3-15), but l'rom Section 3.6, fatigue and vibration represent only about 5% ot" the

total number of heat exchanger failures caused by aging.

From Section 4.3.1.4 heat exchanger tube sheets are subject to the most severe mechanical

and hydraulic stressors from both the process and cooling fluid streams. These stressors

(i.e., cyclic loads) are applied to the heat exchanger tube sheets when the unit is placed into

service and removed from service, when undergoing load changes, and when operating under

steady state conditions. The tube sheet also contains residual stress from manufacturing and
installation. Tube sheet holes are drilled and beveled to accommodate the heat exchanger tubes.

Residual stresses in the tube sheet exist from this manufacturing process. During installation the

tubes are expanded in the tube sheet holes and welded. This installation process may cause
residual stress to exist in the tube sheet ligaments (i.e., the material between the holes). The

entire tube sheet is welded to the heat exchanger shell. This welding process can cause residual

stresses to exist in the tube sheets. Tube plugging maintenance activity is usually accomplished

at the tube sheet and rnay cause additional stresses on the tube sheet. In most instances, fatigue

cracking shows up in the tube sheet ligaments.

Therefore, mechanical fatigue is a significant aging mechanism for heat exchanger tube

sheets in all service applications regardless of materials and operating characteristics

(i.e., continuously or intermittently operated).

4.3.2.2.3 Corrosion

From "Fable 3-3 heat exchanger tube sheets within the scope of this AMG are

manufactured from either carbon and low alloy steel, stainless steel, or muntz metal (i.e., a 60%

copper/40% zinc alloy).

General Corrosion

Dezincification (sometimes referred to as selective leaching or de-alloying) is the usual

form of general corrosion for copper alloy materials in prolonged contact with water high in
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oxygen, carbon dioxide, and chloride. It is fl'equently encountered with quiescent or slowly
moving solutions. Slightly acidic water, low in salt content and at room temperature, is likely
to produce layer-type attack, but neutral or alkaline water, high in salt content and above room
temperature, often produces plug-type attack [4.2]. Plug-type dezincification is less spread out
on the surface than layer-type and can cause pitlike wall perforation more rapidly than layer-type.

The muntz metal heat exchanger tube sheets evaluated in this AMG contain approximately
40% zinc, Copper alloys with zinc content less than 15% resist dezincification, however, muntz
metal is a two phase structure and usually dezincifies in two stages. Dezincification of muntz
metal can sometimes be detected visually by the reddish appearance of the deposited copper.

Therefore, if the heat exchanger tube sheet is made of muntz metal and exposed to either
treated water, closed cooling water or raw water applications, then general corrosion, by
dezincification, is a significant aging mechanism. Tables 3-5 and 3-6 identify the various tube
and shell side fluids that are exposed to the heat exchanger tube sheets.

Corrosion of stainless steel in raw water applications is affected by the chloride content
of the water. When the raw water application is brackish or seawater and if heat transfer is into
this fluid, then corrosion of stainless steel is most severe. The corrosivity of a particular level
of chloride solution can be strongly affected by other chemical constituents in the fluid. Test
specimens of Type 304 stainless steel were exposed to flowing seawater (0.3 to 0.6 m/s [1 to 2
fb'sl) for six months [4.24]. General corrosion rates range from 5.1 to 12.7 lam/yr [0.2 to 0.5
mil/yr], however, local attack (i.e., pitting) was observed to be a maximum of 1270 !urn[50 mill
in this six month time frame. Therefore, a stainless steel heat exchanger tube sheet exposed to
brackish or seawater would tend to fail from local perlk)ration rather than from loss of wall
thickness, Therefore, if the tube sheet is made fl-om stainless steel and is exposed to raw water
applications, then general corrosion is not a significant aging mechanism. Pitting, however, is
evaluated in the next subsection ot"the AMG.

General corrosion of carbon and low alloy steel in aqueous environments is well
documented and the rate is dependent upon the fluid oxygen content, temperature, and flow rate.
The highest general corrosion rates for carbon steel occur under conditions where the fluid is at
ambient temperature, saturated with dissolved oxygen, and located in stagnant or slow moving
fluid streams [4.111. Very little general corrosion of the carbon steel occurs in high temperature
water or steam applications because a thin black oxide film (i.e., magnetite) tk_rms and rapidly
protects the tube sheet surface from further corrosion. General corrosion of carbon steel in
lubricating oil applications is very low because oxygen content is low, oils are not good
electrolytes, and purification systems are generally installed and/or corrosion inhibitors are added
to maintain the oil free of corrosion products.

In treated water and closed cooling water applications carbon steel tube sheets can
experience uniform corrosion rates of 25 to 50 !um/yr [1 to 2 mil/)/rl or greater and localized
(i.e., pitting) may be significantly greater. Some raw water applications are quite aggressive with
regard to general corrosion and may be 254 lam/yr [10 mil/yrl or greater [4.25, 4.26].
Localized pitting may be much more severe in these raw water applications. Many of the heat
exchangers, within the scope of this AMG, that are located in treated water, closed cooling water,
and raw water service applications are maintained full of fluid and isolated (i.e., standby
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operation) or may be alternately wet and dry. The dry periods will allow concentration of salts
and other corrosive constituents to deposit on the tube sheet surfaces. Therefore, if the heat
exchanger tube sheet is made of carbon and low alloy steel and exposed to either treated water,
closed cooling water, or raw water, then general corrosion is a significant aging mechanism.
Tables 3-5 and 3-6 identify the various tube and shell side fluids that are exposed to the heat
exchanger tube sheets.

Pitting Corrosion

From Section 3.6 corrosion accounts for approximately 20% to 25% of the heat exchanger
failures. Localized pitting is a major contributor to heat exchanger tube sheet degradation.
Pitting is aggravated by creviced locations (i.e., tube-to-tube sheet joint) galvanic couples between
materials, stagnation or low velocity fluid flow, deposit accumulation, etc. From the discussion
above for general corrosion stainless and high alloy steel, muntz metal, and carbon and low alloy
steel heat exchanger tube sheets are all susceptible to pitting in raw water applications. Brackish
and seawater tend to cause more severe pitting than does fresh water. For muntz metal tube
sheets or threshold flow velocity of 0.6 to 0.9 m/s [2 to 3 ft/s] or less in seawater tends to
promote the incidence of pitting [4.11, 4.23]. For stainless and high alloy steel tube sheets a
threshold value of less than or equal to 1.5 rn/s [5 ft/s] tends to promote pitting in seawater
applications. For carbon and low alloy steels no lower threshold flow velocity could be identified
above which pitting is not a concern.

From the discussion above for general corrosion, test specimen, of type 304 stainless steel
in flowing seawater showed pitting depths to be maximum of 1270 jam [50 rail] in a six month
time frame [4.1 I]. Test specimens of carbon steel in flowing fresh water showed pitting depths
to range between 178 to 254 pm/yr [7 to 10 mil/yr] [4.15] and in flowing seawater to range
between 762 to 1524 lam/yr [30 to 60 mil/yr] [4.1 I]. For copper alloys, including muntz metal,
pitting depth rates on the order of 635 to 889 lam/yr [25 to 35 mil/yr] have been observed in
flowing seawater [4.11 ].

The most detrimental effect of tube sheet pitting is when the pitting occurs at the tube-to-
tube sheet joint and any crevices at these locations. Therefore, if the tube sheet is subject to raw
water applications, then pitting is a significant aging mechanism.

Galvanic Corrosion

Heat exchanger tubes are attached to the tube sheet by an expansion process (i.e., rolled)
and in some case this joint is welded. The tube sheets are welded to the heat exchanger shell
and for U-tube heat exchangers a water box partition plate is welded to the tube sheet. Heat
exchanger design specifications require that materials of construction be compatible and that
galvanic couples between adjacent materials are minimized. Additionally, in many instances
sacrificial anodes are installed or, some other form of cathodic protection is provided to minimize
the affects of galvanic corrosion.

Therefore, irrespective of service application, if the heat exchanger tube sheet and all
other components connected to the tube sheet are manufactured from materials that are close
together on the galvanic series chart (Table 4-2), then galvanic corrosion is not a significant aging
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mechanism for the heat exchanger tube sheets. If the heat exchanger tube sheet and other
components connected to the tube sheet are not manufactured from materials that are close
together on the galvanic series chart; but sacrificial anodes or cathodic protection is adequately
provided, then galvanic corrosion is not a significant aging mechanism for the heat exchanger
tube sheets.

Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion

From References 4.3 and 4.11 and industry data presented !n Section 3.6 MIC is a
significant aging mechanism for heat exchanger tube sheets in the scope of this AMG. MIC is
most prominent in raw water applications, however, in treated water applications and closed
cooling water applications (not treated with biocides) significant quantities of microbiological
activity may be present. Mechanical crevices produce environments conducive both to growth
of bacteria and localized abiotic corrosion [4.3]. The tube-to-tube sheet joint is one of the more
common locations where heat exchanger failures are attributed to MIC.

MIC effects on copper alloys, particularly muntz metal, involve attack of the corrosion
film by the metabolic products of the particular organisms. Ammonia, organic acids, and sulfides
are the most common MIC waste products whose effects on copper based alloys are well
documented [4.3]. MIC of stainless steel is characterized by severe pitting with preferential
attack occurring at weldment (i.e., typically tube-to-tube sheet welds). The MIC effects on
carbon and low alloy steel may result in random pitting, general corrosion or severe hydraulic
effects due to the formation of tubercules and massive corrosion product deposits. Pitting under
tubercules is common in carbon steels and exhibits no preference for a particular micro-structural
constituent.

Therefore, irrespective of the materials, if the heat exchanger tube sheets are exposed to
raw water applications, treated water applications, or closed cooling water applications (not
chemically treated with inhibitors and biocides), then MIC is a significant aging mechanism.

4.3.2.2.4 Stress Corrosion Cracking

Very few incidents of stress corrosion cracking were identified in Section 3.6 as the
primary cause of heat exchanger failures. One reason for this is because stress corrosion cracking
must propagate over relatively long periods of time for failure to occur, and for heat exchanger
tube sheets other aging mechanisms (i.e., fouling, corrosion, erosion/corrosion, etc.) and the
corresponding failure mode occurs much more rapidly.

From Figure 4-2 if BWR plant primary water (i.e., non-borated reactor coolant) is greater
than or equal to approximately 177°C [350°F] and dissolved oxygen is greater than or equal to
100 ppb then conditions are right for IGSCC to occur in stainless steel materials. The RWCU
regenerative heat exchanger tube sheet material is stainless steel exposed to reactor coolant
temperature of 288°C [550°F]. Dissolved oxygen content of BWR primary coolant (i.e., from
the reactor recirculation system to the RWCU regenerative heat exchanger) can range between
50 to 300 ppb during power operation. Therefore, IGSCC of the stainless steel BWR plant
RWCU regenerative heat exchanger tube sheet is a significant aging mechanism.
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All stainless steel materials exposed to PWR plant primary water applications (i.e., borated
reactor coolant in the CVCS and RHR system) are susceptible to IGSCC. Alternating wet and
dry periods will allow concentration of boron on the heat exchanger tube sheet and further
accelerate the rate of IGSCC. Therefore, IGSCC is a significant aging mechanism for the PWR
plant CVCS regenerative, letdown, excess letdown, and seal water heat exchanger tube sheets and
RHR heat exchanger tube sheets.

Chloride and sulfates significantly increase the potential for IGSCC to occur in stainless
steel materials [4.14]. Chlorides and sulfates are present in raw fresh water applications and
chloride levels are very high in raw brackish and seawater applications. Heat exchangers in these
raw water environments may be exposed to alternate wet and dry periods which will allow
concentration of the chloride containing salts on the tube sheets. Therefore, if the heat exchanger
tube sheets are stainless steel and exposed to raw water, then IGSCC is a significant aging
mechanism.

The copper alloy muntz metal heat exchanger tube sheets evaluated in this AMG contain
approximately 60% copper and 40% zinc. A zinc content of greater than 15% is required for
IGSCC and TGSCC to occur in highly oxygenated water. Therefore, if the heat exchanger tube
sheet is manufactured from muntz metal and the tube sheet is exposed to either raw water, treated
water, or closed cooling water, then IGSCC and TGSCC are significant aging mechanisms.

4.3.2.2.5 Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

From Section 3.6 erosion and erosion/corrosion represent approximately 20% to 25% of
the total number of heat exchanger failures caused by aging. Several cases of tube sheet erosion
were identified from the NPRDS and LER data. An overwhelming majority were associated with
carbon steel and muntz metal tube sheets where raw water flows into the waterbox and through
the tubes. In these cases the raw water, which is a corrosive fluid, also contains highly abrasive
fine particles of sand and silt that impinge on the tube sheet surface. Therefore, if the tube sheet
is made from carbon steel or muntz metal and is exposed to raw water applications, then erosion
and erosion/corrosion are significant aging mechanisms.

Closed cooling water and primary water applications (see Tables 3-5 and 3-6) are fine
filtered to remove particulate and deionized to achieve purity. Dissolved oxygen levels in
primary water applications are controlled to mininaize accumulation of abrasive corrosion
products and to maintain a protective oxide layer. In closed cooling water applications corrosion
inhibitors are maintained in solution to minimize accumulation of corrosion products. Bulk fluid
velocity at the tube sheet surface is much lower than the velocity inside the tubes which, from
Section 4.3.2.1.5, ranges from 0.6 to 2.1 m/s [1.9 to 6.9 ft/s]. Cavitation at the tube sheet surface
under these flow conditions, will not occur. Therefore, if the heat exchanger tube sheet is
exposed to either closed cooling water or primary water and the water quality is properly
maintained to minimize corrosion products in the fluid stream, then erosion and erosion/corrosion
are not significant aging mechanisms irrespective of tube sheet material.

Treated water applications contain fine corrosion products that will collect at the bottom
of tanks and reservoirs. These particles are highly abrasive and can be pumped into the heat

•exchanger waterbox and impinge the tube sheet, particularly if the pump suction lines originate
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at the bottom of the tank/reservoir. Treated water is considered to be a corrosive fluid due to

its high dissolved oxygen content and particulate. Therefore, if the heat exchanger tube sheet is
made from either muntz metal or carbon steel and is exposed to treated water, then erosion and
erosion/corrosion are significant aging mechanisms.

Some plant drywell coolers/reactor building room coolers/containment atmosphere coolers
are designed with headers as opposed to tube sheets. From Tables 3-5 and 3-6 the tube side (and
therefore the header) flow is either raw water or closed cooling water. The evaluations above
for these water applications also apply to the appropriate air cooler headers.

4.3.2.2.6 Wear

Mechanical tube sheet wear occurs when tubes vibrate within the tube sheet hole. Tube
sheets made of muntz metal, carbon steel, or stainless steel are more wear resistant than the

tubes. However, with prolonged tube vibrations it is possible to have fatigue cracks develop at
the tube-to-tube sheet joint and propagate into the ligament (see Section 4.3.2.2.2). Therefore,
wear is a significant aging mechanism for the heat exchanger tube sheet.

4.3.2.2.7 Fouling

From Section 3.6 fouling is the most predominant aging mechanism to adversely affect
heat exchanger performance. NPRDS data shows that fouling accounts for 31% ol" the total
number of heat exchanger failures while the LER data shows fouling as the primary cause in
44% of the heat exchanger failures.

Cases of biological and particulate fouling have been noted in raw water heat exchanger
applications. Silt, sand, seaweed, clams, etc., can settle and collect on the tube sheet surface and
block flow. If the heat exchangers are exposed to raw water, particularly brackish or seawater,
and are alternately wetted and dried for any reason, then salts can precipitate and plate out on
the tube sheet surfaces and cause fouling.

In treated water applications and lubricating oil applications corrosion product particulate
can accumulate at the bottom of tank or reservoirs. When the systems are operated these
particulates may be swept up and carried into the heat exchanger waterbox. The particulate can
then deposit on the tube sheet and cause fouling.

PWR plant primary water is borated to control reactivity. This borated fluid flows
through the waterbox and tube side of the CVCS heat exchangers (regenerative, letdown, excess
letdown, and seal water) and the RHR system heat exchangers. If these heat exchangers are
alternately wetted and dried for any reason then the boron can precipitate and plate out on the
tube sheet surfaces and cause fouling.

Therefore, if the heat exchanger tube sheets are exposed to raw water, subject to PWR
plant primary water, or located in treated water or lubricating oil applications where the fluid
supply originates at the bottom of a tank or reservoir, then fouling is a significant aging
mechanism irrespective of tube sheet material.
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4.3.2.3 Shell/Nozzles/Internals

Figures 3-I and 3-2 depict typical heat exchangers used in the nuclear industry. From
these figures it is evident that there are few other heat exchanger internal components and that
the tube bundle consumes most of the internal volume. The other internal components whose
degradation from aging could adversely impact heat exchanger performance are the impingement
plates, baffles, tube support plates, tie rods and spacers, and, in some applications, floating heads.
The shell side internals are manufactured from either carbon steel or stainless steel (Table 3-3)
and are exposed to the various process fluids as shown on Tables 3-5 and 3-6. The heat
exchanger shell and nozzles are also made of either carbon steel or stainless steel depending on
the application.

From the Section 4.3.1 evaluations some aging mechanisms were determined to be not
significant and several aging mechanisms required further evaluation. This section provides
further evaluation of those aging mechanisms that may cause shell/nozzle/internals degradation.
From Section 4.3. I the heat exchangers shell/nozzle/internals are susceptible to:

• Thermal embrittlement and creep of all shell/nozzles/internals materials (Table 3-3)
in those heat exchanger applications operating continuously at temperatures greater
than 93°C [200°F] (Section 4.3.1.1).

• Mechanical fatigue of all shell/nozzles/internals material in all heat exchanger
applications (Section 4.3.1.4).

• General corrosion of carbon and low alloy shell/nozzles/internals material exposed to
treated water, raw water, and closed cooling water applications; and lubricating oil
applications if the purity is not maintained (Section 4.3.1.5.1).

• General corrosion of stainless and high alloy shell/nozzles/internals material in raw
water applications (Section 4.3.1.5.1 ).

• Pitting of carbon and low alloy steel and stainless and high alloy steel shell/nozzles/
internals material in raw water applications (Section 4.3.1.5.2).

• Galvanic corrosion of carbon and low alloy shell/nozzles/internals material in primary
water, treated water, and raw water applications (Section 4.3.1.5.3).

• MIC of stainless and high alloy steel and carbon and low alloy steel
shell/nozzles/internals materials in treated water and raw water applications and in
closed cooling water applications not treated with biocides (Section 4.3.1.5.4).

• IGSCC of stainless and high alloy shell/nozzles/internals material in primary water
applications where the temperature is greater than 177°C [350°F], in raw water
applications, and in PWR plant primary water applications that operate at less than
177°C [350°F] (i.e., borated fluid) (Section 4.3.1.6.1).
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. Erosion and erosion/corrosion of carbon and low alloy steel shell/nozzles/internals
material in treated water, closed cooling water and raw water applications; and
stainless and high alloy shell/nozzles/internals material subject to severe turbulencc
or cavitation (Section 4.3.1.7).

° Fouling of shell/nozzles/internals in raw water applications, treated water and
lubricating oil applications only where the supply originates at the bottom of a tavk
or reservoir, and in PWR plant primary water applications (Section 4.3.1.9).

4.3.2.3.1 Thermal Embrittlement and Creep

The BWR plant RWCU regenerative heat exchanger shell/nozzle/internals and the PWR
plant CVCS regenerative, letdown and excess letdown heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals are
continuously exposed to reactor coolant temperatures ranging from 288 ° to 316°C I550" to
600°F]. Shell/nozzles/internals in these heat exchangers are stainless steel because they are
located in the reactor coolant fluid stream.

From Section 4.2.5.1 and Reference 4.5 thermal embrittlement is a concern for cast

(duplex) austenitic stainless steel materials. Stainless steel heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals
are either manufactured as a forging or are made from rolled plate but they are not manufactured
as a casting. Therefore, thermal embrittlement is not a significant aging mechanism for stainless
steel heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals without conditions.

Creep of a metal is dependent on temperatures, stress level, and length of time exposed
to concurrent high temperature and stress. The effects of creep are particularly important if the
temperature is greater than the recrystallization temperature is approximately 49 percent of the
material's melting temperature or 538°C [1000°F]. Therefore, if the heat exchanger shell/nozzles/
internals are manufactured from stainless steel, then creep is not a significant aging mechanism
without condition.

4.3.2.3.2 Mechanical Fatigue

Over 12% of the NPRDS reported aging failures were associated with heat exchanger
shells/nozzles/internals, but from Section 3.6, fatigue and vibration represent only about 5% of
the total number of heat exchanger failures caused by aging.

From Section 4.3.1.4 heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals are subject to mechanical and
hydraulic stressors from the process fluid stream. These stressors (i.e., cyclic loads) are applied
to the heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals when the unit is placed into service and removed
from service, when undergoing load changes, and when operating under steady state conditions.

The tube support plate and baffle plate holes are drilled to accommodate the tight fitting
heat exchanger tubes. Residual stress in these plates exist from the manufacturer process. The
tube support plate and baffle plate are aligned to the tube sheet and connected to the tube sheet
with tie rods and spacers. These tie rods are threaded and subject to tension load. Shell nozzle
loading can cause high stresses in nozzle-to-shell welds. Impingement plates are generally
welded to the shell inside surface. Industry experiences shows that these plates have exhibited
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fatigue cracks. Theretbre, mechanical fatigue is a significant aging mechanism lbr the heat
exchanger shells/nozzles/internals in all service applications regardless of materials and operating
characteristics (i.e., continuously or intermittently operated).

4.3.2.3.3 Corrosion

From Tables 3-3 the heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals within the scope of this AMG
are manufactured from either carbon and low alloy steel or stainless steel.

General Corrosion

From Tables 3-5 and 3-6 there are no heat exchangers in the scope of this AMG where
raw water is used as the process fluid flowing through the shell side. Therefore, general
corrosion of the heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals is not rclcwmt for this application.

General corrosion of carbon and low alloy steel in aqueous environments is well
documented and the rate is dependent upon the fluid oxygen content, temperature, and tlow rate.
The highest general corrosion rates for carbon steel occur under conditions where the fluid is at
ambient temperature, saturated with dissolved oxygen, and located in stagnant or slow moving
fluid streams 14.111. Very little general corrosion of carbon steel occurs in high temperature
water or steam applications because a thin black oxide film (i.e., magnetite) forms and rapidly
protects the shell side metal surface from further corrosion. General corrosion of carbon steel
in lubricating oil applications is very low because oxygen content is low, oils arc not good
electrolytes, and purification systems are generally installed and/or corrosion inhibitors are added
to maintain the oil fl'ee of corrosion products,

In treated water and closed cooling water applications carbon and low alloy steel can
experience unitbrm corrosion rates of 25 to 50 pm/yr II to 2 mil/yr] or greater and localized
corrosion (i.e., pitting) may be significantly greater. Many of the heat exchangers within the
scope of this AMG, where the shell side lquid is either treated water or closed cooling water, arc
maintained full of fluid and isolated (i.e., standby operation) or maybe alternately wet and dry.
The dry periods will allow concentration of salts and other corrosive constituents to deposit on
the shell side metal surfaces. Thcrclk)re, if the heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals are made
of carbon and low alloy steel and exposed to either treated water or closed cooling water, then
general corrosion is a significant aging mechanism. Tables 3-5 and 3-6 identify the various shell
side process fluids that are exposed to the shell/nozzles/internals.

Pitting Corrosion

From Tables 3-5 and 3-6 there are no heat exchangers in the scope of this AMG where
raw water is used as the process fluid flowing through the shell side. Thcrcl'ore, pitting corrosion
of the heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals is not rclewmt for this application.

Galvanic Corrosion

From Section 3.6 only about !% of the total number of aging failures were attributed to
galvanic corrosion. The basic reason for this is bccausc heat exchanger design specifications
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require that materials of construction be compatible and that galwmic couples between adjacent
materials are minimized. Additionally, in many instances sacrificial anodes are installed or some
other form of cathodic protection is provided to minimize the affects of galvanic corrosion.

All shell/nozzles/internals material in primary water applications is stainless steel and the
other heat exchanger components that are connected to the shell/nozzles/internals, such as the
tubes and tube sheet, are also stainless steel. Therefore, if the heat exchanger shell side
components are exposed to primary water, then galvanic corrosion is not a significant aging
mechanism without condition.

The shell/nozzles/internals in treated water applications are made from carbon and low
alloy steels. In many of these applications the heat exchanger components that are in contact
with the shell/nozzles/internals, such as the tubes and tube sheet, are made from either stainless
steel or a copper alloy (i.e., muntz metal, inhibited admiralty brass or copper-nickel). In this
case, galvanic corrosion of the carbon and low alloy steel components (i.e., more anodic material)
could be a problem particularly if sacrificial anodes are not installed.

Therefore, in treated water applications, if the heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals and
all other components connected to the shell/nozzles/internals are manufactured from materials that
are close together on the galvanic series chart (Table 4-2), then galvanic corrosion is not a
significant aging mechanism. Also, in _reated water applications, if the heat exchanger shell/
nozzles/internals and other components connected to the shell/nozzles/internals are not
manufactured from materials that are close together on the galvanic series chart, and sacrificial
anodes or cathodic protection is not provided, then galvanic corrosion of the carbon and low alloy
steel materials is a significant aging mechanism.

Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion

From References 4.3 and 4.11 and industry data presented in Section 3.6, MIC is a
significant aging mechanism for the shell/nozzles/internals of heat exchangers in the scope of this
AMG. In treated water applications and closed cooling water applications (not treated with
biocides) significant quantities of microbiologically activity may bc present. Tables 3-5 and 3-6
show the heat exchangers with treated water and closed cooling water on the shell side.
Mechanical crevices produce environments conducive both to growth of bacteria and localized
abiotic corrosion [4.3]. The tube-to-tube support plate.joint is one of the more common locations
where MIC can occur.

MIC of stainless steel is characterized by severe pitting with preferential attack occurring
at weldments. MIC of carbon and low alloy steel may result in random pitting, general
corrosion, or severe hydraulic affects due to the formation of tubercules and massive corrosion
product deposits. Pitting under tubercules is common in carbon steels and exhibits no preference
for a particular microstructural constituent. Therefore, irrespective of the materials, if the heat
exchanger shell/nozzles/internals are exposed to treated water applications or closed cooling water
applications (not chemically treated with inhibitors and biocides), then MIC is a significant aging
mechanism.
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4.3.2.3.4 Stress Corrosion Cracking

Very few incidents of stress corrosion cracking were identified in Section 3.6 as the
primary cause of heat exchanger failures. One reason for this is because stress corrosion cracking
must propagate over relatively long periods of time lbr failure to occur and for heat exchanger
s,aell/nozzles/internals other aging mechanisms (i.e., fouling, corrosion, erosion/corrosion, etc.)
and the corresponding failure mode occurs much more rapidly.

From Figure 4-2 if BWR plant primary water (i.e., non-borated reactor coolant) is greater
than or equal to approximately 177"C [350°F] and dissolved oxygen is greater than or equal to
!00 ppb then conditions are right for intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) to occur
in stainless steel materials. The RWCU regenerative heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals
material is stainless steel and operate at reactor coolant temperature of 288°C [550°F]. Dissolved
oxygen content of BWR primary coolant (i.e., from the reactor recirculation to the RWCU
regenerative heat exchanger) can range between 50 to 300 ppb during power operation.
Therefore, IGSCC of stainless steel BWR plant RWCU regenerative heat exchanger shell/
nozzles/internals is a significant aging mechanism.

All stainless steel materials exposed to PWR plant primary water applications (i.e., borated
reactor coolant in the CVCS) are susceptible to IGSCC. Alternating wet and dry periods will
allow concentration of boron on the heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals and further accelerate
the rate of IGSCC. Therefore, IGSCC is a significant aging mechanism for the PWR plant
CVCS regenerative, letdown, excess letdown, and seal water heat exchanger shell/nozzles/
internals.

From Tables 3-5 and 3-6 there are no heat exchangers in the scope of this AMG where
raw water is used as the process fluid qowing through the shell side. Therefore, IGSCC of the
heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals manufactured from stainless steel is not relevant for this
application.

4.3.2.3.5 Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

From Section 3.6 erosion and erosion/corrosion represent approximately 20% to 25% of
the total number of heat exchanger failures caused by aging. An overwhelming majority,
however, were associated with the tube side in raw water applications. From Tables 3-5 and 3-6
there are no heat exchangers in the scope of this AMG where raw water is used as the process
fluid flowing through the shell side. Therefore, erosion and erosion/corrosion of the heat
exchanger shell/nozzles/internals is not relevant for this application.

Strict controls are placed on the quality/purity of lubricating oil. The chemical properties
of these oils are regularly checked. Impurities and particulate matter, which contributes to
erosion and erosion/corrosion, arc monitored and corrective actions implemented if oil

quality/purity fails to mect acceptance standards. From "Fables 3-5 and 3-6 all heat exchangers
in the scope of this AMG that contain lubricating oil are operated with the lubricating oil on the
shell side. Therefore, if chemical properties of the lubricating oil are regularly checked, then
erosion and erosion/corrosion of the heat cxchanger shell/nozzles/internals are not significant
aging mechanisms.
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Closed cooling water and primary water applications (see Tables 3-5 and 3-6) are fine
filtered to remove particulates and deionized to achieve purity. Dissolved oxygen levels in
primary water applications are controlled to minimize accumulation of abrasive corrosion
products and to maintain a protective oxide layer. In closed cooling water applications corrosion
inhibitors are maintained in solution to minimize accumulation of corrosion products, A review
of several different heat exchanger manufacturer specification sheets shows that shell side fluid
velocity ranges from 0.9 to 2.7 m/s [2.9 to 9,0 ft/s]. This data also shows that where higher
design shell side fluid velocities exist (i.e., > 1.8 m/s I6 ft/s]), the heat exchanger shell/
nozzles/internals are usually made from stainless steel. If the heat exchanger shell/nozzles/
internals are made from carbon steel and are exposed to fluid velocity greater than 1.8 m/s
[6 ft/s] then the protective oxide film that is normally formed on these metal surfaces may be
eroded away to bare metal. Therefore, if the heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals are made
from carbon steel and exposed to either closed cooling water or primary water where shell side
fluid velocity is greater than 1.8 m/s [6 ft/s], then erosion and erosion/corrosion are significant
aging mechanisms.

The only heat exchanger application in the scope of this AMG utilizing treated watcr on
the shell side is the BWR plant RHR heat exchangers (see Tables 3-5 and 3-6). Carbon stecl
shell/nozzles/internals are used in all BWR RHR heat exchanger applications. Shell sidc fluid
is supplied predominantly from the suppression pool which is classified as treated watcr. Treated
water contains fine corrosion products that will collect at the bottom of the suppression pool.
These particles are highly abrasive and can be pumped into the heat exchanger shell side and
impinge the internal surfaces, particularly if the RHR pump suction line originates at thc bottom
of the suppression pool. Treated water is considered to be a corrosive fluid due to its high
dissolved oxygen content. The RHR system is primarily operated (i.e., monthly or quartcrly) to
support plant Technical Specification surveillance testing. The total operating time to complete
a surveillance test typically ranges from two to eight hours. The total accumulated operating timc
that these RHR heat exchangers are exposed to treated water is, therel'ore, very low. Also, it is
not uncommon to isolate the heat exchangers during these tests. The RHR heat exchangers arc
also exposed to a mode of operation called decay heat removal. In this modc, primary water
flows in the shell side. Primary water does not contain abrasivc corrosion products, however,
if shell side fluid velocity exceeds the specified limits then the protective oxide layer formed on
the carbon steel shell/nozzles/internals may begin to erode. Therefore, if the RHR heat cxchangcr
shell/nozzles/internals are made from carbon steel and exposed to treated water and/or primary
water and shell side flow rate is not maintained within specified limits, then erosion and
erosion/corrosion are significant aging mechanisms.

4.3.2.3.6 Fouling

From Tables 3-5 and 3-6 there are no heat exchangers in the scope of this AMG where
raw water is used as the process fluid flowing through the shell side. Therefore, fouling of the
heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals is not relevant for this application.

In treated water applications and lubricating oil applications corrosion product particulate
can accumulate at the bottom of tanks or reservoirs. When the systems are operated these
particulates may be swept up and carried into the heat exchanger shell. The particulate can then
settle out and deposit on the shell/nozzles/internals surfaces and cause fouling. Therefore, if the
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heat cxchangcr shell/nozzles/internals arc exposed to treated water or lubricating oil applications
where the fluid supply originates at the bott(_m o1'a tank or reservoir, then fouling is a significant
aging mechanisnl.

PWR plant primary water is borated to control reactivity. This borated fluid flows
through the shell side of the CVCS regenerative heat exchanger. If these heat exchangers are
alternately welted and dried, then precipitate fouling will occur to the heal exchanger shell/
nozzles/internals, Therefore, if the heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals are exposed to PWR
plant primary water and alternately welled and dried, then fouling is a significant aging
mechanism,

4.3.2.4 Waterbox/Channel Head/Divider Plate

The heat exchanger waterbox/channei head/divider plate assembly is exposed t()the i
cooling fluid media as shown on Tables 3-5 and 3-6. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 depict typical (l-tube
and straight tube heat exchangers, respectively. The waterbox/channei head/dividcr plate are
shown on Figure 3-1 (items 12, 13, 15, and 16). These components are manufactured from either
carbon steel or stainless steel (Table 3-3).

From the Section 4.3. I evaluations some aging mechanisms were determined to he not
significant ;aid several aging mechanisms required further evaluation. This section provides
further evaluation of those aging mechanism thal may cause walerbox/channei head/divider plate
degradation. From Section 4.3.1, the heal exchanger waterbox/channel head/divider plate are
susceptible to:

• Thermal embrittlement and creep of the waterbox/channel head/divider plate malerials
(Table 3-3) in those heat exchanger applications operating continuously at
temperatures greater than 93"C 1200"F] (Section 4.3. I. I).

• Mechanical fatigue of the waterbox/channel head/divider plate materials in all heat
exchanger applications (Sect ion 4.3. 1.4).

• General corrosion of carbon and low alloy waterbox/channel head/divider plate
material exposed to treated water, raw water, and closed cooling water applications;
and lubricating oil applications if the purity is not maintained (Section 4.3. !.5.1 ).

• General corrosion of stainless and high alloy waterbox/channei head/divider plate
material in raw water applications (Section 4.3.1.5.1).

• Pitting of carbon and low alloy steel and stainless and high alloy steel waterbox/
channel head/divider plate material in raw water applications (Section 4.3.1.5.2).

1

• Galvanic corrosion of carbon and low alloy steel v,,aterbox/channel head/divider plate
material in primary water, treated water, and raw water applications (Section
4.3.1.5.3).
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• MIC of carbon and low alloy steel and stainless and high alloy steel waterbox/channel
head/divider plate materials in treated water and raw water applications and in closed
cooling water applications not treated with biocides (Section 4.3.1.5.4).

° IGSCC ot"stainless and high alloy steel waterhox/channel head/divider plate material
in primary water applications where the temperature is greater than 177°C [35if'F],
in raw water applications, and in PWR plant primary water applications that operate
a! less than 177"C 135ff'F] (i.e,, b,_raled fluid) (Section 4.3.1.6.1).

• Erosion and erosion/corrosion of carbon and low alloy steel waterbox/channel head/
divider plate material in treated water, closed cooling water, and raw water
applications; and stainless and high alloy steel waterbox/channel head/divider plate
material subject to severe turbulence or cavitation (Section 4.3.1.7).

• Fouling of the heat exchanger waterbox/channel head/divider plate in raw water
applications, and in treated water applications only where the supply originates at the
bottom of a tank or reservoir; and in PWR plant primary water applications (Section
4.3.1.9).

4.3.2.4.1 Thermal Embrittlement and Creep

The BWR phmt RWCU regenerative heat exchanger waterbox/channel head/divider plate
and the PWR plant CVCS regenerative, letdown, and excess letdown heat exchanger waterbox/
channel head/divider plate are continuously exposed to reactor coolant temperatures ranging from
288 _' to 316"C [550 ° to 6()O_'F]. The waterbox/channel head/divider plate in these heat
exchangers are stainless steel because they are located in the reactor coolant fluid stream.

From Section 4.2.5.1 and Reference 4.5 thermal cmbrittlemcnt is a concern lbr cast

(duplex) austenitic stainless steel materials. Stainless steel heat exchanger are either
manufactured as a torging or arc made from rolled plate but they arc not manufactured as a
casting. Therelbre, thermal embrittlement is not a significant aging mechanism for stainless steel
hcat exchanger watcrbox/channel head/divider plate without conditions.

('recp of a metal is dependent on temperature, stress lcvcl, and length of time cxposcd
to concurrent high temperature and stress. The effects of creep are particularly important if the
temperature is greater than the recrystallization temperature of the metal [4.21. For stainless steel
the rccrystallization temperature is approximately 49 percent of the material's melting temperature
or 538"C I IO00':Fi. Therctorc, if the heat exchanger waterbox/channel head/divider plate is
manufactured from stainless steel, then creep ix not a significant aging mc_:hanism without
condition.

4.3.2.4.2 Mechanical Fatigue

Over 8% of the NPRDS reported aging failures were associated with heat exchanger
waterbox/channel head/divider plate, but from Section 3.6, fatigue anti vibration represent only
about 59_ of the total number of heat exchanger failures caused by aging.
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From Section 4.3.1.4 the heat exchanger waterbox/channel head/divider plate is subject
to mechanical and hydraulic stressors from the cooling fluid stream. These stressors (i.e., cyclic
loads) are applied when the unit is placed into service and removed from service, when
undergoing load changes, and when operating under steady state conditions.

The waterbox on some heat exchangers within the scope of this AMG may be bolted in
place. The holes drilled into the waterbox flange may result in some residual stress from this
manufacturing process. The bolts may relax from their prestress condition (see Section 4.3.2.5. I)
and cause the waterbox flange faces to separate slightly and vibrate. Waterbox/channel head
nozzle loading from the cooling fluid piping can cause high stresses in the nozzle-to-waterbox
welds. This divider plate is generally welded to the waterbox inside surface and tube sheet.
Industry experience shows that these divider plate welds have exhibited fatigue cracks.
Therefore, mechanical fatigue is a significant aging mechanism for the heat exchanger
waterbox/channel head/divider plate in all service applications regardless of materials and
operating characteristics (i.e., continuously or intermittently operated).

4.3.2.4.3 Corrosion

From Table 3-3 the heat exchanger waterbox/channel head/divider plate within the scope
of this AMG are manufactured from either carbon and low alloy steel or stainless steel.

General Corrosion

From Tables 3-5 and 3-6 there are no heat exchangers in the scope of this AMG where
lubricating oil is used as the cooling fluid flowing into the waterbox/channel head and through
the tubes. Therefore, general corrosion of the waterbox/channel head/divider plate is not relevant
tk)r this application.

General corrosion ot" carbon and low alloy steel in aqueous environments is well
documented and the rate is dependent upon the fluid oxygen content, temperature, and flow rate.
The highest general corrosion rates for carbon steel occur under conditions where the fluid is at
ambient temperature, saturated with dissolved oxygen, and located in stagnant or slow moving
fluid streams [4.11]. Very little general corrosion of carbon steel occurs in high ternperature
water or steam applications because a thin black oxide film (i.e., magnetite) forms and rapidly
protects the waterbox/channel head/divider plate surface from further corrosion.

in treated water and closed cooling water applications carbon and low alloy steel can
experiencc uniform corrosion rates of 25 to 50 lum/yr 11 to 2 mii/yrl or greater and localized
corrosion (i.e., pitting) may be significantly greater. Some raw water applications are quite
aggressive with regard to uniform corrosion and corrosion rates may be 254 pm/yr 110 mil/yr]
or greater [4.25, 4.261. I,ocalized pitting may be much more severe in these raw water
applications. Many of the heat exchangers in the scope of this AMG, where the tube side
cooling fluid is either treated water, closed cooling water, or raw water arc maintained full of
fluid and isolated (i.e., standby operation) or they may bc drained. Alternating wet and dry
periods will allow concentration of salts and other corrosive constituents to deposit on the
waterbox/channcl head/divider plate surfaces. Therelbre, if the heat exchanger waterbox/channel
head/divider plate are made of carbon and low allow steel and exposed to either treated water,
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closed cooling water, or raw water, then general corrosion is a significant aging mechanism.
Tables 3-5 and 3-6 identify the various tube side cooling fluids that are exposed to the waterbox/-
channel head/divider plate.

Corrosion of stainless steel in raw water applications is affected by the chloride content
of the water. When the raw water application is brackish or seawater and if heat transfer is into
this fluid then corrosion of stainless steel is most severe. The corrosivity of a particular level
of chloride solution can be strongly affected by other chemical constituents in the fluid. Test
specimens of Type 304 stainless steel were exposed to flowing seawater (0.6 to 0.9 m/s 11 to 2
ft/s]) for six months [4.24]. General corrosion rates range from 5.1 to 12.7 lam/yr [0.2 to 0.5
mil/yr], however, local attack (i,e., pitting) was observed to be a maximum of 1270 lain [50 mill
in this six month time frame. Therefore, a stainless steel heat exchanger waterbox/channcl head/
divider plate exposed to brackish or seawater would tend to fail from local perforation rather than
from loss of wall thickness. Therefore, if the waterbox/channel head/divider plate is made from
stainless steel and is exposed to raw water applications, then general corrosion is not a significant
aging mechanism. Pitting, however, is evaluated in the next subsection of the AMG.

Pitting Corrosion

From Section 3.6 corrosion accounts lbr approximately 20% to 25% of the heat exchanger
failures. Localized pitting is a major contributor to heat exchanger waterbox/channel head/
divider plate degradation. Pitting is aggravated by creviced locations (i.e., flanged surfaces)
galvanic couples between materials, stagnation or low velocity fluid flow, deposit accumulation,
etc. From the discussion above for general corrosion, stainless and high alloy steel and carbon
and low alloy steel heat exchangers are all susceptible to pitting in raw water applications.
Brackish and seawater tend to cause more severe pitting than does freshwater. For stainless and
high alloy steel a threshold value of less than or equal to 5 ft/s tends to promote pitting in
seawater applications 14.11, 4.23]. For carbon and low alloy steels no lower threshold flow
velocity could be identified above which pitting is not a concern.

From the discussion above for general corrosion, test specimens of Type 304 stainless
steel in flowing seawater showed pitting depths to be a maximum of 1270 _m [50 mill in a six
month time frame I4.1 ll. Test specimens of carbon steel in flowing freshwater showed pitting
depths to range between 178 to 254 lam/yr [7 to 10 mil/yr] [4.151 and in flowing seawater to
range between 762 to 1524 lam/yr 130 to 60 mil/yri [4.111. Therefore, if the waterbox/channel
head/divider plate is subiect to raw water applications, then pitting is a significant aging
mechanism.

Galvanic Corrosion

From Section 3.6 only about I% of the total number of aging failures were attributed to
galvanic corrosion. The basic reason for this is because heat exchanger design specifications
require that materials of construction be compatible and that galvanic couples between adjacent
materials are minimized. Additionally, in many instances sacrificial anodes are installed or, some
other form of cathodic protection is provided to minimize the affects of galvanic corrosion.
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All waterbox/channel head/divider plate material in primary water applications is stainless
steel and the other heat exchanger components that are connected to the waterbox/channel head/
divider plate, such as the shell and tube sheet, are also stainless steel. Therefore, if the heat
exchanger waterbox/channel head/divider plate is exposed to primary water, then galvanic
corrosion is not a significant aging mechanism without condition.

The waterbox/channel head/divider plate in treated water and raw water applications are
made from carbon and low alloy steels. In many of these applications the heat exchanger
components that are in contact with the waterbox/channel head/divider plate, such as the shell
and tube sheet are made from either carbon steel, stainless steel, or a copper alloy (i.e., muntz
metal inhibited admiralty brass or copper-nickel). In these cases, galvanic corrosion of the
carbon and low alloy steel components (i.e., more anodic material) could be a problem
particularly if sacrificial anodes are not installed.

Therefore, in treated water and raw water applications, if the heat exchanger waterbox/
channel head/divider plate and all other components connected to the waterbox/channel head/
divider plate are manufactured from materials that are close together on the galvanic series chart
(Table 4-2), then galvanic corrosion is not a significant aging mechanism. Also, in treated water
and raw water applications, if the heat exchanger waterbox/channel head/divider plate and other
components connected to the waterbox/channel head/divider plate are not manufactured from
materials that are close together on the galvanic series chart; and sacrificial anodes or cathodic
protection is not provided, then galvanic corrosion of the carbon and low alloy steel materials
is a significant aging mechanism.

Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion

From References 4.3 and 4.11 and industry data presented in Section 3.6 MIC is a
significant aging mechanism for the waterbox/channel/head/divider plate of heat cxchangers in
the scope of this AMG. MIC is most prominent in raw water applications, however, in treated
water applications and closed cooling water applications (not treated with biocides) significant
quantities of microbiological activity may be present. Tables 3-5 and 3-6 show the heat
exchangers with raw water, treated water, and closed cooling water on the tube side. Mechanical
crevices produce environments conducive both to growth of bacteria and localized abiotic
corrosion 14.3]. The waterbox flanges are one of the more common locations where MIC can
Occur.

MIC of stainless steel is characterized by severe pitting with preferential attack occurring
at weldments. MIC of carbon and low alloy steel may result in random pitting, general
corrosion, or severe hydraulic effects due to the formation of tubercules and massive corrosion
product deposits. Pitting under tubercules is common in carbon steels and exhibits no preference
for a particular microstructural constituent. Therefore, irrespective of materials, if the heat
exchanger are exposed to raw water applications, treated water applications, or closed cooling
water applications (not chemically treated with inhibitors and biocides), then MIC is a significant
aging mechanism.
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4.3.2.4.4 Stress Corrosion Cracking

Very few incidents of stress corrosion cracking were identified in Section 3.6 as the
primary cause of heat exchanger failures. One reason for this is because stress corrosion cracking
must propagate over relatively long periods of time for failure to occur, and for heat exchanger
waterbox/channel head/divider plate other aging mechanisms (i.e., fouling, corrosion, erosion/
corrosion, etc,) and the corresponding failure mode occurs much more rapidly.

From Figure 4-2 if BWR plant primary water (i.e., borated reactor coolant) is greater than
or equal to approximately 177°C [350°F] and dissolved oxygen is greater than or equal to 100
ppb then conditions are right for IGSCC to occur in stainless steel materials. The RWCU
regenerative heat exchanger waterbox/channel head/divider plate material is stainless steel and
operate at reactor coolant temperature of 288°C [550°F]. Dissolved oxygen content of BWR
primary coolant (i.e., from the reactor recirculation system to the RWCU regenerative heat
exchanger) can range between 50 to 300 ppb during power operation. Therefore, IGSCC of the
stainless steel waterbox/channel head/divider plate is a significant aging mechanism.

All stainless steel materials exposed to PWR phmt primary water applications (i.e., borated
reactor coolant in the CVCS and RHR system) are susceptible to IGSCC. Alternating wet and
dry periods will allow concentration of boron on the heat exchanger waterbox/channcl
head/divider plate and further accelerate the rate of IGSCC. Therefore, IGSCC is a significant
aging mechanism for the PWR plant CVCS regenerative, letdown, excess letdown, and seal water
heat exchanger and RHR heat exchanger waterbox/channel head/divider plate.

Chlorides and sulfates significantly increase the potential for IGSCC to occur in stainless
steel materials [4.14]. Chlorides and sulfates are present in raw fresh water applications and
chloride levels are very high in raw brackish and seawater applications. Heat exchangers in these
raw water environments may be exposed to alternate wet and dry periods which will allow
concentration of the chloride containing salts on the waterbox/channel head/divider plate.
Therefore, if the heat exchanger waterbox/channel head/divider plate arc stainless steel and
exposed to raw water, then IGSCC is a significant aging mechanism.

4.3.2.4.5 Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

From Section 3.6 erosion and erosion/corrosion represent approximately 20% to 25% of
the total number of heat exchanger failures caused by aging. Several cases of waterbox/channel
head/divider plate erosion were identified from the NPRDS and LER data. An overwhelming
majority were associated with carbon steel where raw water, which is a corrosive fluid, also
contains highly abrasive fine particles of sand and silt that impinges on thc waterbox and divider
plate surfaces. Therefore, if the waterbox/channel head/dividcr platc is made from carbon steel
and exposed to raw water applications, then erosion and erosion/corrosion arc significant aging
mechanisms.

Closed cooling water and primary water applications (see Tables 3-5 and 3-6) are fine
filtered to remove particulates and deionized to achieve purity. Dissolved oxygen levels in
primary water applications are controlled to mininaize accumulation of abrasive corrosion
products and to maintain the protective oxide layering. In closed cooling water applications
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corrosion inhibitors are maintained in solution to minimize accumulation of corrosion products.
Bulk fluid velocity at ttle waterbox and divider plate surfaces is much lower than the velocity
inside the tubes which, from Section 4.3.2.1.5, ranges from 0.6 to 2.1 m/s [1.9 to 6.9 ft/s].
Cavitation at the surfaces under these flow conditions will not occur. Therefore, if the heat

exchanger waterbox/channel head/divider plate is exposed to either closed cooling water or
properly maintained to minimize corrosion products in the fluid stream, then erosion and erosion/
corrosion are not significant aging mechanisms irrespective of the waterbox/channel head/divider
plate material type.

Treated water applications contain fine corrosion products that will collect at the bottom
of tanks and reservoirs. These particles are highly abrasive and can be pumped into the heat
exchanger waterbox and impinge the waterbox/channel head/divider plate, particularly if the
pump suction lines originate at the bottom of the tank/reservoir. Treated water is considered to
be a corrosive fluid due to its high dissolved oxygen content. Therefore, if the heat exchanger
waterbox/channel head/divider plate is made from carbon steel and is exposed to treated water,
then erosion and erosion/corrosion are significant aging mechanisms.

Some plant drywell coolers/reactor building room coolers/containment atmosphere coolers
are designed with headers rather than a waterbox/channel head/divider plate. From Tables 3-5
and 3-6 the tube side (and therefore the header) flow is either raw water or closed cooling water.
The evaluations above for these water applications also apply to the appropriate air cooler
headers.

4.3.2.4.6 Fouling

From Section 3.6 fouling is the most predominant aging mechanism te adversely affect
heat exchanger performance. The NPRDS data shows that fouling accounts for 31% of the total
number of heat exchanger t'ailures while the LER data shows fouling as the primary cause in
44% of the heat exchanger failures.

Cases of biological and particulate touling have been noted in raw water heat exchanger
applications. Silt, sand, seaweed, clams, etc., can settle and collect on the waterbox/channel
head/divider plate surfaces and block flow. If the heat exchangers are exposed to raw water,
particularly brackish or seawater, and are alternately wetted and dried for any reason, then salts
can precipitate and plate out onto the waterbox/channel head/divider plate surfaces and cause
fouling.

In treated water applications corrosion product particulates can accumulate at the bottom
of tanks or reservoirs. When the systems are operated these particulates may be swept up and
carried into the heat exchanger waterbox. The particulates can then deposit on the waterbox/
channel head/divider plate and cause fouling.

PWR plant primary water is borated to control reactivity. This borated fluid flows
through the waterbox and tube side of the CVCS heat exchangers (regenerative, letdown, excess
letdown, and seal water) and RHR system heat exchangers. If these heat exchangers are
alternately wetted and dried for any reason then the boron can precipitate and plate out onto the
waterbox/channel head/divider plate surfaces and cause fouling.
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Therefore, if the heat exchanger are exposed to raw water, subject to PWR plant primary
water, or located in treated water applications where the fluid supply originates at the bottom of
a tank or reservoir, then fouling is a significant aging mechanism irrespective of waterbox/
channel head/divider plate material.

4.3.2.5 Pressure Boundary Fasteners/Support Assembly

The heat exchanger pressure boundary fasteners and support assembly are not exposed
to either the process or cooling fluid media. These components are exposed to external ambient
conditions. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show the heat exchanger pressure boundary fasteners and support
assembly. These components are manufactured from either carbon steel or stainless steel
(Table 3-3).

From the Section 4.3.1 evaluations some aging mechanisms were determined to be not
significant and several aging mechanisms required further evaluation. This section provides
further evaluation of those aging mechanisms that may cause degradation to the fasteners and
support assembly. From Section 4.3.1 the heat exchanger's pressure boundary fasteners/support
assembly are susceptible to:

• Thermal embrittlement and creep of the pressure boundary fasteners and support
assemblies and stress relaxation of the pressure boundary fastener materials
(Table 3-3) in lhose heat exchanger applications operating continuously at
temperatures greater than 93°C [200°F] (Section 4.3.1.1).

• Mechanical fatigue of the pressure boundary fasteners and support assembly materials
in all heat exchanger applications (Section 4,3,1.4).

• General corrosion of the pressure boundary fasteners in PWR plant primary water
applications (Section 4.3.1.5.1).

• Pitting of carbon and low alloy pressure boundary fasteners in raw water applications
(Section 4.3.1.5.2).

• IGSCC of stainless and high alloy steel pressure boundary fasteners in primary water
applications where the temperature is greater than 177°C [350°F], in raw water
applications, and in PWR plant primary water applications that operate at less than
177¢_C[350°F] (i.e., borated fluid) (Section 4.3.1.6.1).

4.3.2.5.1 Thermal Embrittlement, Stress Relaxation, and Creep

The BWR plant RWCU regenerative heat exchangers and the PWR plant CVCS
regenerative, letdown, and excess letdown heat exchangers are continuously exposed to reactor
coolant temperatures ranging from 288 _' to 316°C 1550° to 600°F]. The pressure boundary
fasteners and support assembly are manufactured from stainless steel.

From Section 4.2.5.1 and Reference 4.5 thermal cmbrittlement is a concern for cast

(duplex) austenitic stainless steel materials. Stainless steel heat exchanger pressure boundary
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fasteners are manufactured as a forging, and the support assemblies are made from rolled plate.
These components are not manufactured as a casting. Therefore, thermal embrittlement is not
a significant aging mechanism for stainless steel heat exchanger pressure boundary fasteners and
support assemblies without conditions.

Creep of a metal is dependent on temperature, stress level, and length of time exposed
to concurrent high temperature and stress. The effects of creep are particularly important if the
temperature is greater than the recrystallization temperature of the metal [4.2]. For stainless steel,
the recrystailization temperature is approximately 49 percent of the material's melting temperature
or 538°C [1000°F]. Therefore, if the heat exchanger pressure boundary fasteners and support
assemblies are manufactured from stainless steel, then creep is not a significant aging mechanism
without condition.

The pressure boundary fasteners in these primary water applications are used primarily
to fasten the waterbox to the shell. These bolted fasteners are continuously exposed to normal
operating temperatures ranging from 288 ° to 316°C [550 ° to 600°F] and to flow induced cyclic
loading. These fasteners are prestressed when tightened and the amount of stress depends upon
the applied torque and efficiency of the threads. When operating at these temperatures, over long
periods of time, the fastener may undergo small amounts of plastic deformation (i.e., stress,
relaxation). Therefore, stress relaxation is a significant aging mechanism for pressure boundary
fasteners in primary water applications.

4.3.2.5.2 Mechanical Fatigue

Less than 1% of the NPRDS reported aging failures were associated with pressure
boundary fasteners and no support assembly failures were reported, but from Section 3.6, fatigue
and vibration represent only about 5% of the total number of heat exchanger failures caused by
aging.

When a number of fasteners are employed in joining together two parts, the load carried
by each fastener depends on its relative tightness, with the tighter bolts carrying greater loads.
When operating at high temperatures, the fastener could undergo small amounts of plastic
deformation (i.e., stress relaxation). If enough fasteners undergo stress relaxation the clamping
tbrce of the joint could be lost and the fasteners could be subjected to mechanical fatigue due
to vibration and hydraulic stresses. This is unlikely to occur because stress relaxation of stainless
steel fasteners, at temperatures ranging from 288 ° to 316°C [550 ° to 600°F], occurs very slowly
unless the fasteners are prestressed to a valve above the yield point of the material. Therefore,
if stress relaxation is effectively managed and the pressure boundary fasteners are not prestressed
above the yield point, then mcchanical fatigue of the heat exchanger pressure boundary fasteners
is not a significant aging mechanism.

4.3.2.5.3 Corrosion

From Table 3-3 the heat exchanger pressure boundary fasteners within the scope of this
AMG are manufactured from either forged carbon steel or forged stainless steel. The fasteners
in primary water applications arc all stainless steel.
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General Corrosion

In the event of a tlange leak in PWR phmt primary water applications, stainless steel

fasteners would he exposed to the borated fluid. Industry experience shows thai borated fluid

is highly corrosive and thai stainless steel is not immune to general corrosion from this t'luid.
Therefl_re, if the heat exchanger is located in PWR plant primary water applications, then general

corrosion ot heat exchanger pressure boundary t'asteners is a significant aging mechanism.

Pitting Corrosion

From Section 3.6 corrosion accounls for al_proximately 2()% to 25% of the heat exchanger

t'ailures, l.,ocalized pitting is a contributor to heat exchanger pressure boundary fastener

degradation. Pitting is aggrawlted by creviced locations (i.e., bolt threads) and deposit
accunlulalion. Carbon steel pressure boundary fasteners are susceptible Io pitting in raw water

fluids. In the event of a fhmge leak in raw water applications this corrosive fluid would be

exposed to the carbon steel pressure boundary fasteners. Brackish and seawater tend to cause

more severe pitting than does freshwater. Therefore, if the heal exchanger pressure boundary

fasteners tire made from carbon steel and located in raw water applications, then pilling corrosion

is a significant aging mechanism.

4.3.2.5.4 Stress Corrosion Cracking

Very few incidents of stress corrosion cracking were identified in Section 3.6 as the

primary cause of heat exchanger failures. The reason for this in because stress corrosion cracking

must propagate over relatively long periods of lime for failure to occur, and for heat exchanger

pressure boundary fasteners other aging mechanisms (i.e., c(_rrosion, pilling, etc.) and the

corresponding failure mode occurs more rapidly. From Table 3-15 lens than I% of all heal
exchanger failures were associated with fasteners, and no cases of IGSCC were identified in the
LER and NPRDS data searches (nee Secli(m 3.6). Therefore, I(]SCC of the heat exchanger

pressure boundary fasteners is not a significant aging mechanism wilh_mt conditi(ms.

4.3.3 Aging Mechanism Synergies and Dependencies

This section provides a basic understanding ot aging nlechanism synergy, which in the

effect caused by several aging mechanisms acting together. The root cause of heat exchanger

failure caused by aging mechanism synergies and dependencies can be difficult to identify. This

section does not evaluate specific aging mechanism synergies and dependencies occurring on the

various heat exchanger subassemblies.

Aging mechanisms were evaluated in Secti(m 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, as if they manifested

individually on a specit'ic heat exchanger component. Both theoretical c_msiderations and fiehJ

history indicate that the effects of two or more aging mechanisms acting simultaneously on a

component may cause degradation and failure. The time duration of significant degradation to
occur under these conditions will be less than the duration for each individually acting aging
mechanism.
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Corrosion and erosion can both result in material wastage. Acting together they can
reduce material thickness to the point where excessive deformation or complete failure occurs.
Significant material thickness reductions have occurred in turbulent regions of heat exchanger
shells, tubes, and waterbox assemblies.

The surface discontinuities caused by localized corrosion can increase the peak stresses
caused by cyclic loads. This combination of aging mechanisms termed corrosion fatigue has
been addressed in the literature [4.27] and is applicable to heat exchanger pressure boundary
components.

Heat exchangers require that many subcomponents work together to provide satisfactory
performance. The aging mechanisms evaluated in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 do not consider the
dependence between aging mechanisms and components. There are many situations where aging
and degradation of one heat exchanger component can be the primary reason for degradation of
a different component. For example, fouling of the tube sheet can cause some tubes to be
plugged and exhibit increased velocity (i.e., erosion) in the tubes which are not plugged.

4.3.4 Comparison of AMG with NPAR Results

Several NPAR reports that evaluate aging and degradation of nuclear plant heat
exchangers have been written for the NRC. The NPAR reports that cover heat exchanger
aging/degradation are identified in References 4.28, 4.29, 4.30, 4.31, 4.32,
4.33, 4.34, and 4.35.

Reference 4.30 presents the results of an assessment associated with time-related
degradation (i.e., aging) of non-power cycle heat exchangers (1) used in sal'ety-related systems
or (2) that provide normal operating capability in the nuclear power plant. Aging information
was obtained from various sources of nuclear plant operating experience documentation. The
events were categorized by heat exchanger function, failure, type and failure cause. Table 5-1
of Reference 4.30 shows the results of this aging assessment. The results of this aging
assessment compare favorably to the evaluations of aging mechanism significance found in
Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 of this AMG. From Reference 4.30 tube degradation due to fouling,
corrosion, erosion and mechanical fatigue were found to be the overwhelming cause of the
majority of heat exchanger failures. The AMG identified all of these aging mechanisms as
significant contributors to tube degradation that require maintenance, inspection, and testing
programs to detect the degradation.

The only difference between the findings presented in Reference 4.30 and the evaluations
presented in this AMG deal with heat exchanger gasket failures. From Reference 4.30 gasket
failures accounted for approximately 13.5% of the total failures from the LER and NPRDS
databases combined. Also, gasket failures generally do not adversely affect the ability of the heat
exchanger to performing its required function. In the AMG gaskets are considered to be
renewable items that are regularly replaced. No attempt was made in the AMG to determine the
percentage of gasket failures or to evaluate aging mechanisms and degradation of heat exchanger
gaskets.
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A review of the other NPAR documents (References 4.28, 4.29, 4.31, 4.32, 4.33, 4.34,

and 4.35) confirmed that the aging mechanism evaluations presented in Section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2
of the AMG, compare favorably. No new or different stressors, and the corresponding aging
mechanisms, were identified to be significant in these NPAR documents.
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5. EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF AGING MECHANISMS

An effective program for addressing heat exchanger degradation will provide for both
understanding and managing the aging mechanisms, Key elements of an effective program
reflect the technical aging issues and potential consequences of the aging process being mitigated.

Aging mechanisms and their effects must be understood with sufficient accuracy and
detail to provide the basis for developing and implementing aging management strategies that
address actual or potential root causes of heat exchanger failures. The requisite understanding
may be either empirical or mechanistic, depending on the nature and potential consequences of
a particular aging mechanism. An understanding of degradation requires a detailed awareness
of heat exchanger design, fabrication, installation, testing, inservice operation, and maintenance
cycles. Degradation of heat exchangers is a time dependent phenomena that depends on the
interactions of materials with environmental and operational stressors.

5.1 Generic Elements of an Effective Aging Management Program

Continued safe nuclear plant operation requires that heat exchangers evaluated in this
AMG continue to reliably function throughout their service life. Degradation of a heat exchanger
is a regulatory concern when the heat exchanger normally functions to ensure plant safety and
the degradation progresses to the point of impaired safety performance,

The License Renewal Rule [5.1] requires that nuclear plant components, including heat
exchangers, be subject to programs that effectively manage component degradation and their
associated aging mechanisms. The Maintenance Rule [5.2] requires that nuclear plant
components, including heat exchangers, meet specified performance parameters. In addition,
quality assurance criteria 15.3] requires development and implementation of programs to
ensure that conditions adverse to quality, including degraded heat exchanger performance, are
promptly identified and corrected.

Criteria have been established for determining if a plant program is effective for detecting
and mitigating the effects of aging. These criteria are provided in Reference 5.1 and state that
a program is effective if:

• The program is documented, its implementing procedures are approved by on-site
review committees, and it is implemented in accordance with plant administrative
procedures, and

• The program procedures ensure that the component's required functions are properly
addressed considering the effects of age-related degradation, as appropriate, and

• The program establishes specific acceptance criteria against which the need for
corrective action is to be evaluated and requires timely corrective actions to be taken
when the acceptance criteria are not met.
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Reference 5,2 states in part under paragraph IA] 111 "Each holder of an operating license
. .. shall monitor the performance or condition of SSCs... in a manner sufficient to provide
reasonable assurance that SSCs... are capable of fulfilling their intended functions."

Paragraph [Ai I21 of Reference 5.2 states in pan "Monitoring... is not required where
it has been demonstrated that the perlbrmance or condition of a SSC is being effectively
controlled through the pertormance of appropriate preventive maintenance, such that the SSC
remains capable of performing its intended function."

The three criteria tbr determining program effectiveness are broken down into distinct
categories. The following provides further guidance for each category to determine if it program
satisfies the criteria.

5.1.1 Program Is Documented

The criteria for a program to be documented satisties 10 CFR 50 Appendix B - Quality
Assurance Criteria 15.31which states in pan "Every applicant for an operating license is required
to include, in its final safety analysis report, information pertaining to the managerial and
administrative controls to be used to assure sale operation." Therefore, a program being
documented means that specific commitments have been and are included on the respective plant
docket. Docketed commitments are included in the updated final safety analysis report, responses
to generic letters, I.E. Bulletins, Orders, 10 CFR 50.59 evaluations, notices of violations, open
items, etc., and any other programnmtic or procedural commitment made to ensure compliance
with the Code of Federal Regulations.

5.1.2 Program Implementing Procedures Approved by Operations Review
Committee and Program Implemented Via Administrative Procedures

These two criteria for procedural approvals and administration of the program also satisfy
10 CFR 50 Appendix B [5.31. Item I. _ Organization o,I this Appendix states in part "the
authority and duties of persons and organizations performing activities affecting the safety related
functions of structures, systems, and components shall be clearly established and delineated in
writing." This Appendix further states in Item II _ Quality Assurance Program, that "This
program shall be documented by written policies, procedures, or instructions and shall be carried
out throughout plant life in accordance with those policies, procedures, or instructions."

Each program must bc documented with written policies (i.e., administrative procedures)
and the program implementing procedures must bc reviewed and approved by on-site review
committees to ensure that activities affecting the required function of heat exchangers are
correctly performed.

5.1.3 Component's Required Functions Properly Addressed

Each heat exchanger evaluated in this AMG either provides a support function or directly
functions to prevent or mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents that could cause undue
risks to the health and safety of the public. Methods by which a heat exchanger accomplishes
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these actions are termed required functions. A heat exchanger may have only one or several
required functions.

The required function(s) for each heat exchanger are identified in the program
implementing, procedures. The scope and content of Jill program implementing procedures
credited for c ttective management of aging are reviewed by knowledgeable plant personnel to
ensure that aging mechanisms and degradation, affccting the capability of the heat exchanger to
satisfy its required function(s), arc adequately detected and mitigated.

5.1.4 Age-Related Degradation Effects Properly Addressed

All aging mechanisms occurring to these heat exchangers will manifest and progress at
different rates and are affected by many variables such as material composition, operating service
conditions, environmental parameters, geometric configuration, etc. As such, program
implementing procedures must be performed at a frequency commensurate with the rate of aging
to ensure detection and mitigation of degradation. Detection and mitigation of degradation
provides assurance that the heat exchanger required function will not be compromised during its
service life. Inspection, test, replacement, and refurbishment procedures are perlormed at
frequencies which are based on code requirements, regulatory specifications, vendor
recommendations, industry experience, observations by knowledgeable plant personnel, etc. and
can be adjusted as experience dictates.

5.1.5 Acceptance Criteria Established to Determine Need for Corrective Action,
Corrective Actions Specified, and Timely Action Taken

These three criteria dealing with acceptancc criteria and corrective actions also satisfy 10
CFR 50 Appendix B 15.31. Item V states in part that "Instructions, proccdures, or drawings shall
include appropriate quantitative and quantitative acceptance criteria for determining that important
activities have been satisfactorily accomplished." Item XVI. Corre('tive A('tion, states that
"Measures shall bc established to assure that conditions adverse to quality arc promptly identified
and corrected."

All program implementing procedures shall contain acccptancc criteria in the form of
recorded data, documented observances, procedural step signoffs, etc. to demonstrate that

activities perlbrmed on heat exchangers lor detecting and mitigating degradation have been either
satisfactorily accomplished or corrective actions identified to ensure required function capability.

The corrective actions required may encompass a wide range of activities which cannot
be clearly identified in the program implementing procedure. Provisions shall bc made, however,
to document what corrective actions were taken. These corrective actions may be in the form of

references to work request, additional diagnosis, rctcsting, non-destructive examinations, etc.

Program administrative procedures and/or specific implementing prt)ccdures shall provide
guidance relative to the timeless of corrective actions taken. This guidance shall be considered
with respect to the aggressiveness of the aging mechanism (i.e., rate of degraded performance
or function) and the frequency of program activities to detect and mitigate degradation.
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Performing timely corrective action ensures that heal exchanger required functions are not
cornpromised throughout the heal exchanger's service life,

5.1.6 Program Effectiveness Matrix

'Fable 5-1 can be used to docunlent the evaluation ()t' a progran_ and corresponding
implementing pr(_cedures Io effectively delet:l and mitigate heat exchanger age-related
degradation.

, , , ,, ' ..... , ........ ......... ',, ,, 7 _i

Table 5-1. Effective Program Criteria and Assessment Matrix
,

i)eseripli(m of Heal Exchanger Being Evaluated liffeclive I'ro_ram(s) Name
......

Program ('riteria
::: : ',"'',.... ' ...... , I',, , , I ...... , ..... , ,, _ ,: , , , ........ , ....

Program Is Documented (See Note I)
..................

Implementing i'r¢_cetlure(sl Approved hy I'hml
Review C¢,mmiltees

..... i ,

Implemented Via Administrative Procedures
......

('omponent Required Functi_ms Pn_perly Addressed
............. 4

Age-Related Degradation F,ffects Properly Addressed
(Mechanism(s) and Rate _1 l)egradation)

,,

Acceptance Criteria l-stahli,,hed to Determine Need
for Corrective Action

"' I "'

(,orrective Action Specified

Timely Action Taken (See Note 2)
...... ,...... ,,,

Notes:

J X = Full compliance

P = Partial compliance, subject to program enhancement

N = Not in compliance, subject to program enhancement

NA = Not applicable

I = Documented means specific commitments are included on lhc dockel (i.e., l.lpdated FSAR,

responses to (;I., let3, IEN, NtIREGs, Orders, I()('FR 5().59, etc.)
2 = "Timely" is considered with respect to the aggressiveness of the degradation ;.lilt[ freqtiency o1

the program aclivitie,,, to en_ure that safely functions are n_l compromised.

,,.....

Author: l)ale: "]11
Reviewer(s): l)ate:
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5.2 Conventional Effective Programs Commonly Used in the Industry

Demonstrating the adequacy of plant procedures to detect and mitigate degradation is
accomplished by (I) substantiating that established programs and procedures effectively ensure
the capability of the associated heat exchangers to perform their required function(s) throughout
their entire service life, or (2) taking actions in the form of program and/or procedural
enhancements necessary to manage the aging mechanism(s) which are not adequately addressed
by current established programs and/or procedures. Adequacy of programs and procedures for
detecting and mitigating degradation must be demonstrated for each heat exchanger using one
of these methods.

It is recognized that many heat exchangers are subject to a variety of inspection, test,
replacement and/or refurbishment programs to address diverse functional requirements and
various aging mechanisms. As such, to establish the adequacy of existing plant programs, several
programs may be required for a given heat exchanger. Through a combination of such programs,
as necessary, the basis for safe and reliable operation throughout the heat exchanger's entire
service life can be established.

Following is a discussion of the commonly used maintenance and surveillance programs
determined from other aging studies to be effective in detecting aging mechanisms and mitigating
the degradation of heat exchangers within acceptable limits.

5.2.1 ASME Section Xl Inservice Inspection Program

Section XI of the ASME Code [5.4] provides the rules and requirements for inservice
inspection, repair, and replacement of Class !, 2, and 3 pressure retaining components, including
heat exchangers. All heat exchangers evaluated in this AMG are either Class 2 or 3. Class i
heat exchangers are not included in the scope. Classes 2 and 3 refer to components constructed
in accordance with the rules of ASME Section III. Section XI categorizes the areas subject to
inspection and defines responsibilities, provisions for accessibility, examination methods and
procedures, personnel qualifications, frequency of inspection, record keeping and reporting
requirements, procedures for evaluation of inspection results, disposition of results, and repair
requirements. Section XI, Article IWC applies to Class 2 components, and Article IWD applies
to Class 3 components.

5.2.1.1 Class 2 Heat Exchangers

The ASME Section XI examination requirements for Class 2 heat exchangers are as
follows [5.5].

Shell

Volumetric examination of 100% of the heat exchanger shell circumferential welds, head-
to-shell-circumferential welds, tube sheet-to-shell weld, and any gross structural discontinuity (for
example, shell-to-flange welds, junctions between shells of different thickness, and cylindrical
shell-to-conical shell .junctions). In the case of multiple heat exchangers of similar design, size,
function, and operating service, the required examinations may be limited to one heat exchanger
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or distributed among the heat exchangers. The heat exchanger areas initially selected for
examination shall be reexamined each inspection interval over the service life of the heat
exchanger.

Nozzle

• In those situations where the heat exchanger shell nominal wall thickness is less than
or equal to 12.7 mm [0.50 in], surface examination (liquid penetrant or magnetite
particle) is performed on the nozzle-to-shell weld.

• In those situations where the heat exchanger nozzle is not equipped with a reinforcing
plate and the shell nominal wall thickness is greater than 12.7 mm [0.50 in]:

a. Surface and volumetric examination is performed on the nozzle-to-shell weld, and

b. Volumetric examination is performed on the nozzle inside radius section.

• In those situations where the heat exchanger nozzle is equipped with a reinforcing
plate and the shell nominal wall thickness is greater than 12.7 mm [0.50 in]:

a. Surface examination is performed on the reinforcing plate-to-nozzle welds and
reinforcing plate-to-shell welds, and

b. Volumetric examination is performed on the nozzle-to-shell welds when the heat
exchanger shell internals are accessible, and

c. Visual (VT-2) examination is performed on the nozzle-to-shell welds when the
heat exchanger shell internals are not accessible.

For all of the above situations regarding nozzle examinations, if multiple heat exchangers
of similar design, size, function, and operating service exist, then these required examinations
may be limited to one heat exchanger or distributed among the heat exchangers. Also, the heat
exchanger nozzles initially selected for examination shall be reexamined each inspection interval
over the service life of the heat exchanger.

Integral Attachments

Surface (liquid penetrant or magnetite particle) examination is performed on those
integrally welded attachments that meet all of the following conditions:

• TEe attachment is on the outside surface of the heat exchanger,

• The attachment provides support [br the heat exchanger,

• The attachment base material design thickness is 19.05 mm 10.75 in] or greater, and
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• The attachment weld .joins the attachment either directly to the surface of the heat
exchanger or to an integrally cast or forged attachment to the heat exchanger.

The extent of the examination includes 100% of the required areas of each welded
attachment. In the case of multiple heat exchangers of similar design, size, function, and
operating service, the required examination may be limited to one heat exchanger. Where
multiple heat exchangers are provided with a number of similar attachments, the required
examinations may be distributed among the heat exchangers. The areas of the welded attachment
initially selected for examination shall be reexamined each inspection interval over the service
life of the attachment.

Fasteners

Volumetric examination is performed on heat exchanger pressure retaining bolts and studs
that are greater than two inches in diameter. The examinations may be performed on these
fasteners either in place under load or upon disassembly of the connection. The examination of
fasteners may be conducted on one heat exchanger among a group of heat exchangers in each
system required to be examined which are similar in design, size, function, and operating service.
Also, where one heat exchanger to be examined contains a group of bolted connections of similar
design and size (such as a flanged connection) the examinations may be conducted on one bolted
connection anaong the group. The heat exchanger fasteners initially selected for examination
shall be re-examined each inspection interval over the service life of the fastener.

Pressure Testing

The pressure retaining component (i.e., heat exchanger shell) within each Class 2 system
boundary shall be subject to visual (VT-2) examination during system pressure testing. A
leakage test shall be conducted at least once each 40-month inspection period at a test pressure
equal to the nominal operating pressure during system operation. A hydrostatic test shall be
performed at or near the end of each inspection interval at a value not to exceed 125% of normal
operating pressure depending on the test temperature of the fluid. In lieu of a hydrostatic test
the requirements of ASME Code Case N-498 15.61can be perlbrmcd.

5.2.1.2 Class 3 Heat Exchangers

The ASME Section XI examination requirenlents for Class 3 heat exchangers are as
follows [5.71.

Integral Attachments

Visual (VT-3) examination is performed on those integrally welded attachments that meet
all of the t'ollowing conditions:

• The attachment is on the outside surface o1"the heat exchanger, and

• The attachment provides support for the heat exchanger, and
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• The attachment weld joins the attachment either directly to the surface of the heat
exchanger or to an integrally cast or forged attachment to the heat exchanger.

The extent of the examination includes 100% of the required areas of each welded
attachment. In the case of multiple heat exchangers of similar design, size, function, and
operating service, the required examination may be limited to one heat exchanger. Where
multiple heat exchangers are provided with a number of similar attachments, the required
examinations may be distributed anaong the heat exchangers. The areas of the welded attachment
initially selected for examination shall be re-examined each inspection interval over the service
life of the attachment.

Pressure Testing

The pressure retaining component (i.e., heat exchanger shell) within each Class 3 system
boundary shall be subject to visual (VT-2) examination during system pressure testing. A
leakage test shall be conducted at least once each 40-month inspection period at a test pressure
equal to the nominal operating pressure during system operation. A hydrostatic test shall be
performed at or near the end of each inspection interval at a value not to exceed 125% of normal
operating pressure depending on the test temperature of the fluid.

5.2.1.3 Heat Exchanger Repair/Replacement

ASME Section XI also provides rules and requirements for the repair and replacement of
Class 2 and 3 pressure retaining components, including heat exchangers. A heat exchanger
repair/replacement program is a document or s_t of documents that defines the managerial and
administrative control for completion of repairs or replacement of items. A repair/replacement
plan is developed to identify a number of requirements to be adhered to while performing the
repair/replacement. Some of the more significant requirements are:

• Applicable ASME Codes

• Description of the work to be performed including flaw characterization and flaw
removal method

• Applicable weld procedures, nondestructive examinations, tests, and material
requirements

• Applicable examinations, tests, and acceptance criteria to verify acceptability of the
repair/replacement

• Intended life of the repair/replacement when less than the remainder of the design life
of the heat exchanger

When repair or replacement is required because of failure, the evaluation shall consider
the cause of failure to ensure that the selected repair or replacement is suitable.
Repair/replacement activities shall reflect appropriate corrective provision to mitigate recurrence
of the failure.
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5.2.2 ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

The committee on Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants (O&M
Committee) is chartered to develop codes, standards, and guidelines for maintenance and testing
of nuclear power plant equipment and components. The O&M Committee is responsible for
reviewing ASME Section XI to determine where O&M codes can replace Section XI
requirements. The following draft O&M parts have not been endorsed by the Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Committee of ASME nor have they b6en entered into the Code of Federal Regulation
(10 CFR 50.55a) as mandatory testing and inspection requirements. Nuclear utilities, therefore,
are not obligated to follow the requirements of these draft O&M parts.

• Part 11 of Reference 5.8 "Vibration Testing and Assessment of Heat Exchangers"
includes guidance for placement of instrumentation, steady-state and transient testing
methods, data interpretation, and acceptance criteria for assessment of heat exchanger
vibration. Guidelines are also provided to assist in evaluating component or system
modification, operating limitations, more extensive testing, analysis or future
monitoring of vibration.

• The O&M Committee is in the process of developing another standard for nuclear
plant heat exchangers. The intent of Part 21 "Inservice Performance Testing of Heat
Exchangers in LWR Plants" [5.9] is to provide performance and functional testing
and monitoring methods for heat exchangers to ensure that they meet their required
function from a thermal performance standpoint.

These draft parts provide methods and guidance that will effectively manage aging
occurring to nuclear plant heat exchangers. Since these draft parts are currently not mandatory
requirements, the elements and activities contained within these draft parts are considered, for
the purpose of this AMG, as preventive maintenance and discussed in Section 5.2.3.

5.2.3 Preventive Maintenance Program

Preventive maintenance (PM) is defined as periodic, predictive, or planned activities
performed on a heat exchanger prior to its failure. The objective of conducting PM is to sustain
or extend the service life of a heat exchanger by controlling degradation and failures to an
acceptable level.

Periodic maintenance activities are accomplished on a routine basis (typically based on
operating hours, number of cycles, or calendar time). For heat exchangers, these activities
include such items as replacement of gaskets and other renewable components, verification of
fastener torque, and inspections for external leakage and/or other abnormal conditions.

Predictive maintenance activities involve continuous or periodic condition monitoring of
heat exchanger operating parameters and/or functional performance testing of the heat exchanger.
Elements of predictive maintenance also include data gathering, analysis, diagnosis, and trending
to determine the material condition and performance characteristic of the heat exchanger. Typical
predictive maintenance activities associated with heat exchangers include monitoring of vibration,
thermal performance testing, pressure loss monitoring, eddy current testing, and leak testing.
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Planned maintenance activities are primarily scheduled on the basis of information
obtained and trends derived from performing periodic and predictive maintenance. These
activities consist of inspections, refurbishment, overhaul, and major part replacement and are
conducted prior to heat exchanger failure. Also, planned maintenance activities can be identified
and initiated based on vendor recommendations, industry operating experience, and plant specific
operating and maintenance history.

The PM Program is governed by approved administrative controlling documents and
conducted in accordance with detailed implementing procedures. PM plans are developed to
outline task requirements and to coordinate scheduling and implementation of PM activities
associated with all plant equipment encompassed by the program, including heat exchangers. The
frequency of performing PM is dependent upon engineering assessments, plant/industry operating
experience, environmental conditions, manufacturers recommendations, and feedback from
maintenance personnel.

Completed PM activities are reviewed by cognizant personnel. The results are compared
with acceptance criteria and timely corrective actions are initiated as appropriate. Data is
extracted from the completed PM and analyzed for the purpose of detecting adverse trends. The
frequency of performing a PM activity may be increased or decreased depending upon the
observations made and conclusions drawn from review of the completed PM activity.

The following sections of the AMG (i.e., 5.2.3.1, 5.2.3.2.1 through 5.2.3.2.8, and
5.2.3.3.1) provide a simplistic and highly condensed version of the information contained in
ASME OM Part 21 (i.e., Reference 5.9). The user of this AMG is cautioned to follow the

requirements of ASME OM Part 21 as opposed to that which is presented in these sections.
These sections are ONLY meant to give the reader a very broad overview of ASME OM Part
21 and are NOT considered, and shall NOT be used as the authority for heat exchanger

prioritization, testing, monitoring, or visual inspections. That authority resides with ASME OM
Part 21.

5.2.3.1 Heat Exchanger PM Prioritization and Aging Management Intervals

The order for testing, inspection, trending, and/or monitoring heat exchangers should be
prioritized to maximize the use of available resources and to optimize overall plant availability
and capacity. The following criteria should be progressively applied to the specific plant heat
exchangers at appropriate intervals to achieve high availability and capacity.

• If a heat exchanger is served by a fluid that has a high potential for fouling (for
example, service water), then that heat exchanger should be given top priority.

• If there are two or more heat exchangers in parallel, and all are subject to identical
service conditions (i.e., same flow rate and heat load, inservice operating times are

equalized, etc.), then only one of the heat exchangers, initially, should be given top
priority. If identical heat exchangers are in series, then the first one in the series
should be given top priority.
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• If heat exchanger geometries and tube plugging levels are different, then tube
velocities should be compared prior to determining which heat exchanger should be
given top priority. The heat exchanger with the lowest calculated velocity should be
given highest priority. If the fouling fluid is on the shell side, even where the heat
exchangers are identical, then there is less predictability of individual heat exchanger
performance.

• If a particular heat exchanger is experiencing degraded thermal performance, then this
heat exchanger should be given top priority.

The intervals or frequency of performing the various aging management activities
(i.e., testing, inspection, trending, and/or monitoring) should be initially established based upon
baseline data, obtained on a clean or refurbished (i.e., "like new") heat exchanger, and subsequent
tests and/or inspections. Trending and monitoring of heat exchanger performance should be
utilized to adjust the intervals as required. Parameters such as fouling rate, type of fouling,
operational demand, heat load capability, etc. should be used as a basis for adjusting the aging
management activity intervals.

5.2.3.2 Aging Management Methods

Selection of the appropriate aging management methods to assess thermal performance
characteristics for a particular heat exchanger should be made by examining several criteria lbr
each method. The criteria for each method should be applied to each of the heat exchangers
until, through the process of elimination, the most appropriate method is identified. The aging
management methods to assess thermal performance characteristics for the heat exchangers are:

• Functional Testing
• Heat Transfer Coefficient Testing Without Phase Change
• Heat Transfer Coefficient Testing With Condensation
• Transient Testing
• Temperature Effectiveness Testing
• Batch "resting
• Temperature Difference Monitoring
• Pressure Loss Monitoring

5.2.3.2.1 Functional Testing

The objective of the functional test method is to provide an indication of thermal
performance degradation of a heat exchanger over a period of time. This is accomplished by
measuring a temperature that is dependent on the thermal performance ot" the heat exchanger
(i.e., "temperature of interest") and to compare that temperature with established acceptance
criteria. The "temperature of interest" is the temperature of a particular component or area of
the plant that the heat exchanger is designed to cool.

i

This functional testing method may be used for heat exchangers:
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a. If the acceptance criteria of the heat exchanger is stated explicitly in terms ol'a
"temperature of interest", and

b. If the design accident flows and inlet temperatures can be achieved during test
conditions, and

c. If the heat exchanger can be subjected to the same or greater heat load that would be
present under accident conditions, and

d. If steady state conditions exist.

The functional testing method is ideally suited fl)r heat exchangers on a closed cooling
loop system because the temperature of a closed cooling loop can be easily manipulated and
controlled.

5.2.3.2.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient Testing Without Phase Chanqe

The objective of the heat transfer coefficient test method without phase change is to
determine the heat transfer capability of the heat exchanger when a fluid phase change is not
occurring at test conditions. Cooling fluid inlet and outlet temperature and flow rate is measured
as is the process fluid inlet and outlet temperature and flow rate. From this data a fouling
resistance is calculated and the heat exchanger heat transfer capability is determined.

The heat transfer coefficient testing method may be used for heat exchangers:

a. If the design basis specifies heat exchanger function in terms of heat duty (Btu/hr),
and

b. If sufficient parameter accuracy (i.e., temperature and flow data) is achievable at test
conditions, and

c. If a fluid phase change does not occur at test conditions, and

d. If steady state conditions exist.

This heat transfer coefficient testing method may not be used lor heat exchangers:

a. If the flow on the shell side traverses flow regimes (i,e., phase change) in going from
the test condition to the design accident condition and inaccuracies can not be
accounted for, or

b. If the fouling rate is so high that heat exchanger operability can not be maintained
between tests.

For the heat transfer coefficient test method without a fluid phase change, first, the design
film coefficients are calculated using the Mean Temperature Difference (MTD) Method. Second,
the performance under test conditions is evaluated using either the MTD Method or the Number
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of Transfer Units (NTU) Method. Third, the projected heat transfer rate of a heat exchanger
under design accident conditions is determined given the current fouling level measured under
test conditions.

5.2.3.2.3 Heat Transfer Coefficient Test Method With Condensation

The objective of the heat transfer coefficient test method with condensation is to
determine the heat transfer capability for heat exchangers having condensation from steam-air
mixtures during test conditions. Process fluid (steam-air mixture) pressure, flow rate, inlet and
outlet temperatures, and inlet and outlet relative humidity are measured. Also, the cooliilg fluid
flow rate and inlet and outlet temperatures are measured. If the process fluid condensation rate
can be measured, then this data should be obtained. From this data a fouling resistance is
calculated and the heat exchanger heat transfer capability is determined.

The heat transfer coefficient testing method may be used for heat exchangers:

a. If the design basis specifies heat exchanger function in terms of heat duty (Btu/hr),
and

b. If sufficient parameter accuracy (i.e., pressure, temperature, flow rate, relative
humidity, and condensation rate) is achievable at test conditions, and

c. If condensation occurs during the test conditions, and

d. If steady state conditions exist.

This heat transfer coefficient testing method may not be used for heat exchangers:

a. If the flow on the shell side traverses flow regimes (i.e., phase change) in going from
the test condition to the design accident condition and inaccuracies can not be
accounted for, or

b. If the fouling rate is so high that heat exchanger operability can not be maintained
between tests.

When heat transfer occurs from a steam-air mixture, the sensible heat transfer takes place
because of a temperature difference and the mass transfer occurs because of a difference in steam
partial pressure across the convection layer. Latent heat is released during condensation which
penetrates across the tube wall to the cooling fluid inside the tubes. The condensation rate equals
the mass transfer rate.

The intent of this method is to vary the tbuling resistance until the calculated parameters
match the measured parameters. The fouling resistance is then used to calculate the heat transfer
rate under the design accident conditions.m
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5.2.3.2.4 Transient Test Method

The objective of the transient test method is to determine the thermal performance of a
heat exchanger when steady state conditions cannot be achieved during the test. This method
will result in the calculation of a fouling resistance for the heat exchanger and the determination
of heat exchanger heat transfer capability. Process fluid and cooling fluid inlet and outlet
temperature and flow rate time history must be measured. Process fluid and cooling fluid initial
temperature profile inside the heat exchanger must also be measured.

The transient test method refers to measuring the time it takes for temperatures to change

in response to a transient heat load being placed on the heat exchanger. This method may be
used where flow rates or inlet temperatures (or both) vary during the test.

The transient test method may be used for heat exchangers:

a. If the design basis specifies heat exchanger function in terms of heat duty (Btu/hr),
and

b. If sufficient accuracy is achievable at test conditions, and

c. 1t"an appreciable heat load is available such that process tluid temperatures can be
raised, and

d. lt'a process fluid phase change does not occur at test conditions.

The transient test method may not be used tbr heat exchangers:

a. I1"the transient is a steep function of time, such that the thermal inertia of the heat
exchanger becomes significant, or

b. If the value of thermal inertia can not be calculated, or

c. It"the tlow on the shell side traverses flow regimes (i.e., phase change) in going from
the test condition to the design accident ccmdition and inaccuracies can not be
accounted for, or

d. If the lk)uling rate is so high that heat exchanger operability can not be maintained
between tests, or

e. I1"significant condensation occurs at the test conditions.

The steady state temperature profiles ot lluids inside a shell and tube heat exchanger
during steady state can be represented by ordinary differential equations. If the specific heat is
constant and it" the overall heat transfer coefficient is unilbrm over the entire heat transfer

surface, then these differential equations can be integrated. The relationships between boundary
temperatures, flow rates, specific heat, overall heat transfer coefficient, and heat transfer can be
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found by using the Logarithmic-Mean Temperature Difference (LMTD) with correction factors
applied. The correction factors are provided on F-P charts published by TEMA {5.101.

When a heat exchanger undergoes a transient, the temperature profile of shell and tube
side fluids can be represented by partial differential equations. For arbitrarily specified time-
dependent boundary conditions of fluid inlet temperature or flow rates, a numerical integration
(i.e., trial and error) must be perlbrmed.

5.2.3.2.5 Temperature Effectiveness Test Method

The temperature effectiveness test method is used to predict the effectiveness of the heat
exchanger at a known reference point. This method assumes that the process and cooling fluid
mass flow rates at the test point are essentially the same as those at the reference point (i.e.,
within ±5%). This method is accomplished by collecting the process and cooling fluid inlet and
outlet temperatures at the test point, choosing two temperatures at the reference point, and
calculating the remaining two temperatures at the reference point.

The temperature effectiveness in the ratio o1"the temperature change of the tube side fluid
to the difference between the two fluid inlet temperatures (sometimes called temperature
efficiency).

The temperature effectiveness test method may be used for heat exchangers:

a. If sufficient accuracy in achievable at test conditions, and

b. If both test flows can be manipulated to within ±5_,_, ol' the design accident flows, and

c. If design accident temperatures can not be achieved during tent conditions, and

d. If steady state conditions exist.

The temperature effectiveness test method may not be used tbr heat exchangers if a phase
change is expected to occur at either the test or design accident conditions.

The temperature effectiveness method is conservative if the design accident condition
temperatures are higher than the test condition temperatures because of the improved heat transfer
coefficient at higher tenlperatures.

5.2.3.2.6 Batch Test Method

The objective of the batch test method in to determine the temperature effectiveness and/or
overall heat transfer coefficient of a heat exchanger by measuring the aggregate quantity of heat
removed by the heat exchanger in the batch mode from a source of large thermal capacity.

The following parameters must be measured to quantitatively evaluate the heat exchanger
thermal performance using the batch test method:
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• Mass of the Process Fluid

• Initial Process Fluid Inlet Temperature
• Final Process Fluid Inlet Temperature
• Process Fluid Flow Rate

° Cooling Fluid Inlet Temperature
• Cooling Fluid Flow Rate
• Time Required to Cool the Process Fluid

The batch test method may be used for heat exchangers:

a, If sufficient accuracy is achievable at test conditions, and

b. If the temperature of the process fluid reservoir can be measured as a function of
time, and

c. If the fluid in the process fluid reservoir is well mixed, and

d. If the heat exchanger is the sole medium fl_r tile enthalpy change in the process fluid
reservoir during the test, and

e. If steady state conditions do not exist.

The batch test method may not be used for heat exchangers:

a. If the flow on the shell side traverses flow regimes (i.e., phase change) in going from
the test condition to the design accident condition and inaccuracies can not be
accounted for, or

b. if" the touling rate of the heat exchanger is excessive such that the overall heat
transfer of the heat exchanger is changed during the test, or

c. If the lluid in the process fluid reserwfir undergoes it phase change, or

d. If the flow rate or inlet temperature of the cooling fluid is subject to variation during
the test. ,.

The batch test method can be used when steady state test conditions can not be achieved.
This method is accomplished by measuring the initial process fluid and final process fluid
reservoir temperatures over a measured time period, while holding the cooling fluid inlet
temperature constant. Using the thermal capacity of the process fluid reserwfir, the temperature
effectiveness and/or overall heat transfer coefficient can bc calculated.

5.2.3.2.7 Temperature Difference Monitoring Method

The objective of the tenlperature difference monitoring method is to provide an indication
of thernml performance degradation of a heat exchanger over time by monitoring the relationship
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between the temperature of interest and the inlet temperature of the cooling fluid. The cooling
fluid inlet temperature and temperature of interest must be monitored.

The temperature difference monitoring method may be used for heat exchangers:

a. If the equipment loads and the process temperatures and flows that create the heat
load of the heat exchanger are of the same magnitude for each test, and

b. If heat loads and flows can be repeatedly achieved for each test, and

c. If steady state conditions exist.

The temperature difference monitoring method may not be used for heat exchangers if the
heat exchanger operating margin is known to be generally small.

While heat exchanger coolant temperatures fluctuate (e.g., due to seasonal temperature
changes), an indication of heat exchanger thermal performance may be obtained by monitoring
the temperature of interest and the heat exchanger cooling fluid inlet temperature. Based on
accumulated operating experience, a correlation between these temperatures may be established
that permits detection of changes in heat exchanger performance by comparing and trending
results from successive tests. A deviation of the measured temperature difference, from that
predicted by the correlation for the measured cooling fluid inlet temperature, provides an
indication of heat exchanger performance change.

5.2.3.2.8 Pressure Loss Monitoring Method

The objective of the pressure loss monitoring method is to monitor the pressure loss
across a heat exchanger, corrected for flow conditions. The monitored fluid flow rate and
pressure loss are measured to evaluate the heat exchanger thermal performance.

The pressure loss monitoring method may be used lor heat exchangers:

a. If the design basis explicitly specifies the heat exchanger function or acceptance
criteria in terms of a pressure loss, or

b. If the correlation between pressure loss and heat transfer is known, or

c. If the heat exchanger fouling characteristics are likely to create a flow restriction.

The pressure loss monitoring method may not be used for heat exchangers:

a, If the heat exchanger fouling layer thickness is so small as to preclude pressure loss
from providing a reliable indication of heat exchanger capability, or

b. If the fluid being monitored is a liquid on the shell side of a heat exchanger, or

c. If the heat exchanger operating margin is known to be generally small, or
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d. If the flow rate on the tube side traverses flow regimes (i.e., phase change) in going
from the test flow rate to the acceptance criteria flow rate.

Increases in pressure loss observed from trending can be used to detect the onset of flow
blockage and, therefore, is an aid tbr determining inspection and/or cleaning frequencies. Even
if heat loa:ts are available, when lbuling rates are high, pressure loss monitoring may provide a

quick and simple way to monitor fouling without having to frequently pertorm heat transfer
analysis.

5.2.3.3 Additional Inspection and Testing Aging Management Methods

The l'ollowing four aging management methods can be used to effectively detect
significant degradation and heat exchanger failure and should be implemented irrespective of
thermal pertbrmance monitoring. Results from thermal performance monitoring/trending may
precipitate implementation of these aging management methods.

• Visual Inspection Monitoring
• Leak Testing
° Eddy Current "resting
• Vibration Monitoring

5.2.3.3.1 Visual Inspection Monitoring Method

The objective of the visual inspection monitoring method is to determine the condition
of the heat exchanger in relation to its ability to transfer heat. This method assumes that the heat
exchanger being inspected will perlbrm its intended function if it is maintained within a
predetermined acceptably clean condition.

The visual inspection monitoring method may be used t_)rheat exchangers:

a. If it is not possible to test or monitor heat exchanger pertormancc by one of the
previously described methods (Section 5.2.3.2), and

b. If there is suMcient access to inspect a representative sample of the surface on the
heat exchanger side most likely to exhibit R_uling, and

c. If the inspectors are fully qualified to identify and detect various types of R)uling and
can characterize the effects relative to heat exchanger degradation and/or performance
deficiencies, and

d. If a predetermined acceptably clean condition exists to which the fouling can be
compared.

The visual inspection monitoring method may not be used for heat exchangers:

a. If unacceptable fouling would not be readily detectable by visual inspection, or
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b. If the heat exchanger operating margin is known to be generally small.

The visual inspection monitoring method consists of visually inspecting the heat
exchanger periodically, usually by disassembly, allowing access to the internals of the shell and
tube sides. Corrective action or additional inspections can be implemented based on the
inspection results. The inspection interval can be adjusted, based on experience.

General functions of a heat exchanger inspection program should include, but not limited
to, the following:

• Sampling and identifying deposits present in both the channel head/waterbox and the
tubes.

• Identifying the presence of biological growth.

• Detection and classification of corrosion.

• Performing a tube boroscope/video probe inspection.

• Checking for loose parts, deformation, discoloration, evidence of leakage, erosion, and
other forms of degradation.

• Identifying the scope and details of coating activities, if performed.

• Understanding water chemistry.

• Verifying tube sheet drawings and tube plugging activities.

• Documenting a report on the inspection activities.

Heat Exchanger Tube Side Inspections

Upon opening the heat exchanger, the amount and type of debris/sludge present in the
endbells and tubes should be determined. The following actions should be taken with respect to
debris/sludge found in the heat exchanger.

• Classify the debris/sludge type found in the heat exchanger tubes, i.e., mud, slime,
sand, cooling tower fill, twigs, leaves, etc.

• Note the location of any debris/sludge that could possibly inhibit flow.

• Remove the upper layers of sludge or other deposits and determine if microbiological
activity is present.

• Perform microbiological analyses of sampled sludge, including tubercules.
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• If tuberculation is occurring, tubercules should be excavated to determine depth of
pitting.

Once the waterbox, tube sheet, tube ends, and endbells have been cleaned of loose debris,
further inspection should be performed to characterize the extent of degradation. If the tube
inside diameter is not known, measurements should be taken at the rolled portion of the tube for
use in tube plugging operation. Existing tube plugs should be all accounted for and examined
for signs of loosening and degradation.

Heat exchanger structural integrity should be verified. Wall thinning due to erosion
and/or erosion/corrosion should be identified. The following areas should be examined and
repaired as necessary:

• Welds of pass partitions to channel barrels and tube sheets.

• Parent metals of pass partitions, barrels, and tube sheets adjacent to welds.

• Nozzle weld cover passes.

• Parent metal of nozzles and channels in the region of penetration.

• Baffles, tube supports, tie rods, floating head, and other internal components.

• Gasket surfaces.

• Pressure boundary fasteners.

The tubes should be examined for cleanliness and corrosion products. Pitting should be
identified and the extent of degradation characterized to the maximum extent possible. A
representative sampling of deposits should be removed and analyzed to determine the most
effective treatment/removal process. Once the tubes have been thoroughly cleaned, further
inspection should be performed using a baroscope or other fibcroptics equipment to verify that
the cleaning was satisfactorily accomplished. For general inspection of tubes and tube sheets,
the following items should be checked for any applicable corrective actions:

• Inside diameter pitting and the extent of degradation.

• Tube ends for splits, etched surfaces, thinning, gnarled ends, and excessive tube
projection.

• Tube-to-tube sheet welds for corrosion.

• Tube sheet ligaments for cracks, deformation, discoloration due to dealloying, and
tubercule formation or staining around the tube joints.
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If hydrostatic testing is performed from the shell side, tube leaks are identified by noting
water drips from the leaking tubes, For a direct confirmation, a magnifying boroscope or a video
probe can be used from inside the leaking tube to confirm and identify the nature of tube leak.

Heat Exchanger Shell Side Inspections

Shell side inspections are practical to perform if eddy current testing indicates shell side
fouling degradation or heat transfer performance monitoring indicates excessive fouling. Since
fixed tube sheet bundles cannot be disassembled from their shell, it is ne¢,.:,sary to look into the
bundle through each nozzle using either a video probe or fiberoptics to determine the extent of
fouling, if any. If fouling is confirmed visually, scrape samples from nozzle walls and accessible
tube surfaces for chemical analysis. Analysis of deposit composition should provide clues
relative to the origination of the deposit and whether it is possible to chemically clean the shell
side.

If shell side fouling cannot be verified visually, monitor how freely water flows through
the shell side alter performing the hydrostatic test. This is accomplished by connecting the shell
to a circulating pump, flowmeter, and drum of water. By installing a pressure gauge at the inlet
and outlet sides, the pressure drop can be measured. This measured value can then be compared
with the nominal drop expected from a clean unit to determine the extent of fouling.

If the tube bundle is pulled out of the shell to allow for inspection of the shell interior and
the bundle exterior, then the following areas should be examined and repaired when applicable:

• Inlet and outlet connections and their welds to the shell surt'ace.

• Shell surfaces at the locations of the bundle baffles and support plates.

• Hole and tube surfaces where the tubes penetrate the baffles and tube support plates
for corrosion.

• Tube surfaces for gradual thinning at baffle/tube support intersections.

• Rubbed tube surfaces or flat spots between baffles or tube support plates for
vibrational damage.

• Tube--to-tube sheet interfaces for corrosion.

• Tie rods, spacers, sealing devices, and impingement plates to be sure that they are
intact.

• Pressure boundary fasteners.

The shell interior should be ,;andblasted or hydroblasted before examining for corrosion.
If worn spots on the shell surface are noted, then ultrasonic inspection to measure and quantify
the remaining shell thickness should be pertbrmed.
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5.2.3.3.2 Leak Testing Method

Leak testing to find leaking tubes can be performed several ways depending on the design
of the heat exchanger and the equipment available. The intent of leak testing is to locate a leak
but not to quantify it. The following are a few examples of leak testing methods found to be
effective in locating tube leaks.

The most simple is to perform a water leak test by filling the shell side of a heat
exchanger with water and monitoring the tube ends for evidence of leakage. This can also be
performed under pressure to further enhance its effectiveness. Air can also be used to pressurize
the heat exchanger. Pressures on the order of 69 kPa [10 psi] are usually sufficient. Be aware
that failure of a vessel pressurized with air can be potentially dangerous, especially if it is of
large volume.

Vacuum testing is usually limited to heat exchangers which cannot be pressurized due to
their design. Air removal pumps can provide sufficient vacuum to detect fairly small tube leaks.
The typical procedure is to create a vacuum on the shell side of the heat exchanger and use some
means of detecting the air which will be drawn into the tube.

Whether pressurized or evacuated, the intent is to make a leak detection media flow from
tube side to the shell side (or vice versa) of the heat exchanger. Once it is moving, a means
must be used to detect its movement.

This can be done several ways with varying degrees of sensitivity using the following:

• Modern ultrasonic leak detectors are very useful and are capable of finding very small
leaks. This is aided by the fact that the tube acts as a collimator for the sound
originating from the leaking tube. They also have an advantage of examining a large
number of tubes in a short time and will detect leaks under pressure as well as
vacuum. It should be noted that a number of extraneous noises will be encountered

during the leak detection test. Becoming familiar with what a leak sounds like and
being able to distinguish spurious sounds from real leaks do require some skill and
practice.

• Portable (hand held) tracer gas detectors. These instruments are sensitive to any gas
stream having a thermal conductivity different from the ambient air in which the
instrument is being used. The sensitivity of the equipment is mainly dependent on
the ratio of the thermal conductivity of the leaking gas to ambient air. They also
have the advantage that nearly any gas can be used as the leak detection media, i.e.,
helium, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, Freon R-12, sulfur-hexafluoride, etc.

• Another effective method of determining a tube leak is to plug one end of a tube with
a rubber plug and attach a manometer to the opposite end. As the pressure increases

I

or decreases, depending on whether a pressure or vacuum test is employed, small
leaks will pressurize or evacuate the tube over time such that a leak is readily
detectable.
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• Another approach for performing a leak test of an entire tube bundle is to attach a
sheet of litmus paper to the face of the tube sheet and inject ammonia gas into the
shell side of the heat exchanger. As the gas leaks to the tube side, a spot
corresponding to the tube location will appear on the paper, thus providing a map of
the leaking tubes. The ammonia gas should be used with caution especially for heat
exchangers with admiralty brass tubing since ammonia is known to cause stress
corrosion cracking of tubing.

• Another means of leak testing a tube bundle which cannot be evacuated or
pressurized on the shell side due to design is to perform a tube side vacuum test.
This involves the fabrication of a plexiglass manway cover equipped with fittings
with which to fill the tube side of the heat exchanger with water while allowing the
air to vent. Once the heat exchanger is full of water, a vacuum is drawn using the
same fitting, while closing the air vent. The vacuum will result in leaking tubes
drawing air through the leak from the shell side. This is evidenced by bubbles
exiting from the leaking tube as viewed from the plexiglass manway.

These examples are only a few of many ways to leak test a heat exchanger but they all
share the basic concept of leak detection, forcing of leak detection media to travel from one side
of a barrier to another while employing some means to detect the movement.

5.2.3.3.3 Eddy Current Testing Method

Eddy current testing is a non-destructive examination method that identifies and
characterizes flaws present in thin-walled heat exchanger tubing. It is applicable to non-
ferromagnetic, thin-wall metal tubing from approximately 6.35 mm [0.25 in] to approximately
50.8 mm [2.0 in] outside diameter. The eddy current testing method is generally limited to
applications where heat exchanger tube material thickness does not exceed 3.17 mm [0.125 in].

When a changing magnetic field is brought into the vicinity of a conductive heat
exchanger tube, a voltage and electrical cur:ent (i.e., eddy current) is induced in the tube material
through an electromagnetic induction. Eddy currents travel in closed loops which are
perpendicular to the direction of the flux. In heat exchanger tubes, the eddy currents travel
around the circumference of the tube. Therefore, it is more difficult to detect circumferential

tube cracking than other crack orientations (e.g., along the length of the tube).

The depth of penetration of the magnetic field and presence of eddy currents is _,.function
of the test frequency, tube material electrical conductivity, and tube material magnetic
permeability. The test frequency is the most critical parameter because the tube material
parameters are, in the majority of cases, known values. Operating at too high a frequency will
cause the eddy currents to concentrate at the inside surface of the tube. Conversely, operating
at too low a frequency will result in no tube wall examination but just the examination of tube
external artifacts such as deposits and support structures.

The depth at which eddy current density has decayed to approximately 37% of the surface
density is called the standard depth of penetration. One standard depth of penetration is used as
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a guide to select the optimum operating frequency for a given tube material and thickness. This
will ensure adequate coverage and detection of heat exchanger tube flaws.

Eddy current is an indirect testing method requiring the use of a calibration standard to
review and analyze the relative condition of the inspected tubing. The calibration standard is a
tube sample identical to the tube being tested (e.g., material, diameter, thickness, fin design, etc.)
with known flaws machined into the surface.

Two methods of evaluating eddy current data are phase analysis and amplitude analysis.
Amplitude analysis uses one dimension of the eddy current output to measure the depth of an
indication. Amplitude analysis is fast and efficient, and has an acceptable level of accuracy when
tube flaw characteristics are known based on prior knowledge and experience. If the tube
damage forms are not known, phase angle analysis is preferred. Phase angle analysis uses a two
dimensional eddy current coil response which is a somewhat more accurate analysis method.

5.2.3.3.4 Vibration Monitoring Method

This section (i.e., 5.2.3.3.4) provides a simplistic and highly condensed version of the
information contained in ASME OM Part 11 (i.e., Reference 5.8). The user of this AMG is
cautioned to follow the requirements of ASME OM Part 11 as opposed to that which is presented
in this section. This section is ONLY meant to give the reader a very broad overview of ASME
OM Part 11 and is NOT considered and shall NOT be used as the authority tor heat exchanger
vibration monitoring. That authority resides with ASME OM Part 11.

Heat exchanger tube vibration is caused by shell side cross-flow which represents a source
of energy that can excite and sustain vibration. There are three types of heat exchanger vibration
measurement methods. In order of increasing complexity and application cost, the methods are
as follows:

a. External Monitoring for Impacting. With this method, accelerometers are mounted
on the exterior surfaces of the heat exchanger. As impacts (from tube-to-tube, tube-
to-tube support, etc.) occur on the inside of the heat exchanger, vibration signals are
generated by the accelerometers and the signals are recorded.

The benefits of this method are:

• Severe tube vibration can be detected.

• In some cases, the general location of impacting may be indicated.

• Identify the threshold shell side flow rate where impacting occurs or determine
that impacting does not occur up to an established flow rate limit.

° Provide criterion to determine the need for additional, more detailed tests or
structural modifications.

The limitations of this method are:
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• Particular tubes that are impacting cannot be readily identified.

• The onset of impacting and determination of corresponding flow rate may not be
adequately detectable.

b. Microphone Scan to Detect Impacting. With this method, microphones are installed
at the tube ends. As impacts occur, the microphones will detect the noise and
provide a signal that is monitored.

The benefits of this method are:

• Identify the number and specific location of tubes that are impacting (i.e.,
vibrating).

• In some cases, provide an approximate indication of the relative severity of
impacting associated with various tubes.

• Provide a basis for establishing an acceptable shell side operating flow rate limit
to preclude vibration impacting.

• Provide the basis to determine the need for additional, more detailed direct
measurements or other remedial actions.

The limitations of this method are:

• The tube sheet must be accessible during heat exchanger testing.

c. Direct Measurement of Tube Respons.e.. With this method, transducers are mounted
on or adjacent to individual heat exchanger tubes. This method can provide vibration
response amplitude and frequency information for specific tubes. This method
provides the best data for assessing the potential for vibration-induced heat exchanger
tube degradation from wear and fatigue.

The limitation of this method is that replacement of failed transducers and
instrumentation is difficult and impractical for some configurations.

In general, heat exchanger tubes will vibrate at all flow rates. However, it is the large-
amplitude motion associated with fluid elastic instability that is of most concern. This large
motion has the potential to lead to early failure of the equipment. The small-amplitude motion
associated with subcritical flow rates is generally acceptable. However, there are situations in
which vortex shedding or high turbulence levels in combination with adverse or inadequate
support conditions or support deterioration can cause unacceptable tube vibration.

Tube vibrational characteristics are determined by baffle spacing, tube-to-baffle-hole
clearance, baffle plate alignment, tube straightness, mechanical fit-up of the tubes and tube axial
loads, tube pattern and pitch, and the properties of the shell side fluid.
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5.2.4 Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion (MIC) Control Program

Proper diagnosis is particularly important in situations where MIC is suspected since
treatment can be expensive in terms of time, equipment, materials, and environmental impact.
Background information such as materials of construction, fabrication methods, and operating
history can yield significant insights into potential microbiological influences. Examples of
operating history are: source of water, types of water treatment, lay-up methods, and operating
characteristics (i.e., stagnation, low flow, intermittent operation and operating time).

5.2.4.1 Water Sampling

Sampling of the water at the source and immediately upstream and downstream from the
heat exchanger during quarterly testing is sufficient to assess seasonal variations in microbial
content, oxygen, and critical nutrients. A complete water analysis will assist in separating
corrosive affects of the water from microbial influence. Sampling of the water at these locations
is useful to (1) identify heavily infested areas requiring further investigation, (2) evaluate the
effectiveness of biocide treatments, (3) locate areas where microbes may be reproducing rapidly,
and (4) detect trends over time to locus sampling.

5.2.4.2 Solid Sampling

When the heat exchanger is opened up lor maintenance purposes, areas of interest should
be visually examined and solid samples removed for detailed chemical and microbiological
examination. Typically, deposits, tubercules, or volumes of corrosion products in the vicinity of
the corrosion site are the areas where the samples should be removed for analysis. Additional
visual examination of the under deposit area and removal of metal samples for metallurgical
analysis may be appropriate. MIC leaves a particular set of chemical fingerprints that can be
used to determine whether or not MIC is at work. When a sample exhibits very low organic
content and, essentially no enrichment in sulfur or chloride is noted (as compared to the base
metal and/or water analysis), MIC is not likely to have been a contributor to the corrosion.

5.2.4.3 Treatment

Treatments to control MIC fall into three general categories: mechanical cleaning,
chemical treatment, and engineering and operational controls [5.11 !.

Mechanical Cleaning

Mechanical methods are used to physically remove deposits from material surfaces. In
this way, impediments to flow are also removed. Since MIC is always associated with biofilms
on metal surfaces the first objective is to remove the film. In some cases, these biofilms are
extremely difficult to remove with biocides or corrosion inhibitors, as sucL, mechanical cleaning
methods must be applied. When the heat exchanger is opened up tor maintenance purposes and
alter the solid samples have been removed, hydrolyzing and/or steam lancing can be performed
to remove deposits and tubercules. Abrasive particles (i.e., sandblasting) can also be used on the
heat exchanger shell surfaces; however, a disadvantage with this method is the collection and
cleanup of the material.
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Chemical Treatment

Chemical water treatments include tile use of biocides, corrosion inhibitors, and dispcrsant.
Biocides may be oxidizing or non-oxidizing agents with injection to the fluid stream made on
a continuous base or scheduled as a batch/slug process. Biocides can be used in combination
with one another to increase their effectiveness, decrease effluent concentrations, or reduce costs.

Biocides may also be used in conjunction with dispersant to prevent accumulation of deposits.
lnhibitors may be used independently or along with biocides or dispersant for corrosion control.

Oxidizing biocides, particularly chlorine, are by l'ar the most commonly utilized agent for
MIC control. Economics, simplicity of use, and the vast experience base arc the overriding
considerations for the utilization of chlorine. Depending on water and solid sample analysis
results, other oxidizing biocides such as chlorine dioxide, bromine compounds, ozone, and/or
hydrogen peroxide nmy be used. Non-oxidizing biocides which may be used arc acrolein,
glutaraldehydc, isothiazoline, and quartenary ammonia compounds.

Used in conjunction with biocides, dispersants help to remove organisms killed by the
biocidal treatment along with nutrients and debris that may have become attached to the biofilm.
Dispersant keep soch materials suspended in the fluid stream.

Corrosion inhibitors, such as chromates, have biocidal properties anti can be effective in
the treatment of MIC provided the biological growth has been removed from thc hcat exchanger
surfaces eithcr mechanically or chemically and the microbial infestation has bccn controlled.
Corrosion inhibitors arc used primarily in Closed Cooling Water Systems.

Engineering and Operational Controls

Engineering and operational controls may involve draining and drying heat exchangers
during outages, elimination of stagnation by periodic operation of the hcat exchangers or periodic
flushing with high velocity fluid. Engineering controls may also include implementation of
modifications or thermal treatment with high temperature.

For carbon steels and copper alloys, where sulfate reducing bacteria activity is high,
intermittent flow provides cyclic oxidation and can produce the worst case corrosion situation.
For stainless steels, intermittent flow conditions are preferable to stagnation, because the
attachment of bacteria to heat exchanger surfaces is minimized thereby reducing the effects of
MIC.

It may be possible in some heat exchanger applications to design and install sacrificial
anodes to cathodically protect the heat exchanger subcomponents from MIC and other corrosion
forms. The size and location of the sacrificial anode, and the anode material must be selected

in such a way that the protective current density on any location is larger than the corrosion
current density. Common shapes of sacril'icial anodes include bars, plates, cylinders, and ribbons.
Most of the anodes t'or application in water are cast with a galvanized steel core, wire, or strap
to facilitate welding or bolting.
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5.3 Non-Conventional Effective Programs Commonly Used in the industry

This section is a discussion of some of the less common maintenance and surveillance

programs determined from aging studies to be effective in detecting manifestation of aging
mechanisms and mitigating the degradation of heat exchangers within acceptable limits.

5.3.1 Heat Exchanger Lay-Up Program

Lay-up practices have historically been applied on a random basis. Development of a lay-
up program provides organization to these lay-up practices and a comprehensive structure for
their implementation. Systems and component level lay-up activities should be scheduled and
performed so that station personnel are effectively utilized. Rigorous implementation of plant
lay-up procedures will result in enhanced equipment preservation, personnel dose reduction,
improved water chemistry, and quicker plant start-up and power ascension.

Condition assessments provide the basis for a plant lay-up program and should be utilized
to monitor effectiveness of the lay-up methods. In addition to refining lay-up procedures,
condition assessment will ensure that component performance and functional requirements are
met during plant operation.

Practical and convenient lay-up methods for these heat exchangers and their associated
systems should address several criteria. It must be practical to continuously circulate the lay-up
fluid. Where dry lay-up is used, it must be practical to purge the fluid from the system in a
reasonable amount of time, and the volume of fluid must be stored or processed. The lay-up
practices should be flexible so that maintenance access can be readily achieved. Existing access
openings should be used to the maximum extent possible. The appropriate lay-up method should
be fast and easy to implement.

There are several different types of lay-up methods that can be used. The length of
outage time and scheduled maintenance activities to be performed on the particular heat
exchanger and/or associated system will dictate the most appropriate and cost-effective lay-up
method to be implemented.

5.3.1.1 Dry Lay-Up Method

The dry lay-up method is the most flexible approach for accommodating maintenance
during outages, because the lay-up fluid (i.e., air) is not hazardous. The heat exchanger and/or
associated system should be rapidly drained and purged with air such that internal surfaces are
dry and the atmosphere is well below saturation. Recent advances in desiccant air dryer
technoiogy have increased the attractiveness of this method by lowering the cost of high volume
dry air.

5.3.1.2 Wet Lay-Up Method

To implement wet lay-up, the heat exchanger and/or associ;_ted system is completely filled
with water or filled with water and an overpressure of nitrogen. Normally, some method of
water circulation is used to facilitate homogeneous mixing of chemicals used to treat the water.
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In some applications, hydrazine, which is an oxygen scavenger, may be used to treat the water.
Higher than normal concentration of chlorine may be maintained in raw water systems.
Corrosion inhibitors, such as chromates in Closed Cooling Water Systems, can be considered a
form of wet lay-up. Any chemical addition for the purpose of corrosion control in wet lay-up
must be approved by plant Chemistry Department personnel.

5.3.1.3 Nitrogen Lay-Up Methods

The nitrogen lay-up method entails draining the heat exchanger and/or associated system,
connecting a nitrogen supply, and purging the space with a volume of N2 approximately four
times the region volume. Alter filling, the heat exchanger and/or system is isolated and the
nitrogen supply regulators are xet to maintain a slightly positive pressure.

It is extremely important to note that a nitrogen environment can result in asphyxiation.
Therefore, adequate safety precautions are necessary to prevent personnel access into lay-up
regions where nitrogen accumulation could occur until adequate ventilation has been provided.
Periodic checks for oxygen deficiency should be performed in these areas prior to entry.

5.3.1.4 "No Treatment" Lay-Up Methods - Drained and "As-Is"

In the drained lay-up condition, the heat exchanger is allowed to drain. For this method,
the volume of drained water must be stored or processed. Subsequent to draining, the equipment
is exposed to moisture laden air and/or water in contact with air. Under this environment,
corrosion of unprotected carbon steel can be quite severe. However, it should be noted that many
of the surfaces in PWRs will be covered with a magnetite film formed under the reducing
conditions associated with normal operating chemistries. In BWRs, a hematite film is formed
on the surfaces. Some level of general surface corrosion protection is expected from these
surface films for several weeks or longer.

In the "As-ls" lay-up condition, the heat exchanger a_ld/or associated system remains
without any special treatment alter being isolated. For sy_,_emheat exchangers that normally
process deoxygenated primary coolant they will remain moderately non-corrosive as long as the
heat exchanger and/or system is kept isolated. For carbon steel system heat exchangers that
normally process raw water or demineralized water containing a high oxygen content, the
corrosion process will proceed at a decreasing rate provided a fresh source of oxygen is not
allowed ingress to the system (i.e., the system remains isolated). This is because as the corrosion
process progresses, the oxygen reacts with the carbon steel to form iron oxide which results in
less oxygen available to continue the corrosion process.

5.3.2 Operator Activities

Operators routinely tour the plant (i.e., operator walkdown) to observe heat exchanger
conditions and record results on a checklist that contains qualitative and quantitative acceptance
criteria. Individual checklist items are performed at various frequencies ranging from hourly to
monthly. The frequency is established based on experienced rates of change or degradation
potential for the observed item. If acceptance criteria is not met, the operators inform the shift
supervisor who initiates corrective or investigative action.
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Another operator action is the annunciator response procedure (ARP). These procedures
prescribe the actions that operators must take in response to individual automatic alarms. When
degradation causes a change in system or component operating parameters, and that parameter
is monitored by an automatic alarm, the operator will take specific actions in response. If the
operator cannot correct the alarming condition (as in a degraded state), then the operator reports
the condition to the shift supervisor who initiates corrective or investigative actions. For most
normally operating heat exchangers, the heat exchanger alarms before the limiting criteria is
exceeded, to allow time to evaluate, correct, or transfer to a standby heat exchanger without
impacting plant operations.

5.3.3 Coatings Survey Program

This program maintains protective coatings on plant equipment including heat exchangers.
Periodic walkdowns of the heat exchangers ensures that visible degradation will be detected prior
to significant damage occurring to the heat exchanger. This program aids in maintaining the
exterior surfaces of the heat exchangers to reduce the potential for undetected age-related
degradation. Only approved coatings for each application may be used and are specified in the
program. Surface cleaning and preparation at'e also specified in program documents.

5.3.4 Operating/Industry Experience Program

The operating experience program tracks problems identified by in-house and external
industry heat exchanger operating experience and initiates corrective actions or evaluations to
mitigate the problems.

This program supports the other heat exchanger aging management programs by providing
feedback on heat exchanger failures or degradation. This program can capture 10 CFR Part 21
notices; NRC Bulletins, Notices, and Generic Letters; vendor experiences; INPO Reports;
Significant Operating Event Reports (SOERs); etc.; involving heat exchangers, and ensure all
known potential problems are addressed at the plant betbre failure occurs.

5.3.5 Spare Parts Shelf-Life Program

An important program to all plants is the spare parts/shelf life program. This program
is typically set up on a computer database with maximum and minimum quantities assigned to
each part. Parts are automatically reordered when the stock available drops below the minimum
quantities specified. Gaskets and other heat exchanger parts with a prescribed shell" life are
controlled to ensure parts which have exceeded their shelf life are not installed in heat exchangers
or to ensure an engineering evaluation is performed or a part which exceeds its shelf life. Spare
parts are stored in a controlled atmosphere to ensure they are maintained in excellent condition.
All of these activities ensure that heat exchangers are repaired and maintained properly and
ensure that replacement parts do not cause abnormal degradation to occur to the inservice heat
exchanger.
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5.3.6 Receipt Inspection

I0 ('FR 50, Appendix B requires ccmtrol of purchasedmalerial, eqtlipment, and services.
This reqtlirement is typically performed by a receipt inspection progranl.

The receipt inspection program provides a baseline for critical dimensions, material type,
and various other attributes important to a heat exchanger. Proper inspection and detection of
flaws, dct'ccts, cracks, and other discrepancies ensures that heat exchanger components arc in
excellent condition prior to installation and that the heat exchanger can be expected to provide
acceptable service for its service life.

Documentation required by receipt inspection procedures for heat exchanger components
is beneficial in that the material properties arc accurately defined. The rcccipt inspection
program also verifies proper documentation is received with the components which proves to bc
beneficial in assuring effective management of aging. These activities arc important to ensure
that the heat exchanger components in storage will bc in excellent condition prior to being placed
in service.

5.4 Programs/Techniques Applied to Heat Exchangers

This section assesses and evaluates the effectiveness of the various progrvms/techniques
described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 with respect to their capability for detection and/or mitigation
of the significant aging mechanisms identified in Section 4.3 and summarized in Tables 4-3
through 4-8.

The frequencies of conducting these programs/techniques are based on current codes and
standards as well as industry practice. The failure data conclusions presented in Section 3.6
suggest that current industry practices .should be enhanced to detect and mitigate aging of heat
exchangers (see Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.31. Other conclusions, also drawn from the failure data,
which were considered in selecting the program/technique implementing intervals arc:

• Since many of the heat exchangers within the scope of this AMG are in continuous
operation, shorter rather than longer implementing intervals arc appropriate.

• Since the heat exchanger tubes and coils, shell, internals and nozzles, tube sheet, and
waterbox dominate the NPRDS and LER failure data, actions to detect aging of these
heat exchanger components should be implemented on a shorter rather than longer
implementing interwd.

• Since the primary aging mechanisms for heat exchanger tubes and coils, shell,
internals, arm nozzles, tube sheet, and waterbox are fouling, corrosion, erosion/
corrosion, and wear, the programs/techniques implemented more frequently should
concentrate on detecting these aging mechanisms.

Section 5.4.1 will correspond to the systetn heat exchangers and significant aging
mechanisms depicted on Table 4-3, Sections 5.4.2 through 5.4.6 will correspond to Tables 4-4
through 4-8 respectively.
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5.4.1 Primary Water System Heat Exchangers

From Tables 3-5 and 3-6 (i.e., tube side and shell side fluids) the primary water system
heat exchangers discussed in this section are the (1) BWR RWCU System regenerative and non-
regenerative heat exchangers and tile HPCI System gland seal condenser and (2) PWR CVCS
regenerative, letdown, excess letdown and seal water heat exchangers and the RHR heat

!

exchangers. These heat exchangers were evaluated by subcomponent and the associated aging
mechanisms, determined in Section 4.3, to be significant are:

• Tubes

Mechanical Fatigue
lntergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking
Wear

Fouling

• Tube Sheets

Mechanical Fatigue
lntergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking
Wear

Fouling

• Shell/Nozzles/Internals

Mechanical Fatigue
lntergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking
Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

Fouling

• Waterbox/Channel Head/Divider Plate

Mechanical Fatigue
Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking
Fouling

• Pressure Boundary Fasteners/Support Assembly

Stress Relaxation
General Corrosion

The following programs/techniques are considered effective for detection and mitigation
of these aging lnechanisms.

• Mechanical Fatigue

ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and Testing
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Preventive Maintenance

a ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

• Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking

J ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and Testing
Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

• Wear

Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

• Fouling

Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

• Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

No Programs are Required (see Section 5.4.1.5)

• Stress Relaxation

ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and Testing
Preventive Maintenant, c

• General Corrosion

ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and Testing
Preventive Maintenance

Table 5-2 summarizes the results and conclusions associated with the following effective
program/technique evaluations.

5.4.1.1 Mechanical Fatigue

Detecting the presence of mechanical fatigue in the primary water system heat exchanger
subcomponents is virtually impossible to achieve until such time as the subcomponent begins to
exhibit abnormal behavior. Therefore, programs/techniques to effectively manage mechanical
fatigue are generally performance based. Through heat exchanger performance monitoring and
data acquisition, the trending of key operational parameters may provide sufficient information,
prior to heat exchanger failure, so that planned maintenance activities can be conducted to
repair/replace the affected heat exchanger subcomponent(s). Visual inspect;,ons and eddy current
examinations are also helpful for fatigue detection in some situations. A combination of
programs/techniques must be implemented to effectively manage mechanical fatigue of (1) BWR
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Table 5-2. Effective Programs/Techniques for Primary Water System Heat Exchangers.,

Conventional Programs/Techniques Commonly Used I[ Non-Conventional Programs/Techniques Commonly Used
!

i[Heat Exchanger ASME Sect. XI, / ASME Operations and Preventive _ MICSubcomponent ISI, and IST Maintenance Standards Maintenance a_ Control Lay-up Operator Activities Coatings SurveyL

Tubes/Coils Thermal Performance Thermal Performance Preservation

Leak Testing Leak Testing

Eddy Current Eddy Current

Vibration Monitonng Vibration Monitoring

Tube Sheet Visual Inspection Visual Inspection Preservation

Thermal Performance Thermal Performance

Leak Testing Leak Testing

_._ Shell/Nozzles/ Volumetric Examination Visual Inspection Visual Inspection Preservation Inspections Inspections
-_ Internals

Surfacc Examination Vibration Monitoring Vibration Monitoring

Visual Examination

Pressure Testing

Waterbox/ Volumetric Examination Visual Inspection Visual Inspection Preservation Inspections Inspections
Channel Head/
Divider Plate Surface Examination Thermal Performance Thermal Performance

Visual Examination

Pressure Testing

Pressure Boundary. Volumetric Examination Torque Requirement Preservation Inspections Inspections
Fasteners/Support

Assembly Pressure Testing Coating Protection
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plant RWCU regenerative and non-regenerative heat exchangers and HPCI gland seal condensers,
and (2) PWR plant CVC regenerative, letdown, excess letdown, and seal water heat exchangers
and RHR heat exchangers.

For stainless steel heat exchanger tubes in primary water applications some form of
vibration monitoring should be performed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive
Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies.
Vibration monitoring is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat
exchanger tube failure due to flow induced cyclic loading and mechanical fatigue. Permanently
installed vibration monitoring equipment would be the optimum; however, this is not a
requirement to acquire the necessary data for analysis. Section 5.2.3.3.4 describes three types
of heat exchanger vibration measurement methods. Vibration monitoring should be performed
on each primary water heat exchanger once per operating cycle and after major heat exchanger
maintenance that changes the baseline vibration levels.

Eddy current examination methods performed in accordance with either the plant's
Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever
applies, will identify and characterize flaws in non-ferromagnetic heat exchanger tubes. If the
number or magnitude of cyclic loads experienced produces fatigue flaws (i.e., fretting) in the
tubes, then eddy current testing is effective at dejecting these flaws. It is not necessary for these
flaws to propagate through the tube wall for eddy current testing to be effective. Eddy current
testing (see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be performed on each primary water heat exchanger at least
once each 10-year inspection interval and whenever the heat exchanger is open for maintenance
activities.

If the number or magnitude of cyclic loading causes the heat exchanger tube to fail from
mechanical fatigue, such that through wall cracking occurs, then thermal performance monitoring
and leak testing will effectively detect the tube failures. Thermal performance monitoring and
leak testing of heat exchangers is performed in accordance with either the plants Preventive
Maintenance or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program whichever applies. Most heat
exchangers are designed with heat transfer capacity margin such that a percentage of tubes can
be plugged without impacting the ability of the heat exchanger to satisfy its required function.
The thermal performance characteristics of the heat exchanger, however, decreases as the number
of tubes that are plugged increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance
monitoring methods, and Section 5.2.3.3.2 describes several leak testing methods that can be used
to detect failed heat exchanger tubes. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on
each primary water heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to
exceed 10 years. Leak testing should be performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube
leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if vibration data and thermal performance data are obtained and trended on the
primary water heat exchangers once per operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be
adequate by plant specific operating history) and following major maintenance activities; and
eddy current testing and leak testing is performed to identify degraded and leaky tubes, then
mechanical fatigue of the heat exchanger tubes is effectively managed.
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For a stainless steel heat exchanger tube sheet in a primary water application, visual
inspection should be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program
or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program whichever applies. Visual inspection (see
Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat
exchanger tube sheet failure due to cyclic loading and mechanical fatigue. Visual inspection
should be performed on each primary water heat exchanger once per 10-year inspection interval.
From Section 4.3.2.2.2 in most instances, fatigue cracking occurs in the tube sheet ligaments (i.e.,
space between the holes). If ligament cracking propagates far enough, leakage across the tube
sheet can be detected by thermal performance monitoring and leak testing methods as described
in Sections 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3.2 respectively. Thermal performance monitoring should be
performed on each primary water heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of
Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years. Leak testing should be performed on these heat
exchangers whenever tube sheet leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval, thermal
performance data is obtained and trended once per operating cycle (or other frequency determined
to be adequate by plant specific operating history), and leak testing is performed to identify leaky
tube sheet areas, then mechanical fatigue of the heat exchanger tube sheet is effectively managed.

For a stainless steel heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzles in a primary
water application, volumetric, surface, and visual examinations and pressure testing should be
performed in accordance with the plant's ASME Section XI, lnservice Inspection and Testing
Program. The required examinations for Class 2 heat exchangers (see Section 5.2.1.1) should
be followed for these primary water heat exchanger applications. These shell, waterbox/channel
head and nozzle examinations are performed each 10-year inspection interval. The pressure tests
are performed at least once each inspection period at a test pressure equal to the nominal
operating pressure during system operation. Either a hydrostatic pressure test or the requirements
of ASME Code Case N-498 is performed at or near the end of each 10-year inspection interval.
The heat exchanger shell, waterbox/ channel head, and exterior surfaces nozzle are visually
examined for evidence of leakage during these pressure tests. Corrective action are implemented
in accordance with the rules and requirements of ASME Section XI (see Section 5.2.1.3).

Therefore, if volumetric, surface, and visual examinations are performed on the heat
exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzles each 10-year inspection interval and pressure
testing is performed at least once each inspection period, then mechanical fatigue of the primary
water heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzles is effectively managed.

For stainless steel heat exchanger shell side internals, visual inspections should be
performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation
and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is
the most effective method to detect significant degradation and failure of the heat exchanger shell
side internals due to cyclic loading and mechanical fatigue. Visual inspection should be
performed on e_ch primary water heat exchanger once per 10-year inspection interval.

If mechanical fatigue causes the heat exchanger internals to become loose, then it is likely
that vibration levels will increase. Vibration monitoring should be performed in accordance with
either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation, and Maintenance Code
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Program, whichever applies. Permanently installed vibration monitoring equipment would be the
optimum, however, this is not a requirement to acquire the necessary data for analysis. Vibration
monitoring should be performed on each primary water heat exchanger once per operating cycle
and after major maintenance that changes the baseline vibration levels.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval and
vibration data are obtained and trended on the primary water heat exchangers once per operating
cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant specific operating history) and
following major maintenance activities, then mechanical fatigue of the heat exchanger internals
is effectively managed.

For a stainless steel heat exchanger tube side divider plate, visual inspections should be
performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation
and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is
the most effective method to detect significant degradation and failure of the heat exchanger tube
side divider plate due to cyclic loading and mechanical fatigue. Visual inspection should be
performed on each primary water heat exchanger once per 10-year inspection interval.

If mechanical fatigue causes the divider plate to become detached or otherwise broken
such that cooling water flow bypasses the tubes then thermal capacity of the heat exchanger is
diminished. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed in accordance with either the
plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program,
whichever applies. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance monitoring methods
that can be used to detect a failed heat exchanger divider plate. Thermal performance monitoring
should be performed on each primary water heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements
of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval and
thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the primary water heat exchangers once per
operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant specific operating
history), then mechanical fatigue of the heat exchanger tube side divider plate is effectively
managed.

5.4._.2 Intergranular Stress Cor¢osion Cracking

Detecting the presence of IGSCC in the primary water system heat exchanger
subcomponents is virtually impossible to _:chieve until such time as the subcomponent begins to
exhibit abnormal behavior. Therefore, programs/techniques to effectively manage IGSCC are
generally performance based. Through heat exchanger performance monitoring and data
acquisition, the trending of key operational parameters may provide sufficient information, prior
to heat exchanger faih:re, so that planned maintenance activities can be conducted to
repair/replace the affected heat exchanger subcomponent(s). Visual inspection and eddy current
examinations are also helpful for IGSCC detection in some situations. A combination of
program/techniques must be implemented to effectively manage IGSCC of (1) BWR plant RWCU
regenerative heat exchangers and f2) PWR plant CVC regenerative, letdown, excess letdown, and
seal water heat exchangers and the RHR heat exchangers.
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Eddy current examination methods performed in accordance with either the plant's
Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever
applies, will identify and characterize flaws in non-ferromagnetic heat exchanger tubes. If
IGSCC produces flaws (i.e., cracking) in the tubes, then eddy current testing is effective at
detecting these flaws. It is not necessary for these flaws to propagate through the tube wall for
eddy current testing to be effective. Eddy current testing (see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be
performed on each primary water heat exchanger at least once each 10-year inspection interval
and whenever the heat exchanger is open for maintenance activities.

If IGSCC causes the heat exchanger tube to fail such that through wall cracking occurs,
then thermal performance monitoring and leak testing will effectively detect the tube failures.
Thermal performance monitoring and leak testing of heat exchangers is performed in accordance
with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance
Code Program, whichever applies. Most heat exchangers are designed with enough heat transfer
capacity margin such that a percentage of tubes can be plugged without impacting the ability of
the heat exchanger to satisfy its required function. The thermal performance characteristics of
the heat exchanger, however, decreases as the number of tubes that are plugged increases.
Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance monitoring methods and Section 5.2.3.3.2
describes several leak testing methods that can be used to detect failed heat exchanger tubes.
Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each primary water heat exchanger in
accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years. Leak testing should
be performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the primary water heat
exchangers once per operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant
specific operating history), and eddy current testing and leak testing is performed to identify
degraded and leaky tubes, then IGSCC of the heat exchanger tubes is effectively managed.

For a stainless steel heat exchanger tube sheet in a primary Water application, visual
inspection should be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program
or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see
Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat
exchanger tube sheet failure due to IGSCC. Visual inspection should be performed on each
primary water heat exchanger once per 10-year inspection interval. If cracking propagates far
enough, leakage across the tube sheet can be detected by thermal performance monitoring and
leak testing methods as described in Sections 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3.2 respectively. Thermal
performance monitoring should be performed on each primary water heat exchanger in
accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years. Leak testing should
be performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube sheet leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval, thermal
performance data is obtained and trended o_ce per operating cycle (or other frequency determined
to be adequate by plant specific operating history), and leak testing is performed to identify leaky
tube sheet areas, then IGSCC of the heat exchanger tube sheet is effectively managed.

For a stainless steel heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel ilead, and nozzles in a primary
water application, volumetric, surface, and visual examinations and pressure testipg should be
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performed in accordance with the plant's ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and Testing
Program. The required examinations for Class 2 heat exchangers (see Section 5.2.1.1) should
be followed for these primary water heat exchanger applications. These shell, waterbox/channel
head, and nozzle examinations are performed each 10-year inspection interval. The pressure tests
are performed at least once each inspection period at a test pressure equal to the nominal
operating pressure during system operation. Either a hydrostatic pressure test or the requirements
of ASME Code Case N-498 is performed at or near the end of each 10-year inspection interval.
The heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzle exterior surfaces are visually
examined for evidence of leakage during these pressure tests. Corrective action are implemented
in accordance with the rules and requirements of ASME Section XI (see Section 5.2.1.3).

Therefore, if volumetric, surface, and visual examinations are performed on the heat
exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzles each 10-year inspection interval, and
pressure testing is performed at least once each inspection period, then IGSCC of the primary
water heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzles is effectively managed.

For stainless steel heat exchanger shell side internals, visual inspections should be
performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation
and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is
the most effective method to detect significant degradation and failure of the heat exchanger shell
side internals due to IGSCC. Visual inspection should be performed on each primary water heat
exchanger once per 10-year inspection interval.

If IGSCC causes the heat exchanger internals to become loose, then it is likely that
vibration levels will increase. Vibration monitoring should be performed in accordance with
either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code
Program, whichever applies. Permanently installed vibration monitoring equipment would be the
optimum; however, this is not a requirement to acquire the necessary data for analysis. Vibration
monitoring should be performed on each primary water heat exchanger once per operating cycle
and after major maintenance that changes the baseline vibration levels.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval, and
vibration data is obtained and trended on the primary water heat exchangers once per operating
cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating history) and
following major maintenance activities, then IGSCC of the heat exchanger internals is effectively
managed.

For a stainless steel heat exchanger tube side divider plate, visual inspections should be
performed in accordance with the phmt's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation
and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section 5.2,3.3.1) is
the most effective method to detect significant degradation and failure of the heat exchanger tube
side divider plate due to IGSCC. Visual inspection should be performed on each primary water
heat exchanger once per lO-year inspection interval,

If IGSCC causes the divider plate to become detached or otherwise broken such that
cooling water flow bypasses the tubes, then thermal capacity of the heat exchanger is diminished.
Thermal performance monitoring should be performed in accordance with either the plant's
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Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever
applies. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance monitoring methods that can be
used to detect a failed heat exchanger divider plate. Thermal performance monitoring should be
performed on each primary water heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of
Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval and
thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the primary water heat exchangers once per
operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant specific operating
history), then IGSCC of the heat exchanger tube side divider plate is effectively managed.

5.4.1.3 Wear

Detecting the presence of wear in the primary water system heat exchanger
subcomponents is virtually impossible to achieve until such time as the subcomponent begins to
exhibit abnormal behavior. Therefore, programs/techniques to effectively manage wear are
generally performance based. Through heat exchanger performance monitoring and data
acquisition, the trending of kc_/operational parameters may provide sufficient information, prior
to heat exchanger failure, so that planned maintenance activities can be conducted to
repair/replace the affected heat exchanger subcomponent(s). Visual inspections and eddy current
examinations are also helpful for wear detection in some situations. A combination of
programs/techniques must be implemented to effectively manage wear of (1) BWR plant RWCU
regenerative and non-regenerative heat exchangers and HPCI gland seal condensers, and (2) PWR
plant CVC regenerative, letdown, excess letdown, and seal water heat exchangers and the RHR
heat exchangers.

For stainless steel heat exchanger tubes in a primary water application, some form of
vibration monitoring should be performed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive
Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies.
Vibration monitoring is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat
exchanger tube failure due to flow induced cyclic loading and wear. Permanently installed
vibration monitoring equipment would be the optimum; however, this is not a requirement to
acquire the necessary data for analysis. Section 5.2.3.3.4 describes three types of heat exchanger
vibration measurement methods. Vibration monitoring should be performed on each primary
water heat exchanger once per operating cycle and after major heat exchanger maintenance that
changes the baseline vibration levels.

Eddy current examination methods performed in accordance with either the plant's
Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever
applies, will identify and characterize flaws in non-ferromagnetic heat exchanger tubes. If the
number or magnitude of cycle loads experienced produces wear flaws (i.e., denting) in the tubes,
then eddy current testing is effective at detecting these flaws. It is not necessary for these flaws
to propagate through the tube wall for eddy current testing to be effective. Eddy current testing
(see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be performed on each primary water heat exchanger at least once
each 10-year inspection interval and whenever the heat exchanger is open for maintenance
activities.
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If the number or magnitude of cyclic loading causes the heat exchanger tube to fail from
wear such that through wall penetration occurs, then thermal performance monitoring and leak
testing will effectively detect the tube failures. Thermal performance monitoring, and leak testing
of heat exchangers is performed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance or
ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Most heat exchangers are
designed with heat transfer capacity margin such that a percentage of tubes can be plugged
without impacting the ability of the heat exchanger to satisfy its required function. The thermal
performance ch'_racteristics of the heat exchanger, however, decreases as the number of tubes that
are plugged increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance monitoring
methods, and Section 5.2.3.3.2 describes several leak testing methods that can be used to detect
failed heat exchanger tubes. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each
primary water heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to
exceed 10 years. Leak testing should be performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube
leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if vibration data and thermal performance data are obtained and trended on the
primary water heat exchangers once pet" operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be
adequate by plant-specific operating history) and tbllowing major maintenance activities, and
eddy current testing and leak testing is performed to identify degraded and leaky tubes, then wear
of the heat exchanger tubes is effectively managed.

For a stainless steel heat exchanger tube sheet in a primary water application, visual
inspection should be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program
or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Vistml inspection (see
Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat
exchanger tube sheet failure due to cyclic loading and wear. Visual inspection should be
performed on each primary water heat exchanger once per 10-year inspection interval. In most
instances, cracking occurs in the tube sheet ligaments (i.e., space between the holes) as described
in Section 4.3.2.2.6. If ligament cracking propagates far enough, leakage across the tube sheet
can be detected by thermal performance monitoring and leak testing methods as described in
Sections 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3.2, respectively. Thermal performance monitoring should be
performed on each primary water heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of
Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years. Leak testing should be performed on these heat
exchangers whenever tube sheet leaks are suspected.

Therefore, il"visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval, and
thermal performance data is obtained and trended once per operating cycle (or at another
frequency determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating history), and leak testing is
performed to identify leaky tube sheet areas, then wear of the heat exchanger tube sheet is
effectively managed.

5.4.1.4 Fouling

Detecting the presence ot" l'ouling in the primary water system heat exchanger
subcomponents is virtually impossible to achieve until such time as the subcomponent begins to
exhibit abnormal behavior. Therefore, programs/techniques to effectively manage fouling are
generally performance based. Through heat exchanger performance monitoring and data
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acquisition, the trending of key operational parameters may provide sufficient information, prior
to heat exchanger failure, so that planned maintenance activities can be conducted to repair/
replace the affected heat exchanger subcomponent(s), Visual inspections and eddy current
examinations are also helpful for fouling detection in some situations. A combination of
program/techniques must be implemented to effectively manage fouling of the PWR plant CVC
regenerative, letdown, excess letdown, and seal water heat exchangers and the RHR heat
exchangers.

If precipitate fouling reaches the point where heat transfer capability begins to decrease
from established levels, then thermal performance monitoring will effectively detect this
degradation. Thermal pertbrmance monitoring of heat exchangers is performed in accordance
with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code
Program, whichever applies. Most heat exchangers are designed with heat transfer capacity
margin such that a certain amount of fouling can be tolerated without impacting the ability of the
heat exchanger to satisfy its required function. The thermal performance characteristics of the
heat exchanger, however, decreases as fouling of tubes increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes
several thermal performance monitoring methods that can be used to detect fouled heat exchanger
tubes. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each primary water heat
exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years.

Eddy current examination methods performed in accordance with either the plant's
Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operations and Maintenance Code Program,
whichever applies, may identify and characterize fouling of individual non-ferromagnetic heat
exchanger tubes. Eddy current testing (see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be performed oil each
primary water heat exchanger at least once each 10-year inspection interval and whenever the
heat exchanger is open for maintenance activities.

Therefore, if thermal performance data is obtained and tre,lded on PWR plant primary
water heat exchangers once pet" operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate
by plant-specific operating history), and eddy current testing is performed to identify the fouled
and degraded tubes, then _ouling of the heat exchanger tubes is effectively managed.

For a stainless steel heat exchanger tube sheet in a PWR primary water application, visual
inspection should be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program
or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see
Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat
exchanger tube sheet failure due to fouling and deposits. Visual inspection should be performed
on each primary water heat exchanger once per 10-year inspection interval. If fouling propagates
far enough across the tube sheet, the tubes may become plugged which can be detected by
thermal performance monitoring methods as described in Section 5.2.3.2. Thermal performance
monitoring should be performed on each PWR primary water heat exchanger in accordance with
the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval and
thermal performance data obtained and trended once per operating cycle (or other frequency
determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating history), then fouling of the heat exchanger
tube sheet is effectively managed.
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For stainless steel heat exchanger shell and internals, waterbox/channel head/divider plate,
and associated nozzles in a PWR plant primary water application, visual inspections should be
performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation
and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is
the most effective method to detect fouling of the heat exchanger shell and internals,
waterbox/channel head/divider plate, and associated nozzles. Visual inspection should be
performed on PWR each primary water heat exchanger once pet" 10-year inspection interval.

Therefore, if visual inspection is perlk_rmed once per lO-year inspection interval on the
PWR plant primary water heat exchangers, then louling of thc shell and internals, watcrbox/
channel head/divider plate, and associated nozzles is effectively rnanaged.

5.4.1.5 Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

From Section 4.3.2.3.5, erosion and erosion/corrosion were determined to be significant
aging mechanisms for the primary water application heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals that
are made from carbon steel and are exposed to shell side fluid velocity of !.8 m/s 16 ft/s] or
greater.

The primary water heat exchanger shell/nozzles/internals made from carbon steel are the
(1) BWR plant RWCU non-regenerative heat exchanger and the HPCI gland seal condenser, and
(2) PWR plant CVC letdown, excess letdown, and seal water heat exchangers and the RHR heat
exchangers. A review of Tables 3-5 and 3-6 shows that of these heat cxchangers, only the HPCI
gland seal condenser is exposed to primary water on the shell side.

O

The HPCI system is primarily operated intermittently for surveillance testing on a
quarterly frequency. Each test typically takes from four to eight hours to complete. The primary
water flowing through the gland seal condenser is extracted steam from the HPCI turbirle seals
and leakoff from the turbine stop and governor valves. Total flow, and therefore velocit3,,
through the heat exchanger shell side, from these sources is very low (i.e., < 1.8 m/s 16 t't/s]).
Therefore, if the HPCI gland seal condenser is operated only for testing purposes and velocity
through the shell side is maintained within limits, then erosion and erosion/corrosion of the
shell/nozzles/internals are not significant aging mechanisms and need not be managed.

5.4.1.6 Stress Relaxation

From Section 4.3.2.5.1, stress relaxation was determined to be a significant aging
mechanism for the primary water applicatlon heat exchanger pressure boundary fasteners.

Volumetric examination is performed on heat exchanger pressure rctaining bolts and studs
greater than two inches in diameter. These examinations are performed each 10-year i_lspcction
interval in accordance with the plant's ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and Testing
Program for Class 2 heat exchangers. If stress relaxation of these pressure boundary fasteners
occurs to a sufficient degree, the fastened joint will begin to leak fluid. Pressure tests arc
performed in accordance with the plant's ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and Testing
Program at least once each inspection period at a test pressure cqual to the nominal operating
pressure during system operation. Either a hydrostatic pressure test or the requirements of ASME
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Code Case N-498 is performed on these heat exchangers at or near the end of each 10-year
inspection interval. The heat exchanger pressure boundary joints and associated fasteners are
visually examined for evidence of leakage during these pressure tests. Stress relaxation of
pressure boundary fasteners, regardless of shank diameter, will be detected and corrective actions
implemented in accordance with the rules and requirements of ASME Section XI (see Section
5.2.1.3).

Therefore, if volumetric examinations are performed on bolts and studs greater than two
inches in diameter each 10-year inspection interval, and pressure testing is performed at least
once each inspection period on all primary water heat exchangers, then stress relaxation of the
pressure boundary fasteners is effectively managed.

To further mitigate the potential for stress relaxation to occur in pressure boundary
fasteners, Preventive Maintenance Program procedures should contain proper torquing
requirements. This will ensure that the yield strength of the bolt or stud is not exceeded during
installation.

5.4.1,7 General Corrosion

From Section 4.3.2.5.3, general corrosion was determined to be a significant aging
mechanism for the pressure boundary fasteners in PWR plant primary water applications due to
borated fluid corrosion in the event of joint leakage.

Volumetric examination is performed on the CVCS regenerative, excess letdown, letdown,
and seal water heat exchanger l:'essure retaining bolts and studs greater than two inches in
diameter. These examinations are performed each 10-year inspection interval in accordance with
the plant's ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and Testing Program for Class 2 heat
exchangers. If general corrosion of these pressure boundary fasteners occurs to a sufficient
degree, the fastened joint may begin to leak fluid. Pressure tests are performed in accordance
with the plant's ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and Testing Program at least once each
inspection period at a test pressure equal to the nominal operating pressure during system
operation. Either a hydrostatic pressure test or the requirements of ASME Code Case N-498 is
performed on these heat exchangers at or near the end of each 10-year inspection interval. The
heat exchanger pressure boundary joints and associated fasteners are visually examined for
evidence of leakage during these pressure tests. General corrosion of pressure boundary
fasteners, regardless of shank diameter, will be detected and corrective actions implemented in
accordance with the rules and requirements of ASME Section XI (see Section 5.2.1.3).

Therefore, if volumetric examinations are performed on bolts and studs greater than two
inches in diameter each 10-year inspection interval, and pressure testing is performed at least
once each inspection period on all CVCS primary water heat exchangers, then general corrosion
of the pressure boundary fasteners is effectively managed.

To further mitigate the potential for general corrosion to occur in pressure boundary
fasteners, Preventive Maintenance Program procedures should contain requirements to coat the
fasteners following installation with a lubricant or other approved corrosion protection coating.
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5.4.2 Treated Water System Heat Exchangers

From Tables 3-5 and 3-6 (i.e., tube side and shell side fluids), the treated water system
heat exchangers discussed in this section are the (1) BWR- HPCI System lubrication oil cooler
and gland seal condenser, RCIC System lubrication oil cooler, Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) System heat
exchangers, and RHR System heat exchangers, and (2) PWR w SFP System heat exchangers.
These heat exchangers were evaluated by subcomponent and the associated aging mechanisms,
determined in Section 4.3, to be significant are:

• Tubes

Mechanical Fatigue
-- Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion

Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion
Wear

Fouling

, Tube Sheets

Mechanical Fatigue
General Corrosion

Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion
Intergranular and Transgranular Stress Corrosion Cracking
Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion
Wear

Fouling

• Shell/Nozzles/Internals

Mechanical Fatigue
General Corrosion

Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion
Galvanic Corrosion
Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

Fouling

• Waterbox/Channel Head/Divider Plate

Mechanical Fatigue
General Corrosion

Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion
Galvanic Corrosion
Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

Fouling
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• Pressure Boundary Fasteners/Support Assembly

None

The following programs/techniques are considered effective for detection and mitigation
of these aging mechanisms.

• Mechanical Fatigue

ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and Te'_ting
Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

• General Corrosion

ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and Testing
Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

° Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion

, MIC Control Program

° Galvanic Corrosion

m ASME Section XI lnservice Inspection and Testing
Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

• Intergranular and Transgranular Stress Corrosion Cracking

Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

• Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and Testing
Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

• Wear

Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code
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• Fouling

Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

Table 5-3 summarizes the results and conclusions associated with the following effective

program/technique evaluations.

5.4.2.1 Mechanical Fatigue

Detecting the presence of mechanical fatigue in treated water system heat exchanger

subcomponents is virtually impossible to achieve until such time as the subcomponent begins to

exhibit abnormal behavior. Therefore, programs/techniques to effectively manage mechanical

fatigue are generally performance based. Through heat exchanger performance monitoring and

data acquisition, the trending of key operational parameters may provide sufficient information,

prior to heat exchanger failure, so that planned maintenance activities can be conducted to

repair/replace the affected heat exchanger subcomponent(s). Visual inspections and eddy current
examinations are also helpful for fatigue detection in some situations. A combination ot"

programs/techniques must be implemented to effectively manage mechanical fatigue of ( 1) BWR
plant HPCI System lubrication oil cooler and gland seal condenser, RCIC System lubrication oil

cooler, SFP System heat exchangers and RHR System heat exchangers and (2) PWR plant SFP

System heat exchangers.

For heat exchanger tubes (i.e., stainless steel, admiralty brass or copper-nickel) in a treated

water application, some form of vibration monitoring should be performed in accordance with

either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

Program, whichever applies. Vibration monitoring is the most effective method to detect

significant degradation and heat exchanger tube failure due to flow induced cyclic loading and

mechanical fatigue. Permanently installed vibration monitoring equipment would be the

optimum; however, this is not a requirement to acquire the necessary data for analysis. Section

5.2.3.3.4 describes three types of heat exchanger vibration measurement methods. Vibration

monitoring should be performed on each treated water heat exchanger once per operating cycle

and after major heat exchanger maintenance that changes the baseline vibration levels.

Eddy current examination methods performed in accordance with either the plant's
Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever

applies, will identify and characterize flaws in non-ferromagnetic heat exchanger tubes. If the
number or magnitude of cyclic loads experienced produces fatigue flaws (i.e., fretting) in the

tubes, then eddy current testing is effective at detecting these flaws. It is not necessary for these

flaws to propagate through the tube wall for eddy current testing to be effective. Eddy current

testing (see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be performed on each treated water heat exchanger at least

once each 10-year inspection interval and whenever the heat exchanger is open for maintenance
activities.
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Table 5-3. Effective Programs/Techniques for Treated Water System Heat Exchangers
F"

Conventional Programs/Techniques Commonly Used Non-Conventional Programs/Techniques Commonly Used

Heat Exchanger ASME Sect. XI. ASME Operations and Preventive MIC
Subcomponent 1SI and IST Maintenance Standards Maintenance Control Lay-up Operator Activities Coatings Survey

Tubes/Coils Thermal Performance Thermal Performance Sampling Preservation

Leak Testing Leak Testing Treatment

Eddy Current Eddy Current

Vibration Monitoring Vibration Monitoring

Tube Sheet Visual Inspection Visual Inspection Sampling Preservation

Thermal Performance Thermal Performance Treatment

Leak Testing Leak Testing

._ Shell/Nozzles/ Volumetric Examination Visual Inspection Visual Inspection Sampling Preservation Inspections Inspections
c_ Internals

Surface Examination Vibration Monitoring Vibration Monitoring Treatment

Visual Examination

Pressure Testing

Waterbox/ Volumetric Examination Visual Inspection Visual Inspection Sampling Preservation Inspections Inspections
Channel Head/
Divider Plate Surface Examination Thermal Performance Thermal Performance Treatment

Visual Examination

Pressure Testing

Pressure Boundary

Fasteners/Support [Assembly
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If the number or magnitude of cyclic loading causes tile heat exchanger tube to fail from

mechanical fatigue such that through wall penetration occurs, then thermal performance

monitoring and leak testing will eftbctively detect lhe tube failures. Thermal performance

mo_itoring and leak testing of heat exchangers is performed in accordance with either the nlant's

Preventive Maintenance or ASME Operation Lind Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies.

Most heat exchangers are designed with heat transfer capacity margin such that a percentage of

tubes can be plugged without impacting the ability of the heat exchanger to satisfy its required

function. The thermal performance characteristics of the heat exchanger however, decrease,,; as

the number of tubes that are plugged increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal

performance monitoring methods, Lind Section 5.2.3.3.2 dcscribcs several leak testing methods
that can be used to detect failed heat exchanger tubes. Thermal pertbrmance monitoring should

be performed on each treated water heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of
Reference 5.9, not to cxcecd I0 years. Leak testing should he performed on these heal

exchangers whenever tube leaks are suspected.

Therefore, it" vibration data Lindttiermal perforinance data tire obtained and trended on the
treated water heat exchangers once pox"operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be

adequate by plant-specific operating history) Lind following maior maintenance activities, and

eddy current testing and leak testing is perl_)rmed to identify degraded and leaky tubes, then
mecl-lanical fatigue of the heal exchanger lubes is effectively managed.

For a Ileal exchanger tube sheet (i.e., stainless steel, muntz rectal, or carbon steel) in a

treated water application, visual inspection should be performed in accordance with the plant's

Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation find Maintenance Code Program, whichever

applies, Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect

significarit degradation arid lieat excl-ianger tube sheet failure due to cyclic loading and

mechanical fatigue. Visual inspection should be performed on each treated water heat exchanger

once per 10-year inspection interval. From Section 4.3.2.2.2 in most instances, fatigue cracking

occurs in the tube sheet ligaments (i.e., space between the holes). If ligament cracking

propagates t'ar enotlgh, leakage across the tube sheet can be detected by thermal pertormance

monitoring and leak testing methods as described in Sections 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3.2, respectively.

Thermal performance monitoring silould be performed on each treated water heat exchanger in
accordance with the requirenmnts of Reference 5.9, nol to exceed l(I years. Leak testing should

be performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube sheet leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if visual inspection is perlormed once per lO-year inspection interval and

thermal performance data obtained and trended trace per operating cycle (or other frequency

determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating history), and leilk testing is performed to

identify leaky tube sheet Lu'eas, lhen mechanical fatigue of the heal excl-langer tube sheet is
e ffeciively managed.

For all ASME Class 2 ileal exchanger shell, watcrbox/channel head, and nozzles (i.e.,
slainless steel or carbon steel) in a treated water applicalioll, w_luinetric, surface, and visual

examinations, Lind pressure testing should be perforlned. For all ASME ('lass 3 heat exchanger
shell, waterbox/cllannel head, and nozzle,, in a trealed water applicalion, pressure testing is an

effective program. These examinations are perforn/ed in accordance with tile plant's ASME

Section XI Inservice Inspection and Testing Program (see Sections 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.2). The
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examinations on ASME Class 2 heat exchangers are performed each 10-year inspection interval,

and the pressure tests on both ASME Class 2 and 3 heat exchangers are performed at least once

each inspection period. Pressure tests are performed at a value equal to the nominal operating

pressure during system operation. Either a hydrostatic pressure test or a test satisfying the

requirements of ASME Code Case N-498 is performed on ASME Class 2 heat exchangers, and

hydrostatic pressure testing is performed on the ASME Class 3 heat exchangers. These tests are

performed at or near the end of each 10-year inspection interval. The heat exchanger shell,
waterbox/channel head, and nozzle exterior surfaces are visually examined for evidence of

leakage during these pressure tests. Corrective actions are implemented in accordance with the
rules and requirements of ASME Section XI (see Section 5.2.1.3).

Therefore, if volumetric, surface, and visual examinations are performed on tile ASME

Class 2 heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzles each 10-year inspection

interval, and pressure testing is performed on both ASME Class 2 and 3 heat exchangers at least

once each inspection period, then mechanical fatigue of the heat exchanger shell,
waterbox/channel head, and nozzles in treated water applications is effectively managed.

A review of Tables 3-5 and 3-6 shows that the only heat exchangers in the scope of this

AMG with treated water on the shell side are the BWR plant RHR heat exchangers. For carbon

steel RHR heat exchanger shell side internals, visual inspections should be performed in

accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and

Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the
most effective method to detect significant degradation and failure of the RHR heat exchanger

shell side internals due to cyclic loading and mechanical l'atigue. Visual inspection should be

performed on the RHR heat exchanger shell side once per 10-year inspection interval.

If mechanical fatigue causes the RHR heat exchanger internals to become loose, then it

is likely that vibration levels will increase. Vibration monitoring should be performed in

accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Permanently installed vibration monitoring

equipment would be the optimum; however, this is not a requirement to acquire the necessary

data for analysis. Vibration monitoring should be performed on the RHR heat exchangers once

per operating cycle and after major maintenance that changes the baseline vibration levels.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per lO-year inspection interval and
vibration data is obtained and trended on the RHR heat exchangers once per operating cycle (or

other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating history) and following

maior maintenance activities, then mechanical fatigue (,f the RHR heat exchanger internals is

effectively managed.

For a heat exchanger tube side divider plate (i.e., carbon steel or stainless steel), visual

inspections should be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program

or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see
Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective naethod to detect significant degradation and failure of the

heat exchanger tube side divider plate due to cyclic loading and mechanical fatigue. Visual

inspection should be performed on each treated water heat exchanger once per lO-year inspection
interval.
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If mechanical fatigue causes the divider plate to become detached or otherwise broken

such thai cooling water flow bypasses the tubes, then the thermal capacity of the heat exchanger

is diminished. Thermal performance monitoring should be perfommd in accordance with either

the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

Program, whichever applies. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance monitoring
methods that can be used to detect a fililed heai exchanger divider plate. Thermal performance

monitoring should be performed on each treated water heat exchanger in accordance with the

requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years.

Therefore, if visual inspection is perlknmed once per l()-year inspection interval and

thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the Ireated water heat exchangers once per

operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating

history), then nlechanical fatigue of the heat exchanger tube side divider plate and tube sheet is

effectively managed,

5.4.2.2 General Corrosion

From Section 4.3.2, general corrosion (i.e., by dezincification) of muntz metal tube sheets

and general corrosion (i.e., unitkwm wastage) of carbon steel tube sheets, shell/nozzles/internals,

and waterbox/channel head/divider plate in treated water applications must be effectively

managed.

For the ASME Class 2 heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzles (i.e.,
stainless steel or carbon steel) in treated water applications volumetric, surface, and visual

examinations, and presstlre testing should be performed. For the ASME Class 3 heat exchanger
shell, waterbox/channel head and nozzles in treated water applications, pressure testing is an

effective program. These examinations are peiTormed in accordance with the plant's ASME
Section XI lnservice Inspection and Testing Program (see Sections 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.2). The

examinations on ASME Class 2 heat exchangers are performed each 10-year inspection interval,

and the pressure tests on both ASME Class 2 and 3 heat exchangers are pertk)rmed at least once

each inspection period. Pressure tests are performed at a value equal to the nominal operating

presstlre during system operation. Either a hydrostatic pressure test or a test satisfying the

requirements of ASME Code Case N-498 is pertknmed on ASME Class 2 heat exchangers, and

a hydrostatic pressure test is performed on ASME Class 3 heat exchangers. These tests are

performed at or near the end of each iO-year inspection interval. The heat exchanger shell,

waterbox/channel head, and nozzle exterior surfaces are visually examined for evidence of

leakage during these pressure tests. Corrective actions are implemented in accordance with the

rules and requirements of ASME Section XI (see Section 5.2.1.3).

Therefore, if volumetric, surface, and visual examinations are performed on the ASME

Class 2 heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzles each 10-year inspection

interval, lind pressure testing is performed on both ASME Class 2 lind 3 heat exchangers at least

once each inspeclion period, then general corrosion of the heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel
head, and nozzles in treated water applications is effectively managed.

A review of Tables 3-5 and 3-6 shoves that the only heat exchangers in the scope of this

AMG with treated water on the shell side are the BWR plant RHR heat exchangers. For these
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cm'bon steel RHR heat exchanger shell side internals, visual inspections should be performed in

accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and

Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the

most effective method to detect significant degradation and failure of the RHR heat exchanger

shell side internals due to general corrosion. Visual inspection should be performed on the RHR

heat exchanger shell side once per 10-year inspection interval.

If general corrosion loosens RHR heat exchanger internals, then it is likely that vibration

levels will increase. Vibration monitoring should be performed in accordance with either the

plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program,

whichever applies. Permanently installed vibration monitoring equipment would be the optimum;
however, this is not a requirement to acquire the necessary data for analysis. Vibration

monitoring should be performed on the RHR heat exchangers once per operating cycle and after
major maintenance thai changes the baseline vibration levels.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval and

vibration data is obtained and trended on the RHR heat exchangers once per operating cycle (or

other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating history) and following

major maintenance activities, then general corrosion of the RHR heat exchanger internals is

effectively managed.

For a carbon steel heat exchanger tube side divider plate and carbon steel or muntz metal

tube sheets, visual inspections sl_ould be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive

Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies.

Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant

degradation and failure of the heat exchanger tube side divider plate and tube sheet due to

general corrosion. Visual inspection should be performed on each treated water heat exchanger

once per 10-year inspection interval.

If general corrosion causes the divider plate to become detached or otherwise broken or

the tube sheet to corrode through such that cooling water flow bypasses the tubes, then the

thermal capacity of the heat exchanger is diminished. Thermal performance monitoring should

be performed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME

Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several

thermal performance monitoring methods that can be used to detect a failed heat exchanger

divider plate or tube sheet. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each
treated water heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed

10 years.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval and

thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the treated water heat exchangers once per

operating cycle (or other fl'equency determined to be adequate by plant specific operating

history), then general corrosion of the heat exchanger tube side divider plate and tube sheet is

effectively managed.
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5.4.2.3 Microbioiogically Influenced Corrosion

From Section 4.3.2, MIC of heat exchanger tubes, tube sheets, shell/nozzles/internals, and

waterbcx/channel head/divider plate subcomponents in treated water applications must be

effectively managed regardless of material types.

Sampling of the treated water at the source (i.e., spent fuel pool and suppression pool) and

immediately upstream and downstream from the heat exchanger should be performed quarterly

in accordance with the plant's M1C Control Program. Sampling and analysis, and associated

trending of the data, on a quarterly basis is sufficient to assess seasonal variations i,' the

microbial content, oxygen level, and critical nutrients of the treated water. Appropriate treatment
methods, as delineated in Section 5.2.4.3, can then be implemented to effectively mitigate the
effects of MIC.

When the treated water heat exchanger is open lot maintenance purposes or for visual

inspection (i.e., once per lO-year inspection interval), solid samples of corrosion products,

deposits, or tubercules should be removed and a detailed chemical and microbiological
examination performed, Additional visual examination and possibly metal samples of the under

deposit area should also be performed in accordance with the phmt's MIC Control Program.

Analysis and trending of the solid sample and metallurgical data, if appropriate, may lead to
better treatment methods that will mitigate the effects of MIC.

Therefore, if sampling and analysis of the treated water upstream and downstream fi'om

the heat exchanger is performed quarterly (or other frequency determined to be adequate by

plant-specific operating history) and solid sampling and analysis is performed whenever the heat
exchanger is open for maintenance or inspection, then MIC of the heat exchanger tubes, tube
sheet, shell/nozzles/internals, and waterbox/channel head/divider plate in treated water

applications is effectively managed.

5.4.2.4 Galvanic Corrosion

From Section 4.3.2..3 and 4.3.2.4.3, if the carbon and low alloy steel heat exchanger shell/

nozzles/internals and waterbox/channel head/divider plate are exposed to treated water and these

subcomponents are in physical contact with other stainless steel and/or copper alloy

subcomponents (i.e., tube sheet, etc.), and sacrificial anodes are not utilized, then galvanic
corrosion must be managed.

For an ASME Class 2 heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzles,

volumetric, surface, and visual examinations and pressure testing should be performed. For the

ASME Class 3 heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head and nozzles in these treated water

applications, pressure testing is an effective program. These examinations are performed in
accordance with the plant's ASME Section XI lnservice Inspection and Testing Program (see
Sections 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.2). The examination:_ on ASME Class 2 heat exchangers are

performed each 10-year inspection interval, and the pressure tests on both ASME Class 2 and 3
heat exchangers are performed at least once each inspection period. Pressure tests are performed

at a value equal to the nominal operating pressure during system operation. Either a hydrostatic

pressure test or a test satisfying the requirements of ASME Code Case N-498 is perlbrmed on
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ASME Class 2 heat exchangers, and a hydrostatic pressure test is performed on ASME Class 3

heat exchangers. These tests are performed at or near the end of each 10-year inspection interval.

The heat exchanger shell, waterbox/ channel head, and nozzle exterior surfaces are visually

examined for evidence of leakage during these pressure tests. Corrective actions are implemented

in accordance with the rules and requirements of ASME Section XI (see Section 5.2.1.3).

Therefore, if volumetric, surface, and visual examinations are performed on the ASME

Class 2 heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzles each 10-year inspection

interval, and pressure testing is performed on both ASME Class 2 and 3 heat exchangers at least

once each inspection period, then galvanic corrosion of the heat exchanger shell, waterbox/
channel head, and nozzles in treated water applications is effectively managed.

A review of Tables 3-5 and 3-6 shows that the only heat exchangers in the scope of this

AMG with treated water on the shell side are the BWR plant RHR heat exchangers. For carbon

steel RHR heat exchanger shell side internals, visual inspections should be performed in

accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and

Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the

most effective method to detect significant degradation and failure of the RHR heat exchanger

shell side internals due to galvanic corrosion. Visual inspection should be performed on the RHR

heat exchanger shell side once per 10-year inspection interval.

If galvanic corrosion causes the RttR heat exchanger internals to become loose, then it

is likely that vibration levels will increase. Vibration monitoring should be performed in

accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program oz" ASME Operation and

Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Permanently installed vibration monitoring

equipment would be the optimum; however, this is not a requirement to acquire the necessary
data for analysis. Vibration monitoring should be perfornmd on the RHR heat exchangers once

per operating cycle and after major maintenance that changes the baseline vibration levels.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval and

vibration data is obtained and trended on the RHR heat exchangers once per operating cycle (or

other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating history); then galwmic

corrosion of the RHR heat exchanger internals is effectively managed.

For a carbon and low alloy steel heat exchanger tube side divider plate, visual inspections

should be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME

Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section

5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and failure of the heat

exchanger tube side divider plate due to galvanic corrosion. Visual inspection should be

performed on each treated water heat exchanger once per 10-year inspection interval.

If galvanic corrosion causes the divider plate to become detached oz otherwise broken

such that cooling water flow bypasses the tubes, then the thermal capacity ot" the heat exchanger

is diminished. Thermal performance monitoring should be perlk)rmed in accordance with either

the Nant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

Program, whichever applies. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal perlk)rmance monitoring
methods that can be used to detect a failed heat exchanger divider plate. Thermal pcrlk)rmance
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monitoring should be pertbrmed on each treated water heal exchanger in accordance with lhe

requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years.

Therefore, if visual inspection is pert'ormed once per l()-year inspection interwll and

thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the treated water heat exchangers once per

operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating
hislory), then galvanic corrosion of the heal exchanger tube side divider plate is effectively

managed.

5.4.2.5 Intergranular and Transgranular Stress Corrosion Cracking

From Section 4.3.2.2.4, IGSCC and TGSCC of nlunlz metal tube sheets exposed to treated

water applications are required to be effectively managed.

For a muntz metal heat exchanger tube sheet in a treated water application, visual

inspection should be perlk_rmed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program

or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see
Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat

exchanger tube sheet failure due to IGSCC and/or TGSCC. Visual inspection should be

performed on each of these treated water heat exchangers once per 10-year inspection interw_l.

If cracking propagates far enough, leakage across the tube sheet can be detected by thermal

performance monitoring and leak testing methods as described in Sections 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3.2,

respectively. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each of these treated

water heat exchangers in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10

years. Leak testing should be perl'ormed on these heat exchangers whenever tube sheet leaks are

suspected.

Therefore, if visual inspection is pertk-_rmed once per 10-year inspection interval and

thermal performance data is obtained and trended once per operating cycle (or other frequency

determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating history), and leak testing is performed to

identify leaky tube sheet areas, then IGSCC and TGSCC of the heat exchanger tube sheet is
effectively managed.

5.4.2.6 Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

From Sections 4.3.2.1.5, 4.3.2.2.5, 4.3.2.3.5, and 4.3.2.4.5, erosion and erosion/corrosion

must be effectively managed for the tk_llowing heat exchanger components subject to treated
water.

• Tubes made from admiralty brass or copper nickel alloys.

• Tube sheets made from munlz metal or carbon steel.

• BWR plant RHR heal exchanger shell/nozzles/internals made from carbon steel and

exposed to shell side fluid velocity that is greater than specified limits.

• Waterbox/channel head/divider plate made from carbon steel.
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Eddy current examination methods performed in accordance with either the plant's

Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever

applies, will identify and characterize flaws in non-ferromagnetic heat exchanger tubes. If
erosion and erosion/corrosion produces flaws in the tubes, then eddy current testing is effective

at detecting these flaws. It is not necessary for these flaws to propagate through the tube wall

for eddy current testing to be effective. Eddy current testing (see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be

performed on each treated water heat exchanger at least once each 10-year inspection interval and
whenever the heat exchanger is open for maintenance activities.

If erosion and erosion/corrosion causes the heat exchanger tube to fail such that through

wall penetration occurs, then thermal performance monitoring and leak testing will effectively

detect the tube failures. Thermal performance monitoring and leak testing of heat exchangers

is performed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance or ASME Operation

and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Most heat exchangers are designed with heat
transfer capacity margin such that a percentage of tubes can be plugged without impacting the

ability of the heat exchanger to satisfy its required function. The thermal performance
characteristics of the heat exchanger, however, decreases as the number of plugged tubes

increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance monitoring methods, and

Section 5.2.3.3.2 describes several leak testing methods that can be used to detect failed heat

exchanger tubes. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each treated water

heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years.

Leak testing should be performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the treated water heat

exchangers once per operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-

specific operating history), and eddy current testing and leak testing is performed to identify

degraded and leaky tubes, then erosion and erosion/corrosion of the heat exchanger tubes is
effectively managed.

For a heat exchanger tube sheet (i.e., stainless steel, muntz metal, or carbon steel) in a

treated water application, visual inspection should be performed in accordance with the plant's

Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever

applies. Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect

significant degradation and heat exchanger tube sheet failure due to erosion and

erosion/corrosion. Visual inspection should be performed on each treated water heat exchanger

once per 10-year inspection interval. If erosion and erosion/corrosion propagates far enough,

leakage across the tube sheet can be detected by thermal performance monitoring and leak testing
methods as described in Sections 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3.2, respectively. Thermal performance

monitoring should be perlk)rmed on each treated water heat exchanger in accordance with the

requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years. Leak testing should be performed on
these heat exchangers whenever tube sheet leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval, and

thermal performance data is obtained and trended once per operating cycle (or at another

frequency determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating history), and leak testing is

performed to identify leaky tube sheet areas, then erosion and erosion/corrosion of the heat

exchanger tube sheet is effectively managed.
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For an ASME Class 2 heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzles (i.e.,
carbon steel) in a treated water application, volumetric, surface, and visual examinations, and
pressure testing should be performed. For the ASME Class 3 heat exchanger shell, waterbox/
channel head and nozzles in treated water applications, pressure testing is an effective program.
These examinations are performed in accordance with the plant's ASME Section XI Inservice
Inspection and Testing Program (see Sections 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.2). The examinations on ASME
Class 2 heat exchangers are performed each 10-year inspection interval, and the pressure tests
on both ASME Class 2 and 3 heat exchangers are performed at least once each inspection period.
Pressure tests are performed at a value equal to the nominal operating pressure during system
operation. Either a hydrostatic pressure test or a test satisfying the requirements of ASME Code
Case N-498 is performed on ASME Class 2 heat exchangers, and a hydrostatic pressure test is
performed on the ASME Class 3 heat exchangers. These tests are performed at or near the end
of each 10-year inspection interval. The heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzle
exterior surfaces are visually examined for evidence of leakage during these pressure tests.
Corrective actions are implemented in accordance with the rules and requirements of ASME
Section XI (see Section 5.2.1.3).

The.efore, if volumetric, surface, and visual examinations are performed on the ASME
Class 2 heat exchanger shell, waterbox/channel head, and nozzles each 10-year inspection
interval, and pressure testing is performed on both ASME Class 2 and 3 heat exchangers at least
once each inspection period, then erosion and erosion/corrosion of the heat exchanger shell,
waterbox/channel head, and nozzles in treated water applications is effectively managed.

A review of Tables 3-5 and 3-6 shows that the only heat exchanger in the scope of this
AMG with treated water o_. the shell side are the BWR plant RHR heat exchangers. For these
carbon steel RHR heat exchanger shell side internals, visual inspections should be performed in
accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3. I) is the
most effective method to detect significant degradation and failure of the RHR heat exchanger
shell side internals due to erosion and erosion/corrosion. Visual inspection should be performed
on the RHR heat exchanger shell side once per 10-year inspection interval.

If erosion and erosion/corrosion causes the RHR heat exchanger internals to become loose,
then it is likely that vibration levels will increase, Vibration monitoring should be performed in
accordance with either the phmt's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Permanently installed vibration monitoring
equipment would be the optimum; however, this is not a requirement to acquire the necessary
data for analysis. Vibration monitoring should be performed on the RHR heat exchangers once
per operating cycle and after maior maintenance that changes the baseline vibration levels.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval and
vibration data is obtained and trended on the RHR heat exchangers once per operating cycle (or
other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating history) and following
major maintenance activities, then erosion and erosion/corrosion of the RHR heat exchanger
internals is effectively managed.
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For a heat exchanger tube side divider plate (i.e., carbon steel), visual inspections should
be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME
Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section
5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and failure of the heat
exchanger tube side divider plate due to erosion and erosion/corrosion. Visual inspection should
be performed on each treated water heat exchanger once per 10-year inspection interval.

If erosion and erosion/corrosion causes the divider plate to become detached or otherwise
broken such that cooling water flow bypasses the tubes, then the thermal c_pacity of the heat
exchanger is diminished. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed in accordance
with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance
Code Program, whichever applies. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance
monitoring methods that can be used to detect a failed heat exchanger divider plate. Thermal
performance monitoring should be performed on each treated water heat exchanger in accordance
with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval wad
thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the treated water heat exchangers once per
operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating
history), then erosion and erosion/corrosion of the heat exchanger tube side divider plate are
effectively managed.

5.4.2.7 Wear

Detecting the presence of wear in the treated water system heat exchanger subcomponents
is virtually impossible to achieve until such time as the subcomponent begins to exhibit abnormal
behavior. Therefore, programs/techniques to effectively manage wear are generally performance
based. Through heat exchanger performance monitoring and data acquisition, the trending of key
operational parameters may provide sufficient intormation, prior to heat exchanger failure, so that
planned maintenance activities can be conducted to repair/replace the affected heat exchanger
subcomponent(s). Visual inspections and eddy current examinations are also helpful for wear
detection in some situations. A combination of programs/techniques must be implemented to
effectively manage wear.

For heat exchanger tubes in a treated water application, some form of vibration monitoring
should be performed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or
ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Vibration monitoring is
the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat exchanger tube failure due
to flow induced cyclic loading and wear. Permanently installed vibration monitoring equipment
would be the optimum; however, this is not a requirement to acquire the necessary data for
analysis. Section 5.2.3.3.4 describes three types of heat exchanger vibration measurement
methods. Vibration monitoring should be performed on each treated water heat exchanger once
per operating cycle and after major heat exchanger maintenance that changes the baseline
vibration levels.

Eddy current examination methods performed in accordance with either the plant's
Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever
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applies, will identify and characterize flaws in non-ferromagnetic heat exchanger tubes. If the
number or magnitude of cyclic loads experienced produces wear flaws (i.e., denting) in the tubes,
then eddy current testing is effective at detecting these flaws. It is not necessary for these flaws
to propagate through the tube wall for eddy current testing to be effective. Eddy current testing
(see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be performed on each treated water heat exchanger at least once
each 10-year inspection interval and whenever the heat exchanger is open for maintenance
activities.

If the number or magnitude of cyclic loading causes a heat exchanger tube to fail from
wear such that through wall penetration occurs, then thermal performance monitoring and leak
testing will effectively detect tube failures. Thermal performance monitoring and leak testing of
heat exchangers is performed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance or
ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Most heat exchangers are
designed with enough heat transfer capacity margin such that a percentage of tubes can be
plugged without impacting the ability of the heat exchanger to satisfy its required function. The
thermal performance characteristics of the heat exchanger, however, decreases as the number of
plugged tubes increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal perlbrmance monitoring
methods, and Section 5.2.3.3.2 describes several leak testing methods that can be used to detect
failed heat exchanger tubes. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each
treated water heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed
10 years. Leak testing should be perl'ormed on these heat exchangers whenever tube leaks are
suspected.

Therefore, if vibration data and thermal performance data are obtained and trended on the
treated water heat exchangers once per operating cycle (or other fiequency determined to be
adequate by plant-specific operating history) and following major maintenance activities; and
eddy current testing and leak testing is performed to identify degraded and leaky tubes, then wear
of heat exchanger tubes is effectively managed.

For a heat exchanger tube sheet in a treated water application, visual inspection should
be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME
Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section
5.2.3.3.1 ) is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat exchanger tube
sheet failure due to cyclic loading and wear. Visual inspection should be performed on each
treated water heat exchanger once per 10-year inspection interval. From Section 4.3.2.2.6 in most
instances, fatigue cracking occurs in the tube sheet ligaments (i.e., space between the holes). If
ligament cracking propagates far enough, leakage across the tube sheet can be detected by
thermal performance monitoring and leak testing methods as described in Sections 5.2.3.2 and
5.2.3.3.2, respectively. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each treated
water heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10
years. Leak testing should be performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube sheet leaks are
suspected.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per 10-year inspection interval and
thermal performance data obtained and trended once per operating cycle (or other frequency
determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating history); and leak testing is performed to
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identify leaky tube sheet areas, then wear of the heat exchanger tube sheet is effectively
managed.

5.4.2.8 Fouling

Detecting the presence of fouling in the treated water system heat exchanger
subcomponents is virtually impossible to achieve until such time as the subcomponent begins to
exhibit abnormal behavior. Therefore, programs/techniques to effectively manage fouling are
generally performance based. Through heat exchanger performance monitoring and data
acquisition, the trending of key operational parameters may provide sufficient information, prior
to heat exchanger failure, so that planned maintenance activities can be conducted to repair/
replace the affected heat exchanger subcomponent(s). Visual inspections and eddy current
examinations are also helpful for fouling detection in some situations. A combination of
programs/techniques must be implemented to effectively manage fouling.

If fouling reaches the point where heat transfer capability begins to decrease from
established levels, then thermal performance monitoring will effectively detect this degradation.
Thermal performance monitoring of heat exchangers is performed in accordance with either the
plant's Preventive Maintenance or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever
applies. Most heat exchangers are designed with enough heat transfer capacity margin such that
a certain amount of fouling can be tolerated without impacting the ability of the heat exchanger
to satisfy its required function. The thermal performance characteristics of the heat exchanger,
however, decreases as fouling of tubes increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal
performance monitoring methods that can be used to detect fouled heat exchanger tubes.
Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each treated water heat exchanger in
accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years.

Eddy current examination methods performed in accordance with either the plant's
Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operations and Maintenance Code Program,
whichever applies, may identify and characterize fouling of individual non-ferromagnetic heat
exchanger tubes. Eddy current testing (see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be performed on each
treated water heat exchanger at least once each 10-year inspection interval and whenever the heat
exchanger is open for maintenance activities.

Therefore, if thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the treated water heat
exchangers once per operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-
specific operating history), and eddy current testing is performed to identify the fouled and
degraded tubes, then fouling of the heat exchanger tubes is effectively managed.

For a heat exchanger tube sheet in a treated water application, visual inspection should
be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME
Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section
5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat exchanger tube
sheet failure due to fouling and deposits. Visual inspection should be performed on each treated
water heat exchanger once per 10-year inspection interval. If fouling propagates far enough
across the tube sheet, the tubes may become plugged which can be detected by thermal
performance monitoring methods as described in Section 5.2.3.2. Thermal performance
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monitoring should be performed on each treatect water heat exchanger in accordance with the

requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per l()-yeur inspection interval ;.lnd

thei'nl;,ll perfornlance dat;.i obl;,lirled and trended once per opera.iting cycle (or olher frequency

delerminec', '<obe adequate by plant-specific operating history), then foulirig of the heat exchanger

tube sheei is effectively managed.

For the heat exchanger shell and internuls, wulerbox/channel heed/divider plate, urld

associated nozzles in treated water npplications, visual inspections sllould be performed in

l.lCC' rdiince with the plant's Preventive Mtiirltena.itlce Progl+.lnl or ASME Oper;.ition ;ind

Maintenance Code Progrum, whichever applies. Visual inspecliorl (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the

nlost effective method to detect fouling of the he;.tt exchnnger shell and intelill.ils, waterhox/

channel head/divider plate, ;.lnd associated nozzles. Visual irispectioil should be performed on

each treated water heat exchnnger once per l()-year inspecii(:n interval.

Therelk:_re, if visual inspection is performed once per l()-yeur inspection inlerwil on tile
treated water heat exchangers, then fouling of the shell and internals, watcrb(ix/channel head/

divider pluto, and ;lssoci;.tted nozzles is effectively nl_+in;,iged.

5.4.3 Closed Cooling Water System Heat Exchangers

Froill Tables 3-5 ;.ind 3-(-i (i.e., tube side _.ltlctshell side fluids) the c'i_secl co_lling w;,lter

sysleln heal exchallgers discussed in this section are tile (1) BWR pl;,ult-Drywell coolers,

miscellaneous oil coolers, RWCI,] System non-regenerutive hour exchangers, SFP System heat

exchailgers, EDG Systein .iacket water coolers, and tile v;.iiious CCW System heat exchangers,

;and (2) PWR plant-miscelluneous oil coolers, CVCS letdown and seal water heat exch;.tngers, SFP

System heat exchangers, EDG System .iacket water coolers, RHR System heat exchangers, and

the various COW System heat exchangers. These Pica.it exchangers were evaluated by

Stlbconlponent nnd tile associated _.iging mechanisms, determined in Section 4.3, to he significant
_.1re:

• Tubes

-- Mechanical Fatigue

Microbiologically Influenced ('_n'rt_sion
We+.ir

• Ttibe Sheets

..... Mechanical Fatigue
-+ General C<>rrosion

--Microhiologicully Influenced ('orrosion

-- Intergrnnulnr and Transgrnnular Stress Corrosion Cracking
..... We;.tr
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• Shcct/N_)zzlos/inlornals

-- Mcctlanical l:aliguc
General Corrosion

-- Microbiologically Influenced ("()rr()sion
---Frosi()n and Er(_si(>iUC()rr()si_m

• Wt,ltei'b()x/C'ilarlrlel ltead/Dividcr Plate

r

Mechanical Fatigue
-- General Corrosiorl

Microbiologic,_ily Irlfluenced Corrosion

• Pressure Boundary Fasteners/Support Assembly

N()llc

The foilowirig progrgu-ns/lecluliques arc considered effective tor clctccti()rl and mitigation

of these aging mechanisms.

• Mccharlical Fatigttu

-- ASME Sccti(m XI lnscrvice Inspccii(m lind Testing
-- Prcvcnlivc Maintenance

-- ASMI _:.Opcrali(m and Miiinlcn;.ulce ()ode

• Gciler;ll ('t)rr()sion

ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection
Preventive Maintenance

ASME Opcrl.llion ;,illd Ml.linlcnl.incc Code

• Microbiologic;.lily Influenced Cori'cisi(m

-- MIC Control Progralll

• lnlergranular and Transeranular Stress ('ori'osion ('rLickino

Prevcritive Maintenal_ce

AS1VIE Opoi;.ilion ;ind M;.iintoil;.inco ('(>tic

• Wo;.lr

-- Prcverllivc M;lirlten;ulce

-- ASME Opcr;.ltion ;.lnd M;.iinlclltillCC Code
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• ILr_si_n and ILr_',i_n/('_rr_',i_n

ASMI: Sccti_)nXI ll1,,¢rvicuIns,l_Cc'tic_numl "l'c'xling

....l_rcvcntivcMaintcnam.'c

....ASMIi ()pcrati<)nand Maintcn_in(.'c('t)(Ic

"I'ublc5-4 ,,utillilaI'iicxthe r¢,,tIIIs,an(Ic_mcltI>,i(m.,,_ix>,t_ciatcd\viththe ft)II_)wingcfIcclivc'

I_r<_.sranUI¢cIll)iqti¢cvaluuti(_l),,.

.5,4.3.1 Mechanical Fatigue

l)¢lcc'tin,,_tllcprcncnc¢ t_l_cchanicul lati_uc,,in lhcc'It_nc_Iut_linu,walcr ,,vxlcmheal

exchanger .,,ubct_l_ptmcntxi,,\irtuallvil_l_',>,iblctt_achieveuntil.,,t_chlilnca,,the _ul_ct_i_il_tmcnl

l_cuinsi_ exhibitubm_rnlal bchuvit_r. "l'llcrcli_r¢.l_l_ra_It¢c'l_niquc,,t_ ¢llcctivclvli_una,,c

nlcc'I_anic'ulIali_ucurc ,.m-'ncruIIvI_crI_rillam.'cI:'_scd."I'I_rou,,h,..floatcxchan...,,cri_crI_rlllancc

i_tmil_rin_atld data acquixili_ll,tli¢lrcmlin_ _I key _l_crali_nalparalnctcrsnlay pr_vidc

,,ufficicntinI_rli_ati_m,i-_rit_rtt_heatcxchanucr Iuilur¢.,,_thalpIatlncdtnainicnam.¢activitiescan

bc c_ncluctcdtt_rcl_airlr¢l_Im:¢the afl¢cicdheatcxc'llm_crxul_c_ulipt_m-ntix}.Vi.,,tlalin,,l_¢cli_nx

arid c,<.Idv currcr_t CXalilitlaii_ms arc +.tl_t_ llclplt.il li_r fi.tti_i.ic dc.'iccti_rl irl _,c_t+llc_ituati_ri,,. A

ctlnlbirlatitm t_l l+rti<,ranlk/tcc'hniclUC'_. inti,,t bc iilll_lclilcntcd ttl cltL'clivCIv, lilunamu llicuhanicai

laligtic.

l:tlr heal t.'xc'tl_.ill<,C_'iltibcs in +i c'l_l_ctl ctl_lin,_, w_.ilt.'r :il+l+lil.'+llil_i+ _>lllllC"I(irl/i t+l \ibraiitm

lntlniltlril_<,<,..,,lit_tilct I'lc [_lorl_lrillt.'d ill acc_lidailcc" ',vith c'ilht_'r lilc' pllin'l'_ l>rt_'\cnli\c Mail_ionanco

t>l(Igiaili <il+ ASM!! ()l_cralitiil ,:lntl Maiillt.'llallCC, ('lltic' l_rtl_laili. _vhichcvur applic_. Vibratit_n
ili_riit(ll'il+<, i_ tho ill_l clTcc'livc liil.,llit+tt i_ clclcc'l ,_iTl_ifit.'ai+t ttcgraclatit_n anti heal +xchanuor iubo

lailurc ttuc It+ ll_w inclucod cvcliu It+adin<._'arid lilc+llanical l]+iliTuc, l>crlliallc'nll\ ' in,fulled

vibraii_m llltmil_rin<,+ cqi.iil_lncnt \vt_ulcl bu illo tll_iiiiltilrl: lit_\vc\'cr, lhi,, i_ nt+l +l icquirclncnl tt+

acquire lilt llC.'t;cx._i.iivdata ltli anal\',_is. ........Scctitin _ + t t..-1 tlt.'scribcx three t\'l)Cs, t_l"heal cxcllan<,t_'r
vibi'alitli_ lilt.'i.iktlrc'nic.'ril incihtlcl,_. Vibl'alitii_ Intmitt_i'iil7 sht_tild bc l+crlt+inicd tm c.'ach clt_scd

c.'tlolin{z \valt.'r hcai oxc.'tlanTcr tmc'c l)cr tll_cii.itin _ cycle and altcr i_la.it>r heal cxchanTor
nlairllonaricc lhat charl<,cs the I-_usclinc vibrutitm levels.

l']cldv currcllt cxaillinalitm inctht+cls l+C-il(irlllCd in acCiilclailco wiih either the plaril's

I>rc\,oniivo Maii_tcnancc l:>ltigltiill tir ASMI{ ()l_ClallOn and Maintt.'nanc, c ('title l+rtl+rl.illl, whichever

al_plics, will idcntilv and characicril.C lla\+'¢x in ntm-lcrit)inagllClic heal oxcllangcr ttlbt.'s. !1" the

riuirlbcr t_i" nmt, llill.ltlc tif c\'clic loads t.'Xl_Ciicilcod l_rt+cluc'os latigtic flaws (i.e.'., lrcllin,, in lilt
tubes, thc'll cch.tv mtlrrcl_i tu._tin<_,i_ effective at dctoctin<, lllt.',4c.'I'la_.vs. it i._ ileal ncccs.xarv tt/r ihcsc

llaws ttl l-_i(_l'lagato thrtmgh lhc tube wall lt+r eddy c.'tlrlt.'lll icstirl_,__Itl bc c'lTeclivc, l{tlcl\'+ Cl.li+rCl+l

icstin<, (._cc See:titre 5.2.! 4 3) sht+uld bc l)crlorlllctl (ill c;tc'h clt>scd l_'ttt>lii+_ \valor heal cxchail_cr

at Ica._t tinct c'aeh l(I-vcar in+pcc'ii_i+ iillc'rval anti vchcncvcr lhc licul oxchanucr+ i_ t_pt.'n lor
illail-llCilallCC activitic,,.

i1 tho iitlliibor t)r illa_niltltlt." i)l cvuliu. It+aclin<,__c:i.tukt.'_lh+ I_oat cxc'llan_cr<, tube it_ fail fitinl
t, and leaknlccl-lanicaI l),lti_l.lC, .,>l.ichthai wlill cracl<in<, t'lt2Ctll._ then thcri_al l)crlt_lll/itllC:c n]ot_itt/rin_.

It_'_til-i_ will clTociivclv dctcci the tube laill.llC,,. "l'llcrnlal l_t.'rlt_lrnancc illt>nitt_ril_<, _irid leak ic.xiin,,

_)fl_cal cxchanTcr_ ix pcrf_rinctl iri amOraldance \villlcitlicrihc plani l>rcvci_tivc Maii_tcnancc _/i
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Table 5-4. Effective Programs/Techniques for Closed Cooling Water System Heat Exchangers

,j s "('onxenti_mal Pro_ram./'lcchniquc,', Cornmonl5 t'sed Non-Conventional Programs;Techniques Commonl', Used
i

Heat Exchanger AS.ME Sect, Xl. AS.\I[-Operations ,rod Prexentivc MIC
Subcomponeni ISI. and IST Maintenance Standards Maintenance Control [.a_-up Operator A.cti_itic,_ Coatings Surve,>

lubes/('oil_, Thermal Perfl_rmance Thermal Performance Sampling Preserxation

Leak Te.,,tiny l.eak Te stirag Treat :nont

Edd\ Current t-dd_ Current

Vibration .'Monitoring Vibration Monitoring

Tube Sheet Vi,,ual Inspection Vl,,ual Inspection Sampling Prescr\ation

Thermal Pcrform4ncc Thermal Performance Treatment

'ji
_, Leak Testing Leak Tea,tiny
.l:- b

Shell/No/,'les/ \'olullletri_: Examinati_m Vi_,ual Inspection Visual ln,pcction Sampling Preserxation Inspections Inspections
Internals

Surface Ex:munatioii Vibration .Monitoring %ibr4tiori .Monitorir,j Treatment

Visual E,c:immation

PressureTesting

k\4terboxi Volumetric [-_\amlnation Visual Inspectitm \'lStl4l In.,,pcctam Sampling Prc_,erxation lrl<,pcctioi> lm'Pecti°n<'
('hannet ttcadi
Dix idcr Plate Surface l,x4min4tion Thermal t'eriormancc Thermal Performance lreatmen:

Visual t-_\alnination

Pressure Tey,ting

Pre_,_ureBoundary
Fasteners/Support
Assembl\
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ASMF_, ()pcration nnd Mninlcnnncc (',,n.lc l>n_grnnl, whichcx'cr nf_l",licn. M(_s,Iheal exchangers arc'
designedwilh healIransfcrcapacilymargin such lllala pcrccnlagc(_Ilubcscan be plt3ggctl

withoulimfmctingthe ability(_i"thehealexchangeri(_sali',lvitrequiredfuncli(_n."l'hcr111al

performnncccharaL'lerislics(_Ilhchealexchanger,In_\vcvcr,decreasesasIIwntll1_l'_cr_I lulw',lhal

arepluggedincreases.S¢c'li(m5.2.3.2describe.,,severallhcrmalperI_rmanccnl_nii(_ringnwlh(_d,,
and Section 5.2.3.3.2 describes scvcr,ll leaks Icslin_ jllcltn_cls that can bc u',cd 1_ dclccl tailcd heal

exchanger tubes. Thermal pcrl_rlllancc nnmiioring sh(mld be fwrt(wiiwd _m each clc_,,cd c'_ling

waler heal excl_angcF in accordance with the fCqUiFC_llcnlx _1 Reference 5.0, n_l 1_ exceed I()
years, l.cak Icsling should bc pcrf(wlncd on these heat exchanger,, v<hcnc\cr tube leak,, arc

suspected.

ThcreIorc,ifvibraii{mdalaand thermalpcrI'_wlnanccdataarc_I_lnincdand Ircndcd_m lhc

closed coolin<, water heat exchangers _mcc per _pcralin,, c\'clc (_r _qhcr lrcqucncv dclcrlnincd

to be adequate by, plant specific _pcraline, hist_rv), ;.llld odd\' Ctll'l'Clll lcSlill"e. ;.tilt[ leak lc_,lille,, is

performed Io idcnlify degraded and leak\' lubcs, Ilion lllcchanical fatigue _I Illc I_cal cxcllangcr

tubes is effectively man_._-cd.

l:ora heatexchangertubeshcclina closedc_u_lingwalcrapplicali(m.\'istlalili,,pccli_m

shouldbe pcrformedinaccordancewilhlhcplanI'sI_rcvcnlivcMainlcnanccPr(_ram (_rASMI:,

Opcralionand Mainlcnancc(k_dcPr_granl,\vhichcvcrapplies.Vi.,,ualinspccli(m(seeSccli_m
5.2.3..4.1) is the most cffeclivc method l(_ dciccl si,,niIicanl_ dcgradati_m and heal cxchanucr,_ tube

sheet failure due i(_cyclic I(mding and incchanical l'aliguc. Visual inN_cciion sh_mld I_c

pcrl'orlned on each closed c(n_ling water heal cxcllangcr _ncc per I()-\'car inspection interval.
t:rom Section 4.3.2.2.2 in niosl in.,,lanccs, laliguc cracking _ccur,, in the tube sheet ligaments (i.e.,

space bclwcen lhc holes). If Iigamcnl cracking profmgalcs far cmmgh, leakage across tile tube
shcel can be dcleclcd bv lhCl'llli.il pcrl'orm;mcc m_mitoring and leak testing mcthod_, as described

in Section 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3.2 rcspcctixcly. "l'hcrlnal performance monitt_ring sh_tild be

performed on each closed cooling wa.ilcr hc;.ll exchanger in ;.iccordancc with the rcquilcn/cnls ()I

Reference 5.9, not t_ exceed I() ycgus, l.cak tcsting should be f_cl'formcd _n these heat
exchangers v,'t_.never tube .sheet leaks arc .,,u.,,f_eclcd.

Therefore, if visual insf_cction i,, performed once per I()-\'car inspcctitm intcr\'nl, and
lhci'lnal pcifOl'llll.inc¢ dl.lll.i is oblaJncd nnd Ircndcd once pt_'r opei'nlil_,_.L'VL'Ie.(_1" i.Ii ant)lhcl
frequency dctcrnlJrlcd to I+e ndccluatc by plant spcciI'ic opcrnting hi.st_+iy), and leak tcStJlig is
performed It+ identify, leak\' tube .sheeti.il'Cl.i.x,then n_cchanical l'alieuc t+l lhc cl_scct c(_olin,,+W;.llt.'l"

heat cxL'llangcr tube .xhccl is clTccti\cly innnngccl.

l::ol"_.iheal cxcllnngcr shell, v_'ulci'b(Ix/ch;.lilnc] hcad, and ll(iz/lcs in _icl{_scd c,_lin<,_ \v',ilcr

npplicalJon, \(_iumclric, SUllacc, and visual cx;.iillJn;,ilJ()il._ and plt.'s,sulc Icnling sll_tilcl be
pcrl'_rlllod irl ;.ic'L'oi'danccwilh lhc planl'.,, ASMI'; .Sccii_m X! lnscr\'Jcc inspcclJtln nnd Tcslin,,C"

F'i'Ogl;,irn. "Fhc rL'cluirc(t cx;.iilliil;,ili(m.,, l'(ir {'lass 2 hc;.il cxL'hnngci's (see Sccli_m 5.2.1.1) sh_ltild
be followed l(ir lhcsL" classedc(>l_ling \valci heal exL'hangcr applicllti_ms. Those shell, \v_.ilcibox/
channel he;.id, and ilo/.xic CXalllJll;.llJi)ll.V, ill't." pcrl{wlncd C_.lc'hI()-\'cnr ii_spcc'li_m illlt.'l'Vi.ll. Tllc
pre.xstirc Icsls aie pcrll)iillL'd _il Icasi (mcc each ii_spccli_m pu'ri_d nl _.iic',l pl'c.x.,,uict.'qtinl l_l ihc
n(m_inai _pcrnling pressure during sy._Icln _pcralion. l{iihcr ii h\cli_._lalic pressure i¢_I _li" lhL"
rcqtiiienlenl.x of ASMti ('ode ('list N-40S is pc?rf_l'lncd nl _lr nc;.ii lhc end of cnt.'h I()-\'car
in.spcclion irllcrval. "lilt;' henl t.'xchangcr shcll/walcrb_lx/ L'hnnncl head, and rlozzlc cxlcii_w
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xufl'acc.'., arc visually cxalllinud lcw evidence _1 leakage during lhc,,c l_rc_nurc I¢_I,.,. ('_wrcclivc

acli_m,, arc implclncnlcd in acc_rd;ance ;vilh the rules an, I rcquirclllcni', _1 ASMli Sccli_n X! Iscc
Sccli()n 5,2.1.3),

Therefore,ifv_lumclric,,,url'ac¢,and visualcxaminali_m,,arc pcrI_wmcd_m the heal

exchangershell,watcfb_xlchannclhead,and m>z.,,Icseach Ill-yearinsl-_ccti_mintervaland f_rc._surc

t¢,,tingi,,l_CrI'_wmcdatleant_mcc each in.,,pccti_npcI'i_d,thenIncchanicalI'atiLzuc_>Itheclc,.,,cd

c_olingwalcrhealcxchan,,z,cr ,,hell,watcrb_xlchannclhead,and n_zzlc_,iseffectivelylllana_Cd.

Ig>rheal exchanger ,,hell,,idcinternals,visualinspccli<mssh<_uldbc I-_crI<_rn_cdin

acc_mJancc wilh lhc planI',,I_rcvcnlivcMainlcn_ncc Pr_granl_r ASMI_ ()pcrali_mand

Mainlcnanc¢('<_dcI>r<_graI_i,whicheverai_pIi¢,,.Vi,,i_alinspccli_mi,,cc.S¢cli<m5.2.3.3.I) i,,lh¢
most cIfcclivctoolheadt_dolce!,,igr_iiicanldcgradati_mand failure_I I11chealexchanger,,hcll

side ir_tcrnals duc t_ cyclic I_ac.ling ,_tnd rt+lCChar_icalfatigue. Visual inspecti_m .,,,h_mld be

pcrl_rmcd_m each cl_scdc_olingwaterhealexchanger_mcc per l(l-ycarinnpccli_minterval.

IfmechanicalIali_uccau_,¢sthehealexchangerinternalsl_bcc¢_n_cl_sc,lhcnitislikely

thalvibrali_mlevelswillincrease.Vibrali_mm_mit_ring.,,h_mldbc pcrli_rn_cdinacc_rdanccwith

eithertheplant'sPr¢\'cntivcMaintenancePr_gran__r ASMI:,()pcrati_m,and Mainlcnvncc('_dc

Pr_gram,whicheverai'_plic,,.I'crnmncnllyinstalledvibrati_mn_mit_rin,gcquip_cntw_mld bc lhc

_ptimurn,lu_wc,,'cr,thisisn_ta requirementt_acquirelhcnecessarydatali_ranalyni,,.Vibrali_m
Immil_wingsh_mldbe pcrI_rn_cd_m eachcI_scdc_ling walcrhealexchanger_mc'cper_I'_craling

cycleand aIIcrma.j_rmainlcnancclhaloh;rageslhcbawlin¢vibra_i_mlevels.

Th',';,,re,,,visualinspeclitmispcrI'_m_wd_mcc per II)-vcarinspccli_minlcrval,and
vihrati_m (.lli|aiXohlaincdand trended_m lhccl_,,cdc_ling WalCI IIcal cxchi.IIlgCI'.",l_IICC pCf

_pcralingcycle_o!_lhcrfrequencydclcri_incdI_bc adcqualcby i_lanl,,pcciIic_I-_cralinghi.,,I_ry1

and R_IIowingma.j_rmainlcnanccaclivilics,lhcn _ncchanicalIaliguc_i lhc healexchanger

inlcrnalsiscffcclivclymanaged.

l:_Ia healexchangerlubcsidedividerplalc,visualin,,p¢cli_mssh_mldhe l-wrl_wmcdin

acc_rdancc with lhc planl's l_rcvcnlivc.Maintenancelh_raI_l_I ASMI ()pcrali_nand

Mainlcnancc(k_dcI_r_graln,whicheveraI_pIic,,.Vi,,ualil_spccli_nisccSccli_m5.2.3.3.1)islhc
m(_slcffcclivcmclh_d i_ dclcclsigniIicanldc_radali_mand failure_I lhc hca!exchangerIt_bc

sidcdividerplalcduc I_ cyclicI_adingand n_¢chanicalIaliguc.Visualin,,pccli_m,,h_uldbe

performed_m each cI_,,cdc_ling walcrhealexchanger_ncc per Ill-yearinspccli_ninlcrval.

IfmechanicalIaliguccau,,¢,,lhcdivideri;lalcI_ bcc_ml¢dclachcd_r _uhcrwiscbracken

suchlhalc_ling walcrll_wbypa,,,,cslhclubc,,,lhcnlhcrn_alcapacilv_I lhchealexchangerix
diminished.Thermal I-_¢rf_wmanccn_nil_ring_,h_uldbe I-wrI_rmcdinacc_rd',_nccwilhci_hcrIIw

planl'sPrcvcnlivcMainlcnanccl'r_rai__r ASMI ()pcrali_mand Mainlcnanc¢('_dclh_gral_,
whicheverapplies.Sccli_n5.2.3.2dc,,cribcs,,cvcrallhcI_allwrliwI_mm.'ci_i_il_rii_,,z,nwlh_d,,

lhatcan he used I_dclccla failedhealexchangerdividerplalc.l'hcrmalpcrl_wi_ancctmmil_rin,,

_,h_mldbe pcrI_rmcd on each cI_,,cdc_ling _valcrhem ¢xcI_angcrin m.'c_rdanccxvilhlhc

rcquircm,'nls_I Rclk'rcncc5.9,m_lt_exceed I()\'car,,.
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Thcrcl'(_rc. il \i,,ual in,,pccti_m i,, pcrli_rnlcd _mcc per I()-vcar in_pccli_m irltervai and

lhcrmal pcrlormancc dala i_ _d_laincd and trended _n lhc clo.wd cc_lin_ walcr heal cxcharl_cr_

once per opcrmin_ cycle (_r _>lhcrfrequency dclcrnlinud Ic_ I_c acicclUalc Iw l_lalll-._pccil'ic

operating hisl_rv), (hen mechanical l'aliguc (if" lhc hclll exchanger lul_c _idc divider plait and lut_c

_hccl i_ cffcciivelv managed.

5.4.3.2 General Corrosion

l:r_)lllSccli_m4.3.2,.generalcc_mx,,i_m(i.e.,by dc,,incil'icali_m)_I"nlunlzmclal tube .,,llccin

and _cncralc_rr_,,i_m(i.c..unil_rnlwm, la_c)_I"cmh_m ,,feelluhc ,,heel,,,_hcllln_zi.lc_linicrnlil_,

and walcrl_x!channclhca_lldividcrplateincl_:,,¢dc_lin_ water apl'_licati_)n,,_nu,,lbe cffcclivclv

I:_r an ASMI:. Clas,, 2 heal exchanger shell, watcrb_x/channcl head, and n_zzlc,, in il

cl_cd c'_lin<,_,WilIcriil_l-_licali(m,v_lunlclric._,UI'I'ilCL',illldv]Ntlil]CXillllillilli(Hl_,,i|ndl'_rc_.XUl'¢

ICXlill_ ',houid I_c l_crl'(liincd, l:()r lhc ASMli ('las._ 3 heal cxchall_Cr shell, walerhox/channel head

lind ll()7./It.'._ in c'l_scti l_'o_lin7 walt.'r applicaii_m,,, l_lt.'SXtll'C.' icsiin 7 i,, iin c'lTccilvc l'u'()grliill. Thc,,¢

cXaillinali_m,, art.' l_crl_lrincd in iiccllrdlillt.'c _ilh Ihc planl'n ,,\SMI'] Sc'c:li_m XI inscr\icc Inspu'cli_ln

anti "l'c,,lin, 7 l>i_l_i_il_l i s¢l.' Sccli_m,, 5.2. I. I and 5.2.1.2). "l'hc c'xalninali(ins (111ASMI ('lass _ hc'al

cxchall7¢rs arc l_u'rl(irnlc'd c'iic'll I()-\'c'ar insl_ccli(m inlcrval, and lhc l_it.'_stiic• Ic',,I,, (ill I_(l_ll ASMI
('lass ] anti 3 hc'iil cxchal_{2c'rs arc I_C'll_lill_t.'clal ic'a_,l _mt.'t.'t.'acll insl_Ccli(in l_c'ri(itI, lhc',,surc ll.',,I,,

ill'C pt.'rf(_rlllcd al ii \altlC CClual I()lhL' n(_lninal (ipc'liilill_ plt.'Xstlrt.' dtll'lll,'_ _vnlclll ()pcrlili()l_. l:.ilhcr

a Ilydl'(iMillic l_lC,,,,tll't.• lcxl (it lhc rcquii'¢inenl_ (ll-\SMI ('_do ('ii_c N-49N i_, F)crll)rinc'd (ill
t\SM[! ('lann 2 heal exc'hanTcrs and; a hvtiroslalic prc,,,,uro ll.'_l is porf()rlllod im lho ASMI;. ('lanx

.4 hclil exchanger,, al (u llt_iir lhc c'nd (if each I()-vear innpcclilm inlcr\'al. The heal oxchanTcr
nhcll. _valcrt_<lx/chani_c'l head, and nt)zzlc cxlcril)r ,,i.irfacc,> al'C"\'i,,I.iall\' Oxalnincd I()i" evidence i_f

IcakaTc durin 7 lhcsc [)l,'_,._urt. ' lc,,l,,. ('l)irccliv¢ al.'lilm,, iilt.' inlplcnlenlcd in acc_)rdancc _vilh lhc

illlcs anti roquireillonl_ ()1 i\SMI'] Sccii_m Xi (.,,¢c .Sccii_m 5.].l.Jl.

Thcrcf_lrc. ir v_lluinolric. _,tliliic't.,, lind vi,,ulil cxllininali_m_, iilt." l_crlllrlncd lln the ASMI';

('ili_._ ] hclil cxchlinTer ,,hell. wiilcih(_x/c'hlinl_cl hclicl, and n(l//Ic_ ¢iich I()-\'u'iir in,q_u'cii_l_

inlClVal, lind prt.'k_urc Ic_lin,,_ ix pcll'(Irlllcd (_1_I_lh ASMIi ('lli,,n _"_and .t hu,al cxchlin_u'r,,, ill It..ii,,l

(into each illkpCCtlon pcri_cl, Ihen _cnclal c'(lii(ixi()i/_ll the heal exchanger _hcil, \valcrb_)x/channcl

head, iilld ll()l/1ox in cl(_ccl c'_(llin 7 _vlllt.'r applicali_m_ i,, cflc'ciivclv lllailli_u'd.

l:(ir Cal'b(in steel cl_cll c'_l_iing _vlii¢l" heal exchanger ,,llcll xictc internal,,, vi_tlal

in_l_CCii_m_ slu_uld hc pt.'ll()rlllCd in iict.'()rdlillCt.' \viih ihc plani'k Ihcvcniivc Miiilllu'illillCC l_l'()gi'iilll

or ASMI _]()pci'ali(m lind Mainlcnancc ('(icic lh'_lglaln, wllichc\cr applic,,. Viktlal ii_pcc:ii_n (,<'c

Scl.'li(m $.2..4.3. I ) i_ ihc Ill(i,_l cflcclivc incih_d ll_ clclccl ,,igi_ilicani clc{_iildaii(_ll anti liiiltliC (_1lhc

heal cxchllngt.'r ._hcll _idc inlcrnal,, duc l(i {zcnu'ial t.'(lii(i,,i_lil. \"i,,ual iii,,pecli(in ,,h(lultl he'

t_ci'l(_rlned (_il lh¢ cl_,,cd c(_(lling _.vlllcr heal t.'xchlillgC'r ,,hell ,,idc ()llCt.' per I()-\l.'iir in_pccii_m
lnlcr\'iil

11_CilC'lal c(Irl(i,,l()n Catl_C,_111¢lical cxchall_cr illl¢l'llli]_ l_l t-lcC()llic' I()(_,,¢, Ihcll il i,, likcl\
lhill vit'u'ali(iri level,, will increase. Vibrali_m ill(_ilillll'ill_ ,_tl(luld bc l_cil()lincd in acc(irctanc'c \vilh

eillicr lhc pllinl", lh'cvcnli\'c Malnlcnancc Pl'll_lalll (ll- ,\_Mi'_ ()pClalilm and .Milinlcnancc ('_lclc

Pr_)gi'alll. whichever applic_, l_crillancnil\ ' in,,iallcd \'il_rali_n nl()nil(iri117 C'ClUil_illcnl \v(itiltl bc lhc
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optinmm; however, this is not a requirement to acquire the necessary data f_w analysis. Vibration

monitoring should be pertbrn-led on the closed cooling water heat exchangers (race per operating

cycle and after major nlainlenance iJl_.ll changes the baseline vibration levels.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per lO-year inspeclion inlerval and
vibration data is obtained and trended on the closed c_oling waler heal exchangers once per

operating cycle (or oilmr frequency dclerrnined to be adeq 'ale by planl-specific operating tlislory )
and following major maintenance activities, then general corrosi(m (_1'the closed cooling water

heat exchange.'r inlernals is elfcctivelv marlaged.

For the carbon steel heat exchanger tube side divider plate (and carbon steel or muntz

metal tube sheets), visual inspections should be performed in accordance with the plant's

Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever

applies. Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect

significant degradation and failure of lhe heal exchanger tube side divider plate and tube sheet

due to general corrosion. Visual inspection should be performed oil each closed cooling waler

heat exchanger elite per I()-ve;.u inspection interval.

If general corrosion causes the divider plate I_ become delached or <_therwisc broken c_r
the tube sheet to corrode through sucll that c_oling water flow bypasses the tubes, then thermal

capacity of the heat exchanger ix diminished. Thermal perlk+rmancc monitoring should be

perlorrned in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME

Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Seclion 5.2.3.2 describes several

thermal perf<wmance monitoring mell:,_ds that can be used to deleci a failed heal exchanger

divider plate or ttlbe sheet. "l'hernlal performance m_miloring sh_mld he performed on each closed

cooling water heat exchanger in acc_rdance v,,'ilh the requirements of RelL'rence 5.9, not to exceed

I() years.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per I()-year inspection inter\'al and

tlmrmal perf_u'mance d,lla is obtained and trended on the classed c_oling water heal exchangers

once per operating cycle (c_r ¢_iher frequency del:rmined to be adequate by plant-specific

operating history), then general c_rrosi_m of the heat exchanger tube side divider plate and tube
sheet is effectively lllanaged.

5.4.3.3 Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion

Frcml Section 4.3.2, MIC of heat exchanger tubes, tube sheets, shell/nozzles/inierw, tls, and

watertlox/ctial-lnel heacl/divider plille subccmlponenls ill c i_lsectc(ullillg water applications thai arc
11OIil'ealed with biocides nltlsl be eflectivelv llllillilged regafdlcss ill" lllaleriill lypes.

Sampling _I the closed c(_ling water fluid strcain and immediately ut)streanl and
dow'nsireaill ti'onl the heal exchanger sh{itild be perl_>iilled quarlci'lv in ;.lccoi'dailce wilh the

planl's Mi(" ('oilli<li Progiaill. Sailipiin 7 ;.iild ail;.iiysis, and associated trending of lhe data, oil
a quarlerly basis is sufficienl Io assessseaslmal variations in the nlici'obial conlent, oxygen level,
and critical rltliiienls of the closed c_lolin 7 water. Appropriate lreatmerit methods, as delineated

in Set:lion 5.2.4.3, el.ill iheil be iinplemenied i_ effectively il/itigale the effects of MIC.
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When tile closed cooling water heat exchanger is open for maintenance purposes or Ibr
visual inspection (i.e., once per 10-year inspection interval), solid samples _l"corrosion products,

deposits, or tubercules should he removed and a detailed chemical and microbiological

examination perlk_rmed.

Additional visual examination and pt_ssibly metal samples c_t"the under deposil area should

also be perlormed in accordance with the plant's MIC C_mtrol Program. Analysis and trending

of the solid sample and metallurgical dala, if appropriate, may lead to better treatment methods

that will mitigate the effecls of MIC.

Therefore, it sampling and analysis of the closed cooling water upstream and downstream

from the heat exchanger is performed quarterly (or other frequency determined to be adequate
by plant-specific operating history/ and solid sampling and analysis is performed whenever the

heat exchanger is open for tnair_tenarlce or inspection, then MIC of the heat exchanger tubes, tube
sheet, shell/nozzles/inter,-mls, and waterbox/channel head/divider plate in closed cooling water

applications is effectively managed.

5.4.3.4 Intergranular and Transgranular Stress Corrosion Cracking

From Section 4.3.2.2.4, IGSCC and TGSCC of muntz metal tube sheets exposed to closed

cooling water applications are required to be effectively managed.

For the muntz metal heat exchanger tube sheet in closed cooling water applications, visual

inspection should be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program

or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Prt_gram, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see
Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heal

exchanger tube sheel failure due tO IGSCC ;rod/or TGSCC. Visual inspection should be

performed on each of these treated water heat exchangers once pc; 10-year inspecticm interval.

If cracking propag;fles far enough, leakage across the tube sheet can be detected by thermal

performance monitoring and leak testing methods as described in Sections 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3.2,

respectively. Thermal performance monitoring should be perfor,ned on each of these closed

cooling water heat exchangers in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to

exceed 10 years. Leak testing should be performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube

sheet leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per l()-,vear inspection interval, and

thermal performance data is obtained and trended once per operating cycle (or at another

frequency determined t_ be adequate by plant-specific operating history), and leak testing is

performed to identify leaky tube sheet areas, then IGSCC and TGSCC of the closed cooling
water heat exchanger tube shecl is effcclivelv managed.

5.4.3.5 Wear

Detecting the presence t_l wear in the closed cooling water system heat exchanger

stlbc_mporlerlls is virttlallv impressible to achieve until such time ;is the suhcomponent begins to

exhibit atmc_rmal behavl_w. Therelcwe, programs/techniques tt_ effectively marlage wear are

generally l_erl'orln;,mce based. Thr_ugh heal exchanger performance monitoring and data
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acquisiti_m, tile trending of key operational imrameters may pr_vide sufficient inl'_,rnmti_m, pri,)r
to heat exchanger failure, so that planned maintenance aclivities can be conducted l_,

rc0air/ref_lace the aflL'cted heal exchanger subcoml_onent(s). Visual inspecli,ms and eddy currenl
examinaticms are also, helpftll I_,r wear delecti(m in solne situati_ms. A c_mlbinali_m _f

programs/techniques must be implemenled to eflL'clivcly manage wear.

lq,r hca! exchanger lubcs in a cl_,sed co_ling water applicati_m, some l_rm of vibrati_m

m,,nil(,ring should be pert'_,rmed iu acc_,rdance with either the plant's Prevenlive Maintenance

Program or ASMt- ()peration and Maintenance (',,de Program, w'hichevcr applies. Vibrali_m

m_mil_ring in the most effective method I_,detect significant degradation and hcal exchanger tube

failure due t_ ll(_w induced cyclic loading and wear. Permanently installed vibration monitoring

equipmenl would be tile optimum; h_)wever, this is not a requirement to acquire the necessary

dais for nnaly.sis. Section 5.2.3.3.4 describes three types ,)1" heat exchanger vibration

measurement metlu,ds. Vibrati,m mortify,ring should be performed on each closed cooling water

heat exchanger _mce per _,perating cycle and after major heal exchanger muinlenance lhnl changes
the baseline vibrati_m levels.

l:.ddv ctlffenl ex_.lnlini.iti_m mctt_(,ds perf_u'med in acc,u'dance with either thc planl's

Pfeventive Mainlenance Pro)gram _,r ASMt'_ ()peration and Maintenance (k_de Pr,,gran_.
whicheverapplies,willidentifyi.lndchi.lfl.lclefi/.eflawsillll()ll-fCfl'()lllagllclichealexchangerItlbes.

Ifthenumber or magnitude_,IcycIicloadsexperiencedira,ductswear Maws {i.e.,dcnling)inthe

tubes, then eddy current testing in effective at detecting these flaws. It in m,t necessary l_f these

Flaws to pr_,pngate lhr_,ugh lhe tube wall for eddy ctlrfelll lesling I_) be el'fcctive, l-ddy current

tesling (sec Secli_,n 5.2.3.3.3t sh, mld be f)erl(,rmed ,,n each cl,,sed c_,_iing water heat exchanger

at least _,nce each l()-year inspecli(m interval and whenever the heat exchanger in _pen l_r
n,aintcnancc aclivilies.

If lhe nulnber _! magnitude _,1cyclic I_mding causes Ihe heal exchanger tube l_, fail Ir_,m
weal such lh;tl Ihr, mgh wall penetrati_,n _,ccurs. lhen thernlal perl_rnmnce nl_nit_,ring and leak

testing will effeclively detect tile tribe failures. Thermnl perl'_rn_ance _mmitoring and leak testing

,,1 heat exchangers is pert,nmed in ncc_,rdance wilh eilhef tile plant's l'rcvenlive Maintenance _,r
ASMI- ()perati{m _.llld Mainlen_.lncc ('ode iq_gram, whichever applies. M_sI he;.tl exchangers are

designed with heat lranster capacilv, margin such that a pefcenla,,ee _,1 tubes can be plugeed•

with_mt impactingltle ability _,ltllc heal excllangcrt_,satislv its required luncti,m. "l'l]clhert_]al

perf{_rnmnce characteristics of tile heal exchanger, h_wcver, decreases us the ilutnber _1 tubes flint

arc pltngged increases. .Secti_m 5.2.3.2 describes several thern_al l)erf_,rxnnncc t_,nil_,ling

meth(,ds, and Secti,m 5.2.3.3.2 describes several leak lusting ancth_+dn that cnn bc used It, (Ictccl

failed heat exchanger tubes. "i'hernlal perf,,r_nancc u++t+nit,,ting sh,,uld bcf, crl{u+n+c¢ltm each
closed c_>t,lill,, \v;.Itef heal exchaneef ill ;.tcct_rd_.tncc_vitll Itlc rcquifcmcntx {,1 RclZ'rcncc _;t) n_,lv. " '

tt+ exceed l() years, l.cak testing sh_,ul¢! t+e pcrl_,flncd <m these heat exchangers wllcne\'cf It_be

lenks are st_spccted.

"l'i_ercf,,rc. i1 vibrati,,n dala and thermal t_cfl'_)rmance data are _btaincd nnd txcndc_t _n the

cl(_scd c,_,ling walcr heat exchangers _mce per _,perating cycle (_x"_,lher Ircqtucncy deterll_ined

I() be ;.ldcqtlillc by pl;.lnl-specil'ic _)pel';.llillg hisl_,ly_ _.ind f_,ll_,\ving nln.j,_r llli.linleni.lncc i.icli\:ilics:

and eddy ctirrclll Iesling and leak lesling in perl_Mned I(, idenlify degraded and leaky Itlbes. lhen

wear _I the heal exchanger lubes in effectively xnan;.lged.
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l:_r il he,it exch;inger tube sheel in ;i classed ¢_ling waler af_plicaiicm, visual inspection

should be l'_erlc_rnled in acct)idance with 111¢i_larll's Preveniive M;.lirlterl;.ulce Pr_graln c_l ASME

()per'atiorl and M:linlerlarlce ("_de Pl'_gr;l111. \vllicl-_ever apf_lies. Visu;ll inspection (see Section

5.2.3.3. !) is lhe im_sl effeclive meth_d t_ detect signifit.';.lnl clegract;iti_rl ;Uld he;it exchiiflger tube

sheel failure duc tc_ cyclic Ic_;idin_, and xve;.ir. Vi,,ual irispecticul sht_uld be perforrned c_ll each

closed cooling ,,ruler he;it exchunger _nce per I()-yem" inspcctic_n interval, l:lt_rn Secticm 4.3.2.2.6

in lm_sl instarlces, cl';_cking _cctll's in the tube sheel ligurnents (i.e.. Sl'_Uccbetween the ht_les).

if ligarnen! cracking prt_lxlg;ites f;u" el_mgh, leakage ;lcl't_ss the lube sheet c;m be detected by
lherrnai perfc_rrn;ulce 111Ollilo1"i!1g;.lnd Ic;tk lesling rnelll_ds ;is described in Sections 5.2.3.2 and

5.2.3.3.2, respeclivelv. Therm;ll peiTol'mance lmmitt_rirlg should be performed on each closed

totaling water Ileal cxcll;u_ger in acc_rctance with the recluivemenls _1 Reference 5.0, sol I_ exceed

1() \'ears. l_e;lk lestin,,_, should be f_erf_rmed _l_ these heut exchangers whenever tube sheel leaks

are suspected.

Thereft_re, if visu_ll irlspecti_rl is f_erforrned once per l()-vear irispecti(m irller\'al, and

lherlllCii pcrl'_lrnl;ince cl;ll;i is _btained ;ind trellclcd (ince fief {_pef;.itJng cycle (t)f ;it another

l'r¢cll.ierlcy ctelerillJnecl t(i be ;idt.'ClU;il¢ bv l_lani-specific llpoi';.llJng l iisioi'v), ;iild leak iosiin 7 is

1-)erfc_rmocl io JdenlJfv le;iky lub¢ shcol ;.iit?;,is, lhen vJe;.if (>f ihc" closed cooling w_.ilef ileal
exch;lll<,ef Itlbe sheet is effecii\elv in;.in;,i_c_,l.

5.4.3.6 Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

Pl'l)m Section 4.3.2.3.5, elosi(_n ;lilci er()si(In/corlo<;ion lntlSl be effectively nlanagect l'()r the

he;il exch;ingor shell/nozzles/internl.lls Sl.lbC,'r_lnlpontTlllSnl;.idc fr()nl c,';.ll'btln stool ;.ind expo<;ed to

closed c'_ll_ling \v;,ilCl" on the shell side with lluid \'el_cil\' lhal is gl'O;ller lh;.tn specified limits.

For ;.in ASMt:_ ('lass 2 ctlfl-ii)n steel Ile_lt exchanger shell and nozzles in ti cl_scct cooling

\valor applicali_m, x'l:_lunloiric, _,ul'faco, _iild visual ox;.inlinati(ins, ;lnd prossl.liO testing should be

l'lorformed. Fl_r the ASME ('l;l._s 3 he,ll oxctl;ingor shell and ntlT,zlos in closed c'_._)iing \valor

_lpplicalions, plOSstlre lesling is ;.in effective pr(tgi';.inl. Those ex;,lnlill;,llions ;.lfe pelf¢Wllled in

at'cord;into with the pl;lnl's ASM[:_ See'lion Xl lnscrx'ic'e li_spoc'lion and ]'esiin 7 Pi'(Igr;.ilTi (see
,c;ociions 5.2.1.1 ;lnd 5.2.1.2i. The exl.inlillliliOllS _)11ASMI--] Cl;iss Z he;ii _xc'hl.ingoi_ ;ilC'

l-leifoi'nTed ctic'tl l()-year insl_eC.'ii()n inlerval, iiilct lhe pressurt? lesls on bolh A,_ME Class 2 and ,4

heal exc'hangers ;,iie perfoi'i_ed ;.il le;lsl once e;lch iiTspecli_ln period. Pl'eSStlle lesls ;.ire perforn_od

;,il _l x'ciltie etll.I;ll Io ihc ilonlinci] (ipel';.iling prc._stlr¢ dtifin,,_..,,vslein, opc'f;,ilit)n, t:]ilher ;i hvctr_stalic.

ple.,,Stlfe ie.<,i or the rt?tltlifenlenl.',; of ASMF; Circle Case N-4Obl is l_erfl_rmed on ASMf'] el;is.<, 2

heal exmh;ingers ;inct; ;i hvtlrtlslalic pfCs_;I.iFe le.sl is l-)eff_)rmed _ln lhe i\S,_/ll?] Cl;ls_, ) heat
exch;.tngefs ill ()i no;it the end t_l eaCll l()-ye;.ir inspecii_m inlefv;ll. The he;tl exch;.tllger shell _iilct

nozzle t?Xlei'ior surfaces ;.ife \'i_u;illv examined for evidence t/l" le;ika,,ee,dl.lrlng 'hose l')res_;tllC tests.

('¢lrrec'live ;,l¢ll()n'.; life implen_enled 111;.lC.'COl'd;.inm0with the fLIles ;.|lltt leql.lilelllOnls of A_,¥i[:_
Seclii_n Xi (s¢¢ Secli_)n 5.2.1.3).

Theref(iro, if \(llulnotric, _,tlrl;ico, and visu_il ex;inlin;llion,, ;ire t'_erfol'nlcd t)il the ASME
('l;iss "_ heal exc'h;u_<,ef shell _lilct nolzles o;lch i()-\'e;li" inspecli_m ii_Ior\'al ;.lnct pressure leSiill,,

is performed on both ASME (71;l._s2 and {t heal exchangers ;it le;lst _lnc'o each iilSl-tOction pel'i_lct,
Iherl el'o,<;ion ;lnd ei'_)sion/c_u'rosion _ll lhe heal cxchanuer ._hell ;ind no/.,,les in clt_sed c'l_lin,,

w;.il0r ;il_,plic;.iliOllS is effectively nl;ln;,igeci.
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For carbon steel heat exchanger shell side internals in a closed cooling water application,

visual inspections should be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance

Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual

inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant degradation
and failure of the heat exchanger shell side internals due to erosion and erosion/ corrosion.

Visual inspection should be performed on the heat exchanger shell side once per lO-year

inspection interval.

If erosion and erosion/corrosion cause the heat exchanger internals Io become loose, then

it is likely that vibration levels will increase. Vibration monitoring should be performed in

accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and

Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Permanently installed vibration monitoring

equipment would be the optimum; however, this is not a requirement to acquire the necessary

data for analysis. Vibration monitoring should be performed on the closed cooling water heat

exchangers once per operating cycle and after major maintenance that changes the baseline
vibration levels.

Therefore, it visual inspection is perlormed once per lO-year inspection interval, and

vibration data is obtained and trended on the closed cooling water heat exchangers once per

operating cycle (or at another frequency determined Io be adequate by plant-specific operating
history) and following major maintt, nance activities, then erosion and erosion/corrosion (_1"the

closed cooling water heat exchanger internals is effectively managed.

5.4.4 Lubricating Oil System Heat Exchangers

From Tables 3-5 and 3-6 (i.e., tube side and shell side fluids), the lubricating oil system

heat exchangers discussed in this section are the (1) BWR plant - HPCI System lubrication oil

coolers, RCIC System lubrication oil coolers, EDG lubrication oil coolers, and miscellaneous oil

coolers and (2) PWR plant EDG lubrication oil coolers and miscellaneous oil coolers. From
these tables, the lubricating oil flows through the shell side of these heal exchangers. There are

no cases where lllbricating oil l'lov_s lhrough the tubes. These heat exchangers were evaluated

by subcomponent, and the associated aging mechanisms, determined in Section 4.3, to be

significant are:

• Tubes

Mechanical fzatigue
---Wear

Fouling

• Tube Sheets

Mechanical fatigue
Wear

Fouling
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• Shell/Nozzles/Internals

Mechanical Fatigue

Fouling

° Waterbox/Channel Head/Divider Plate

Mechanical Fatigue

° Prcssure Boundary Fasteners/Support Assembly

None

The following programs/techniques are considered effective for detection and mitigation

of these aging mechanisms:

• Mechanical Fatigue

ASME Section XI lnservice Inspection and Testing
Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

° Wear

Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

° Fouling

Preventive Maintenance

-- ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

Table 5-5 summarizes the results and conclusions associated with the following effective

program/technique evaluations.

5.4.4.1 Mechanical Fatigue

Detecting the presence of mechanical fatigue in the lubrication oil system heat exchanger

subcomponents is virtually impossible to achieve until such time as the subcomponent begins to

exhibit abnormal behavior. Therefore, programs/techniques to effectively manage mechanical

fatigue are generally performance based. Through heat exchanger performance monitoring and

data acquisition, the trending of key operational parameters may provide sufficient information,

prior to heat exchanger failure, so that planned maintenance activities can be conducted to repair/
replace the affected heat exchanger subcomponent(s). Visual inspections and eddy current

examinations are also helpful for fatigue detection in some situations. A combination of

programs/tectmiques must be implemented to effectively manage mechanical fatigue of these heat

exchanger components.
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Table 5-5. Effective Programs/Techniques for Lubricating Oil System Heat Exchangers

Com entional Progran>/Techniques Commonly Used Non-Conventional Programs/Techniques Commonly Used

Heat Exchanger ASME Sect. XI. ASME Operations and Prevcntixe MIC

Subcotnponenl ISI. and IST MainteNance Slandards :Maintenance Control Lay-up Operator Activities Coatings Survey

Tubes/Coil.,, Thermal Pcrfl_rmancc Thermal Perfl_rmance Preservation

l.eak Testing Leak Testing

[7.ddx (,urrcn! Eddy Current

Vibration .Monitoring Vibration Monitoring

Tube Shect \'i,,ual Inspection Visual Inspection Preservation

Thermal Performance Thermal Performance

,g-I
' Leak Testine Leak Tcstine

-t-.-

Shell/No/lies/ \'_lumelric F.xanaination \:isual In.,,pcclion Visual Inspection Preservation Inspections

Inlcrnals

Surface Examination Vibration .Monitoring Vibration .Monitoring

Visual F.xamination

Pressure Fcsting

\Valcrbo\/

('harmcl ||cad/

Divider Platc

Pressure Boundarx

FaslcncrsfStlpr)lirl
,;\.,,scmbl \
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For heat exchanger tubes in a lubrication oil applicati(m, some forill of vibration

monitoring should be pcrtlwined in acc_lrdance with either tile plant's Preventive Maintenance

Progranl or ASMt/_ Opel'aii()ll arid Mainlenance ('ode Progranl, whichever applies. Vibration

inoniloiing is tile mo.<,loff0ctivc molhod to detect significant dcgradalion and heal exchanger tube

failure due io flmv induced cvclic loading and mechanical f;iligue. Pcrnlanonlly installed
vibration illoniloring oquipnlenl would D0 tile opiinlunl; however, lhis is not a requircnlonl Io

acquire the necessary data l_)r ;.Ul;.il\'._is. Section 5.2.3.3.4 describes three types of he;at oxch;.Inger

vibration lllCaStlienlenl nlcthcids. Villi'alien monitoring should be perfornled cin each iubricniion

oil ho;.il exchanger C)llCOper operating cycle alld after nlajor heal exchanger nlainionance thai

changes the baseline \'ibratiori levels.

Eddy ci.irrenl exaillinalion melhods performed in i.icc()rdLlnce with either the plant's
Prcvcni ive Mai nlcnance Pi'()t2r;,llll of A,_ME Opelat ion and Mainlenance ( ( dc Progl'_illl, whichever

applies, will identify ;.llld characterize flaws in ilon-fcrronl;,ignolic heal exchanger ltlbes. If ihe

ntlnlber ()I" nlaglliltido of cyclic loads experienced pr()dtlcos wotir flaws (i.e., froliing) in tile tubes,

iherl eddy CUITOIll iestin<, is eff0clivc al detecting those flaws li is nol lleCeSSal'V ft)r these flaws

il_ propagate through the tribe wall for eddy currenl lesling to be effective. Eddy current testing

(see Secti(m 5.2.3,3.3) sh_mld be perfornlod i)il eacl-! lubrication oil heal exchanger at least ()nee

c;lch l()-vear irl,_pecii()ri inierv;.il and wllcrle\'er tile heal cxchan<,ore, is c)pcn f()r nlainlcnance
activities.

If the ni.inlber c)r magnitude c_l"cyclic. Ioadin-_. causes the heat exchanger luhe to fail froth

illecllanical f;.iligue, such thai ihrollgh wall penetraliori occurs, then itiei'inal perfornlarice
intmilorin-and leak leslin<, will effectively detect the tube failures Thermal pcrf(wnlance

ill(_nil()riri<, aild leak iesiin<_, of heal exch;.ingers is porfornled in accordance with either the plant's

Preventi\'c Maintenance ()r ASME Operalion and Mainlenancc ('ode Prograin, whichever applie,,.

Most heat exchangoi'._ are designed with heal ti;.illsl'el capacily nlai'gin such thai a percentage _1

tubes can Pie plLigged wilhoul inlpacting the ability of lhe ileal exchanger I(> sati.sfv its required

function, Thermal p0rforinanme characlerislicsofttle healexchan-er_ ,however, decrciises as lhe
nLiillber ()f tul_0s thai are plugged increases. Section 5.2.7.2 describes several lherill;.i]

perfornlance illOililOrillg nlethods, and Section 5.].3.3.] describes several leak tosling inclhods
thai can bc used to delecl failed heal exchan-er_ tubes. Thernlal porfornlance moniloring should

be perfornled on each ltibrication oil heal exchanger iri accordance with tile reqciircnlcnls (_1"
Reference 5.c), not to exceed 10 vcars. Leak testing should be pel'l't)rmcd on those heal

exchangers whenever tube leaks ;.ire suspected.

Theret'(>re, if" vibration d;.lta and thermal perl'ornlance dnta are obtained anti trended c)iatile

lubrication oil heat exchangers once per operating cycle (or other frequency determined to he
adeqtlate by plant-specific operating hisi()iv);.int.] foll(_wing niftier nlaintenance activities, and

eddy current testing and leak testing is performed it> identify degraded ancl i::akv tubes, then

n-lech;.ulical fatigue of tile heat exchanger tubes is efleclivelv managed.

For a heat exchanger tube sheet ill a lubrication oil applicalion, vi,;ual inspection should

be perfornled in acc()rdtince with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Pr()gralll ()r A,SMI:.

Operation and Maintenance Code Progl'anl, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Secii(nl

5.2.3.3. l i is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat exchanger tube

,dleet failure due Io cyclic loading and lnechanical fatigue. Visual inspeciion should b0
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performed on each lubrication oil heat exchanger once per l()-year inspection interval. From

Section 4.3.2.2.2 in rnost instances, cracking occurs in the tube sheet ligaments (i.e., space

between the holes). If ligament cracking propagates far enough, leakage across the tube shcel

can be detected by thermal performance monitoring and leak testing methods as described in

Sections 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3.2, respectively. Thermal performance monitoring should be

performed on each lubrication oil heat exchanger in accordance with tile requiremen.ts of i

Reference 5.9, not to exceed I0 years, t,eak testing should be performed on these heat

exchangers whenever tune sheet leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if visual inspection is perlk)rmed once per lO-year inspection interval and

thermal performance data obtained and trended once per operating cycle (or other fl'equency

determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating history), and leak testing is perf¢)rmed to

identify leaky tube sheet areas, then mechanic'd fatigue of the lubrication oil heat exchanger tube

sheet is effectively managed.

For ASME Class 2 heat exchanger shell and nozzles in a lubrication oil application,

volumetric, surface, and visual examinations and pressure testing should be performed in

accordance with the plant's ASME Section Xl Inscrvice Inspection and Testing Program. The

required examinations for Class 2 heat exchangers (see Section 5.2.1.1) should be followed for
these lubrication oil heat exchanger applications. These shell and nozzle examinations are

performed each 10-year inspeclion interval. The pressure tesls are performed at least once each
inspection period at a test pressure equal to the nominal operating pressure during system

operation. Either a hydrostatic pressure test or the requirements of ASME Code Case N-49S is
pertk)rmed on ASME Class 2 heat exchangers at or near the end of each l()-year inspection

interw_l. The heal exchanger shell and nozzle exteric_r surfaces are visually examined for

evidence of leakage during these pressure tests. Corrective actions are implemented in
accordance wilh the rules and requirements of ASME Section Xi (see Section 5.2.1.3).

Therefore, if volumetric, surtklce, and visual exaniillations are perlkwmed _m Ihc heal

exchanger shell and nozzles each l()-year inspecti(m interval; and presstlre testing is performed

at least once each inspection period, then mechanical fatigue of ttle lubrication oil heat exchanger

shell and nozzles is effectively managed.

For the heat exchanger shell side internals, visual inspectic)ns should be perlk)rmed in

accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1)is tile

most effective method to detect significant degradation and failure of ttle heat exchanger shell
side internals due to cyclic loading and mechanical fatigue. Visual inspection should be

performed on each lubrication oil heat exchanger cmce per l()-year inspection interval.

If mechanical t'atigue causes the heat exchanger internals to become loose, then it is likely
that vibration levels will increase. Vibration monitoring should he perfomled in accordance with

either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation, and Maintenance Code

Program, whichever applies. Permanently installed vibration monitoring equipment would be ttle

optimum, however, this is not a requirement to acquire the necessary data for analysis. Vibration

monitoring should be performed on each lubrication oil heat exchanger once per operating cycle

and after major maintenance that changes tile baseline vibration levels.
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Therefore, if visual inspeclion is performed once per IO-ycar inspeclion interval and

vibration data is obtained and trended on the lubrication _il heat exchangers once per _peraling

cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant specific ofmraling hislory) and

following major maintenance activities, then mechanical fatigue _I tile heal exchanger internals

is effectively managed.

From Tables 3-5 and 3-6, there ;ire no heat exchangers with lubrication _il _m tile tube

side of the heat exchanger. Therefore, tile evaluation 'i_f,mechanicai fatigue, associated with the
walerbox/channel head/divider plate, in these lubricati_n oil heat exchangers is discussed in

Sections 5.4.2.1 (treated water), 5.4.3.1 (closed cooling water), and 5.4.5.1 (raw water). These

applications are the cooling tluids for the various lubrication oil heat exchangers.

5.4.4.2 Wear

Detecting the presence of wear in the lubrication oil system heal exchanger

subcomponents is virtually impossible to achieve until such time as the suhcomponent begins to
exhibit abnormal behavior. Therefore, progranls/tcchniques to effectively manage wear are

generally perlbrmance based. Through heat exchanger perlormancc monitoring and dala

acquisition, the trending of key operational parameters may pr_vicle sufficient information, prit_r

to heat exchanger failure, so thal planned maintenance activities can be c_mducled Io repair/

replace the affected heat exchanger subcomponent(s). Visual inspections and eddy current

examinations ;ire also helpftzl for wear detection in some situations. A combination of programs/

techniques must be implemented Io effectively manage wear of lubrication oil system heat

exchangers.

For heal exchanger lubes in a lubricaticm oil application, some form of vibration

monitt_ring should be performed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance

Program _r ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Vibration

monitoring ix the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat exchanger tube
failure due to flow induced cyclic loading and wear. Permanently installed vibration monitoring

equipment would be the optimum; however, this is not a requirement to acquire the necessary
data for analysis. Section 5.2.3.3.4 describes three types of heat exchanger vibration

measurement methods. Vibration monitoring should be performed on each lubrication oil heat

exchanger once per operating cycle and after major heat exchanger maintenance lhat changes the
baseline vibl'ali_m levels.

Eddy current examination methods perfornled in accordance with either the plant's

Preventive Maintenance Program or AS M E Operation and Mainlenance ('ode Program, whichever

applies, will identify and characterize flaws in n{m-fcrromagnelic heat exchanger tubes. If the

number t_r magnitude _t cycle loads experienced produces wear flaws {i.e., denting) in the tubes,

then eddy current testing ix effective al detecling these tlaws. 11is not necessary for these flaws

to propagate through the lube wall for eddy currenl lesling to be effective. Eddy current testing
(see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be performed on each lubrication oil heal exchanger at least once

each l()-year in,;peclion interval and whenever the heat exchanger is open for maintenance
activilies.
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If tile number or magnitude of cyclic loading causes tile heat exchanger tube Io fail fi'om
wear such that through wall penetration occurs, then thermal performance moniloring and leak
testing will effectively detect the tube failures. Thermal perl'ormance monitoring and leak testing
of heal exchangers is pcrlormed in acct_rdancc with ciiher Ihe plant's Preveniive Maintenance t_r
ASME Operalion and Maintenance ('ode Program, whichever applies. Most heat exchangers are
designed with heal transfer capacity m;lrgin such lhal ;i percentage of tubes elm hc plugged
without impacling lhe abilily of the heal exchanger Io satisfy ils required function. The thermal
perlormance characierislics of lhe heal exchanger, however, decreases as the number of tubes that

are plugged increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance monitoring
methods, and Section 5.2.3.3.2 describes several leak testing methods that can he used to detect
failed heat exchanger tubes. Thermal performance monitoring should he performed on each
lubrication oil heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Refc-rence 5.9, nt_t to
exceed 10 years, l,eak testing should he performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube
leaks tire suspected.

Therefore, if vibration data and lhermal performance data are obtained and trended on the
lubrication oil heat exchangers _mce per operating cycle (c_rother frequency determined to he
adequale by plant-specific operating history)and lollowing major maintenance activities, and
eddy current testing and leak testing is perlk_rmed to identil'y degraded and leaky luhes, then wear
of the heat exchanger tubes is effectively managed.

For a heal exchanger tube sheet in a luhricalion oil applicaticm, visual inspecli_m should
he performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program _r ASME
Operation and Maintenance ('ode Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection Csee Section
5.2.3.3.1 ) is the most effective melhod i_ deicer significanl degradalion and heat exchanger tube

sheet failure due to cyclic loading and wear. Visual inspecticm sll_mld be performed _m each
lubrication oil heal exchanger once per 10-year inspeciicm interval. From Secticm 4.3.2.2.6 in
mosl instances, cracking occurs in the tube sheet ligaments (i.e., space between the holes), it'
ligamenl cracking propagates far enough, leakage across the tube sheet can he detected by
thermal performance monitoring and leak testing melhods as described in Sections 5.2.3.2 and
5.2.3.3.2, respectively. Thermal performance monitt_ring should t_eperformed on each lubrication
oil heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements _f Reference 5.9, nc_lto exceed i() years.
Leak testing sh_mld he performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube sheet leaks are
suspected.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per l()-year inspeclion interval, and
therrnai performance data is obtained and trended trace per t_peraling c\'cle for tit an¢lthcr
frequency determined to hc adeqLialeby plant-specific operating hisioryi, and leak testing is
performed tel identify leaky tube ,;hoot;ire;.is, then we;jr _<>fthe lubricalion oil heatexchLinger itibe
sheet is effectively Ill;.inl.iged.

5.4.4.3 Fouling

Detecting the presence c)f l¢mling in lhe lubrication c_il system heal exchanger
subconlponenis is virtu;lily inlpossible I_>;lchieve unlii such time ;is the stibcoirip_ment hegins to
exhibit abnorillal behavior. Therel'l_re.pn_grams/techniquesil_ effectively nlan;ige fouling are
generally perfornl;lnce based. Thllltlgh heal exchanger pei'foinlaiace 111oniloring and data
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acquisition, the Irending of key operalicmal paranlelers may prcwide sulTi¢ienl information, prior

I¢_heal exchanger failur,,,', so thai r_lanncd mairllcnarlcc activilies can he cCmc.luciedto repair/
replace the affected heal exchanger subcomponcni(s). Visual inspections and eddy current

examinalionsarc al_ohelpfulfor foulingdeteciicmin scmlesilualions.A combinati(mc_l"

programllechniqucsmustbe impIcmenlcdIoeffectivelymanage fuuIingoflhelubricalionoilheal

exchangers.

If foulingrcachc.sthe ptlill[whcI'Cheat ll'i.lll.xfcrcapabilitybeginsto decreasefrom
cslablishcdlevels,lhcnlhcrnmlI_crIurmanccm_mit_ringwilleffcclivclydclccilhisdegradation.

Thcmlal i_crI'ormanccm_mil_iing_i"hcaiexchangersisperformedinaccurdanccwilhcilhcrlhe

pIanl'sPrc\'cnlivcMainlcilancc_r ASMI'_()pcralionand MainlcnanccCode Program,whichcvcr

applics.Mosl heatexchanger,,arcdc._igncdwithheatIranslcrcapacilymarginsuchthata ccrlain

amounl of Ioulingcan bc l_IcralcdwiihoulimpactinglheabililyofthehealexchangerI_satisfy

ilsrequiredfunction.The lhcrnlalpcrIormancccharaclcrislics_f lhchealexchangcr,howevcr,
decreaseas I_mling_I lubcsincreases.Sccii_m5.2.3.2describesseverallhcrmalperformance

moniiorin_ method,,thatcan hc used to detectfouled heal exchanger tLlbcs. Thermal

performance moniloringshuuld be performed on each lubricalionoil heal exchanger in

acc_rdanccwilh lhcrequirementsof Reference5.9,notto exceed I()year.,,.

Eddy currcnlexaminationmclhods l_crlormcdin acc_rdanccwith eitherthe plant's
F'rcvcFili\'¢ Mainlcnaricc i:'r_grarn or ASMI_ ()Peralions and Mairllcnancc Code l_rograrn,

whicheverapplies,may idcnlifyand characlerizcfouling¢_Iindividualnon-ferromagneticheal

exchanger tubes. Eddy currcnl lcsling (see Scclicm 5.2.3.3.3) sllould he performed on each
lubricaliorl oil heal exchanger al least tmcc each I()-vcar inspcclitm interval and whcncvcr ihc

heal cxcllan,_cr is OpCll f()r lll_.liillCllllllCCaclJx'ilJcs.

"lhcrcl'()rc, il" II_crmai pcrI'ortnancc dala is _blaincd and lrcndcd ¢)n lhc lubricalion oil heal

cxchltngcrs tmcc per oi_crating cycle (()r other frequency clctcrmincd It) bc iltlCqtlillC by plant-

specific opcratin_ hisu)ry) and eddy CttH'Cnl icxling is l_crlortucd l¢> identify the l'<_ulcd tllld

degraded tube.x, Ilion Iouling ()l lhc heal exchanger lubcs iS cffcclivclv Inanagcd.

From Tables 3-5 and 3-6, lhcrc arc no heal exchangers with lubrication oil (m lhc ltlbc

siclc ()1"lhc Ileal cxchangcr. Thcrcforc, the evaluation of fouling, asx()cialcct \vilh the tube sheet,

in these lubricalicm oil heal cxcllangcrs is discuxscd in Sections 5.4.2, ! (treated WilICl'), 5.4.3. i

(cloxcd co¢_lir_g \VillCr), illld 5.4.5. I (l'ilw witlci'). These applicalitms arc lhc ct)t)ling fluid._ for the

\'ari{mx lubricati(_ll ()il heal exchangers.

For heat cxclmngcr shcli/rl<)zzics/inicrnals in a lubricalicm (>ilapplicali(m, visual inspection

should be performed in acc_x'dancc with the plant's Preventive MaxlllCllancc Pi'()gl'_.llll _)1"ASMI:,

Operation and Maintenance ('t)dc Program, whicl-_cvcr applies. Visual inspection (scc Sccti_m
5.2.3.3.1) is 1110 most cffcclive method it) dclcct fouling (if the heal cxchangcr shcl]/

nozzlcs/intcrrlals. Visual inspection should he pcrforlncd on each lubrication (ill hcat exchanger

once per I()-ycar inspection interval.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once per l()-ycm inspection interval _m the

lubricatii)n i>il heat exchanger.s, then fouling of the shcll/nozzlcs/intcrnals is cffccli\'cly lnanagcd.
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5.4.5 Raw Water System Heat Exchangers

From Tables 3-5 and 3-6 (i.e., tube side and shell .side fluids), the raw water system heat
exchangers discussed in this secthm are the (!) BWR plant - E('CS room coolers, various ('CW

System heat exchangers, RHR System heat exchangers, EDG Systern jackel water coolers, and

EDG System lubrication oil coolers arid (2) PWR plant - Contairimcnt System air coolers, various

CCW System heat cxchangcrs, EDG System jacket water c_u_lers, and EDG Systcin, lubricaticm

oil coolers. These heat exchangers were ewllualed by suhcorllp(mcrlt, arid lhc associated aging

mechanisms determined in Section 4.3 to he significant are:

• Tubes

--- Mechanical Fatigtm
General Corn_sion

-_ Pitting Corrosion

-- Micn_biologically Influenced Corrosion

lniergranular Stress Corrosion ('racking
[_losion arid Erosion/Corrosion

-_ Wear

Fouling

• Tube Sheets

Mechanical Fatigue
General Corrosion

Pittirlg Corrosion

Microbiologicaily Influenced C_rrosion

Intergranular and Transgranular Stress Corrosion ('racking
-- Erosion and Erosion/Ctlrrosion
-- Wo_.lr

Fouling

• Shell/Nozzles/Internals

Mechanical l:atigue
-- Fiitlliilg

• Walerbox/Channel tlead/Divider Plate

Meclianical Fatigue
--- General Corrosion

Pitting Corrosioil
-- Galvanic Corrosion

-- Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion
--- Intergranular Stress Corrosi{m Cracking

Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

-- Fouling
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• Pressure B¢mndary FastenersSupport Assembly

--Pitting Corrosion

The following pr¢_grams/lechniques are c¢msidered effective l'¢_rdctecti¢m and mitigation

of these aging mechani._rns,

• Mechanical Fatigue

ASMf:I Section Xl lnservice Inspection and Testing
Preventive Maintenance

-- ASME Operation and Maintenance ('ode

• General ('orrosjon

--- ASME Section Xi In,,,ervice

-- Preventi\'e Maintenance

-- ASME Operatiorl and Mairitenance Code

• Pitting ("¢}rrosjon

-- ASME Seciiorl XI lnservice lrispectiorl and Testing
-- Pre\'erltive Mainteri;.ulce

-- ASME ()peralion and Mainteriarlce ('¢_de

• Gal\'anic ('OiTOsiori

-- ASME Section XI lrl.,,ervice Inspection and Testing
-- Pre\'erltive Maintenance

ASME Operation aim Maintenance ('ode

• Microhitlhlgically Irlfluerlced ('ol'rositm

-- MI(" ('_mtrol Pltlgl'alll

• lntergranular arid Transgranular Stress ('tlrrosJon ('racking

_- ASME Secti_m XI lnscrvice Irispectiorl and Testirlg
.... Prcverlti\'e Maintenance

-- ASME ()perati_m alld Maintenance ('ode

• [{i'tlsitin and l:+rti,_ion/('tlrrtisJon

-- ASME Secti_m XI Irlservice Inspection and Testing
..... PreveJilive Maintenance

-- ASME ()peratiori and MaJritenarlce ('tide
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• Wear

-- lh'cvcnlivcMaintenance

....ASME Opcrathm and MaintenanceCode

• F_mIing

-- PreventiveMaintenance

--- ASMI_ {}pcrati{}n and Maintenance {'ode

Table 5-6 sumnmrizcs the results and conclu.,,ions as.,,t_ciatcd with the I'oll_wing cltL'ctivc

progranl/IcchnitltlC cvalualionn.

5.4.5.1 Mechanical Fatigue

ii Detecting the pr¢scncc _I mcchanical l'aliguc ill lilt? raw _A'i,llCr syM¢lll heal Cxt'llilll_er

subcomponcrlts is virtually impo.,,.,,iblc to achieve unlil such time a.,, the subcomponcnt begins t_
cxhibit al'mormal behavior. Therefore. l_rogranl,,/tcchniquc,, I_ effectively nlanagc mechanical

t'atiguc arc gcncrally pcrl_rmancc ba.,,cd. Through heal exchanger t_clforlnancc monitoring and

data acquisition, the trending of key operational paran_ctcr,, inay provide _tlfticicnl inf_u'mation,

prior to heat exchanger failure, .,,¢_that planned maintenance acti','ilic,, can be conducted to repair/

replace the affcctcd heat exchanger .,,ubconlponcnt(_). Vi,,ual inspccli_ms and eddy current

cxaminatio,_s arc also helpful fl)r latiguc detection in ,,,omc ,,ituation,,. A cotnbinali_)n _1

pr_gram,,qcclmiqucs mu,,t bc implemented tt_ cffcctivcly manage mechanical fatigue _I I I ) BWR

plant - F,(T'S r_tml c_olcr_, \'al'i_tl.,, ('('W Sy.,,lcnl heat cxchangcr_, RI IR Sy.,,tcm heat exchanger,,.
EDG System jacket water coolcl'.S, and I_I)G Sy,,tcm ltlbricatitm _il c_olcr,, and (21 PWR plant -

('c_rltainlllcnl ,".;yMclll air c_olcl",. ','aritm.', ('('W Sv_,t¢ln Ileal exchanger.,,, l:,l)(; Sv,,tcm .iack¢l
water c_olcrs, alia El)(] S\'StClll luhricali_m oil ct_t_JclS.

For the heat exchanger Iubc.,, (i.e., ,,tainlc,,,, ,,loci, admiralty bra,,,, _r c_ppcr-nickclt in raw

water application,,, some l'_rtn of vibration numiloring should bc l_crl_mwd in ;.ICC_.tl'tJallCCv,'ith

either thc plant',, Preventive Maintenance Pr_ram _u ASMI'] ()pCl'atit_n and Maintenance ('t_tl¢

Program, whichever applic',. Vibralitm monitoring i.,, the in_,,t effective lllClll_tl 1_ detect

.,,ignil'icanl degradation and heat exchanger tube failure tluc tt_ l'l_v induced cyclic It_atling and
mechanical tati,guc. Pcrnumcntlv installed \ihtati_m IlltHllttH'ill_ cquilm_cnt w_uld bc the

t_ptinlum; however, thi,, i,, m_t a requirement t_ acquire the nccc,,,,arv data for analy,,i,,..',;cction
5.2.3.3.4 dcscribc_ Ihrc¢ typc._ of heat exchanger vibl'all_m incn_tlrClllcnt method,,. Vibrati_m

IllOllilOrill,' should be pcrl_rnled tm each raw water heat cxchane,cr trace per opcratin,.z, cvclc and

after ,haiku" heat exchanger nmintcnancc that change,, the ba,,clinc vibration level,,.

li_,ddy current cxnminntion tncth¢_tb, l'_crl't_llncd ill accortl;.mcc with ¢ithcr the plnt_l',,
Preventive Maintcnnncc Program or ASMIL ()pcrali_m and Maintenance ('_ttc Pr(_l'alli, _vhichcvcr

applies, will identify and characterize flaws in n_m-lcrrtmmgnctic heat exchanger ttlbc,,. If the
number or magnitude of cyclic loads experienced lm_duccs fatigue Ilawn (i.e., I'rcltingl in the

• • •

tubes, then eddy current testing is effective at dctccttng thc,,c flaw.,,. It is ll_,_t IlCdCSSa.lry I'_,H" th¢',c

flaws to propagate through tile tube wnll for eddy current testing l_ be cffcclivc, l']tltlv current

testing Isc¢ Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be l'>crl'_rmed _m each rilw _vatcr heat exchanger at lca_t
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"Fable 5-6. Effecti_e ProgramsiTechniques hDr Rax_ Water System Heat Exchangers
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once each i()-year inspecti_m irlterval and whentver tile heat exch;mger ix open for tnaintenance
activities.

if the number or magnitude of t'yclic loading causes tilt he;it txchanger tube i_ fail t'i'_ml

rrlectlanical fatigue such that tht'_n@I wall pentiraticm _ccurs, thtn lllermal perfc>rmance
monitoring arid leak tesling will efftciively tlettcl the tuht failures. Thernml perli_rmance

nloniloring and leak testing of heal txchangers ix perli_rmtd in acc_rd;ince with tither tiie plant's

Preventive Maintenance or ASME ()perati_m ;lnd Mainlenarlce ('_ctt Prc_gram, whichever applies.

Mosl lltal exchangers art designed wi!li heal transfer capacity margin s'uch thai a perctnl;.ige _1

tubes can he plugged wiituml inlp;.lcting ltie ahililv _1 the iltat txcliarlger i_ salisl'y its requirtd

funciiorl. The ltlerrllal perft_rrn;ince ch;lraclerislics _1 lhe heal cxch;inger, lu_wever, dtcreases as'

the number of tubes Ihat are plugged increasts. Sccii_m 5.2.3.2 describes stve,'ai thtrmal

perf_lrnlarlce monitoring iriettI_ds, ;ind Secli_m 5.2.3.3.2 descril_ts sevtr;il leak leslirlg rrleltic_ds

lh;tl can he used Io detect failtd heal txchangtr tubes. Therlrial perf_rmance rri_mit_uirlg slumid

he perforrrled orl each raw water heal exctlariger iri acc_rtlarice v,'ilh lhc retlttirerricrlls t_l"

Reference 5.9, not i_ exceed I(I years, i.eak ttsling slumld bc l_erl_rmed _m thtst heat

exchungers whenever tube Itaks are stlsptcled.

Therel'ore, if \'ibralion tl;ila and lhtrnlal ptrfornmncc dal;.i ;.ire t_blained ;ind trended on lhe

raw water heal exchallgti's llllt.'e per operating cycle I_l" oilier frequency tlelerillined Io bt

adequale by planl-speeific operaling hi,qoi'yi and loll_ving in;.lillr nl;lirilenanc:e ac'ii\itics, and

eddy ctlrrtnl testing lind leak testing ;ire perfornltd tci idtniify degraded and leaky lubts, thtn

nlech;inicai f;itigut (If tilt he;it exchiiriger tubes is efftclivcl\ inanaged.

l=_r a tit;it txchangtr tube sheet (i.e.. slainless steel, lllUnlZ Illtl;il, _ll carbon steel) in ;i

raw waler applic'ali_m, visual inspccli_ln sh_luld be pcrf_lrincd in ;,iccliidance with the pl;inl's
Prevenlivt Mainlen;lnct Pi'ogr;.illl llr ASME ()pcralion and M;linlcn;ince ('tide Progr;,inl, whichevtr

applies. Visual inspecli_m (see Set:lion 5.2.3.3.11 is the lli(isl effective m¢lhod Ill delecl

significant degradalilm and heal exc'hangcr lube sheet failure title Io cyclic loading and

nlechanical faligue. Visual ins'peclion s'houltl be ptrforn_ed on each raw waler heal exchanger

once per I()-year inspection inlerval, l:ilml Secti_m 4.3.2.2.2 in nul.,,i inslancts, faligue cracking
occurs in tilt tube sheel lig;inlents, (i.e., sp;ice between tile holts). If lig;lnleni or;joking

propagalts far enough, leakage across lht tube shetl can he detected hy thermal performarlct

inonit_ring and leak ltsting n-leitl_ds ;ix described in Secli_lils 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3.2, respectively.

"l'tlernlal perfornlance rn_mill_rirlg .s'h_mid he perl_urlicd on each ray,,' water heat exchanger irl

accordance v,'ilh the retluirenlents _1' Rtference 5.9, not to exceed I{I years, l,eak testing sil_mld

be perli_rrned _il these heal exchangers wllenever Itlh¢ .,,heel leaks are suspected.

Thtrtfort, if visual irlspecli_m i_, l_crf_lrnled _lrlce per i{)-.,,'e;ll inspeclilm inlerval and

therinal perforn/anct dala ix _lbi;.iiried arid trended _l'lce per _peralirlg cycle (_li"tither frtquency
delermirltd to he adequate hy plilnt-specific _peraiing hisi_uvl and leak lesling is, perfluIncd ll_

identify leaky tube sheet ill'el, is,, Ihen n_tchanical fatigue _1" the heal exch;.lngel tube sheel is,

effectively managed.

For ASME ("lass, 2 heat exch;.ulger \valerbllx/cllannel head arid ml/.zles, (i.e.. c;ub_ln steel)

in a I';.iv¢ waler applicalilm, v_lumelric, Stllf;,ice, and vis,ual examinali_ms, and pl'eSStile tesling

s,tl_ltlicl be pelTorined. F_u the ASMI:. ('lass, 3 heal exchanger Wiilelbilx/chilnnel head lind nl)/.zles,
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in raw water applicati_ms, pressure lcsling is an cfl_clive Program. These examinali_ms are

peri'ornled in accordance with the plani's ASME Section XI inservice inspecli¢m and 'l'estin g
Program (see Sections 5.2.1. I and 5.2.1,2). The exatllillali_ns ()11ASMI:, ('lass 2 heal exchangers
arc perlbrmed each I()-year inspection intcrwd, and the pressure tests Oll both ASMI:, ('lass 2 and
3 heal exchangers are perl_rmcd at least _mce each inspeclkm period. Pressure lesls ;al'C

pertormed at a value equal t_ the nemlinal ¢_peraling pressure during system _perali_m. l:,ilhcr

a hydrostatic presstlre test ()r the requirements _)t' ASMI': ('()de ('asc N-49g is perf()rllled t)ll

ASME ('lass 2 heat exchangers and: hydr_static pressure testing is pertk_rmcd tm the ASME ('lass

3 heat exchangers al of llear the end of each 10-ye;ir inspection interval. The heal exchanger
walerhox/channel head and nozzle exterior surfaces arc visually examined liar evidence (_I"leakage

during these pressure tests. ('effective actions are inlplemenled in acc_rdance wilh the rules and

requirements _1 ASMI:_ Secticm Xl (see Section 5.2.1.3).

"l'heref_re, if w_lumetric, surface, and visual examination,, are pcrl'_rmed _m Itle ASME

Class 2 heal exchangef waterbox/channel head and n(_/.zles each l()-year inspection inlelV;.d and

pressure testing is pert_Jrmed _m holh ASME ('lass 2 and 3 heal exchangers ill Icasl {lllCC t:_.lCll

inspectiun period, then mech;mical fatigue of the heat exchanger waterb_x/channel head ;lnd
nozzles in raw water applications is effectively nlanaged.

From Tables 3-5 and 3-6, there are nt_ heal exchangers wilh raw Willef till lilt.' shell side

of the heal exchanger. Theref_re, the evaluati_m of mechanical Ialigue, ass_ciatcd wilh the shell/
nozzles/internals in these raw water heal exchangers is discussed in Sections 5.4.2. I (ll'ealed

water), 5.4.3.1 (closed cooling water), 5.4.,1.1 {lubricalti_m till), and 5.4.6.1 (drywcil/Rcact_r

Building/containment atmosphere). These applications are the princess fluids for the wiri_ms raw
water heal exchangers.

lq_r a heat exchanger tube side divider plate (i.e., carbon steel), visual inspeclkms should

be performed in acc_rdance wilh the plant's Preventive Maintenance Pr_gram _r ASMI!

Operation and Maintenance ('ode l)rogran_, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section
5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method t(_ detect significant degradation and failure of the heal

exchanger tube side divider pli_lc duc t_ cyclic hmding and n_echanical fatigue. Visual inspccli_m
should be performed _n eacla raw water heat exchanger emce per 10-year inspecti_m interval.

if mechanical fatigue causes the divider plate to become detached or _thcrwise broken

such Itl;.ii c_oling W;.ller flow t_yp;isses the tubes, then thermal capacity of tile heal exchanger is

diminished. Thermal performance monitoring shlmld be perfllrmed in accordance with either the

plant's Preventive Maintenance Prt_gr;un or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Progranl,

whichever applies. Secli_m 5.2.3.2 describes several lhernlal perRirnlance monitoring melh_lds
that can be used I_ detect a failed hetil exchanger divider plate. Thernml performance mtmitoring

sll_mld be perlimned _m each raw waller heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements (_I"
Reference 5.0, m_t to exceed I()years.

Therefore, if visual inspecli_m is perforHled {race per I()-year inspectkm interval and

thermld performance dillil is _blaincd and trended _m tile raw Willef heal exchangers once per

_perating cycle (_r _ther frequency determined tl_ be adequate by plant-specific i_perating

history), then mech;mical faligue of the heat exchanger tube side divider plate and tube sheet is
e l'l'ect_rely man aged.
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5.4.5.2 General Corrosion

From Section 4.3.2.1.3, gencral corrosion must be effectively managed for relatively thin
(i.e., less than 1,270 pm [50 mill) copper-nickel alloy or inhibited admiralty brat,s heat exchanger
tubes that are exposed to cyclic operation in raw water applications.

Eddy current examination methods pertormed in accordance with either the plant's
Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever
applies, will identify and characterize flaws in non-ferromagnetic heat exchanger tubes. If
general corrosion produces flaws (i.e., uniform or non-uniform thinning) in the tubes, then eddy
current testing is effective at detecting these flaws. It is not necessary for these flaws to
propagate through the tube wall for eddy current testing to be effective. Eddy current testing (see
Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be performed on each raw water heat exchanger at least once each
10-year inspection interval and whenever the heat exchanger is open for maintenance activities.

If general corrosion causes the heat exchanger tube to fail such that through wall
penetration occurs, then thermal performance monitoring and leak testing will effectively detect
the tube failures. Thermal performance monitoring and leak testing of heat exchangers is
performed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance or ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Most heat exchangers are designed with heat
transfer capacity margin such that a percentage of tubes can be plugged without impacting the
ability of the heat exchanger to satisfy its required function. The thermal performance
characteristics of the heat exchanger, however, decreases as the number of tubes that are plugged
increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal pertkmnance monitoring methods, and
Section 5.2.3.3.2 describes several leak testing methods that can be used to detect failed heat
exchanger tubes. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each raw water heat
exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years. Leak
•testing should be performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube leaks are suspected.

Therefore, it thermal performance data is obtained anti trended on the raw water heat
exchangers once per operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-
specific operating history) and eddy current testing and leak testing is performed to identify
degraded and leaky tubes, then general corrosion of the heat exchanger tubes is effectively
managed.

From Section 4.3.2, general corrosion (i.e., by dezincification) of munlz metal tube sheets
and general corrosion (i.e., uniform w;.tslage)of carbon steel tube sheets and waterbox/channel
head/divider plale in raw water applicatmns must be effectively managed.

For ASME Class 2 heat exchanger walerbox/channei head and associated nozzles (i.e.,
carbon steel) in a raw water application, volumetric, surface, and visual examinations, and
pressure testing should be performed. For the ASME Class 3 heat exchanger waterbox/channel
head and associated nozzles in raw water applicati¢ms, pressure lesting is an effective program.
These examinations are performed in accordance with the plant's ASME Section XI Inservice
Inspection and Testing Prograrn (see Sections 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.2). The examinations on ASME
Class 2 heat exchangers are performed each iO-year inspection interval, alld the pressure tests

on both ASME Class 2 and 3 heat exchangers are perti_rmed at least once each inspection peric_d.
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Pressure tests are pertbrmed at a value equal to the nominal operating pressure during system

operation. Either a hydrostatic pressure test or the requirements of ASME Code Case N-498 is

pertbrmcd on ASME Class 2 heat exchangers and; hydrostatic pressure testing is performed on

the ASME Class 3 heat exchangers at or near the end of each lO-year inspection interwd. The

heat exchanger waterbox/channel head and nozzle exterior surfaces are visually examined tbr

evidence of leakage during these presstire tests. Corrective actions are implemented in

accordance with the rules and requirements of ASME Section Xi (see Section 5.2.1.3).

Therefore, if volumetric, surface, and visual examinations are performed on the ASME

Class 2 heat exchanger waterbox/ctlannel llead and associated nozzles each 10-year inspection

interval and pressure testing is performed on both ASME Class 2 and 3 heat exchangers at least

once each inspection period, then general corrosion of the heat exchanger waterbox/channei head
and nozzles in raw water apr)lications is effectively n-lanaged.

For ti carbon steel heat exchanger tube side divider plate and carbon steel or muntz metal

tube sheets, visual inspecti_ms should be performed in accordarice with the plant's Preventive

M;linlenance Progranl or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Progralll, whichever applies.

Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most et'fcciive method to detect significant

degradation and failure of the heat exchanger tube side divider plate and tube sheet due to

general corrosion. Visual inspecti¢m should be perlk)rmed on the raw water heat exchanger shell

side once per l()-year inspection interval.

If general corrosion causes lhe divider plate become detached or otherwise broken or the

lube sheet Io corrode lhrough such l]lat cooling water flow bypasses the tubes, theri thermal

capacity of the heat exchanger is diminished. Thermal performance monitoring should be

pertormed in accord;thee with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME

Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several

therl'rlal perforlllance rnonitoririg rrlethods that call be used to detect a failed heat excharlger
divider plate or lube sheet. Therlllal perfornlance nloniloririg should be perfornled on click raw

water heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 1()

years.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed orice per I()-year inspection interval and
Ihei'lllal perfol'nlance data is obtained and trended on the raw water he;it exchangers once per

operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating

history), then general corrosion of the heat exchanger tube side divider plate and lube sheet is

effectively managed.

5.4.5.3 Pitting Corrosion

Fr()ill Section 4.3.2.1.3, pitting corrosion niust be effectively nlanaged for thin (i.e., 890
to 2,415 i.1111[35 l() t)5 mill) slainless steel, copper-nickel alloy, or inhibited adnlir_.illv brass heal

exchanger tubes lhal are exposed to raw water applications.

Eddy current examiriation methods perforrned in accordance with either the plant's

Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation lind Maintenance (7ode Progigun, whichever

applies, will identify and characteri/,e flaws in non-ferromagnetic heat exchanger tubes. If pitting
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corrosion produces flaws in the tubes, then eddy current testing is effective at detecting these
flaws. It is not necessary for these flaws to propagate through the tube wall for eddy current
testing to be effective. Eddy current testing (see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be performed on each
raw water heat exchanger at least once each 10-year inspection interval and whenever the heat
exchanger is open for maintenance activities.

If pitting corrosion causes the heat exchanger tube to fail such that through wall
penetration occurs, then thermal performance monitoring and leak testing will effectively detect
the tube failures. Thermal performance monitoring and leak testing of heat exchangers is
performed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance or ASME Operation and
Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Most heat exchangers are designed with heat
transfer' capacity margin such that a percentage of tubes can be plugged without impacting the
ability of the heat exchanger to satisfy its required function. The thermal performance
characteristics of the heat exchanger, however, decreases as the number of tubes that arc plugged
increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance monitoring methods, and
Section 5.2.3.3.2 describes several leak testing methods that can be used to detect failed heat
exchanger tubes. Thermal performance monitoring should be pertk_rmed on each raw water heat
exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years. Leak
testing should be performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the raw water heat
exchangers once per operating cycle (or other frequency determined to bc adequate by plant-
specific operating history) and eddy current testing and leak testing is pcrtormed to identify
degraded and leaky tubes, then pitting corrosion of the heat exchanger tubes is effectively
managed.

From Section 4.3.2, pitting corrosion of muntz metal or carbon steel tube sheets and the
carbon steel waterbox/channel head/divider plate in raw water applications must be effectively
managed.

For ASME Class 2 heat exchanger waterbox/channel head and associated nozzles (i.e.,
carbon steel) in a raw water application, volumetric, surface, and visual examinations, and
pressure testing should be performed. For the ASME Class 3 heat exchanger waterbox/channel
head and associated nozzles in raw water applications, pressure testing is an effective program.
These examinations are performed in accordance with the plant's ASME Section X! Inservice
Inspection and Testing Program (see Sections 5.2.1.I and 5.2.1.2). The examinations on ASME
Class 2 heat exchangers are performed each 10-year inspection interval, and the pressure tests
on both ASME Class 2 and 3 heat exchangers are performed at least once each inspection period.
Pressure tests are pertk)rmed at a Jalue equal to the nominal operating pressure during system
operation. Either a hydrostatic pressure test or the requirements of ASME Code Case N-498 is
performed on ASME Class 2 heat exchangers and; hydrostatic pressure testing is performed on
the ASME Class 3 heat exchangers at or near the end of each 10-year inspection interval. The
heat exchanger waterbox/channel head and nozzle exterior surfaces are visually examined for
evidence of leakage during these pressure tests. Corrective actions are implemented in
accordance with the rules and requirements of ASME Section XI (see Section 5.2.1.3).
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Therefore, if volumetric, surface, and visual examinations are performed on the ASME
Class 2 heat exchanger waterbox/channel head and associated nozzles each 10-year inspection
interval and pressure testing is performed on both ASME Class 2 and 3 heat exchangers at least
once each inspection period, then pitting corrosion of the heat exchanger waterbox/channcl head
and nozzles in raw water applications is effectively managed.

For a carbon steel heat exchanger tube side divider plate and carbon steel or muntz metal
tube sheets, visual inspections should be pertbrmed in accordance with the plant's Preventive
Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Codc Program, whichever applies.
Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant
degradation and failure of the heat exchanger tube side dividcr plate and tube sheet due to pitting
corrosion. Visual inspection should be perfornled on each raw water heat exchanger oncc pet
10-year inspection interval.

If pitting corrosion causes the divider plate to become detached or otherwise brokcn or
the tube sheet to corrode through such that cooling water flow bypasses the tubes, then thermal
capacity of the heat exchanger is diminished. Thermal performance monitoring should be
performed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME
Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several
thermal performance monitoring methods that can be used to detect a failed heat exchanger
divider plate or tube sheet. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each raw
water heat exchanger in accordance with the requiremenls of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10
years.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once pet 10-year inspection interval and
thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the raw water heat exchangers once pet
operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating
history), then pitting corrosion of the heat exchanger tube side divider plate and tube sheet is
effectively managed.

From Section 4.3.2.5.3, pitting corrosion was determined to be a significant aging
mechanism for the pressure boundary fasteners in raw water applications in the event of joint
leakage.

Volumetric examination is performed on the heat exchanger pressure retaining bolts and
studs greater than two inches in diameter. These examinations are performed each 10-year
inspection interval in accordance with the plant's ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection and
Testing Program for Class 2 heat exchangers. It pitting corrosion of these pressure boundary
fasteners propagates long enough, the fastened joint will loosen and excessively leak tluid.
Pressure tests are performed in accordance with the plant's ASME Section XI Inservice
Inspection and Testing Program at least once each inspection period at a test pressure equal to
the nominal operating pressure during system operation. Either a hydrostatic pressure test or the
requirements of ASME Code Case N-498 is performed on these ASME Class 2 heat exchangers
at or near the end of each lO-year inspection interval. The heat exchanger pressure boundary
joints and associated fasteners are visually examined for evidence of leakage during these
pressure tests Pitting corrosion of pressure boundary fasteners, regardless of shank diameter, will
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be detected and corrective actions implemented in accordance with the rules and recluirenlents
of ASME Section X! (see Section 5.2.1.3).

Therefore, if volumetric examinations are perlormcd on bolts and studs greater than two
inches in diameter each IO-year inspection interval and pressure Icsting is pert'ormed al least once
each inspection period on all raw water heal exchangers, then pitling corrosion of the pressure
boundary fasteners is effectively managed.

To further mitigate the potential for pitting corrosion to occur in pressure boundary
fasteners, Preventive Maintenance Program procedures should contain requirements to coat the
fasteners following inslallalion with a lubricant or other approved corrosion protection coating.

5.4.5.4 Galvanic Corrosion

From Section 4.3.2.4.3, galvanic corrosion nltlst be effectively managed for carbon and
low alloy steel heat exchanger walerbox/channel head/divider plate subassemblies that are
exposed to raw water and not fitted with sacrificial anodes or other form of cathodic protection
system.

For ASME Class 2 heat exchanger waterbox/channei head and associated nozzles (i.e.,
carbon steel} in a raw water application, w_lumetric, surface, and visual examinations, and
pressure testing si-_ouldbe performed. For the ASME Class 3 heat exchanger waterhox/channel
head and associated nozzles in raw water applications, only pressure testing should be performed.
These examinations are performed in accordance with the plant's ASME Section XI lnservice
lnspeclion and Testing Program (see Sections 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.2/. The examinations on ASME
Class 2 and 3 heat exchangers are performed at least once each inspection period. Pressure tests
are perfortned at a value equal to the nominal operating pressure fluting system operation. FAther
a hydrostatic pressure test or the requirements of ASME Code Case N-498 is performed on
ASME Class 2 heat exchangers and; hydrostatic pressure testing is performed on the ASME Class
3 heat exchangers at or near the end of each lO-year inspection interval. The heal exchanger
waterbox/chartnel head and nozzle exterior surfaces are visually examined for evidence of leakage
during these pressure tests. Corrective action are inll)lemented in accordance with the rules and
requirements of ASME Section Xi (see Section 5.2. !.3).

Therett_re, if w_lumetric, surface, and visual examinations are performed on the ASMI:_
Class 2 heal exchanger walerbox/channel head and associated n_zzles each l()--year inspection
inlerval and pressure testing is perlk_rmed c_n both ASME Class 2 and 3 heat exchangers at least
once each inspecli¢_nperi¢_d,then galvanic c¢_rrosionof the heat exchanger walerbox/channel head
and associaled nozzles in raw waler ;ll)plicali¢_nsis effectively managed.

l:_r the oath(u1 sleel heat exchanger luhe side divider plate, visual inspections shc_uld be
perlOrmed in acccwdance with the plani's Preventive Mainlenance Pr,_gr;Hnc_i"ASMI:, ()pcration
and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspectitm shot_id be perfi_rmed _m
each raw water heat exchanger _mce per i()-year inspecti_n inlerval.

if galvanic ccwi'_sion causes the divider plate to become detached or _therwise I',r_ken
Stlch lh;.ll ct)oling water flow bypasses the tubes, then thermal capacity _l the heat exchanger is
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ctiminished. Thernlal l_erliwmance monitoring should i_e perti)rmcd in accordance wilh eilher tile

plant's Preventive Maintenance ProL.zranl or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Prc_gram,

whiche\'er applies. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance monitoring melhods

lhal can be used to delec! a failed heal exchanger divider plate. Thermal performance moniloring

should be perfcwmed on each raw waler heat exchanger in accordance with lhe requirenlents of

Reference 5.9, not Io exceed I() years.

Therefore, if visual inspeclicm is perl'ormed once per l()-year inspeclion interval and

lhernlal f_erlorrnance dala is obtained and trended on tile raw water heat exchangers once per

operating cycle (or other frequency deternlined to be adequate by plant specific operalirlg

history), then galvanic corrosion of the heat exchanger tube side divider plate is effectively

managed.

5.4.5.5 Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion

l:it)nl Seclicin 4.3.2, MIC _1 heal exchanger Itibcs, lube sheets, and walerb(ix/ch;innel

head/divider plale StlbCOlllponenls in l'a\v waler applicalions llltlSt be effcclively lllal]a_ed

regardless c_l"material lypes.

Sampling (if the raw \valer ;it tile source and immedialely upstream arid downstream froin

ihe heal exchanger should be poff_ll'illed quarlerly in acc_>i'dailce wiih )he pl;ull's Ml(" {'l)l]Ir(ll

Pf(l_,i;,inl. Sai]lp]ii17 and analysis, arid associaled liendin_E _lt the d;ila, Cil] a qtlarleily basis is
sufficienl I_ assess seasonal varialions in lhe microbial c(_nienl, _lxygen level, and crilicai

iltilrients i_f ltle raw \valor. Appr_)priale iiealmenl nlclh(ids, as delincaled in Seclion 5.2.4.3, can i

then be inlplemented I_ effecii\'elv miligale the effects of MIC.

When tile raw waler ileal exchanger is (_pen tier i]ll,lilllellance purpose_ or visual inspection

(i.c., once per I()-vear inspccli_m iillcrva]), solid sanlples t)l ciHl'OSi()ll pl'//ducls, deDisils, _l
luberculcs should be renloved and a de)ailed chemical and inicl_lbi(>logical exaillillali_lil

perforined. Additional visual examination and p(_ssiblv inetal samples of )he tillder deposil i.ire;i

sh(_uld also be perforined in ;,it,'Clild;lllCe wilh lhe plani's MI(" ('l)nli'ol lJl'(),_lalll. Analysis ]lid

Irending c)t lhe s(_lict sample and melallurgical dala, if approprialc, nla\' lead I_ belier Irealnlenl

melhods lhal will rail)gale )he of feels of MIC.

Therefore, if sampling and analysis of tile raw water tlpslrcaill ;iiltl tt_lwnslreanl fl'(_ill Ihc

heal exchanger is perforined quarterly (l_i" (llher frequency delcrnlined l(I be adequalu by planl-

specific (ipei'aling l]isl_i)'/ and s_lict Sallipliilg aild analysis is pci'fl)rliled whoilevef )he heal
exchanEcr is _lpen for il/ainlCllancc (u inspcclion, ilion MI{" of )he heal oxchai_<,cr lubcs, lubo

shecl, and \valcrbl_x/channol head/divider plaie in raw waler applicali_n,, is offoclivol\' lilalla_ctl.

5.4.5.6 Intergranular and Transgranular Stress Corrosion Cracking

I(;S(-"(" ill stainless steel heal exctian_er tubes (Sccliori 4.3.2.1.4), tube sheet,,

(Sccli_n 4.3.2.2.41, and walerh_x/channol he]el/divider plate (Secii_m 4.3.2.4.4)expensed l_ ,a\v

\\'alel applicali_ns are required Ill be eflecli\'clv lllallagt'd. /\is(), T(;S('(' _l i/ltllllZ lllt.'la] heal
4 ....... 41 expensed i_ raw \valor llltl_,l be ¢ffcclivel\' illailagcd.exchanger lubt,' sheets (Secli_m "4"_"_
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Detecting the presence of IGSCC and TGSCC in the raw water system heat exchanger

subcomponents is virtually impossible to achieve until such time as the subcomponent begins to

exhibit abnormal behavior. Therefore, programs/techniques to effectively manage IGSCC and

TGSCC are generally performance based. Through heat exchanger performance monitoring and

data acquisition, the trending of key operational parameters may provide sufficient infl)rmation,

prior to heat exchanger failure, so that planned maintenance activities can be conducted to repair/

replace the affected heat exchanger subcomponent(s). Visual inspections and eddy current

examinations are also helpful for IGSCC and TGSCC detection in some situations. A

combination of program/techniques must be implemented to eflectively manage IGSCC and
TGSCC.

Eddy current examination methods performed in accordance with either the plant's

Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever

applies, will identify and characterize flaws in non-ferromagnetic heat exchanger tubes. If

IGSCC produces flaws (i.e., cracking) in the tubes, then eddy current testing is effective at
detecting these flaws. It is not necessary for these flaws to propagate through the tube wall for

eddy current testing to be effective. Eddy current testing (see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be

performed on each raw water heat exchanger at least once each lO-year inspeclion interval and
whenever the heat exchanger is open lk)r maintenance activities.

If IGSCC causes the stainless steel heat exchanger tube to fail such that through wall

cracking occurs, then thermal performance monitoring and leak testing will effectively detect the

tube failures. Thermal performance monitoring and leak testing of heat exchangers is performed

in accordance with either the plants Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and

Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Most heat exchangers are designed with heat

transfer capacity margin such that a percentage of tubes can be plugged without impacting the

ability of the heat exchanger to satisfy its required function. The thermal performance

characteristics of the heat exchanger, however, decreases as the number of tubes that are plugged
increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal pert'ormance monitoring methods and Section

5.2.3.3.2 describes several leak testing methods that can be used to detect failed heat exchanger

tubes. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each raw water heat exchanger

in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 10 years, l,,eak testing

should be performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the raw water heat

exchangers once per operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant

specific operating history) and eddy current testing and leak testing is performed to identify

degraded and leaky tubes, then IGSCC of the stainless steel heat exchanger tubes is eftectively

managed.

For the stainless steel and muntz metal heat exchanger tube sheet in raw water

applications, visual inspection should be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive
Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies.

Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant

degradation and heat exchanger tube sheet failure due to IGSCC or TGSCC. Visual inspection

should be performed on each raw water heat exchanger once per 10-year inspection interval. If

cracking propagates far enough, leakage across the tube sheet can be detected by thermal
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performance monitoring and leak testing methods as described in Section 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3.2

respectively. Thermal pertbrmance monitoring should be performed on each raw wilier heal

exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed i(J years, l,eak

testing should be performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube sheet leaks are suspecled.

Therefore, if visual inspection is perf()rmed once per iO-year inspecticm interval and

thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the raw water heat exchangers once per

operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant specific operating history)

and leak testing is performed to identify leaky tube sheet areas, then IGSCC and TGSCC ¢)t the
heat exchanger tube sheet is effectively managed.

For ASME ('lass 2 stainless steel heat exchanger waterN)x/channel head and associated

nozzles in a raw water application, volumetric, surface, and visual examinations and pressure

testing should be performed in accordance with the plant's ASME Section Xl lnservice

Inspection and Testing. These waterbox/channel head and associated n()zzle examinations are

performed each IO-year inspection interval. Pressure tests on both ASME Class 2 and 3 heal

exchangers are performed at least once each inspection period at a test pressure equal to the

non3inal ()peraling pressure during system operation. Either a hydrostatic pressure test or the

requirements of ASME Code Case N-498 is performed {)n ASME Class 2 heat exchangers anti:

hydrostatic pressure testing is performed on the ASME Class 3 heat exchangers at ()r near the

end of each lO-year inspection interval. The heat exchanger waterbox/channel head and nozzle
exterior surfaces are visually examined for evidence of leakage during these pressure tests.

Corrective action are implemented in accordance with rules and requirements of ASME Section
XI (see Section 5.2. !.3).

Therefore, if volumetric, surface, and visual examinations are performed on the heat

exchanger waterbox/channel head and associated nozzles each 10-year inspection interval, and

pressure testing is performed at least once each inspection period, then IGSCC of the stainless

steel raw water heat exchanger waterbox/channel head and associated nozzles is effectively

managed.

For a stainless steel heat exchanger tube side divider plate, visual inspections should be

performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation

and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1 ) is

the rot)st effective method to detect significant degradation and failure of the heat exchanger tube

side divider plate due to IGSCC. Visual inspection should be performed on each raw water heat

exchanger once pet 10-year inspection interval.

if 1GSCC causes the divider plate to become detached or ()therwise broken such that

cooling water flow bypasses the tubes then thermal capacity ()f the heal exchanger is diminished.

Thermal performance monit()ring sh()uld be perf()rmed in accordance with either plant's
Preventive Maintenance Program ()r ASME Operati(m and Maintenance Code Pr()gram, whichever

applies. Secti()n 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal perti)rmance m()nitoring meth()ds lhat can be
used It) detect a failed heat exch;mger tlivider plate. Thermal performance monit()ring should be

performed ()n each raw w;.ttcl heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Reference

5.9, not It) exceed !() years.
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ThereR_re, il visual inspection is perf_rnmd once per I()-year inspecli(m interval and
thermalperf()rmancedatais()brainedand trendedon theraw water heatexchanger(raceper

¢_peratingcycle (or ¢_therfrequencydeterminedto he adequateby plantspecific_peraling

hist_ry), Ihen !(1S('(" of the slainless sleel heal exchanger luhe side divider plale is effeclively

managed.

5.4.5.7 Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

I:nml Secti_ms 4.3.2.1.5, 4.3.2.2.5, and 4.3.2.4.5, en_si_m and erosi_m/corro_ion must t_e

el'fcclivelymanaged l_rthel_ll_winghealexclmngercomponents subjectt_raw water.

• Tubes made l'nml admiralty brass or copper nickel alloys.

• Tube sheetsmade from muntz metalor carh(msteel.

• Waterhox/channel head/divider plate and ass_ciated nozzles made t'mm carh_m steel.

Eddy current examinati_m metln_ds performed in acc_rdance wilh either the plant's
Preventive Maintenance Pn_gram _r ASME ()perati_m and Maintenance ('_de Progralll, whichever

applies, will identify and characlerize flaws in n_m-icr|_mnlgnetic heal exchanger tubes, if

en_sion and en_sion/c_rrosi_m produces flaws in the tubes, then eddy current testing is effective

at detecting these flaws. It ix not necessary t'c_rthese flaws t_ pn_pagale thnmgh Ihe tube wall

for eddy current testing t_ be effective. Eddy current testing (see Section 5.2.3.3.3) sh_mld he

perfc)rrnedon each raw wilt¢I"heatexchangerat]easl{)llCeeach l()-yearinspccti,mintervaland

whenever thehealexchangeris_pen formainlenanccacliviI_es.

If cn_si(m and erosi_m/c_)rn)si{m causes lhc heal exchanger tube l_ fail such that thnmgh

wall penelrali{m _ccurs, then lhcrmal performance monil_ring and leak testing will effectively

delecl the tube failures. Thermal perRn'mance monit_ring ;rod leak lesling of heat exchangers

ix performed in accordance with either tile plant's Preventive Maintenance _r ASMIL ()perati_m

and Maintenance ('ode Program, whichever applies. M_st heat exchangers are designed with heat

transfer capacity margins such that a percentage of tubes can be plugged without impacting the

ability of tile heat exchanger t_ satisfy its required function. The thermal performance

characteristics of the heat exchanger, however, dccleases as the nunlber if tubes that ;.ire plugged

increases. Secti_)il 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance monitoring llletllods, and

Section 5.2.3.3.2 describes several leak tc.,,ting methods that can be used to detect failed he;,ll
exchanger tubes. Thermal performance m_m_t_wing should he perl_n'med _m each raw water heal

exchanger in accordance with the require_nents _1"Relercnce 5.9, m_l t_ exceed i()years, l,eak

testing should he perforn_ed _m these heal exchangers whenever tube leaks arc suspeclcd.

"Fl_erel'¢_re,ifthermalperformancedataix¢_hlainedand Irended¢m tileraw v,'alcrheal

exchanger¢mce per ¢_peratingcycle(¢H"¢_thcrfrequer_cydeterminedIo be adcqualeby planl-

specific operating history)and eddy current lesting and leak lcsling are pcrl'_rmcd l_ identify
degraded and leaky tubes, lhen en_si_m and er_)si_m/c_wn)sion _1 Ihc heal exchanger tubes are

e ffect_vely managed.
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l;or a heat exchanger tube sheet (i.e., muntz met;tl _u c;.it'h(]n steel) in a raw water

application, visual inspective1 should he lwrl_rnled in acc_rdnnce with the plant's Preventive
Maintenance Pn,gram _r ASMli ()perati_m ;lnd Maintenance ('_de Pmgranl, whichever applies.

Visual inspection (see Secti_m 5.2.3.3.1) is the tn(_st elfcctive mctlu_d t_ detect signil'icanl
degradation and heal exchanger luhe ,,heel failure due I_ erosion and erosion/corrosion. Visual
inspeclion sh_mld I_eperformed _m each raw water heal exchanger _mce per I()-year inspecli(m
interval, if erosion and erosi(m/c(_rn_si_m pn_pagatcs far enough, leakage acr(_ss1tle luhc sheet
can be detectedby lhernmlpcrl_utnnncem_mit_rJngand leaktestingvneth_Msdescribedin
Secti_ms5.2.3.2and 5.2.3.3.2,respectively.Thermal I_erf_,rnmncen1_mit_ringshould be

performed_m each raw waterheatexchangerinacc_rdancewiththerequirementsof Reference
5.9, n_t t_ exceed I() years, l.eak tesling slmtlld t_e l_erliu'med _m these heal exchangers
wllenever tube sheet leaks are suspected.

Thcrelt_re, it" visual inspccti_m in lwrlormed _mce per I{)-vear inspection interval and

therlllaII)crI(IrllIHnced;itHobtained;llldtlellded()nccpel (}pel;ilillgcycle((H(itliCl"lreqtlency

delermip',dIohe adequateby i_lanl-spcciIicoperatinghislt_ry},and leaktestingisperIormcdt_

idenliIyleakytubesheetareas,ihenerosionand er_,,i_mlc_rr_,shm_I lhehealexchangertube

sheet;ireeffectivelymanaged.

For ASMF. Class 2 heal exchanger waterl'_x/channel head and ass_ciated m_zzles {i.e.,

carbon steel) in a raw water applicali_m, ,,'_flumetric. surface, and visual exarninali_ms, and

pressure lesting should he performed, l:_r the ASMI:. ('lass 3 heal exchanger walcrbox/channel
head and associated nt_zzles in raw water applicali_ms, pressure tenting in an effective program.

These examinations are performed in ucct_rdance with the plnnl'n ASMI:. Sectitm XI Inservice

lnspcclitm and Testing Prt_gram {see Secti_ms 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.2). The examinations on ('lass
2 heal exchangers ;ire perl'ormcd each I()-year ill,,;pecli()n interval, and the pressure lesls on h(_lh

ASMF. ('lass 2 end 3 heat exchangers ;ire l_erlormed at least _mce each inspection period.

Pressure tents are performed at u value equal to tile non_inal operaling pressure during system

_perali_m. f;.ither a hydn)sl;itic pressure lesl or lhe requiremenls _I" ASMI:. ('(_tle ('as¢ N-498 ix

perl_rmed on ASME ('lass 2 he;It exchangers and: hydrostatic pressure lesling is perl_u'med _m

the ASME ('lass 3 heat exchangers al _r near the end _,1"each I()-year inspeclhm interval. The

heat exchanger waterbox/chunnei head and nt_zzle exterior surfaces are visually examined for

evidence of leakage during these pressure texts. ('t_rrective nclitms nre implemented in
acc_rdance wilh lhe rules and reguiremenls _1' ASMI! Secti_m XI _nee Section 5.2.1.31.

Therel'_re, if v_flumelric, surface, and visual examinations ;ire performed _m lhe ASMF.

('lass 2 heat exchanger wnlerhox/ch;mnel head and ass_cialed n_zzles each l()-year inspection
interval, and pressure testing is performed on N_th ASMI:. Class 2 and 3 exchangers at least _mce

each inspeclion period, then erosion and en_si_m/c_,rr_sion _1" Ille Ileal exchanger
wnterhox/ctlnnnel ileitd and ass_,ciated m,zzles in raw water applications are effectively managed.

For n he;tt exchanger tube side divider plate (i.e., curl-urn steel), visual inspecti_ms shouM

he perl_rmed in accordance wilh the l'_l;.Inl's Preventive Mninlenance t:'rogram ¢_r ASMI:.
Operation and M;linlena.lnce ('t_dc l:_r_gram, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Secli_m
5.2.3.3. !1 Is the rn_st effective nlelllod I() dclecl significant degradati_m and failure _1 tile heal

cxcilanger tube side divider plate due l_ erosi_n arm erosion/c_rn_si_m. Visual inspection sll_mld

be performed on eacll raw waler heal exchanger _mce per l()-year inspccli_m interval.
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If erosion and erosion/corrosion causes the divider plate to bec_mle detached or otherwise
broken such that cooling water tlow bypasses the tubes, then thermal capacity of the heat
exchanger is diminished. Thermal perforrnance monitoring should be performed in accordance
with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance
Code Program, whichever applies. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance
monitoring methods that can be used to detect a failed heat exchanger divider plate. Thermal
performance monitoring should bc performed on each raw water heat exchanger in accordance
with the: requirements of Reference 5.9, not to exceed I0 years.

Therefore, if visual inspection is performed once pet" IO-year inspection interval and
thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the raw water heat exchangers once per
operati_lg cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating
history:J, then erosion and erosion/corrosion of the heat exchanger tube side divider plate are
effectively managed.

5.4.5.8 Wear

Detecting the presence of wear in the raw water system heat exchanger sttbcomponents
is virtually impossible to achieve until such time as the subcomponent begins to exhibit abnormal
behavior. Therefore, programs/techniques to effectively managc wear are generally performance
based. Through heat exchanger performance monitoring and data acquisition, the trending of key
operational parameters may provide sufficient inf_rmation, prior to heat exchanger failure, so that
planned maintenance activities can bc conducted to repair/replace the affected heat exchangcr
subcomponent(,,;). Visual inspections and eddy currcnt examinations are also helpful for wear
detection in some situations. A combination of programs/techniques must bc implemented to
effectively manage wear.

For heat exchanger tubes in a raw water application, some form of vibration monitoring
should be performed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or
ASME Operation and Maintenancc Code Program, whichcvcr applies. Vibration monitoring is
the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat exchanger tube failure due
to flow induced cyclic loading and wear. Permanently installed vibration monitoring equipment
would bc the optimum; however, this is n_t a requirement to acquire the necessary data lot
analysis. Section 5.2.3,3.4 describes three types of heat exchanger vibration mcasurenlcnt
methods. Vibration monitoring should bc performed on each raw water heat exchanger once per
operating cycle and after maior heat exchanger maintenance that changes the baseline vibration
leveis.

Eddy current examination methods performed in accordance with either the plant's
Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Mainlenancc Code Program, whichever
applies, will idcntify and characterize flaws in non-ferromagnetic heat exchanger tubes. If the
number or magnitude ot cyclic loads experienced produces wear iqaws (i.e., denting) in the tubes,
then eddy current testing is effective at detecting these llaws. It is not necessary for these flaws
to propagate through the tube wall for eddy current testing to be effective. Eddy current testing
(see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be performed on each raw water heat exchanger at least once each
lO-year inspection interval and whenever the heat exchanger is open Ibr maintenance activities.
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It"the number (_r magnitude of cyclic loading causes the heat exchanger tuhe t(_ fail fr(ml
wear such that thr¢mgh wall penetration occurs, then Ihernlal perfc.mance monitoring and leak
testing will effectively detect the tuhe t'ailure:._,Thermal perl'_)rmance monitoring and leak testing
of heat exchangers is performed in acc(_rdance with either tile phml',_ Preventive Maintenance or
ASME Operation and Maintenance ('ode Program whichever applies. M(_st heat exchangers are
designed with heal translL'r capacily margin such that a percentage (_I' tubes can he plugged
without impacting the ability _1'the heat exchanger l_ satisfy its required functi(m. The thermal
performance characteristics (_1"the heat exchanger, however, decreases as the numher of tubes that
are plugged increases. Secli(m 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal perf_u'mance tlumitoring
methods, and Secticm 5.2.3.3.2 descrihe.s several leak testing nlettu_tls that can he used t_ detect
failed heat exchanger tubes. Thermal performance numitoring should he performed (hi each rav,
water heat exchanger in acc_u'tlance with the requirements _1"Reference 5.9, n_t to exceed I()
years. I,eak testing should he performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube leaks are
suspected.

Theref(_re, if vibration data and thermal performance data are obtained and trended on the
raw water heat exchangers once per operating cycle (_n' other frequency determined m he
i,dequate hy plant-specific operating history) and f_llowing nuuor maintenance activities and eddy
current testing and leak testing is perlornled m identify degraded and leaky tubes, then wear (_i
the heat exchanger tubes is effectively managed.

For a heal exchanger tuhe sheet in a raw waler application, visual inspecti(m sh(mid he
performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Pr(_gram or ASME ()perati(m
and Maintenance C(_tle Pr(_gram whichever applies. Visual inspecli(m (see Section 5.2.3.3. I) ix
the most effective method to detecl significant degradatmn and heal exchanger tube sheet failure
due to cyclic loading and wear. Visual inspecli(m sh(mld he perl'_rmed on each raw water heat

exchanger once per I()-year inspecli_m interval, l:r_mi Section 4.3.2.2.2 in most instances,

cracking occurs in the lube sheet ligaments (i.e., space between the holes). If ligament cracking

pr(_pagates far enough, leakage across the tube sheet can he detected by thermal perfornnmce

monitoring and leak testing methods as described in Sections 5.2.3.2 and 5,2.3.3.2, respectively.

Thermal performance monitoring should he performed _m each raw water heat exchanger in

accordance with the requirements i_l"Reference 53), not to exceed i() years, l,eak testing should

he performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube sheet leaks are suspected.

Therel(_re, ii visual inspection is perl(u'med (race per I()-year inspection interval, and

thermal l'_erf_rmance data ix obtained and trended once per operating cycle (or at another

frequency determined m he adequate hy plant-specific (_perating history), and leak testing is
performed t(_ identify leaky tube sheet areas, Ihen wear of the Ileal exchanger tube sheet is

e ffectivelv managed.

5.4.5.9 Fouling

Detecting the presence (_I fouling in the raw water system heat exchanger suhc_m_p_ments

is v_rlually inlpossJhle I(_achieve until such time as Ihe subc(m_ponent begins to exhibit abnormal

hehavi(m Therel_re, pr(_grams/lechniques I_ effectively manage fot_ling are generally

perl_rmance based. "Fhr_>t_ghIleal excllanger performance tnonitoring and data acquisition, the

trending (_l key (_petati_mal parameters may provide sufficient informati(m, pri(u t(_ heat
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exchangerfailure,s_ thalplannedmaintenanceactivitiescan b¢ conductedtorcpairlrcplac¢the

affectedheatcxcllangersubcornp_mcnt(.s).Visualinspectionsand eddy ctu'rcnt¢xarninationsarc

also helpful l'_r fouling detection in M_IliC situations. A c_m]hinaticm _1"Pr_grams/technititses illLIM

be impletuented to effectively manage fouling.

If I,,lingrcacllcslllcl'_Chrllwhere llc_.ilIransi_'rcapabilitybeginsI_ tlccrca.,.,¢Ir_rn

establishedlevels,thenthermalpcrI'orrnanccrnonitorirlgwilleffectivelydetectthisdegradation.

TIlcrmalpcrfornlancctnonitorirlg_I heatcxchatlgcrsispcri_rnlcdinaccortlanccwitheitherthe
plant'sPreventiveMaintenance_r ASME ()pcrali_mand Mainlerulnce('c_tlcPr_gr_.m_,whichever

applies.Most Ilealexchanger.,,aretle,,igncdwithIlealIransl'crcapaciiymarginsuchlha|_.:Lcerlain
anlountof foulingcan be toleratedwithoutimpacting,theabilityof thehealcxcllangcrto.,.,atisly

itsrequiredftmctior_.Tllcfilerreall_¢rformancccharaclcristics_I"lhehealcxclmn_cr,ll_WCVCr,

decreases a.,,fouling of tubes increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal pert'ormancc
monitoringtllethodsthalCilllhc LlSCdto dclcctl'_ulcdheal CX¢III.III_CI"ttlbc_,.Thcrnlal

I'_erforrnanc¢moniloringshouldhe pcrforrlIcdon each raw walcrIlealcXCIlanLzcrinacc_rdanc¢
with the rctluircnlcnts ofReference 5.t), nol to exceed I() years.

Eddy currcnl cxatuinati(m n_cthod.,, pcrf_)rnlcd in accortlancc with cilhcr tile plant's
Prcvcntivc Maintcnancc Program or ASME Opcrations ;.intl Mainlcnancc Codc Program,
whichcvcr applics, may identify and characteri,,c fouling _I individual non-lcrromagnclic heal

cxchangcr tuhcs. Eddy ctirrcnl tcsling (scc Scclion 5.2.3.3.31 sh_uid bc pcrf_umcd _m each raw

watcr hcat exchanger at least _mcc cach I()-ycar inspccli_m interval and whcncvcr the heat

exchanger is opcn for maintenance activitic.,,.

Therefore, if thermal pcrformancc data is _btaincd and lrcndcd _m the raw walcr heal

cxchangcrs once pcr opcrating cycle (or othcr frcqucncy dctcrmincd t_ bc adequate by plant-

specific operating hist_rv) and eddy currcnl testing i,, performed It_ identify the l'_ulcd and
degraded tubes, thcn l_uling t_f lhc hcat exchanger lubc,, i,, cffcclivcly managed.

For a heat exchangcr tube sheet ill a raw water applicali_m, visual in,,pecli_m ,,h_ttld be

pcrfi_rmcd in accortlancc wilh lhc 131_ml'sPreventive Maintcntmcc l'r_gram _r ASMI!] ()pcrati_m

and Maintcnancc C_tlc Prt_gram, whichcvcr _q3plic,,. Visual in,,pccti_m Iscc Sccti_m 5.2.3.3. !)i,,
the most cffcctivc method to detect significant ticgratlali_m and hcztl exchanger tube sheet fztilttrc

duc t_ fouling and deposits. Visu_tl inspccli_m ,,hot,ld bc pcrl'_rmcd _n each .'_txvwater heal

exchanger once per I()-vcz_r.inspcclion interval, if l_ulint.,,,prop_galcs far cn_ttohe, acr_,,,, tile tuhc

sheet, the tubes may become plugged which can bc dclcctcd by thermal i_crf_rm_tncc monitoring
mcthods as dc,,cribcd in Set, lion 5.2.3.2. Thermal 13crl_r_l_ancc m_mit_rin_ ,,ll_tlltl bc performed

on cat;h raw wztlcr heat cxch_mgcr in ztcct_rtlztncc with the rctluitctncnl,, _l Rctcrcncc 5.0, tl_l !_

cxccctl I(} ycar',.

Thcrcforc. if vi,,ual inspccti_m i', pcrl_rmcd _mcc per I()-ycar innpcclion inlcrval and

thermal pcrl'_rmancc data _bl;.|tllctl ;.llltl trended ¢m¢c per opcralin,g cycle i_r _lhcr frequency

dclcr'rnincd t_ bc adequate h)' pl_ml-sl_ccific _pcratin_ llisl_rv), lhcn l_t_linb,._1 the heat cxchan_cr
tube .,,heel is cffcctivcly In;.tn_.l_ctl.

For heat cxchan_zcr walcrhox/channcl hc_d/tlividcr picnic ill a n_V,'w_llcr _q_plic_tlion. visual

inspections should b¢ pcrl_rlncd ill accoltl_mcc with lhc plant',, I_rcvcnlivc M_tinlcnanc¢ l_t'_gt';.Hn
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Progranl or ASME Operatitm and Maintenance Code Progranl. whichever applies. Visual
inspection (see Section 5.2.3.3.1) is tile retest effective method to detect fouling of the heat
exchanger walerhux/channel head/divider plate. Visuul inspectiun shtmld he performed on each
raw water heat exchanger trace per I()-year inspection interval.

Therefore, if visual inspecliun is l_erl'ormed once per IO-vear inspection interval on the
raw wafter heal exchangers, then limling _I the wulerb_,x/channel head/divider plate is effectively
managed.

5.4.6 Drywell/Reactor Building/Containment Atmospheric System Heat
Exchangers

t:r_m Table,, 3-5 and 3-_'_(i.e., luhe side and shell side fluids)the drywell/reactor building/
containment atmt_spheric system heat exchangers discus,,ed in this sectiun are the (I) BWR
plant - F+('CS ruom croupiersand the drywell cuoler,, and (2) PWR plant - C_mtainment System
air coc_lers, l:r_ml these table,,, the building _u rt_om atm_sphere (i.e., air _1 nitrugen) is directed
by tan units itcr_sn the tube outside .surfaces with e_thcr raw water tu"clt_sed cooling water used
as the cooling fluid t_nthe inside t_l the tubes. The tubes arc typically finned tu achieve greate_
heat transfer capability (i.e., c(_t)ling) It) the atmosphere. There are at)cases where the building
or room atmt_sphcre is directed through the tubes. These heat exchangers were evaluated by
subcomptmcnl and the a,,st_ciated aging mechanisms dete='mined in Section 4.3 tt_ be significant
;.ire

• Tubes

Mechanical t:utiguc
l:irt_sitmand l!,r_sitm/('t_rn't_sion

-- Wear

• Tube Sheets

Mechanicul i:atiguc
-- l:.rc_sitmand l:,ronitm/Cc_m_sitm

_'C_.II"

• Shell/Nt_zzles/Inlern;fls

.... Mechanical l:atigue

• Wulerbux/('hannel ttcad/Dixider Plate

Mechanical Fatigue
--. Ertr, itm and Ett_sitm/('tu'rt_sitm

• i:h'essure Boundary lSanlcr|crs/Supl_t_rtz\ssembly

Ntme
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The following programs/techniques are considered effective for detection and mitigation

of these aging mechanisms.

• Mechanical Fatigue

Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

• Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

Preventive Maintenance

-- ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

• Wear

Preventive Maintenance

ASME Operation and Maintenance Code

Table 5-7 summarizes the rest,llts and conclusions associated with the following effective

program/technique evaluations.

5.4.6.1 Mechanical Fatigue

Detecting the presence of mechanical fatigue in the system heat exchanger subcomponents

is virtually impossible to achieve until such time as the subcomponent begins to exhibit abnormal

behavior. Theretbre, program/techniques to effectively manage mechanical fatigue are generally

performance based. Through heat exchanger performance monitoring and data acquisition, the

trending of key operational parameters may provide sufficient information, prior to heat
exchanger failure, so that planned maintenance activities can be conducted to repair/replace the

affected heat exchanger subcomponent(s). Visual inspection and eddy current examinations are

also helpful for fatigue detection in some situations. A combination of programs/techniques must

be implemented to el'fectively manage mechanical fatigue of (l) BWR plant-ECCS morn coolers

and the drywell coolers and (2) PWR plant Containment System air coolers.

For heal exchanger tube., (i.e., stainless steel, admiralty brass or copper-nickel) in an

atmospheric application, some form of vibration monitoring should be performed in accordance

with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance

Code Program, whichever applies. Vibration monitoring is the most effective method to detect

significant degradation and heat exchanger tube failure due to flow induced cyclic loading and
mechanical fatigue. Permanently installed vibration monitoring equipment would be the

optimum; however, this is not a requiremenl to acquire the necessary data for analysis. Section
5.2.3.3.4 describes three types of heat exchanger vibration measurement methods. Vibration

monitoring should be performed on each atmospheric heat exchanger once per operating cycle

and after major heat exchanger maintenance that changes the baseline vibration levels.
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Table 5-7. Effective Programs/Techniques for Drywell/Reactor Building/Containment Atmospheric System Heat Exchangers

Conventional Programs/Techniques Commonly Used Non-Conventional Programs/Techniques Commonly Used

Heat [-xchanger ASME Sect. XI. ASME Operations and Preventive MIC Lay-up Operator Activities Coatings Survey
Sul_-omponent ISI. and IST Maintenance SIandards Maintenance Contrc, l

,,
]

Tubes/Coils Thermal Perfl_rmance Thermal Pertk'_rmance

Leak Testing Leak Testing

Eddy Current Edd,, Current

\'ibration Monitoring Vibration Monitoring

Tube Sheet Visual lnspeclion \,'isual Inspection

Thermal Performance Thermal Performance
fob

!

,..., Leak Testing Leak Testing

Shell/NoHles/ Visual Inspection Visual Inspection Inspections
Internals

Vibration Monitoring Vibration Monitoring

\Vaterhox/
Channel Head/
Divider Plate

,,

Pressure Boundary,

Fasteners/Support
Assembly
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Eddy current examination methods perfl_rmed in accordance with either the plant's

Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever

applies, will identify and characterize flaws in non-ferromagnetic heat exchanger tubes. If the

number or magnitude of cyclic loads experienced produces fatigue flaws (i.e., fretting) in the

tubes, then eddy current testing is effeclive at detecling these flaws. It is not necessary liar these

flaws to propagate through the tube wall for eddy current testing to be elTective. Eddy current

testing (see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be perlbrmed on each heai exchanger at least once each

10-year inspection interval and whenever the heal exchanger is open for mainlenance aclivities,

If the number or magnitude of cyclic loading causes the heat exchanger tube to fail from

mechanical fatigue such thai through wall penetration occurs, then thermal performance

monitoring and leak testing will effectively detect the tube failures. Thermal pert'ormance

monitoring and leak testing of heat exchangers is pertbrmed in accordance with either the plant's

Preventive Maintenance or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Pr_gram, whichever applies.

Most heat exchangers are designed with heat transfer capacity margin such that a percentage of

tubes can be plugged without impacting the ability of the heal exchanger to satisfy its required

function. The thermal pertormance characleristics of the heal exchanger, however, decreases as

the number of tubes that are plugged increases. Section 5.2.3.3.2 descrihes several leak testing

methods that can be used to detect failed heat exchanger tubes. Thermal performance monitoring

should be perlormed on each almospheric heal exchanger in accordance with the requirements
of Reference 5.9, not to exceed 1() years. Leak testing should be perfc_rmed on these heal

exchangers whenever tube leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if vibration data and thermal performance data tire obtained and trended on the

atmospheric heat exchangers once per operating cycle (or other frequency determined to he

adequate by plant-specific operating history)and tbllowing major maintenance activities and eddy

current lesling and leak testing is performed Io identify degraded and leaky tubes, then
mechanical fatigue of the heal exchanger tubes ix effectively managed.

For a heal exchanger lube sheet (i.e., stainless steel, muntz metal, c_i"carh¢_n steel) in an

atmospheric application where applicable, visual inspection shcluld be perforrned in _.lccordancc
with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program ¢lr ASME ()perati¢_n and Mainlenance C¢_ctc

Program, whichever applies, Visual inspectiCm (nee Secticm 5.2.3.3.11 ix lhe most effective

method to detect significant degradation and heat exchanger tube sheet failure due l_ cyclic

loading and mechanical fatigue. Visual inspection should be perli_rmed _meach aim_spheric heal

exchanger cmce per 10-year inspeclion interval. From Secti{m 4.3.2.2.2 in Incest instances, faligue

cracking _cculs in the tube sheet ligaments (i.e., spacehelweenthehc_les), lfligalnenlcrucking

propagates far enough, leakage across the tube sheet can he deiecled by lherrrla] perl'(irmarice

monitoring and leak lesiing methods as described in Sections 5.2.3.2 and 5.2.3.3.2, respectively.

Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each aim¢lspheric heal exchanger in

accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, n_t to exceed I() years, l,eak testing sh_tlld

he performed _m these heat exchangers whenever lube sheet leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if visual inspecti_m is performed once per l()-vear inspeclion inlerval and

thermal performance daln ix oblaJned and trended _mce per c_peraling cycle (or _iher frequency

determined to be adequate by plant-specific operating histc_ry) and leak testing is perf(_rmed tc_
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identify leaky tube sheet areas, then mechanical fatigue of tile heat exchanger tube sheet is
effectively managed.

From Tables 3-5 and 3-fl there are no heat exchangers with drywell/reaclc_r building/

containment atm_sphere on the tube side o1 the heat exchanger. Thercf_wc, the ew_luation of the

mechanical t'aligue, ass_ciated with the waterbox/cllannel head/divider plate in these atmospheric

heal exchanger.s is discussed in Secticms 5.4.3. ! (classed ctu_iing water)and 5.4.5.1 (raw water).

l:¢_r lh¢_se atmospheric heal exchanger.s thal have a shell/nozzles/internals (i.e., some do

not, for example the I'_('('S nu_m toe,lets) visual inspccticm should be perf_rmed in acc_rdance

with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME ()potation and Maintenance Code

Progranl, whichever applies. Visual inspection (,see Section 5.2.3,3.1) is the m_st effective

methc_d tt_ detect significant degradatitm and failure _+t"the heat exchanger shell/nc_zzles/internais

due to cyclic l_n.idirlg arid Frlecilailical fatigue.

If ruecharlical l'ntigue causes the heal exchanger interrlals l_ t_eccmle I_u_se, then it is likely

that \'ibr;iti{)ri level.', will iricrcase. Vihr;iti()tl m_mit_lirlg should he pcrf¢>rmed in acc_wdarice with

either the Fil;.illl's Prcvcillive M;.liFitcnarice F'r_graii] _>r ASMF, Operati{m arid MaiFilerlarlce ('_lde

l_n_graril, whichever applies, l_errrlanerltly installed \ibrati_m rricirlil_uilig equiprrleril x,,,'{mld be tile

optiillUlil; ti_wever, this is n,,ta requiremerit t_ acquire the necessary dL|l;,I ]'(,ll"analv.,,is. Vibrati_ul
In_rlit_lririg .,,,]l_mld be l-_erl_rlned _il the alnl_spheric heat exchangers tllat have tl sllell/ri{_/./.lcs/

iriterrials trace per _q+cratirlg cycle _.lnd after nia.i_w lnairltenarice that cllarlges tile baseline vibtati_m
levels.

Ttlercfore, if visual inspection is pcrt'_rmcd _ilce per i()-year irispcction inlerval and

vibrati{m data is _ff_tained and trended _m the shell/n_v, zle.s/internals _mce per _perating cycle (_r

_ttler frequency deterzllincd i_ be adequate by plant-specific _)perating tlist_wy)arid t{_ilc_wirlg

lnaj_)r mainterlarice activities, then xnechanical fatigue _1" the all-rip,spheric heat exchanger shell/

n(izzlcs/inlexn;.il.s is effectively nlailagecl.

5.4.6.2 Erosion and Erosion/Corrosion

[:r()nl Secti{ms 4.3.2, i.5 el(isi(lil arid er()si(lll/c()rr()si(nl nltisl be cffeclively nlanaged for

adiniially n_elal heal exchanger lubes where lhe waler vap_)i, c_mdensed ()n lhe tube, in acidic and

tlie lair []()w across the Itlbc {luiside sui'f;.iccs flequenlly ch;,lllges, direciil)il.

[:l()ni Tables 3-5 and 3-6 there ai'e n()heal exchtulgel'._ with drywell/reaci{ir t_uiiding/

c(mlainlllenl alillosphere ()n ihe lube side, Theret'_we, ihe evaluali(in ()l elosi()n and ci_si_m/
Col'r()si()n ass(iciatcd with ihe walerb(ix/chai]nel head/divider piale and ltibe sheel ii_ these

atmospheric hcf.it exchangers is disctlsscd ill Secli_llls 5.4.3. I (closed clu_ling walel) arid 5.4.5. l
(raw water).

l{ddy currenl exainiilali(lll lneth_ds perl()rnled ill acc()rd;,lnce with either tile plant's
PrevenllVe M;ilXliCll;,iilcc lq'()b,r;,inl (li ASMt:: ()pelali(ln and Mainlcn;,incc ('llde Pr()grain, whichever

applies, will idenlify ;aild ch;,iracleri/.e [law.,., ill II_lri-ferr()ill;,lgilclic hc;il cxchailger ltlbcs. If
erosion and er().sit)n/c(irr{).si()n pl(iducc flaws in the Itlbe.s, then eddy curi¢ni le.siin{/ is eflcclive

al detecting ihesc l]aws, li is il()l rlcccs,sai'v l()i lhese tlaw.s io pltlpagale ihr()tlgh ihe lube wall
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for eddy current testing to be effective. Eddy current testing (see Section 5.2.3.3.31 should be
pertbrmed on each atmospheric heat exchanger at least once each 10-year inspection interval and

whenever the heat exchanger is open for maintenance activities.

If erosion and erosion/corrosion cause the heat exchanger tube to fail such that through

wall penetration occurs, then thermal performance monitoring and leak testing will effectively
detect the tube failures. Thermal perlbrmance monitoring and leak testing of heat exchangers

is perlormed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance or ASME Operation
and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Most heat exchangers ;ire designed with heat

transfer capacity margin such that a percentage of tubes can be plugged without impacting tilc

ability of the heat exchanger to satisfy its required function. The thermal perfommnce
characteristics of the heat exchanger, however, decreases as the nurnber of tubes that ;ire plugged

increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance monitoring melhods, and

Section 5.2.3.3.2 describes several leak lesting methods that can be used to detect failed heat

exchanger tubes. Thermal performance monitoring should be perlk)rmed on each atmospheric

heat exchanger in accordance with the requiremenls of Reference 5.9, nol Io exceed !() years.

Leak testing should be perfommd on these heat exchangers whenever tube leaks ;ire suspected.

Therefore, if thermal performance data is obtained and trended on the alm_)spheric heal

exchangers once per operating cycle (or other frequency determined to be adequate by plant-

specific operating history) and eddy current testing and leak testing are performed lt_ idenlity

degraded and leaky tubes, then erosion and erosion/corrosion of the heat exchanger tubes ;ire

effectively managed.

5.4.6.3 Wear

Detecting the presence of wear in the alinospheric system heat exctlanger subcorrlponents

is virtually impossible to achieve until such time as the subcomponent begins to exhibit abnormal
behavior. Therefore, programs/techniques to effectively manage wear are generally performance

based. Through heat exchanger perform:race monitoring and data acquisition, the trending of key

operational parameters may provide sufficient information, prior io heat exchanger failure, so lhal

planned maintenance activities can be conducted to repair/replace the affected heal excharlgcr

subconlponent(s). Visual inspections and eddy current examinaticms ;ire also helpful for wear
detection in some situations. A combination of programs/techniques must be implemented to

effectively manage wear.

For heat exchanger tubes in an atmospheric system application, st)me form of vibration

monitoring should be perforrrled in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Mainlenarlce

Program or ASME Operatiori and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Vibration

monitoring is lhe most effective melhod It) detect significant degradation and heat exchanger tube
failure due to) flow induced cyclic loading and wear. Permanently installed vibration monitoring

equipment would be the optimunl; however, this is not a requiremenl to acquire Ihe necessary
data for analysis. Section 5.2.3.3.4 describes three types of heat exchanger vibration
rrieasureinerit rnethods. Vibration monitoring should be pertormed ¢m each atmospheric systerrl

heat exchanger once per operating cycle arid after re;tier heal exctlanger mairlterlance that changes
the baseline vibratiorl levels.
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Eddy current examination methods perfornmd in accordance with either tile plant's
Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever

applies, will identify and characterize flaws in non-ferromagnetic heat exchanger tubes. If the

number or magnitude of cyclic loads experienced produces wear flaws (i.e., denting) in the tubes,

then eddy current testing is effective at detecting these flaws. It is nol necessary for these flaws

to propagate through the tube wall for eddy current testing to be effective. Eddy current testing

(see Section 5.2.3.3.3) should be performed on each atmospheric system heat exchanger at least
once each 10-year inspection interval and whenever the heat exchanger is open for maintenance
activities.

If the number or magnitude of cyclic loading causes the heat exchanger tube to fail from
wear, such that through wall penetration occurs, then thermal performance, monitoring, and leak

testing will effectively detect the tube failures. Thermal performance monitoring and leak testing

of heat exchangers is performed in accordance with either the plant's Preventive Maintenance

Program or ASME Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Most heat

exchangers are designed with heat transfer capacity margin such that a percentage of tubes can

be plugged without impacting the ability of the heat exchanger to satisfy its required function.

The thermal performance characteristics of the heat exchanger, however, decreases as the number

of tubes that are plugged increases. Section 5.2.3.2 describes several thermal performance

monitoring methods and Section 5.2.3.3.2 describes several leak testing methods that can be used

to detect failed heat exchanger tubes. Thermal perlormance monitoring should be performed on

each atmospheric system heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements ot" Reference 5.9,

not to exceed 10 years. Leak testing should be performed on these heal exchangers whenever

tube leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if vibration, data, and thermal performance data are obtained and trended on

the atmospheric system heat exchangers once per operating cycle (or other frequency determined

to be adequate by plant specific operating history) and following maior maintenance activities;

and eddy current testing and leak testing is performed to identify degraded and leaky test tubes,
then wear of the heat exchanger tubes is effectively managed.

For a heat exchanger tube sheet in an atmospheric systen_ application, visual inspection

should be performed in accordance with the plant's Preventive Maintenance Program or ASME

Operation and Maintenance Code Program, whichever applies. Visual inspection (see Section

5.2.3.3.1) is the most effective method to detect significant degradation and heat exchanger tube

sheet failure due to cyclic loading and wear. Visual inspection should be performed on each

atmospheric system heat exchanger once per 10-year inspection interval. From Section 4.3.2.2.6

in most instances, cracking occurs in the tube sheet ligaments (i.e., space between the holes).

If ligament cracking propagates far enough, leakage across the tube sheet can be detected by

thermal performance testing monitoring and leak testing methods as described in Sections 5.2.3.2

and 5.2.3.3.2, respectively. Thermal performance monitoring should be performed on each

atmospheric system heat exchanger in accordance with the requirements of Reference 5.9, nol

to exceed 10 years. Leak testing should be performed on these heat exchangers whenever tube
sheet leaks are suspected.

Therefore, if visual inspection is perlk_rmed once per 10-year inspection interval and

thermal performance data is obtained and trended once per operating cycle (or other t'requency
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determined to be adequate by planl specific operating history); and leak testing is perfornled Io

identify leaky tube sheet areas, then wear of the alnlospheric system heat exchanger tube sheet

is effectively managed.
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6. OTHER AGING MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

The aging mechani_nTs affecting the variou._ heal exchanger ._uhc_mponent,, in the scope
of this AM(; were discussed in Secti_m 4. Section 5 ewlluated each significant aging mechanism

with respect to current maintenance, inspecti_n, testing and trending programs/techniques. For

all of tile significant aging mechanisms, it was determined that current programs/techniques

effectively detect aml/_r mitigate degradali_m and ensure long-term safe and reliable _peration

_,1 these heat exchangers.

As discussed in Secti_m 5.2.2, the ASME ('ode _l'()pcrati_m and Maintenance c_l"Nuclear

Power Plants (ASM!!, ()M ('_de)relating t_ heal exchangers has n_t been endorsed by tile B_iler
and Pros,sure Vessel ('ommittec _1 ASMt L, nor has it been entered illt_ tile ('_tlc _l" l:ederal

Rcgulalion (1() ('t:R 5().55a1 a.s mandat_wy testing and inspection requirements, tl_wcvcr,
elernetlls (_l"this code cffcctivcly dctcct and/or mitigate aging and degradation occurring t_ thc

heat exchangers in the scope c_l this AM(;. Since this code is n_t mandatory, .,,t_me nuclear
utilities may not be l_llt_wing the rcquircmcntsc_mtained within the ASMIS,()M ('_dc. If thin

is the case, then these utilities should c_msider upgrading _r enhancing their preventive

maintenance program t_ include elements _)I the ASME ()M ('_tle.
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITIONS[A.1]

accelerated aging artificial aging in which the simulation of natural aging approxirnales, in a
short time, the aging effects of longer-term service conditions

acceptance criterion specified limit of a functional or condition indicator used to assess the
ability of an SSC* to perform it.,,design function

age (noun) time from fabrication of an SSC to a stated time

age conditioning simulation of natural aging effects in an SSC by the application of any
combination of artificial and natural aging

age-related degradation synonym for aging degradation

aging (noun) general process in which characteristics of an SSC gradually change with time or
use

aging assessment evaluation of appropriate information for determining the effects of aging on
the current and future ability of SSCs to function within acceptance criteria

aging degradation aging effects that could impair the ability of an SSC Io function within
acceptance criteria

aging effects net changes in characteristics of an SSC that occur with time or use and are due
to aging mechanisms

aging management engineering, operations, and maintenance actions to control within
acceptable limits aging degradation and wearout of SSC,,,

aging mechanism specific process that gradually changes characteristics of an SSC with time
or use

artificial aging simulation of natural aging effects on SSCs by application of stressors
representing plant pre-service and service conditions, but perhaps different in intensity, duration,
and manner of application

breakdown synonym for complete failure

characteristic property or attribute of an SSC (stlch ;.Is shape, dimension, weight, condition
indicator, functional indicator, performance or mechanical, chemical, or electrical property)

SSC = system, structure, or component
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lil'e manal?,emenl inle_r;Hi(m ()I ;lping III;IIII, I_Ulli¢Ill _ll_tl¢c,)n(,n_ic ill;inning I(): (I) ()I_1i_i/¢ Ihe

()perali()n.II_ainlenanc¢.and u,,cfullife()iSS(',,; 12)llminlain_In_wcepl;_hleI¢_cI()I"perl()rn_nce
and saI_'l_;;.uld131in_ixiIliilcrelurH(_11iIl'_C,.Inl¢lll(),,¢rtheuscIulliI¢_)IlheIfl_nl

lifetime _n()nv=iz l_,rlil'e

maintenance ;=ggrc_;=lc _)1 dirccl _lnd ,,upp,)rling ;,IL'li()ll _, ltl_=l dclccl, preclude. ()r _nili_ale

la_lctl SS("

mean lime I)et_'een failures ;uilhmelic ;=_¢r;=ge_I ()pcr;tting lilllex !_¢1_,'¢¢11 I_=ilurc,, ()I ;=nIlClll

natural _l_in_ _lging ,_I _mSS(' lh;=! _,ccur,, under pre-ser_ ice ;_nd ser_ice c_mdill_)n,,, including
CI'I'()I'-IlldLIL'¢d u't)lIklllI_HIX

m)rmul ==_in_ni.ltttt;.iIa_lll_ l'I'(Hll¢I'I',H-I'I'C¢pr¢-,,,¢i_.IC¢Cu" %¢I_.ICL't,()iltlili(_lln

n()rm¢ll ul_int_ (le_r_ldati(m ;i_ln_ ¢lcgr;tthui_)n pr(_duced bx n()l_m=lc_)ntlil_(m_

m)rmal c'()ndili()n_ (_l_¢r_=lin_c(,r_tlili()r_s()Ia pr()perlvtlc,.i_nctl,l;_hric;lled,in,,t_=lled._)per;=ted
_.=I1tlmainIi.iined.SS('excludin_de,,ignI'_=siscvcnlc_mtIili_m,,

normal (_per_llin_ clmdili()ns ,,>n()nvm l()rn()rm_tl c(mditi(ms
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normal stressor slrcssor lhal stelliS l'r_m_mumal conditions and can produce aging mechanisms
and effects in an SS("

operating conditions service ct)ndili{)ns, including normal and crrt)r-induced ct)ndilitmn, prior

to the start of a design basis accident _u earthquake

operating service conditions synonym for operating conditions

operational conditions synonym for functional conditions

overhaul (noun) extensive repair, refurbishment, or both

performance indicator synonym for functional indicator

periodic maintenance form of prevemive maintenance c()nsi_tin_ _)f servicing, part,,

replacemcnl, surveillance. _)r lesling al predetermined intervals _1 calendar time, (_pcraling lime.

or number of cycles

planned maintenance form of preventive maintenance c()nsisling _)f reftlrbisilmcnl (_r

replacemen! !hal is scheduled and performed prior to failure of an SS("

post-maintenance testing testing after maintenance to verify that maintenance was performed

correctly anti that the SSC can function within acceptance criteria

preconditioning synonym for age conditioning

predictive maintenance form (fl preventive maintenance performed continu{_ttslv {_rat inlervals

governed by observed c()ndition to monitor, diagn()se. ()r trend an SS("s luncli(mal _)r condition
indicators" results indicale current and future functional ahilit'_ or the nature and schedule for

planned maintenance

premature aging aging el|'ccls ()t at1 SSC thai occur earlier lhan expected b¢cau,,¢ ()l crr(_rs ()r
pre-service and service conditions n_! considered explicitly in design

pre-service conditions actual physical states or influences on an SS(" pri(_r Io inilial (_perali(m
(e.g., fabrication, storage, Iransp(_rtation, installation, and pre-(_perati_mal testing t

preventive maintenance tlcli(ms that dclec!, preclude, _r mitigate degradation (_t a functi_mal
SS(" I_) sustain (_t extend its useful life by c_mlrolling dcgradali(m and failures I() an acceplablc

level; there arc !hrce lypcs _f prcxcnlivc mainlcnance' periodic, prediclive, and planned.

qualified life periled l_r w'hich an SS(" has been demonstrated, through testing, analysis, or

experience. I_ be capable _t ftlncli(ming within acceplance crilcria during specified _pcrating
condi!l()ns wh_le r¢laining the ability 1o perform ils safely lunclions in a design basis accident
or earthquake
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random failure ;Jny f;Jilurc wh()s¢ c;,Js¢ ()r nl¢chanisnl, t)r h()lh, nlake it,., 1i111¢()f ()cculru,nc,,'
unpredictable I ll:.I:.E Sld !()()]

reconditioninl_ syn(_nym for overhaul

refurbishment pl;tnncd ;,cti{_ns I_)impl"{_vc lh¢ c,_nditi(_n {_1;=n unl;tilcd .";S("

remaining, desil_n lil'e pcri_)d lrc_m _=sl;itcd tiluc t{) pl_tnncd rclircm¢'nl ,_1;=n SS('

remainin_ life actual period lr_)lll _i ,,t;flcd timu" t() rctil¢tllCnt ()1 ;=n SS(r'

remainin_ service life svn_)nvm for remainin_ Iit_.

remaining usel'ul life synonym l'{_rremaininl_ life

repair ;tctiorls to Icttlrn a failed SS(" t{_;Jn ;Jccept;.tt_lu,c('_ll{..titi{ql

replacement rem()v;_] ()f ;=n undcgr;=dcci, dc_r_=dcd. ,_r lailcd S.',;(' ,)r ;t p;ffl lhcr¢()f ;rod
instzfllation ¢_I;Jn¢)therin iln place th;J! can funcli_,)n _,vitllin the ,_)ri_2in;ti;Jcccl',t;mcccriteria

residtial lit'e synonym for remaininr life

retirement final withdraw_=l lr_m service _)t an .',iS("

rework c{)rr¢cli_)n of inadcgu;=tcly pcrl{)rmcd l';=hric;=li(_n,in,,t;=ll;=ti{)n.{_rm;=intcn_=nc¢

root cause tur_darnent;.tlre;J.,,_)n(,,)for _=t_ob,,crvcd c(_r_dili_tl _I ;tn SS(" thai it c¢)rrcclcd prevent,.,
recurrence t)f the c()nditi¢m

root cause anal)sis ,,,,'n{_n\rr_l{_r failure analysis

service conditions ;.=clu;.=!f_hysic;=! '.,tiJl¢',or inl'lticnccs during 1tlc ,,crvicc life _I ;.=nSS('.

clesi_n h;._,,_s¢venl c_ndit_)n,,

service lift, ;_clt_:JIpcJit)d lr_m _n_tl_l _l_er;tlt(_n It)fu'llfClll¢lll _)I _n SS("

servicinl_, rt_ulinc action,, (includin.g cl¢;u_in._. ;.td.iunlr_lcr_l. c;_litu'ati_n, and rcpl;tccmcnl _I
c(_r_surn;._hlc) thai ..,u_,l;._ir_t_t extend the u,,eful litu' t_l an S.".;("

simultaneous effects c(_rnbined of feel,, lt{_tl_nlres,.,{_r,,;.tclin_ sirnull;tn¢¢_u,,ly

,,;tress S\'ll(_ll\'lli I()I stressor

.,,;lressor ;jgcnl ()r ,,timulu,, lh;.fl ,,Icm,, fr()m f_re-'.,er\tc¢ and ncrvic¢ c(_nditi(_n,,and can pr()dttcc
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surveillance observation or measurement of condition or functional indicators to verify that an
SSC currently can function within acceptance criteria

surveillance requirements test, calibration, or inspection to assure that the necessary quality
of systems and components is maintained, that facility operation will be within the safety limits,
and that the limiting conditions of operation will be met I10 CFR 50.36] _for use only when
specific regulatory and legal connotations are called for)

surveillance testing syn{mym for surveillance, surveillance requirements, and testing (use
only when specific regulatory and legal connotations are called for)

synergistic effects portion of changes in characteristics of an SSC produced solely by the
interaction of stressors acting simultancously, as distinguishcd from changes produccd by
superposition from cach stressor acting independcntly

testing observation or measurement of condition indicators under controlled conditions to verify
that an SSC currently conforms to acceptance criteria

time in service time from initial operation of an SSC to a stated time

useful life synonym tor service life

wearout failure produced by an aging mechanism

References

A. 1 EPRI TR-100844, "Nuclear Power Plant Common Aging Terminology," prepared
by MPR Associates, Inc., November 1992.
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APPENDIX B
ACRONYMS

AMG Aging Managenlcnl Guideline

ARP Annunciator response procedure

ASME American S(_cicty (_1Mechanical Engineers

B&PV Broiler and Pressure Vessel

BWR Broiling Water Reactor

CCW Classed Cooling Water

CFR ('ode of l"cdcrai Regulations

CVC Chemical and Volume Ctmtrol

CVCS ('heroical and Vt_lume ('¢mtrol System

DOE L].S. l)cpartment ¢_t"l'_ncrgy

dpa Displacements per ;.I.lOlll

ECC Emergency Core Cooling

ECCS Emergency ('ore ('c_oling System

EDG Emergency l)icscl Generator
i

EPRI Electric Pc_wcr Research ln.,,titute

HPC! High-pressure coolant injection

IASCC Irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking

IGSCC lntcrgranular strc_;s corrosion cracking

INPO [n.,,titutc ftn Nuclear Power ()pcrali_ms

IPA Integrated Planl Assessment

IR Industry report

LCM Life Cycle Management

LER IAccnsce Event Report

LMTD l,c_garithmic-Mean Temperature l)ift'erence

LWR Light Water Rcactcu

MIC Microbiolt_glcal Influenced Corrosion

MTD Mean Temperature Difference

NPAR Nuclear Plant Aging Research

NPRDS Nuclear Plant Reliability l)ala System
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NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Con lnlission

NTU Number of Transfer Units

NUMARC Nuclear Management and Resource C_mncil

O&M Operalions and Maintenance ('_de /ASME)

PLIM Planl Lifetime lmpn_vcment

PM preventive maintenance

ppb Parts per billi_)n

ppm Parts per milli¢m

PWR pressurized water reactor

RBCCW React_r building clcJsc¢l co_iing water

RCIC reactc)r core isolation c()()ling

RHR Residual l-lear Rem()val

RWCU Reactor Water Cleanup

RWST Refueling water stowage tank

SCs Structures and cotnpcments

SCC Stress c_rrc_sicm cracking

SHE Standard hydrogen electrode

SN[., Sandia National l,abcwatories

SOER Significant Operating Experience Rep_rts

SSCs Systems, structures, and cornpcments

TEMA Tubular [-xchanger Manufacturers Assc_ciati_m

TGSCC Transgranular stress corrosion cracking
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